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These Notes are intended to provide:

a) brief biographies of the Fathers named in the text, identification of unfamiliar places mentioned in it and references to Biblical quotations;
b) comments on the errors of previous editors (see Introduction, pp. i and ii.
c) explanations and justifications of the emendations proposed by the present editor;
d) discussion of unusual or dubious forms, words and phrases not included in the sections on Orthography, Morphology and Syntax in the Introduction;
e) comparisons of variant readings in the two MSS. where relevant to the establishment of the text;
f) comparison of the French and Latin texts where necessary for the elucidation of passages whose meaning is difficult to interpret.

In order to economize space, the titles of certain works of reference to which frequent allusion is made in these Notes are abbreviated. Detailed references to Migne's edition of Rosweyde's Patrologia Latina and to the various Latin writers and translators of the Verba Seniorum are not given, since they can be found in the Introduction, pp i, cxiv, cxxii-iii.

Wherever points of phonological, orthographical or morphological interest characteristic of Anglo-Norman are discussed, the name Pope, followed by a paragraph reference, indicates that further details can be found in M.K. Pope, From Latin to Modern French (Manchester, 1934; revised reprint 1952).
The following abbreviations are employed in referring to dictionaries consulted:

- **O.E.D.**: *The Oxford English Dictionary*.
- **T.-L.**: A. Tobler and E. Lommatzsch, *Altfranzösisches Wörterbuch* (Berlin-Wiesbaden, 1925-).

3. **H commu nément.** Meyer expands MS. cömuneêt as communément. (Here, and wherever a previous editor's expansion of a scribal abbreviation is questioned, the reader is referred to the section on Abbreviations and Contractions in the Introduction, pp. xix-xxvii.

4. **P que ci truis, H ke ci trois.** Both O'Connor and Meyer omit ci in transcribing H.

5. in H, patm come ie has been written over an erasure, apparently by the hand responsible for the title *Vitas patrum*.

6. **P par devin espiration, H pur prou de la gent.** Since ll. 7-8 are preserved only in P, this second hemistich would appear to have been deliberately altered in H in order to provide a subject for the following line. In the first hemistich of H, Meyer misread translaté as translaté.

7-8. For the omission of these lines in H see note on l. 163. The location of Temple Bruer is given in the Introduction, p. cix.
9. *P Que par le rumanz ... uniement, H Ki par le rumance ... vivement*. The reading of H, although at first sight apparently satisfactory from the point of view of metre, must be corrupt. In the first place, the initial subordinating conjunction *que*, introducing a final clause and consequently followed by subjunctive *entendant*, has been replaced by *ki*, the scribe seemingly mistaking it for a relative pronoun referring to *la gent* (H 1. 6) regardless of nominative *Tuz icels* in the following line. Secondly, *rumanz* is used from the twelfth century on not only with its original meaning of the Romance language spoken in the North of France, but also with that of a text translated into this vernacular from Latin, either of which would fit the present context. Substantival *rumance*, however, is unattested in Old French, and the earliest example of its adjectival use, attested by Gdf. in the locution *laingue romance*, dates from the fourteenth century. Lastly, the adverb *vivement* occurs only twice in this text, here and in 1. 124, and both examples are found only in H. In each case the scribe has clearly marked the *i* by means of an acute accent, but in neither case is the meaning 'in lively fashion' as appropriate in the given context as would be *uniement*, 'in one and the same way, unanimously', which appears in H 1. 4811 and is attested in Anglo-Norman in the Psautier d'Oxford and in Angier's *Vie de St. Grégoire*. Since the scribe responsible for P equally unambiguously places an acute accent above the *i* of *uniement* in 1. 9, it seems probable that both examples of *vivement* in H can be attributed to carelessness on the part of its copyist or of the scribe responsible for an earlier version.

12. *P ja vesquirent religisement, H jadis vesquirent mult religisement*. Here the reading of P has obviously suffered in
transmission.

13. P Par mun conseil l'entendent bonement, H Ore i entendez par mun consail bonement. In P, the construction of ll. 13-14 echoes that of ll. 9-10, no doubt intentionally, with the poet exhorting the devout to listen carefully to his translation of the Vitas Patrum. In H, or its model, this construction may have been deliberately altered to a direct command under the influence of l. 4 or ll. 15-22, in which the listeners are directly addressed as vous (see also note on l. 163).


19. P E vous qui escutez, H E us qui l'escultez. O'Connor erroneously reads A in P and vous in H, while both he and Meyer read escutez in H.

21. P Si vous volez, H Si vous vous volez. Meyer and O'Connor fail to note the presence of reflexive vous in H.

22. Meyer adopts the reading of H.

24, 26. Antoine. Erroneously transcribed Antoine by O'Connor and Meyer. Antony the Great, the founder of Christian monasticism, was born at Coma, near Heracleopolis in Upper Egypt, about 251. He was baptized at the age of twenty and, after the death of his parents, gave his rich inheritance to the poor and retired into a sepulchral monument, where he was sorely molested by demons. Later on he lived for twenty years in a mountain near Aphroditopolis, where he became celebrated for his miracles and collected around himself a number of disciples. He died in 356, aged 105.¹

26. si dist. Meyer reads si li dist.

27. jeo te. Meyer erroneously reads jo and does not emend MS. to.


32. lever. Meyer erroneously reads louver, suggesting the correction mover.

33. tutdis. Meyer reads tut diz.

35. un altre moine. Named as abbas Pambo in the Latin text (see note on 1. 183).

40. Meyer transcribes Qoe est entendre senz, nul mot dementir.

11. 40-4 have no equivalent in the Latin text (see note on 1. 163), the two couplets providing the translator's own interpretation of 1. 39, which renders Noli ... poenitearis de re transacta.

41. Ke. The scribe must have inadvertently written the abbreviated form k\(\text{y}\) (= kar) in place of k\(\text{l}\) (= ke), since a subordinating conjunction is needed here to introduce the clause dependent on Qoe est entendre (l. 40).

43. _ad. Read a by Meyer.

44. Kar. Here, as in 11. 111, 149, 164, 176 and 180, Meyer mistakenly expands MS. K\(\text{y}\) as Ke.

46. Meyer fails to transcribe the second en.

47. Seint Gregorie. There is no indication in the MS. that this line marks the beginning of a new verbum. Gregory I, the Great, was born in Rome in 540. After his father's death, he converted his mansion into a Benedictine monastery and took the habit in 575. Four years later he was appointed Papal Legate to Constantinople, but in 585 he returned to Rome, where he was elected abbot of St. Andrea, becoming the Secretary of Pelagius II. On the death of the latter,
he was elected Pope. He died in 604.¹

51. dreite. O'Connor reads dreit.
52. guart. O'Connor reads guait.
55. Chans. There is no indication in the MS. that this line marks
the beginning of a new verbum. Chans would appear to be a corruption
of the Latin name Joannes, as the saying is attributed by Pelagius to
Joannes Nanus, although Paschasius and Martinus concur in attributing
a very similar, although much longer, saying to abbas Silvanus.
John the Dwarf was born at Basta in Lower Egypt. When 18 years of
age, he took the habit at Shihat and later lived as an anchorite in
the desert of Scete (see note on 1. 705) under the guidance of St.
Poemen (see note on 1. 130). After the death of the latter, he was
elected to succeed him. He was the teacher of St. Arsenius (see note
on 1. 402) and, in spite of his high temper, a model of gentleness.
When the Berbers penetrated into Scete, he fled to Culzum to the cell
of St. Antony (see note on 1. 24), where he died in the first half of
the sixth century.²

56. cristien. Misread as crestien by Meyer, who also transcribes
MS. prmes as primes, without comment.
63. esperance. MS. esperante is quite clear, although both
O'Connor and Meyer read esperance. Scribal confusion of c and t is
not infrequent in both MSS., even in rhyme-words (see note on 1. 735
and section on Scribal Errors, Introduction, pp. xi and xiii.


77. Theodorus. Known as Theodore 'the Sanctified', he was abbot
of Tabennisi in Egypt. Born c. 314 in the Upper Thebaid (see note on

¹ Holweck, op.cit., p. 446.
² Ibid., p. 547.
1. 83), he was the brother of St. Paphnutius. At the age of 14, he entered the monastery of Tabennisi, where he became the third successor of St. Pachomius in 350. After introducing many reforms and founding five new monasteries, he died c. 368. ¹ Meyer erroneously reads Teodorus.

80. k'ad nun satage. Meyer also transcribes satage, stating that the reading is corrupt. O'Connor transcribes s'atage, which he considers to be an orthographical variant of the third person singular present indicative of atachier, of which the past participle forms atachez (l. 3219) and atachié (l. 3642) occur in H. He accordingly renders the line as 'Let a man beware of the madness (folly) that adheres to fame (effected by possession).’ This interpretation fails to take into account the fact that the three virtues extolled by Theodore are nihil possidendi, abstinendi, homines fugiendi, of which the first and the third are represented by ll. 81-2 of the text. 1. 80 must therefore translate abstinendi, which cannot justifiably be understood as shying away from fame. Moreover, ad is restricted in H to the third person singular of the present indicative of avoir, presumably in order to distinguish it from the preposition a, so that any interpretation relying on the prepositional use of ad cannot be correct. Admitting that k'ad nun,’which is called,' formed part of the original text, the following word would have to provide the name of the particular folie contrasting with abstinence. Since the scribe may have inadvertently copied the first two letters of satage from sache, the final word in the immediately preceding line, one can conclude only that this word must have terminated in -age or -ache and denoted over-indulgence or gluttony.

81. possession. Meyer erroneously reads possessiun.

82. congregaciam. Meyer reads congraciun.

83. Joseph ... de_Tebes. Latin: abbas Joseph Thebaeus. This Father was a fourth century hermit in Egypt, and a disciple of St. Antony.1 Thebes was the capital of the upper part of the Nile valley, known as the Thebaid, which from the third century onwards was the cradle of Christian monasticism. According to St. Jerome, the first ascetic in the region was St. Paul of Thebes (see note on 1. 4183). The monks at first lived as solitaries but were later organized into communities, mainly through the efforts of St. Antony and St. Pachomius.2

86. honurabes. O'Connor reads honurabes, while Meyer transcribes honurables with no mention of the MS. reading honurales.

87. prumer. Misread prumer by Meyer.

88. sovernerament. Meyer notes that this word should be sovernerament, but sovernerament recurs in H (see Glossary).

90. volentiers le_sofre. Meyer erroneously reads volentiers le sofre.

105. _of. This line appears to have caused the scribe some difficulty, as he first wrote goe que vus di dirrai ia and then erased ia, which is still visible, adding vus ia after the erasure. It would

therefore seem that vus di (which O’Connor reads as nus di, neither emending nor explaining) was the beginning of vus dirrai and that the scribe, realizing that he had made a mistake, then broke off and re-wrote dirrai, forgetting to erase and alter vus di. Since 11. 105-6 correspond to the Latin phrase sed tamen audivi quia interrogavit unus Patrum, vus di has been emended to of in accordance with Lat. audivi.

106. un_abbé. Identified in the Latin text as abbatem Nisteronem magnum, qui erat amicus abbatis Antonii (see note on 1. 3363).

108. plarrai. O’Connor attempts to correct the rhyme by adding fei (a form which never occurs in this MS. as the first person singular present indicative of faire) after MS. pleisir. It appears more likely that pleisir is in fact a scribal error occasioned by similarity with tut le miulz a Deu pléisir in 1. 102. Since the line corresponds to Latin Quod opus est bonum ut faciam?, the infinitive is replaced by the first person future by analogy with 1. 36 Ke frai jœ? which translates Quid faciam? The plausibility of the rhyme plarrai : mei is supported by many similar rhymes in this text (e.g. 11. 2983-4 sei : partirai) listed in the Introduction, pp.lvii and lxxxi (see also Pope §1157).


111. The Biblical reference is to Genesis xviii, 4-8.

114. bonement. O’Connor erroneously reads benement.

115. seinz. Meyer reads leuiz, suggesting the emendation buens.

116. quiete. Meyer transcribes quieté, despite the rhyme-word prophete.

117. E Deu fut ove lui. The scribe presumably miscopied fut as
fist, since the phrase "Deus erat cum eo." appears in II. 113 and 121 and the three lines translate "et Deus erat cum eo." O'Connor erroneously reads MS. fist as fut.

118. The Biblical reference to the prophet Elijah is found in II Kings ii, 11.

119-122. The reference is to I Chronicles xxix, 26.

124. vivement. Meyer erroneously reads "mement," suggesting as possible emendations unientem or communtement (see note on 1. 9).

130. Pastor. In Book V of the Vitae Patrum, Pelagius always employs this Latin translation of the Greek name Poemen, which is Latinized as Pimenius by Paschadius in Book VII and left as Poemen in Book III, translated by Ruffinus. Poemen the Great, known as 'the Prince of the Desert,' was born in Egypt and, with his brothers Anub (see note on 1. 4482) and Paes and other companions, took the monastic habit in the desert of Scete. Driven from there by Bedouins (as mentioned in II. 4481-90), they lived at Terrnuth (see note on 1. 2480) in an old temple, then at Diolchus. Poemen became abbot of the community after the death of his brother Anub. He died in 451.

131-6. Neither Meyer nor O'Connor encloses these lines within quotation marks, although the text paraphrases Pastor's actual words: "Quia custodire, et semetipsum considerare, et discretionem habere, haec tria operationes sunt animae.

134. revertirad. Meyer transcribes revertir ad, but this is a future form.

135. descretiun. Meyer erroneously reads descreciun.

137. There is no indication in the MS. that this is the beginning of a new verbum. The author may have deliberately intended to

combine it with the preceding saying, since both are attributed to Pastor, referred to here as cist abbez, by Pelagius (in the Appendix Martini, this saying is attributed to Moyses), although the intervening verbum (V,i,13) is not represented in H. Meyer erroneously reads Derechef as Derechief.

144. *sans.* Meyer erroneously reads sans.

150. Meyer transcribes labur vivent as luburuent.

153. *d'icés.* Meyer misreads MS. di ces as dit ces, and consequently suggests the suppression of alcun dit as a possible emendation. O'Connor punctuates Ke, sulunc alcun, d'icés, but offers three possible interpretations of the line: a) 'he who, according to some, would conform to these three'; b) 'he who would conform to any of these three'; and c) 'he who, someone has said, would conform to these three', of which only the second can be correct.

157. *a demande[r].* Meyer erroneously reads ad demander and O'Connor emends MS. ad demande thus. MS. ad is, however, suspect, as it is written over an erasure and the scribe never employs this spelling for the preposition (see note on l. 80). He must therefore have made the correction without realizing that the principal verb in this sentence was començat.

161-3. In transcribing these lines Meyer omits two half-lines and one whole line, jumping from veine glorie (l. 161) to vus dirrai un petit (l. 163).

163. ll. 163-82 have no counterpart in the Latin text. Such passages, in which the translator temporarily abandons his Latin source and addresses his listeners directly, are not infrequent.
Interpolations developing a particular theme occur elsewhere in H in ll. 40-4 (the futility of regret for past deeds), ll. 326-30 (pride), ll. 4808-16 (emascula-tion), in P ll. 1604-25 (the wiles of the Devil) and in both, ll. 5919-22 (the vanity of earthly pleasures).

Introductory lines and passages, in which the poet likes to stress the importance to his listeners of the exemplum he is about to translate, are preserved in H ll. 425-8 mut est bon, e a clerc e a lai, 1. 880 mult affert a gent de religiun, ll. 1273-4 nus nel devum mie metre en ubli, ll. 3265-6, in which he piously hopes to live long enough to complete his narration, and in P ll. 1049-52 and 6279-80, in addition to the common Prologue, ll. 1-22.

Couplets providing a link between two consecutive exempla devoted to the same subject are found in both MSS. ll. 4733-4 (the correct attitude to adopt on being visited by angels) and in H ll. 6077-8 (repentance, however late, ensuring salvation).

The translator's voice is, however, most often heard in lines emphasizing the moral lesson to be learned from a preceding exemplum, or concluding a section of his work illustrating a particular virtue. Such passages occur in both MSS. in ll. 1095-8, extolling self-restraint, in P ll. 839-42, recommending a saintly indifference to bodily sustenance, ll. 1017-8 and 3927-8, demonstrating the power of prayer, ll. 2971-6, counselling the monk to remain within his cell, ll. 4225-6, stressing the need to keep good company, ll. 4369-70, ending a lengthy discourse on obedience, and in H l. 4896, praising humility. ll. 6055-60 do not appear in P, although forming an epilogue to the foregoing exemplum which is preserved in both MSS. and indeed reading as though they were intended to form an epilogue to a completed work.
Of the concluding lines of the *Vitas Patrum*, with their direct appeal to all those who have embraced the religious life, only 11. 6887-92 are common to both MSS., while 11. 6893-926 are preserved solely in P. Their suppression in H, or in some earlier MS. on which H is based, along with that of the reference to Temple Bruer in 1. 7 and to Henri d'Arco in 1. 147 of the *Life of Thais*, which follows the *Vitas Patrum* in H without a break and is the work of the same translator, would therefore appear to be deliberate.

164. *cele vice deivent tuz aver_en despit*. Although *vice*, denoting evil, is normally masculine in Old French, F.E.W. XIV, 564a states that feminine gender is occasionally attributed to it, citing the *Roman de Renart*. The word occurs elsewhere in this text, again preceded by feminine *cele* in H, 1. 326, and in the plural by *trestutes* in P, 1. 5436. In H, 1. 167 it is qualified by *cest*, which accompanies both masculine and feminine substantives in this text (see Glossary), but the inaccuracy of syllabic count in both MSS. makes it impossible to determine which gender the author himself attributed to it. Meyer alters MS. *tuz aver* to *aveir tuz* without comment.

170. *fait*. Meyer erroneously reads *face*.
173. *_si*. Meyer erroneously reads *li*.
174. *euangelie*. Both O'Connor and Meyer expand MS. *eu^angelie* as *evangelie*.
175-80. These lines paraphrase Matthew vi, 1-2.
175, 177. *almuns*. Meyer emends to *almunes*.
178. *ke_goe*. O'Connor erroneously reads *ke go*.

---

179. _ceus ... guerdm_. Meyer transcribes _cens ... gusadun_.

183. _Pambo_. Pambo was an abbot in the Nitrian desert, a disciple of St. Antony and one of the great teachers of the desert. He especially practised silence and suffered martyrdom for the faith at Alexandria in 393.¹

186. _s'abie_. Although Meyer reads _sa vie_, the MS reading is perfectly clear. This contracted form of _ab(t)eie_ recurs in _H_ in l. 4372.

192. _main_. Meyer erroneously reads _mian_.

194. _puis_ke mis ici_. The line echoes l. 190 _Puis que comensai a meindre sutivement_, and one can therefore assume that the scribe mistook _mis_ in his exemplar for _nus_, which he then abbreviated to _nʰ_. In the first hemistich Meyer reads MS. _repentisse_ as _repensisse_.

196. Meyer fails to include _jo_ in his transcription of this line.

197. _Cananin_. This Father is named as _Chame_ in the Latin text, but no reference to him can be found in any of the biographies consulted.

203. _Cassian_. John Cassian was probably a native of the Roman province of Scythia Minor. He was born c. 360 and received religious training in a monastery at Bethlehem, later living for ten years with the monks of Egypt. He was ordained deacon in Constantinople by St. Chrysostom, whose cause he defended before Pope Innocent I in Rome in 404. He was ordained priest, probably in Rome, and c. 415 founded two religious houses at Marseilles, one for men and one for women. He promoted the spread of monasticism in the West by his writings in classical Latin.²

¹ Holweck, _op.cit._, p.766.
204. Johan. Identified in the Latin text as primus congregati-
onis, quod magnus quidem fuerit in vita sua. This Father is not
John the Dwarf (see note on 1. 55), but St. John of Egypt, who was
the most famous hermit after St. Antony, consulted by emperors and
lauded by St. Jerome, Cassian, St. Augustine and many others. Born
in 394 at Lycopolis in the Lower Thebaid, he was brought up to the
carpenter's trade. At the age of 25, he abandoned the world and
placed himself under the direction of an aged anchorite. After re-
turning to spend a few years with his mother, he then built three
cells in the rock and walled himself up, never eating before sunset.
Although he founded no community, he was regarded as a Father by all
neighbouring ascetics and was famed for his prophecies, miracles and
thought-reading. He died in 394, aged 90.¹

218-22. The trois mula_bones_paroles are Si habet homo humili-
tatem et paupertatem, et non judicet alterum, sic venit in eo timor
Domini. The scribe was therefore mistaken in inserting between 11.
219 and 220 the line which appears in its proper place at 1. 226.
O'Connor, however, neither rejects it nor comments on its inclusion.

223. coutofois. MS. coutrois is presumably the result of scribal
inversion of t and r. O'Connor transcribes con tres without com-
ment.

224. Sil l'endocrinat. O'Connor unnecessarily emends to Si
l'endocrinat.

229. mesaise ... de_viande. O'Connor reads de viande as demande,
although the phrase translates egestas victualium, punctuating E si
aiez messaise, sovent demande.

¹. H. Thurston and D. Attwater, eds., Butler's Lives of the Saints
245. There is no indication in the MS. that this is the beginning of a new verbum.

252. Psalm xcvi, 10 is given in the Vulgate as *Qui diligitis Dominum, odite malum*.

253. *torcenus*. O'Connor also makes this emendation, but misreads MS. *corenus* as cortenus. The line renders *non ingredi cum injusto* and *torcenus* is the poet's normal translation of Latin *injustus* (cf. 11. 4473 and 5828). 11. 253-4 do not form part of the Biblical quotation rendered by 1. 252 and have third person singular verbs in the Latin text, governed by *Monachi vitae haec est*, as are 11. 247-50 and 256-63. The change of person and mood may be attributable to the scribe, influenced by the imperative in 1. 252.

262. _halt_e_bas_chan_ter_. 11. 261-2 paraphrase *neque ventrem implere*, so that here again (see note on 1. 163) the translator has added an idea of his own in asserting that over-eating will adversely affect the singing in church. That he is apparently concerned with singing high and low, as opposed to loudly and softly, can be inferred by comparison with Wace, *Brut*, 11. 10421-4:

> Mult oǐssiez orgues suner<br>  
> E clers chanter e orgener,<br>  
> Voiz abaissier e voiz lever,<br>  
> Chanz avaler e chanz munter. 1

272. _deité_. <Lat. *ductare*, 'to lead'; O'Connor erroneously reads *det té*.

285. _ventre_. O'Connor reads *veintre*.

293. _ne_ten[c]ez_od li_. The line translates *et ne contendas cum eo*, and MS. *tenez* is consequently emended in accordance with 1. 290, which translates *noli contendere cum eo*.

297. Evagrius. Evagrius the Solitary, born at Pontus in the fourth century, was appointed Reader by St. Basil, ordained priest by St. Gregory of Nazianzus and attached himself to St. Nectarius, Patriarch of Constantinople. On resolving to leave the world, he went to Jerusalem and, after some hesitation, to the Nitrian desert in Egypt and from there to the 'Cells' (see note on 1. 693) in the Inner Desert.  

307 Abraham. Hagiographers mention three hermits named Abraham in Scete, disciples of St. Jonas, Agatho the Silent (see note on 1. 655) and St. Pachomius respectively. No reference can be found, however, to a disciple of Sisoës with this name.  

Sisoei. Sisoës the Great, hermit and abbot, was a contemporary and friend of St. Antony. He lived first in the desert of Scete, and then for 72 years on Mt. St. Antony, dying c. 429.  

311. O'Connor does not note MS. tut dis.  

319. en desert. Here, and wherever the phrase occurs, O'Connor transcribes eu desert, although there is no instance of the vocalized contracted form of en le in either MS. There are, however, several examples of el: e.g. H, 1. 1276 el siecle, 1. 1419 el sicle, 1. 2169 el flum, etc.  

326-30. These lines have no equivalent in the Latin text, which is confined to Initium malorum est distendere mentem. The author here is again addressing himself directly to his listeners (see note on 1. 163).  

2. Ibid., p. 924.
329-30. The quotation is from Luke xiv, 11.

338. sur un mult parfunt puiz. The corresponding Latin phrase reads *supra lacum profundissimum*, rendered by Chadwick in his English translation of the *Verba Seniorum* by 'on the very edge of a deep pool'. Although *lacus* could denote not only a pool, but also a cistern or reservoir for water, or even a den or a pit, *puiz* designates a well, translating Latin *puteus*, in ll. 639-44 and ll. 6379-88, and the translator would therefore seem to have pictured a man standing beside a well (cf. 1. 6392 *sur le flum Jordan*), rather than a pool, in this passage. Although Old French *puiz* is attested with the meaning 'pit' in addition to that of 'well', the author's use of the verb *neier* in 1. 340 precludes such an interpretation here. In 1. 3643, however, *H* offers the variant *fosse* where *P* reads *puiz*, although the context clearly refers to a well, possibly indicating that the two words were synonymous, in the sense of 'pit', for that copyist.


357-400. In *P*, this *exemplum* (V,ii,16) follows V,iii,2 (ll. 407-24), but is placed here in accordance with the order of *exempla* in *H*, which is consistent with that of Rosweyde's Latin text as reprinted by Migne. As this is the only *exemplum* belonging to V,ii preserved in *P*, it seems probable that the scribe did not originally intend to include it in his selection, but later, on changing his

---

mind, inserted it between two exempla taken from V,i.ii. This is the only passage preserved in P to be presented in this edition in an order different from that of the MS.

357. prudum, cunte. Meyer does not emend P prundum, and neither he nor O'Connor emends P cunte.

360. P irum, H irreuent. Meyer emends P irum to irunt, but the conditional tense of H must be correct, as is confirmed by the preservation in both MSS. of devereit in l. 361.


364. P sicum dit la letere. Meyer erroneously transcribes e before sicum and is followed by O'Connor in reading letre. The scribe may have inadvertently miscopied letre as letere, but cf. the spelling overes in l. 421 and arcangeles in l. 587, and Pope § 1173.


373. P de cel mester, H de cest mester. Both previous editors expand P mest as mestier, and Meyer reads d'icest mestier in H.

376, 382. Meyer transcribes P spainum as cumpainum.

379. P ensement, H tut ascient. ensement is preferable; cf. Latin et invenit etiam ipsum animo deficientem, et non praevalentem mandatum perficere.


382. P sustifment. Erroneously read as suftifment by Meyer and O'Connor.

384. P recreire, H retraire. The reflexive verbs se recreire and se retraire, both meaning 'abandon, withdraw from', occur several
times in both MSS. (see Glossary). It is not easy to determine which MS. preserves the original reading here, or in ll. 537 and 3019, where the two MSS. again present the same discrepancy, since either variant may be the result of scribal confusion of o and t, ai and ei. O'Connor and Meyer erroneously read retroire in P.

389. l'asist. Meyer transcribes la sista, but the pronoun must surely refer to anap and not to ewe in l. 388.

390. l'ewe que. Both O'Connor and Meyer expand P ő as qui.

392. Meyer punctuates garderent enz: regeres, but there are few examples of enjambment in this text and the phrase means simply that they looked in again.

393. mir[er]ent. Neither of the previous editors adopts the reading of H, which would correct the first hemistich of P, while both erroneously read P ewe as eve (see note on l. 827).

397. si_truble'[est]. Meyer does not emend, despite the evidence of the Latin text: Sic est qui in medio hominum consistit; a turbulentia enim non videt peccata sua.

398. ses_pechez. The scribe responsible for P first wrote senz pechet and then, realizing his mistake, added ą above the line after pechet, forgetting to alter senz. The reading of H, ses_pechez, must be correct, since the line translates non videt peccata sua. Meyer erroneously reads senz pechet in P, while O'Connor does not emend senz pechez, although he states that senz is 'to be construed as a plural of the possessive adjective.'

399. P vienent en_la, H vient al_la. Here, and in the following line, il is followed by a plural verb in P and by a singular verb in H. The latter MS. is therefore in agreement with the Latin text, in which the words quoted above in the note on l. 397 are followed
by cum autem quieverit, et maxime in solitudine, tunc delicta sua conspicit. Meyer, however, does not adopt the reading of H. The prepositions en and a appear to be employed somewhat indiscriminately by the copyists of both MSS. (see notes on 11. 1242, 1645, 3776, 6694), but in this line P provides the literal translation of in solitudine.

400. P poenit il veer ... lur felunie, H veit il ... sa folie. The singular construction employed in H is to be preferred (see note on 1. 399), but although O'Connor adopts the emendation poet, he neglects to alter possessive lur, while both he and Meyer erroneously read felonie in P.

402. Arcemius. Arsenius the Great was the scion of a Roman senatorial family and was born in Rome in 334. He became a Deacon of the Roman Church, and was called to Constantinople in 383 by the Emperor Theodosius the Great as tutor to his sons. In 386 he left the court in disgust, crossed over to Egypt and led a solitary life in several deserts under the guidance of John the Dwarf (see note on 1. 55). He invariably denied himself to visitors, refusing to speak, and died near Memphis in 449.1

407. Hamun. Ammon the Great belonged to a wealthy Egyptian family. For eighteen years he and his wife lived as brother and sister and then, by mutual agreement, embraced the religious life. Ammon retired to the Nitrian desert and eventually had in his charge from four to five thousand monks or hermits. In his later years he ate only once every three or four days.2

---
409. pensez. Here an imperative, as the couplet translates Vade, et talem fac cogitationem tuam, sicut faciunt iniqui qui sunt in carcere.

411. P as_homes, H a_humes. The reading of P is preferable; cf. Latin: interrogant homines.

415. P tuzjora_prier, H tutdis_pour_aver. Here H provides a closer translation of ita et monachus debet semper suspectus esse. Meyer erroneously reads tuz_dis in H.


417. P deit. Meyer and O'Connor fail to notice this scribal correction.

420. P plusurz, H plusurz. Meyer reads plusurs in P, while O'Connor reads plusurs in H.

424. P sauver. O'Connor and Meyer do not emend, although saver appears in this MS. only as a variant of saveir (see Glossary). The Latin text reads poteris salvus esse, and the spelling adopted in the emendation is based on P sauver (H salver) in 11. 539 and 558. Meyer inadvertently transcribes P alm as alme e.

425-8. The Latin text is confined to Dixit abbas Evagrius (see note on 1. 163).

436. entre. MS. entere may be an orthographical variant of entre (see note on 1. 364), but seems more likely to be a scribal error resulting from the proximity of en_tere in 1. 434.

444. ore asez ... maiur. O'Connor does not emend MS. or a asez and transcribes majur.

450. _Ki. O'Connor erroneously reads Ke.


458. freit. The only example of freit, 'grand bruit, tapage',
cited in Gdf. has since been proved incorrect. T.-L. attributes the same meaning to feminine fraite, but provides only one example, taken from Guernes de Pont-Sainte Maxence, La Vie de Saint Thomas le Martyr, which raises some suspicion as to its authenticity. It therefore appears possible that the scribe has omitted a nasalizing bar above the i of freit and that the word he miscopied was either fraint or frainte, both of which are well-attested in Old French.

465. O'Connor fails to indicate that the scribe has inadvertently omitted a line which should translate Utrorumque horum commemoratio-
        nem habe apud te.

472. la joie. MS. lo is obviously a scribal error as the first letter has been clumsily altered by the scribe, who probably began to write joie and then realized he had omitted the article. O'Connor does not emend.

473-4. The rhyme cre(i)re : memoire would be possible in the later twelfth century (see Pope § 1161), but elsewhere in this text memorie rhymes only with glorie (I. 165-6, etc.), estorie (I. 1049-50) and, spelt memoire, with ermitoire (I. 2009-10), whereas creire normally rhymes with faire (I. 241-2, etc.), proveire (I. 2049-50), etc. The copyist may therefore have altered the original word-order in these two hemistiches from si creere me volez and en memorie aiez.

477. de. O'Connor reads ce.

478. eschanier. 'Pour out', not 'calm, quell' as suggested by O'Connor; cf. Latin: ut per haec saltem sordidas et noxias cogitationes effugas.

479. Helie. Lat. Elias. Elias was a monk from his earliest youth; for seventy years he lived as a hermit in a cave on a mountain in the Egyptian desert near Antinoe, and died sometime in the fourth
century, aged 110.

483. *sevent*. Orthographical variant of *sovi*ent; cf. *seven*.

H, l. 620.

485. *tiere*. O'Connor erroneously reads scribal *tierte* as *tierce*. In ll. 485-8 the poet paraphrases the Latin text: *tertiam, quando adversum me proferenda est sententia*.

489. *Athanasiæ*. Athanasius, c. 297-373, known as the 'Father of Orthodoxy', was a native of Alexandria. While still a deacon, he denounced Arian as a heretic. He accompanied his bishop to the Council of Nicea, and on his return to Alexandria (328) was made Patriarch of that city, which he governed for over forty years. His life-work was the defeat of Arianism and the vindication of the divinity of Christ. For this cause he was five times exiled from his See, twice, from 356-363 and for four months in 363, to the desert.

495-500. The translator here paraphrases his source, which states only *vidit ibi mulierem theatricam, et lacrymatus est*.

500. *plurir*. O'Connor emends to *plurer*, but see Pope §1310 for the analogical influence exercised by *curir* on certain verbs.

511. *Icest*. O'Connor notes MS. *Coest* (misprinted *Coest* in his rejected readings) in his Commentary, but adopts the emendation *Cest*. It appears more likely, however, that the rubricator has inserted the wrong capital letter at the beginning of the line, as there are several examples of this in H (see section on Scribal Errors in the Introduction, p. xiii).

*seintæ Letice*. Latin: *Synoletica*. O'Connor transcribes

---

Seinteletice as one word, but the copyist presumably omitted the first syllable of her name on account of its similarity to preceding seinte. She is named four times in verba preserved only in H, as saint[e] Sincletice in ll. 857 and 3929, and as seinte Sinclete in 1. 3403, translating sancta Syncletica or, as here, sanctae memoriae Syncletica. Syncletica was born of rich parents in Alexandria. After their death, having given her riches to the poor, she left society, entered a deserted vault with her blind sister and there led a life of severe asceticism. Much against her will, she founded a community of nuns. She died of cancer and consumption c. 350. 1

512-6. These lines paraphrase the Latin text, in which Syncletica says: Labor est et magnum certamen impiorum qui convertuntur ad Deum, et postea inerrabile gaudium. 1. 512 should therefore form the beginning of the direct quotation, but may have been altered by a scribe who understood it as a relative clause referring to Syncletica herself.

518. il_alumereifen]. The personal ending is emended in accordance with the verbs in the following three lines, all of which are third person plural. The Latin text also has a plural subject: Sicut enim qui ignem accendere volunt ...

522. nen lur coaste. O'Connor emends nen to en, but nen is here a scribal variant of nient, spelt also nent in H ll. 4867 and 5655.

527. Paricius. Latin: Hyperichius. Hyperichius was an Egyptian anchorite of the fourth century. 2 Tradition has preserved a number of his sayings, of which 160 are included in Rosweyde's Vitae Patrum. 3

---

2. Ibid., p. 499.
529. E si deit son cors puisâtre. 'And must prick his body'; here the translation differs from the Latin text, which reads pungens autem cor suum producit lacrimis, rendered by Chadwick (op. cit., p. 46) 'but if he pierces his heart, and lets tears drop...'

537. P Meis ... recrere. O'Connor erroneously reads Mes and both he and Meyer read retreire (see note on l. 384).


542. Ele [le] leissa. Meyer either reads P thus or emends without stating that [le] is supplied from H.

548. P Que anguissuement jut, H Ke le fiz jeut anguissuement. The inclusion of le fiz would improve this line as regards both meaning and metre. Meyer erroneously reads anguissuement.


551. se[e]r tut sens депо[r]t. Scribal ser is emended in accordance with the orthography consistently employed elsewhere in P. O'Connor does not emend, while Meyer emends to s'ер[t]. O'Connor does not note defective депо in P, correctly preserved as deport in H, although H seer tut en deport is obviously corrupt, given the context of eternal damnation.

555. P si afairement, H sifairement. O'Connor apparently reads sifairement in P as he does not state this to be an emendation. The emendation is, however, necessary, as afairement, 'courteously, politely', is inappropriate in the context, while sifairement, 'in this wise', is not only preserved in H but is also justifiable with respect to both meaning and syllabic count. Meyer does not emend P si afairement.
556. P Tu, fis, es venu ca, damné sicum jo sui?, H Es tu, fis, venus as damnez cum jo sui? Here, and in the following line (P Que deit que ci es?, H Ke deit goe?), the Latin text is rendered more faithfully by P than by H: Quid est hoc, fili? Et tu in locum hunc condemnatus jussus es venire? The juxtaposition of qa and damné may have bewildered the copyist of H or its model, who has substituted as damnez and adopted a more familiar style of questioning. O'Connor omits fuz in transcribing the variant reading of H.


561. P ne_sout que dire, H ne_sout ke_respondre. The reading of P is metrically preferable, but that of H is closer to the Latin: stupidus factus est, ... non habens quid matri suae respondere posset.

564. P vint l'espirit ariere. Meyer and O'Connor fail to note MS. arierere. Meyer transcribes le spirit, but the word never occurs without prosthetic e in this text.

565. P a sante revenu, H a salveté venu. The reading of P is preferable, as the Latin text speaks only of his return to physical health: contigit ut repararetur, et evaderet ab instanti infirmitate.

566. P garisseit, H gari_fud. O'Connor erroneously reads gart fud in H.

qui l'avéit tenu. Meyer transcribes qu'il avait tenu, but cf.

11. 1057-8: Si que ceste dame mult malade devint
D'un grant enfermeté que (=qui) forment la tint.

568. P se_mendast, H s'amendast. O'Connor transcribes P s'emendast but the verb s'emender is not represented in this text whereas initial syllables are frequently omitted by the copyists of both MSS. (see also Pope §1137).

570. P Deq quant que, H De_quanque. O'Connor and Meyer only
partially emend the reading of P, transcribing De quant que. The reading of H must be adopted here because it correctly translates de his quae egerat sub negligentia prius.

571. P uce? puis nuit e jor, H ne nuit ne jur. In P, the superscript letter after uce could be read g, s or 3, the abbreviation normally employed for us. The scribe possibly miscopied either unques or unc puis, omitting to add a nasalizing bar, and then, half-aware of his mistake, added the superscript letter (for orthographical variants of uno in P see Glossary). Meyer reads uce? , proposing the correction unques. O'Connor transcribes unques without comment and erroneously reads jor in H.

574. P anguissement, H anguissusement. The copyist of P presumably omitted one syllable here, as anguissusement is preserved in both MSS. in l. 548 and elsewhere.

575. P distrent, H diseient. O'Connor does not emend distrent, which he considers to be 'an indication of further extension of the influence of the first conjugation.' Meyer proposes the correction distrent, but distrent can surely be attributed to scribal negligence as the imperfect tense of H diseient is more appropriate in conjunction with meinte feiz.

576. creiz. P oefeiz is presumably an incomplete scribal correction. Meyer transcribes oiz 'dont la lecture n'est pas très sûre', while O'Connor, having misread the superscript letter, transcribes oeiz, which he enters in his Glossary as oiez, second person singular of the present indicative of dir. The presence in H of clearly legible creiez (not creiz as stated by O'Connor), however, and similar locutions elsewhere in the text (e.g. l. 2128 si tu me creiz, again following an imperative) indicate that the verb in question is
creire, not oir. In writing creiez, despite the rhyme-word feiz, the scribe responsible for H must have been misled by the spelling of aiez, written thus with scribal substitution of z for s in both MSS., believing it to be second person plural.

577. P seras, H serrez. Having written creiez in the line above, the copyist of H continues to substitute a plural verb for a singular one although he does not alter the pronoun tei in this or the following line.

579-92. Here the translator provides much greater detail than the Latin text, which ends: Si improperium matris meae sustinere non potui, quomodo Christi et sanctorum angelorum ejus adversum me confusionem potero in die judicii sustinere?

579. P Jo. O'Connor erroneously reads Je.

580. P aseur, H aseurement. Meyer transcribes P a seur, but the adjective aseur appears twice in H, in ll. 76 and 2186.

581. [nul]. O'Connor includes nul in his transcription of P without stating that the word is preserved only in H. Meyer does not emend.

584. P mes, H me. Meyer emends P mes to mei, but there is no reason to employ the stressed form of the pronoun and the scribe probably wrote mes because he had just written mes felunies.


600. peust. O'Connor erroneously reads pust.

610. ceste secle. The substantive siecle is not attested with feminine gender in Old French and it is normally treated as masculine in this text. However, here and in l. 4542 it is preceded by the apparently feminine demonstrative adjective ceste, both times, unfortunately, in passages preserved only in H, so that it is impossible
to decide whether ceste figured in the original translation on the basis of metrical considerations. Confusion of gender is not infrequent in Anglo-Norman texts and is most commonly found in translations from Latin, where neuter plural nouns, such as saecula, are treated as feminine singular forms. The substantive miracle, well-attested in Old French with dual gender, occurs four times in this text, three times as a masculine substantive and once, in P only, preceded by a feminine adjective (l. 6279 des beles miracles). In two other Anglo-Norman works of the late twelfth century secle is again preceded by ceste: in Hue de Rotelande's Ipomedon, 1 l. 1669 En ceste secle cum jeo sui, and in his Frotheselaug, 2 l. 6071 (variant) Ou ken seste secle seust. Since apparently feminine secle is, in all four instances, preceded by the demonstrative adjective, it may also be tentatively conjectured that the final weak -e of ceste is merely an orthographical reflexion of a pronunciation avoiding the juxtaposition of final [st] and initial [s] in two consecutive words.

613. vi[en]t. The present tense of venir is required not only by the context (cf. Latin: Unde est ... cor meum durum), but also by the rhyme (see note on l. 624). O'Connor does not emend.

622. su[i] ... terrene. O'Connor erroneously reads fu ...

teriene.

624. ment. This may be an orthographical variant of maint (< maindre), as the copyist of H is not consistent in his spelling of this form (see Glossary). It could, however, be read vient, and

2. Ed. F. Kluckow (Göttingen, 1924).
either word would be suitable in the context since the line translates *venit et timor Dei*. For the acceptability in Anglo-Norman of the rhymes *cont(i)ent : me(i)nt* and *vient : creint* in l. 613-4 see Pope § 1159.

627-36. The Father's words are greatly expanded in translation. In the Latin text he says: *Quando percussit Deus Aegyptum, non erat domus non habens luctum.*

655. Agatun, Latin: Agatho. This hermit, who died c. 435, was a disciple of Lot (see note on l. 3743).\(^1\) Neither Meyer nor O'Connor notes MS. Agatini.

659. Epiphanie, Latin: Epiphanius. Born c. 315 in Judea of Jewish parents, Epiphanius attached himself in boyhood to St. Hilarion (see note on l. 660) and later spent some years with the monks of Egypt. In 335, he founded a monastery near his home, governing it for thirty years. He was elected Archbishop of Salamis, in Cyprus, in 368, and was at Rome with St. Jerome and Paulinus of Antioch in 382. He wrote against all the heresies of his age, especially Apollinarianism and Arianism, and died in 403.\(^2\)

660. Hylarin, Latin: Hilarion. Hilarion the Great, the father of anchorites in Palestine, was born of pagan parents, c. 291, near Gaza. Whilst studying at Alexandria, he became a Christian and visited St. Antony in Egypt, where he resolved to devote himself to the ascetic life of a hermit. He returned home, c. 315, with fifteen monks, gave his property to the poor, went back to the desert and lived there amidst great temptations, in extreme poverty and austere mortification.\(^3\)

---

661. sil preat k'entreveer se peussent. This line has obviously suffered in transmission, and a later copyist may have confused two different constructions, both represented in this text: preer ke + subjunctive (cf. l. 491) and preer a + infinitive (cf. l. 11. 3529-30).

O'Connor retains scribal sil and proposes the insertion of deussent after entreveer, although, since l. 661-2 translate Epiphanius' actual words: Veni, ut nos videamus, antequam de corpore exeamus, infinitive entreveer might be emended to imperfect subjunctive entreveissent (but see note on l. 1195). Nevertheless, since reciprocal entreveer occurs in l. 1075 and 1076, sil is here rejected in favour of the personal pronoun se.

663-4. Since the rhyme liu : qui (< Lat. cogito) is obviously corrupt, the original word-order may have been

\[ \text{Puis avint qu'il en un liu ensemblerent} \]
\[ \text{E ilokes, co qui, ensemble manjerent.} \]

O'Connor misreads MS. manierent (= manjerent) as mainerent in the second line of the couplet, although the letters are clearly formed and l. 663-6 translate Qui cum venissent adinvicem, manducantibus eis allatum est de avibus quiddam.

677. Zelon. Latin: Zenon. Zeno lived in the fourth century. He was an anchorite in the desert of Scete and a disciple of St. Silvanus (see note on l. 843).¹

678. iloec el terre. Meyer erroneously reads iluec and suggests that el should be corrected to en. There are, however, other examples in P of enclitic el followed by feminine substantives: by celle in l. 3182, 4975 and 5256, chierté (l. 4016), cort (l.

¹ Holweck, op.cit., p. 1048.
5400), gainiere (l. 5964), maisun (l. 6721), semblance (l. 5326) and again by ter(r)e in l. 3037. There is also one example of el = a la before celle in l. 1833. Since the number of examples would seem to invalidate the possibility of coincidence or carelessness on the part of the scribe, this enclitic form may be taken as proof of the weakened pronunciation of feminine la at the time this MS. was written (see Pope § 1252). The form never occurs in H.

679. desuz l'ombre. According to Pelagius' version of this episode, abbas Zenon ... resedit ut manducaret juxta cucumerarium, whereas Ruffinus explicitly states that resedit sub arbore. Erat autem in proximo ager plenus cucumeribus. Whenever there is more than one Latin version of an exemplum, the translation usually conforms to that of Pelagius, but occasionally the poet's Latin source would appear to have differed slightly from the MS. reproduced by Rosweyde (see note on 11. 5717-852).

680. desuz une cucumber. As can be seen from the two versions of the Latin text quoted in the preceding note, Zenon sat down juxta cucumerarium or near a field plenus cucumeribus. The author, or a later scribe, had plainly never seen cucumbers growing and consequently imagined them to grow on trees, although it is possible that desuz could also be a scribal substitution for juste, miscopied from the line above. In the Vulgate, cucumerarium denotes 'a garden of cucumbers' (Isaiah i,8), but Du Cange cites one example of its use in Medieval Latin as a synonym for pomarium. Its derivative concoombrière, 'lieu où l'on cultive des concombres', is first attested by Gdf. and F.E.W. in sixteenth century texts.

681. sa pense. Here, and in l. 683, Meyer transcribes sa pense, apparently interpreting pense as a scribal variant of pance < Lat.
panticem, and the scribe responsible for P would seem to have committed this error, misled by the context. Comparison with the Latin text, however, shows that the Father was being tempted by his thoughts: *Suadebat autem ei animus suus.* The same ambiguity occurs in l. 683, where *sa pensé* translates *cogitationi suae*, but in l. 690 we find *sun pensé* rendering *animus ejus*. Since both masculine pensé (*H penser*) 1. 5093 and feminine pensé (*H pensee*) 1. 3827 occur in this MS., Meyer's interpretation must therefore be rejected.

682. *celle cucumber*. This is the earliest attested example of *concombe* in T.-L. (the reference to Meyer, *Notices et Extraits*, should read Vol. xxxv, not xxxvi). The only other text cited in T.-L. in which *concombe* is again feminine in gender is the thirteenth century Régime du Corps, written by Aldebrandin de Sienne, the one Old French text cited by Littré. In Gdf. *concombe* is attested only as a masculine substantive, and the works cited are all of much later date.


684. *irras*. Both O'Connor and Meyer erroneously read *irras*, and Meyer considers a line to be missing here. The rhyme, however, is satisfactory, so that in ll. 684-6 the translator would appear to have deliberately condensed the Father's words: *Fures ad tormenta vadunt. Proba ergo teipsum in hoc, si potes ferre tormenta.*

690. *sun pensé ... travail*. The line translates *dicebat quasi animus ejus ad seipsum: 'Non possum ferre tormenta.'* For the orthography of *pensé* see note on l. 681.

693. *Isaac ... qui des Cellæ iert prestre*. Latin: *abbas Isaac presbyter Cellarum*. Isaac was a fourth century abbot in the Nitrian desert. As a priest, he directed 210 recluses, and he built a
hospice for sick brethren and pilgrims. One particular area in the Inner Desert of Egypt was named Cellia on account of the large number of hermits living there.

696. This line only partially translates voluit manducare spicam tritici and may have originally ended with the words de froment, which would provide a rhyme for ancienement in 1. 695.

697-8. The missing couplet should translate Et dixit domino agri: 'Vis manduco unam spicam?' O'Connor considers only 'part of a verse' to have been omitted by the scribe.

704. cummandement. O'Connor expands MS. cumandrmt as cumandement.

705. Isidore. Latin: Isidorus. Isidore was born c. 313 and, after distributing his large fortune to the poor, became in early life an ascetic in the Nitrian desert. He later came under the influence of St. Athanasius (see note on 1. 489), who ordained him and took him to Rome in 341. The greater part of his life was spent as governor of the great hospital at Alexandria. When over eighty years of age, he was denounced by St. Jerome and excommunicated. He was driven to take refuge in the Nitrian desert, later fleeing to Constantinople, where he died in 404.2

Sciti. Scete, the southern portion of the Nitrian desert, which lies to the West of the mouths of the Nile, was celebrated in the fourth and fifth centuries as a centre of monasticism.3

711-8. In Pelagius' Latin translation of the Verba Seniorum, this verbum, while attributed to Isidore, is presented as a separate entity. In P, however, it appears as the continuation of 11. 705-10,

with no ornate capital at the beginning of 1. 711.


722. Esai. This Father is named Esius by Pelagius, but no reference to him can be found in any of the biographies consulted. Rosweyde notes that Cassian, in his De Coenobiorum Institutio V, 27, names him Poesius or Phesius. The Egyptian-born Paesius was a monk in the desert of Scete under St. Pambo (see note on 1. 183), after whose death he founded a great monastery in the Nitrian desert.¹

728. Que ben. Scribal effacement of pre-consonantal l in the interrogative adjective quel occurs again in P before a masculine substantive in 1. 4102, ne sai que f(e)u, and before feminine chose in 1. 2447 (see Pope §1204).

733. Moysen. Latin: Moyses. Moses the Black was an Abyssinian negro born in slavery, of such vicious propensities that his master drove him from his household. He became the chief of a band of robbers, and it was as a fugitive from justice that he took refuge among the hermits of Scete, by whom he was converted. He remained with them, was ordained priest, and became famous for his supernatural gifts. In 395, in his old age, he was murdered by Bedouins, against whom he refused to defend himself.²

734. Serapion. Serapion was an abbot near Arsinoe in Egypt, in the fourth or fifth century. A disciple of St. Theon (see note on 1. 738), he became the superior of about ten thousand monks, who made their living by manual work and gave many alms, supporting especially the poor of Alexandria.³

¹ Holweck, op.cit., p. 764.
² Benedictine Monks, op. cit., p. 511.
³ Holweck, op.cit., p. 898.
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735. *juv[ente]. O'Connor does not note MS. jüvec (see note on 1. 63). The apparent confusion between indirect and direct speech in this line may result from careless copying on the part of the scribe. It is, however, found elsewhere in both MSS.: 11. 901-2 (H), 921 (H), 1291-3 (H), 1782 (P), 1879 (P), 3817 (P), 4481-2 (H), 4735-8 (P), 5166-7 (P), 5979 (P) and 6218-20 (P) (see also notes on these lines). It would seem to be due to the fact that in the Latin source direct speech is frequently introduced, as here, by *quia*. 11. 734-5 render *abbas* Serapion dixit: *'Quia dum essem juvenis ...'*


738. Theona. Latin: Theonas. Theon, a well-educated man, lived in the desert near Oxyrinchus (see note on 1. 3204), practising silence for thirty years. He died c. 395.¹

738-9. O'Connor does not punctuate the end of 1. 738, but places a period at the end of 1. 739, implying that the Devil tricked Serapion into eating with his Father.

739. *par le conseil*. O'Connor omits le.

741. *une loske de pain*, 'a thin slice of bread'. In the Latin text Serapion steals *unum penem paximatem*, which Rosweyde glosses in his *Onomasticon* (*Patrologia Latina*, Vol. 74, p. 481) as *biscoctus panis*, and Du Cange as *panis subcinericus*. O'Connor erroneously reads loske.


750. *cum Deu le voleit*. This hemistich is obviously corrupt, since it fails to provide a rhyme for *enginé* in the preceding line.

¹ Holweck, *op.cit.*, p. 969.
The couplet translates *Contigit autem, secundum dispensationem misericordis Dei, ut quidam venirent* ... Some later scribe may have altered the word-order of the original text, which might have read *cum voleit Dampnedé* (cf. 11. 6517-8 in this MS., *enterré* : Dampnedé).

754. *de la lur dutances*. 11. 753-4 paraphrase *et interrogabant eum de propriis cogitationibus*, so that plural *faisances : dutances* would seem to preserve the reading of the original translation. One may therefore consider *la* to be an unwarranted scribal insertion.

757. *religion*. O'Connor erroneously reads *religion*.


762. *Puis qu'il*. *qu'il* is not an emendation of MS. *qui*, as O'Connor states, but of *quil*.

764. *quil*. O'Connor erroneously reads *que*.

770. *del tut en tut*. O'Connor erroneously reads *de tut en tut*.

780. O'Connor unnecessarily emends this line to *Pur go que ne te volsist oster de sa baillie*, but 11. 779-80 adequately translate *quem hactenus dominari tibi permiseras, neque contradicens, neque aliquo modo increpans eum*.


791. *en Deu veez benigne*. The adjective *benigne* can refer only to *Deu*, so that in writing *veez* the scribe may have miscopied *creez*.

792. *itele*. O'Connor erroneously reads *icelé*.

795. This is another line (see note on 1. 163) in which the translator calls his listeners' attention to the *verbum* he is about to relate.

796. *Cist mesmes abbés*. When several consecutive *verba* relate the sayings of one particular Father, he is generally named in the
Latin text in only the first of the series, the rest being introduced by the words Dixit iterum or Dixit iterum qui supra. This is true, for example, of the verba translated in ll. 4241-78, where 1. 4241 (Li abés Cassian recunta a se freres) translates Dixit abbas Cassianus, and 1. 4263 (Derechief cist memes Cassian a conté) corresponds to Dixit iterum qui supra. In l. 796, however, the Father in question is abbas Macarius, who is also the speaker in the verbum immediately preceding this one in the Latin text. Although the translation of V,iv,27 has not survived, the use of the words cist memes abbés prove that it must have formed part of the original French text, since Macarius is not mentioned in the exemplum (V,iv,15) immediately preceding V,iv,28 in H.

801-4. These lines paraphrase non enim ut alium salves, teipsum perdas, and in l. 804 (En iqoe receis tu mult empeirement) the translator merely rewords l. 802 (Einz i pirez, goe m'est avis, mult durement). Since no intransitive verb pirez, 'to grow worse', is attested in Old French, the scribe probably miscopied emp(e)ires in l. 802, possibly confusing it with perz, the more usual antonym ofaignes in l. 801; cf. the spelling espires for espeires in H l. 1312.

804. empeirement. The word is not written very clearly in the MS. and could possibly be read emперrement, the form printed by O'Connor.

805. Priur. Latin: Pior. An Egyptian anchorite and a disciple of St. Antony, he lived in the desert between the establishments of Nitria and Scete, and made a vow never to see his relatives again. He died towards the end of the fourth century.1

806. il_esteit a us. O'Connor erroneously reads ans. The reading

a us is confirmed by the Latin text, ambulando comederet, 'he used to eat while walking about'.

813-8. Although these lines are presented as a separate verbum in P, they translate the last sentence of V, iv, 34 in the Verba Seniorum.

818. _si_. O'Connor emends to einsi, a form of the adverb that never occurs in this text.

819. Pieres. Latin: Petrus Pronius. This Father is not, apparently, Peter the disciple of Lot, referred to in 11. 3744 and 3751, but none of the biographical works consulted mentions him.

820. nul vin but. In this text the adjective nul is employed without accompanying negation with both positive (see Glossary) and negative value. Conclusive evidence of the latter usage can be found in P, 1. 752 pur nul autre achaisun, 'for no other purpose'. Employed in combination with chose, cure, part and rien, nul(e) meaning 'no' is invariably accompanied by a negative particle, but before home, (h)ure and feiz it occasionally stands alone: 1. 3172 P nul home visiter ne vint; H nul home pur revisiter le vint; 1. 1197 P nul ure puisse vivre, H nul hore ne puisse vivre; 1. 2589 H nule hure me laisse seer en peis; 1. 3879 P Dorme.us nule feiz, H Dormez vus nule fais (here nule feiz could be interpreted 'ever' or 'never' but the Latin text reads Non dormitis). In any of the preceding examples scribal negligence could account for the omission of the negative particle, but since nul is attested with negative meaning in various Old French texts (cf. T.-L.) phrases such as nul vin but in which later copyists may have omitted ne are not emended in the present edition.

822. E ses membres e sun cors granment enfiebl. O'Connor emends MS. E ses membres en sun cors to En ses membres a sun cors, presum-
ably interpreting the line to mean that the Father grew weak in limb and body. Although the Latin text offers no clue to the translator’s intended meaning, since 11. 821-2 expand Quando autem senuit, it seems probable that cors is the subject of enfiebli since the verb in Old French normally agrees with the nearest subject when there is more than one.

823. un po del vin. 'a little wine'; Latin: modicum vini.

827. l’ewe. O’Connor transcribes l’ewe, but there is no evidence in this text to support the hypothesis that bilabial [w] had shifted to labio-dental [v] (see Pope § 1180) at the time it was composed.

831. Sisioi. O’Connor transcribes Sisor, but MS. si sor appears to be an incomplete scribal correction of si lor.

839-42. The Latin text ends with the words affer, manducemus, translated by 1. 838, and the following two couplets provide the translator’s own interpretation of the lesson to be learned from exemplum he has just related (see note on 1. 163).

843. Silvain ... Zacharie. Neither Silvanus nor Zacharias can be identified. There were several hermits in Egypt with these names but none of the biographies consulted lists any two of them as Father and disciple.

852. Dun n’est il _unie ui? Despite MS. _unie, O’Connor transcribes _unie, and punctuates que fez tu dun? N’est il _unie ui? The adverb dun (= dune), however, is invariably placed at the beginning of rhetorical questions in this text and appears several times in conversational passages, e.g. in 11. 700-1 and 2743-7.

855. charité. The word is used here with the meaning of 'food given by monks to travellers or the poor' acquired by caritas in ecclesiastical Latin (cf. Du Cange) and cited in twelfth century
texts by T.-L. In Pelagius' version of this exemplum, Silvanus rebukes his disciple with the words: Illud manducare, charitas fuit, nos autem teneamus jejunium nostrum, fili, implying that the acceptance of such food did not constitute a breaking of their fast. O'Connor, having misunderstood charité, substitutes manger for doner, which he considers 'clumsy', not realizing that the verbal periphrasis firent doner, with weakened meaning 'gave', is employed simply for the sake of the rhyme.

857-94. This passage combines three sayings of Syncletica. Consequently, although they are individually numbered in the Latin text, there are no distinguishing ornate capitals in the margin of H in 11. 871 or 879.

863. li seculer. MS. le must be a scribal error, since seculer is definitely nominative plural in this context, translating saeculares. Although effacement of final s is not uncommon in the plural article les in later Anglo-Norman (see Pope §1253), there are no examples of such scribal omission in H and one may assume that the copyist here substituted singular le for plural li, believing seculer to be a singular substantive. His uncertainty as regards flexion can be seen again in 1. 867, where nominative plural li is followed by incorrectly inflected seculers.

871. de. O'Connor erroneously reads le.

873. sert. O'Connor erroneously reads seit.

873-5. Here the translator is more explicit than his Latin source: Quia sicut venenosa animalia acriora medicamenta a se expellunt ... 

878. Deuez ... debuter. The presence of pleonastic deuez can no doubt be attributed to scribal negligence, since it occurs in 1. 876.
MS. dubiter is emended to debuter after comparison with the Latin text: ita cogitationem sordidam jejunium cum oratione depellit ab anima.

879-80. The Latin version of this verbum is introduced by the words Dixit iterum ..., so that once more (see note on 1. 163) the translator is stressing the importance of a particular saying to the devout.

885. soevres. 11. 881-92 paraphrase the Latin text considerably:

Non te seducant divitum hujus saeculi deliciae, tanquam utile aliquid habentes in se. Etenim illi delectationis causa artem diverso modo coniendi cibos honorant: tu autem jejunio et abjectione ciborum abundantiam deliciarum illorum supergreedere.

1. 885, translating diverso modo coniendi cibos, must therefore mean that the worldly spend their time preparing different sauces for various dishes. The form soivre cited by Gdf. and T.-L. is found in only two thirteenth century texts, in both of which it rhymes with poivre.

887. Mes[quant] il vendrent devant Deu al juise [ester]. O'Connor does not emend, believing two lines to have been omitted by the scribe.


895-926. These seven exceedingly short sayings of Hyperichius appear to have been deliberately combined by the translator as there is no distinguishing ornate capital to mark the first line of each one. Pelagius translates eight verba, of which only V,v,51 is not
represented in H. It reads Dixit iterum: Bonum est manducare carnem et bibere vinum, quam manducare in obtrectatione carnes fratrum.

898. qui n'eustrent_estable. O'Connor reads qui nen_strent l'estable, which he translates 'whom the stable does not confine', but the verb (e)stre(i)ndre is not represented in H, nor is scribal omission of prosthetic e a regular feature of this MS. The form eustrent must therefore be either an example of later Anglo-Norman confusion of perfect forms (cf. P distrent in 1. 575 and Pope § 1316), in other words a corruption of eurent, or the result of careless copying. Since 11. 897-8 paraphrase sicut leon terribilis est onagris, another possible emendation would be As asnes sauvages qui n'esturent [en] estable, which would resemble 1. 904, where Al defrené chuval k'estat en l'estable parahrases equus fervens.

901-2. The Latin text reads Dixit iterum: Jejunium frenum est monacho adversus peccatum, and one would therefore expect a direct quotation after dist cist abbez. It is difficult to determine whether que in 1. 901 is intended to introduce direct or indirect speech, as the former is not infrequently introduced by que, corresponding to Latin quia (see note on 1. 735).

908. O'Connor does not indicate scribal omission of a line here although the couplet is obviously incomplete. The missing line probably ended with the word muine, rhyming with ju(i)ne, as the couplet should translate Siccatum jejunio corpus monachi animam de profundo elevat.

911. Regeles. MS. Regeieis is emended in accordance with the spelling of the adverb in 1. 921. O'Connor erroneously reads Regeies, which he emends to Regeres.

915. s'il lur dist. O'Connor erroneously reads s'il lur dist.
919. bon viniec nule espine ne porte. Here, and in the preceding line, the copyist has written funic, 'fasting', in place of vinic, 'vine'. Since he was doubtless unable to find any connexion between fasting and thorns, he must subsequently have altered espine to espece. The emended reading faithfully reflects the words of the Latin text, Verbum malum non proferat os tuum, quoniam vitis non affert spinas.

921. ki li grundilanz serpeng. This line provides another instance of apparent confusion of direct and indirect speech (see note on 1. 735). The Latin text reads Dixit iterum: Susurrans serpens ad Evan de paradiso ejectit eam. The copyist has written a colon after dist, as he often does before quoting words actually spoken, so that ki (= ke) may be intended to form part of the direct quotation.

923. goe. O'Connor erroneously reads go.

928. tuneals. Although O'Connor apparently reads tuneals, MS. duneals is quite distinct. The scribe has obviously miscopied the word, and it seems most likely that the brothers brought wine from tuneals, 'casks', although these are not mentioned in the Latin text:
Alia vice allatum est ibi vasculum vini de primitiis, ut dare tur fratribus ad singulos calices. It is just possible, however, that he miscopied dimeals, since demel, a measure of capacity equal to half a bushel, or a recipient containing this measure, is attested in F.E.W. as a derivative of Latin dimidius, and is cited by Gdf. in Norman texts from the beginning of the fourteenth century.

938. culchíe. O'Connor erroneously reads culchíe.

939. le. The line translates et coeperunt eum objurgare, dicentes ... The brothers did not, therefore, begin to quarrel amongst themselves as se commencerent a tencier would indicate, but
began to scold the frere demi mort (l. 938). A later scribe may have altered the pronoun from le or stressed l(u)i, both of which are found in P in similar constructions: cf. l. 1132 Si li comencot issi amonester and l. 1358 Mes comencot le issi ... amonester.

948. pur m'iae. O'Connor expands MS. Ñ as par.

954. remis erent. O'Connor transcribes remiserent, which he considers to be 'a partial analogical development after the pattern of the first conjugation.'

959. comment. O'Connor expands MS. Ëment as coment.

962. O'Connor fails to indicate that the copyist has omitted a line here. ll. 959-64 paraphrase Illi autem audientes, mirati sunt et dixerunt: 'Quid putas facta est omnis illa multitudo?' Presbyter vero refovit illos haesitantes, dicens ...

970. The missing line should translate profecerunt in Ex qua relatione profecerunt fratres, et custodierunt se ab extollentia oculorum suorum.

977-8. O'Connor again fails to indicate an omission here. The scribe has apparently telescoped two lines into one, as the Latin text reads 'Fac nobis modicum lenticulae.' Et fecit. 'Et infunde nobis panes.' Et infudit. l. 977 should therefore presumably end in fist (Latin: fecit) and l. 976 in mist (Latin: infudit); cf. l. 1004 mist sun pain (Latin: infudit panem), translated by Chadwick, op. cit., p. 57, as 'he dipped his bread.' The Egyptian hermits seldom had access to freshly-baked bread, and in his Onomasticon, Patrologia Latina, Vol. LXXIV, p. 482, Rosweyde adds to his explanation of paximates, referred to in the note on l. 741: Paximates hi panes, dicti etiam panes sicci ... Nempe siccitas ex recoctione ... quae siccitas et recoctio ad diuturnitatem faciebant .... Et quia panes
hi sicci erant (puto etiam duriores) comesturi eos aqua macerabant et madefaciebant, quod in his Vitis saepius dicitur infundere panes. Latin *infundere* could mean not only 'to wet, moisten', but also 'to mix itself', mingle with' as well as 'to pour out for', and was therefore synonymous in certain contexts with *miscere*, 'to mix, prepare (a drink); to mix, mingle'. Consequently, *mist* in 11. 977 and 1004 may be derived from *miscere*. Old French moistre, meistre is first attested in the *Psautier de Cambridge* meaning 'to pour out (wine)', translating Latin *propinare* (a verb also employed with the transferred meaning of watering plants).

988. *esforcier*. O'Connor erroneously reads *efforcier*.

994. O'Connor punctuates K'un frere ot.faim: matin desirot a manger, thereby destroying the rhythm of one of the few metrically satisfactory lines in the text, in which the first hemistich provides a literal translation of *Esuriit quidam frater a mane*.

1002. *tutevei*. O'Connor erroneously reads *tutevei*.


1009. *gi_chiet_li_frere_en_genuiluns*. O'Connor does not reject MS. *get* and erroneously reads *le*. He enters *geter* in his Glossary as a reflexive verb, 'to cast oneself down', and considers this form to be an early example of effacement of post-consonantal [ə] in first conjugation verbs. It seems more likely, however, that the scribe either confused the verbs *chair* and *gesir* and started to write *gist*, or that the symbol £ is used to represent the digraph *ch* (cf. the rhyme *sache : satage* in *H 11. 79-80* and the spelling *lechierement* for *legierement* in *P 1. 1793*). Since the locution *cheoir a genoillons* is a common one in Old French, MS. *get* is accordingly emended to *chiet*, as *chiet en genuiluns* seems appropriate in a
couplet paraphrasing fecit orationem (cf. 1. 2667 cha'i en ureisuns and the note on 1. 399 for scribal interchange of a and en).

1014. Issi come fumee. Issi is here an adverb, not the third person preterite of (e)issir; cf. Latin: et vidit opus diaboli sicut fumum exeuntem a se.

1017-8. The couplet has no equivalent in the Latin text, providing the translator's own summary of the moral lesson to be learned from the foregoing exemplum (see note on 1. 163).

1022. [un] des freres. The scribe has either omitted un or written des freres in place of un frere, as the Father has only one disciple: rogabatur a discipulo suo.

1026. papilot. 11. 1025-6 translate Abiit autem et fecit de farinula lenticulam, et zippulas. Rosweyde himself is uncertain about the meaning of zippulas, suggesting that the word is synonymous with pultes, 'pap, pottage'. He also notes that in one MS. pulmentum is found in place of zippulas, while in Ruffinus' version of this exemplum the disciple prepares parum placentae, a word that survives in Romanian as plăcintă, a kind of fritter. In 1. 1031 this same food is named pulment, a word used in Old French of anything eaten with bread, and in 1. 3439 pulment apparently denotes a vegetable stew containing chick-peas (see note on 1. 3442). The form papilot is not attested, but Gdf. cites Middle French paparot, 'bouillie', and various Old French derivatives of Latin pappare, such as papin and papine, all designating pap or gruel prepared for children, suggest that it denotes some sort of soft, mushy food.

1029. un jus. Latin: raphanelaeum, 'linseed oil'.

1030. en lumiere. 'in a lamp'; the line translates quod tantum ad lucernam proficeret.
k'il mangier. The error is similar to that discussed in the note on 1. 661. O'Connor emends to k'il mangast, disregarding metrical requirements. The copyist was probably influenced by the presence of mangier in the next line, but one must also note the infinitive construction of corresponding compellebat autem eum adhuc manducare, and the possibility of anacoluthon (see note on 1. 1195).

merveil. O'Connor emends to [est] merveil, believing merveil to be a substantive, but merveil must be the etymological first person singular present indicative of merveiller.

volez. O'Connor erroneously reads volez.

These two couplets provide the translator's own introduction to the exemplum he is about to relate (see note on 1. 163). They have no equivalent in the Latin text, which starts with the sentence quoted in the following note.

Un moine [fu] qui ot. O'Connor does not emend, suggesting that 'unless qui be translated as a part of cuider..., it must be presumed that the scribe has omitted several lines, or that he has fallen into anacoluthon.' 11. 1053-68, however, considerably paraphrase the Latin text, so there can be no question of omission: Frater aliquando abiit visitare sororem suam in monasterio aegrotante. Erat autem fidelissima. Et non acquiescens aliquando videre virum... mandavit fratri suo. It therefore seems more reasonable to suppose that the scribe has omitted fu before the relative pronoun qui (cf. 1. 1481 Ancienement fu un frere qui mult s'esmaia, 1. 1893 Un hermite fu ja qui de grant nun esteit, etc.).

a nul home. MS. a nul malade home is presumably a scribal error caused by the presence of malade in the following line. The Latin text states that the nun refused to see any man, non acquiescens
aliquando videre virum, not any sick man.

1059. This line has no equivalent in Pelagius' translation of this exemplum, quoted in the note on l. 1053. It may, of course, be the product of the Anglo-Norman poet's imagination, but Ruffinus, in his version, explicitly states that quidam monachus abiit ad sororem suam, ut visitaret eam, audierat enim eam aegrogantem in monasterio. The poet's source may therefore have differed slightly from the text published by Rosweyde in Book V of the Verba Seniorum (cf. note on l. 679).

1063. a la c slippery. The translator here employs celle with the meaning 'convent' (see Latin text quoted in the preceding note). Latin monasterium is again rendered by celle in l. 2690.

[a] dreiture. This emendation is based on the writer's usual practice (see 11. 1558, 1646, etc.). O'Connor does not emend.


1094. P merite, H gueredun. In this text merite re-appears only once with the meaning 'recompense, reward', in a passage preserved only in H, l. 2474, where it rhymes with profite in a couplet translating quoniam proficit pugnando anima. Here, however, the poet is translating majorem mercedem and it would seem that H preserves the original reading, since in P l. 2860 gueredon is employed as a synonym for luer in l. 2876, translating mercedem, in l. 4319 greindre gueredon translates majorem mercedem and in l. 5848 grant gueredon translates plurima merces.

1095-8. Here again (cf. note on l. 163) the poet is directly addressing his listeners, and although only H preserves the vocative seignurs in l. 1095, its inclusion would correct the syllable-count of P.
1096. des nientules choses. O'Connor reads MS. des nient lues as desvient lues and, although he does not explain the phrase in his Commentary, his Glossary indicates that he interprets desvient as the present participle of desvier, 'to abandon, reject', and lues as the adverb luës 'immediately' (see note on l. 1698). The adjective appears to have been unfamiliar to both copyists, and indeed niantutle, 'useless', is attested only in Li Sermon saint Bernart (cf. T.-L., VI, p. 658).


1099. P une veage, H un veage. Old French veage is not attested with other than masculine gender, so P une must be considered a scribal error (cf. l. 4429 P icle veage and note on l. 610).

1101. P une fluvie, H un fluvie. The scribe responsible for P has again, as in l. 1099, written une instead of un. The line translates cum venissent ad quedam fluivium.

P estut. O'Connor erroneously reads estuet.

1111. P esprovai, H amenai. P is closer to the Latin: Et ex eo ipso quo te contingebam ... As contingere is translated by atuchier in l. 1106, esprover is apparently employed here to denote physical contact.

1112. P remenbrance. O'Connor expands MS. remëbrëce as remembrance, but the word is written in full in P in ll. 2395 and 5715.

1123. Pur taillier paumes. The Latin text reads ut manducarent palmas, 'to eat dates', but the translator may not have encountered this poetic use of palmas in Latin and therefore, unable to believe that the brothers would eat palm-leaves or palm-branches, has substituted a verb which he thought would make better sense.

1124. entr'els. O'Connor erroneously reads entir'els.
1129. **erascha.** 'Spat out'; < Lat.: *exradicare*. O'Connor erroneously reads *escrascha*.

1134. **escoper.** O'Connor states that this form is not attested, but T.-L. cites both *escoper* and *escopir*.

1138. **es freres.** Presumably a scribal error for *ce frere*, since the speaker does not wish to sadden the consumptive, saying to himself: *Aut non dicas fratri tuo quod eum contristet, aut manduca quod horres*.

1141-272. These two *exempla* are placed here in the position they occupy in *F*, at the beginning of the material taken from Book V, v of the *Verba Seniorum*. In *H* they are copied between the last verbum of Chapter iii and the first of Chapter iv, in other words, between 11. 654 and 655 of the present edition. It is possible that the scribe responsible for *H* originally decided to omit Chapter iv altogether (cf. note on 1. 357) and changed his mind after having already copied these two *exempla*.

1143. **Bon est ... ses pensers celer.** Although both MSS. are in agreement, they contradict the Latin text: *Bonum est non abscondere cogitationes*.

1144. **P vielz.** O'Connor erroneously reads *viielz*.

1151. **H peccheurs ... desperante.** O'Connor erroneously reads *peccheur* and *desperance*.

1156. **P purriez, H porrez.** O'Connor states that *P purriez* is 'possibly a scribal error for *purreiz*', discounting the likelihood of its being 'a graphic variation of *purrez*'. In this he is mistaken, because first and second person future and conditional forms of *poeir* are frequently confused in both MSS., and in passages common to both we find in 1. 3014 *P purriez, H purrez*, and in 1. 4445 *P purrium* and
purrum. In hypothetical constructions, where the use of the present indicative in the protasis, followed by the future in the apodosis, is normal in Old French, as it is in Modern French, both MSS. are in agreement in ll. 423-4 si vus volez ... purrez, a construction which re-appears in H ll. 477-8. However, in P ll. 2317-8 we find si vus volez ... purriez, and in H ll. 1307-8 si nus volum ... nus purrium. In ll. 4444-5 the mixed construction is one peculiar to Anglo-Norman texts 1 P si nus ussum ... purrium, so that H purrum can be attributed to scribal negligence, while in P l. 2352 purrez may have been miscopied as puriez. Since both MSS. preserve syntactically correct purrez in l. 424, it must be concluded that later scribes, writing at a period when [je] had long been reduced to [e] (see Pope § 1133), are responsible for confusing future and conditional forms elsewhere in both MSS. and that P purriez in this line is in fact an orthographical variant of purrez.

1169. consentu tel delit. It is possible that consenti tel delit was miscopied by later scribes (although the past participle sentu appears in P l. 1016) or that que was omitted before quant.

1174. Apollo. Latin: Apollo. This Father began his solitary life in the Theban desert at the age of fifteen. He later founded a monastery for five hundred monks near Hermopolis, and died c. 395. 2

1175. P e pensif e murne. O'Connor erroneously reads en pensif a murne, which he neither emends nor explains.

1180. P ot pur pour la parole ublié, H out pur poi li parler ublié. The reading of H might be preferred here, since the brother is melancholy rather than afraid: ex multa confusione animi sui non

---

respondit ei quidquam. The locution pur poi, 'almost', recurs in H 1. 2153 but is not found in P, so the copyist of the latter MS. may have inadvertently replaced it by pur pour, which is frequently employed in both.

1187. P fui, H sui mis. The reading of H is preferable on metrical grounds.

1189. P si fisc cum muine feel, H dist cum mire fidel. The entire line is corrupt in P, in which the first hemistich has only four syllables, on account of scribal replacement of li and dit by l' and ot, while the second has seven. The reading of H agrees with the Latin text: Haec autem Pater Apollo audiens, velut sapiens medicus multum rogabat, et monebat eum, dicens ...

1191. P de tei ne desespeir neient, H de goe ne desespererez nient. Here P preserves the correct reading, with the exception of scribal desespeir for desesperire. 11. 1191-2 translate Noli mirari, fili, neque desesperes de teipso.

1194. P par teus purpens, H par fol purpens. Here again P is closer to the Latin text: ab hujusmodi cogitationibus.

1195. P gart que par cel decheament ne defaille, H k'en tel dechelement pas ne defaille. Neither MS. offers a satisfactory reading when compared with the Latin text, in which Apollo addresses the brother with the words Ne ergo deficias in hujusmodi occasione. P gart is therefore a second person singular imperative, which one would expect to be followed by que ... ne defailles, but the rhyme defaille : vaille proves that the translator himself wrote defaille. (O'Connor erroneously reads P cel as tel, and says nothing about this line in his Commentary to explain why he enters defaille as the third person singular present subjunctive of defaillir in his Glossary.)
Since *gert* does not appear in *H*, it may have been inserted by the scribe responsible for *P*, understanding the line to refer to Apollo himself and to provide a sequel to ll. 1193-4, 'for I am old and have been a monk for a long time, (and) am often tempted by such thoughts; I therefore take care not to succumb on account of this weakness.' Ménard¹ notes, however, that in Old French 'après un que complétif dépendant d'un verbe d'ordre ou de volonté on peut trouver un impératif ou un infinitif à valeur d'impératif,' so that *P* may provide an example of this type of anacoluthon.

1196. *P* n'est cristien nul, *H* n'est cristien. O'Connor erroneously writes *nul* in transcribing the variant reading of *H*.


1198. *P* Si par merci de Deu, *H* Si par la merci Deu nun. The omission of *nun* in *P* is presumably due to scribal negligence, as the negative particle invariably accompanies *si* in restrictive clauses in both MSS., although there is one example of a similar error in *H* l. 1255 *Si Deus nus defent*, where *P* preserves the correct reading Se Deu ne nus defende.

1214. *P* vit ... ester juste sa _maisun_. This is a literal translation of *vidit Aethiopem stantem juxta cellam*, so that *H* vint ... *ester* can be attributed to a later scribe. This is one of several instances where Latin *cella* is translated by *maisun* (see Glossary and note on l. 1687).

1217. *P* le _vilein_ si _genchisot_. *le vilein* is the subject of *genchisot* and refers not to the Devil but to the Father: illum _senem_ ...

---

¹ Op.cit., p. 84.
1221. **par celeenames [veio]**. The reading of $H$ corresponds to Latin *eadem via* and is therefore adopted here.

1225. **cum il [1']encuntra**. O'Connor erroneously reads *11 encontrat* in $H$ and consequently emends the reading of $P$ to *cum il 11 encuentra*.

1226. **P esfrai**. O'Connor erroneously reads *effrei*.

1228. **$H$ l'encau**. O'Connor erroneously reads *l'en caça*.

1232. **$P$ Trublia ou te tint en despit, $H$ Te ubliat e tnt en despit.**

cf. Latin: *aut ignoratus sis a diabolo usque modo, aut contemptus. Te ubliat* is obviously preferable. There is a similar confusion between *ublier* and *trubler* in l. 5957, where $P$ correctly preserves the past participle of the former in the compound *entreubliee*, while the copyist of $H$ wrongly interprets the word, omits *en* and writes *trubliee*. O'Connor reads $H$ *tnt as tut*.

1234. **$H$ deuiseze**. O'Connor erroneously reads *deussez*.

1236. **$P$ peus**. O'Connor erroneously reads *pous*, which he interprets as the second person singular of the present indicative of *poir*. If the translator has employed the same tense as his Latin source, however, this must be a preterite form: *qui nec uno die aggressionem ipsius portare potuisti*.

1240. **$P$ meistes, $H$ meis**. The reading of $H$ is adopted since Apollo employs the familiar form of address in ll. 1229-58; cf. Latin: *in desperationem misisti*. O'Connor does not reject *meistes*.

1242. **$P$ en turment, $H$ a turment.** The preposition employed in the Latin text, quoting Proverbs xxiv, 11, is *ad: quo jubeamus eripere eos qui ducentur ad mortem* (see note on l. 399).

1243. **$P$ null ne devum nus despire, $H$ nus ne devum entre nus despire**. O'Connor emends the reading of $P$, without comment, to *null
ne devum entre nus desire, but the scribe responsible for P has presumably miscopied the personal pronoun nus, possibly understanding it as an orthographical variant of nuls < Lat. nullus, and nul is accordingly rejected.


1247. P lumiun, H luminon. The translator has interpreted linum not as flax itself but as the wick of a lamp, which must be allowed to dry. O'Connor's translation of 11. 1245-8, 'You did not remember that the smoking flax is not to be extinguished, but that it be dried and left standing', is consequently inaccurate.

nul ... esteine. Although the pronoun nul is normally accompanied by a negative particle in this text (cf. 1. 1250), it is again employed with negative value in 1. 2595, so that no emendation is considered necessary here (see also note on 1. 820).

1248. P le sechist bien e puis reime, H le seche e puis remaigne. H presumably preserves the present subjunctive form of sechir (cf. past participle sechi in 1. 907) employed by the translator, while the copyist of P has either introduced the imperfect subjunctive under the influence of a comandé in 1. 1245 or else miscopied sechis(s)e, modelled on the present subjunctive endings of second conjugation verbs. As the line has no equivalent in the Latin text it is not easy to decide whether reime represents the third person singular present subjunctive of intransitive remainder or of transitive remener, as the present subjunctive forms of menier and its derivatives early acquired a palatalized n in Anglo-Norman. Neither

---

verb is attested with any technical meaning related to the lighting of lamps, but the context suggests that remeine should be interpreted 'relight'.

1251. creștien. O'Connor does not note scribal crestier in P.

1252. In a footnote to this line, O'Connor erroneously states that in P chief is expunctuated before diable, whereas this scribal correction is made in l. 1248 between le and sechist.

1254. estéindre. O'Connor does not amend P estreindre although H estaindre agrees with the Latin text: neque bullientis naturae ignem exstinguere.

1255. P Se Deu ne nus defende, H Si Deus nus defent. P correctly preserves both the present subjunctive and the negative particle (see note on l. 1198).

1259. P il fet dulur a quel ure que, H il fait de lur que rer ore que. H is obviously corrupt here, as ll. 1259-60 paraphrase quoniam ipse et dolere facit, et iterum saluti restituit.

1263-6. The Father is quoting I Samuel ii, 6-7.

1264. P justisie, H vivifie. O'Connor adopts the reading of H, erroneously reading viftifee in P although the scribe himself has corrected justifee to justisie. H vivifie is probably correct, since the line translates mortificat et vivificat.

1265. P [en] enformale peine. This emendation is considered necessary, despite the number of syllables already in the line, as the preposition is preserved in H; the phrase translates ad inferos, and en enfermale peine occurs in P l. 1622. Later copyists may have altered met to fet mettre.

1267. P s'ureisun, H sa raigum. Latin orationem must here denote 'discourse', not 'prayer', as it refers to Apollo's words of reproof.
and advice contained in 11. 1229-66. The scribe responsible for P has probably miscopied sa reisun, as ureisun invariably means 'prayer' elsewhere in this text (see Glossary).


1273. Serund. Latin: Gerontius Petrensis. None of the available biographies mentions this Father.

1273-88. This verbum is considerably expanded in translation by the poet's insistence throughout on its relevance to both seculer e frere (see notes on 11. 163 and 1288). 11. 1275-84 paraphrase Quia multi tentati a corporalibus delectationibus cum non approximarent corporibus, mente fornicati sunt, et corporalem virginitatem servantes, secundum animum fornicantur.

1285-6. This couplet is not one of the translator's many interpolations, but a paraphrase of Gerontius' actual words: Bonum est ergo, dilectissimi, facere quod scriptum est.

1287-8. The quotation is taken from Proverbs iv, 23.

1288. e seculer [e] frere. O'Connor emends to de seculer afere, but the phrase is surely in apposition to chascon in the previous line, and the construction parallels that of 11. 1275-6 Plusours sunt temptés ... E sil qui sunt el siecle, e cil qui sunt freres.

1289. qui fisike mustrat. O'Connor emends to qui fisike [ert] mustrat, glossing fisike as a masculine substantive meaning 'doctor'. Here, however, St. Antony is drawing a parallel between man's corporal and spiritual weaknesses and is demonstrating the laws of fisike, 'medicine, natural science', in order to explain the movements of the human body (1. 1291).

1291. [Dist] k'en. A verb such as dist is syntactically required here but the translator may have intended mustrat in 1. 1289 to
introduce the indirect speech which begins in l. 1291. It is, in fact, possible that k' should be placed within quotation marks, as it translates Latin *quia* (see note on l. 1291) which occurs in direct speech: *Dixit abbass Antonius: '... quia tres sunt corporales motus'.*

1298-1300. St. Antony here quotes Ephesians v, 18.

1301-2. The quotation is taken from Luke xxi, 34.

1307. *E si nus nus volum nis garder de trop beivre entemprer.*

The line is far too long, and is emended to *E si nus nus volum de trop beivre entemprer* as the scribe probably inadvertently inserted *nis garder* by copying part of *enginz garder* from the following line. O'Connor apparently believes that the line can be emended by omitting only *nis*, which he considers to be a badly-formed third and unwanted *nus*. It is also possible that carelessly written *volum nis* has been miscopied from the first person plural imperfect indicative or subjunctive form of *voleir*, since it occurs in the protasis of a hypothetical construction which employs conditional *purrum* in the apodosis, l. 1308 (see note on l. 1156).

1308. *purrum.* If the scribe has copied this verb correctly, but has miscopied an imperfect form in the previous line, the conditional tense would be acceptable. In ll. 1307-8, however, the hypothesis is a real one and one would therefore expect *volum* ... *purrum*. Consequently, it seems probable that this is another instance of scribal confusion of future and conditional forms of *poeir* (see note on l. 1156).

1309. *li abbez Sire d'Alisandrie.* Latin: *abbas Syrus Alexandrinus.* O'Connor does not emend MS. *Alisandre de Sire*, but the error is more likely to have been committed by the copyist than by the translator, who would presumably have written *Alisandre de Sirie* (or
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Surie, rhyming with luxurie, had he understood the Father to be Alexander of Syria. None of the biographical works consulted mentions this Father.

1312. teius. O'Connor read steins, which he considers to be a 'variant of tiens', although it precedes a feminine substantive. The scribe probably miscopied cristiene (cf. cristiene lei in 1. 5545) but, unfortunately, the Latin text offers no clue to the translator's intended meaning as 11. 1311-2 paraphrase Si cogitationes non habes, spem non habes.

1315. Ki_par_pensé [ne] cumbat. The emendation is made on the basis of comparison with 1. 1313 qui n'ad pensers; cf. Latin: qui cogitatione adversus peccatum non pugnat, neque contradicit, corporaliter peccat.


1317. goe dit le livre. The translator is not quoting from the Bible here; le livre refers to his written source.

1318. De molestes de pensers. The phrase is a literal translation of cogitationum molestias. O'Connor apparently understands molestes to be an adjective, and accordingly rejects de, transcribing De molestes pensers, although he enters molestes as a substantive in his Glossary.

1319. Serra. Latin: abbatissa Sara. For sixty years, at the time of Theodosius II, Sara led an ascetic life in a cell above the Nile, never looking at the river. She was long tormented by temptations to impurity. 1

1320. treis anz. Both MSS. read treis, but the Latin text states

that Sara was tempted for thirteen years, _tredecim annis._

1321. _P C'ungues._ O'Connor erroneously reads _E ungues._ Scribal C' for K' is found again in _P_ 1. 1365.

1322. _H deut._ O'Connor erroneously reads _deust._

1323. _jur._ Contrary to O'Connor's statement that it is preserved only in _H_, this word appears in both MSS.

1326. _P_ must preserve the correct reading, as _forment e_ is omitted in _H_ (not _forment_ alone as stated by O'Connor).

1327. There is no indication in either MS., by means of a blank line, a Latin rubric or an ornate capital, that this line marks the beginning of a separate _exemplum._ The translator has apparently once more deliberately combined different sayings concerning the same person to form a single passage (see notes on _11. 137_, 857-94 and 895-926). O'Connor fails to provide any reference to _V,v,11_ of the _Verba Seniorum_ in his text or in his Concordance.

1336. _H tut a venue._ O'Connor erroneously reads _venue_ (cf. _H riue_, _11. 1341, 4597_ and _6862)._ 

1341. _P respunt, H dist._ The reading of _P_ must be correct, as _respunt_ is metrically preferable and also provides a more literal translation of the Latin: _illa autem respondit; Ego non te vici._ O'Connor erroneously reads _respunt_ in _H._

1343. _en meme la manieres._ The use of this phrase in a couplet translating _Alius frater stimulatus est a fornicatione_ may indicate that _V,v,12_, which begins _Frater quidam stimulabatur a fornicatione_, was also included in the original French text.

1362. _confusion._ O'Connor erroneously reads _confusion._

1377. _la presentume._ MS. _presentume_ is rejected, as the Father is obviously thinking of the weight of his sinful thoughts. _11. 1373-8_ translate _crede, fili, quia si permitteret Deus cogitationes meas,_
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quibus animus stimulatur, in te transferri, non eas portares, sed omnino corrueres deorsum.

1403. E neis. 'and also, moreover'; O'Connor erroneously reads Encis, which he interprets as an orthographical variant of einsi 'in this fashion, thus' (but see note on 1. 818). The MS. reading is, however, quite clear, and the line partially translates Hoc autem fac etiam adversus alias cogitationes. Latin stetin, 'and indeed', is translated by E neis in 1. 863.

1405. laisser. O'Connor erroneously reads laiser.

1411. Quides la tue char de tei pur dormir. The line is unsatisfactory as one would expect an infinitive before pur dormir. It therefore seems probable that in writing de tei the scribe miscopied an infinitive such as donter (cf. por son cors afflire e por la char danter cited from the Sermons poitevins in T.-L.). The Latin text is of no assistance here as 11. 1411-3 paraphrase Eremita dormiens, vis salvari? and O'Connor's emendation Quides de la tue char tei deliver pur dormir unnecessarily lengthens the line.

1414. de jurer. As the copyist has not placed an acute accent anywhere above the infinitive it could be read iurer, iverer, niter or viter. Although jurer is the most plausible of the four alternatives, it is inappropriate in the context and it therefore seems probable that the scribe has miscopied usdiver, since the verbum is concerned with the dangers of idleness (cf. 11. 1411-2).


1419. prodeshomes. In 11. 1419-22 the translator has given a religious interpretation to the secular imagery of the Latin text: Sunt enim in saeculo pancratiarii (boxers and wrestlers), qui cum nimis caesi steterint, et fortes apparuerint, coronas accipiant.
1427. **cumbatre.** O'Connor does not emend MS. *cumbastre,* but the scribe must have inadvertently introduced the *s* because of preceding *rester.*

1433. **autri_homes.** The translator has rejected the metaphor employed in the Latin text, which reads *non alienum vas inferemus intranos.* He is apparently reverting to the idea of physical combat depicted in 11. 1419-28 and thinking of the enemy's vassals or henchmen fighting for possession of the human body.

1443-6. The words quoted are those of Psalm cxxv, 1-2: *Qui confidunt in Domino, sicut mons Sion; non commovebitur in aeternum,* qui habitat in Jerusalem.

1445-6. **abitent_durent.** MS. *abitent,* which is followed by an erasure, neither agrees in number with its subject *celui* nor rhymes with *durent* in the following line, unless both verbal forms are construed as present participles. If such is the case, the scribe may have omitted *est* before *abitent* (= *abitant*) and either *est* or *va* before *durent* (= *durant*) in 1. 1446. A second possibility is that he has miscopied future *abitera* and rhyming *durera.*

1451. **H de_mut_halt.** O'Connor erroneously reads *mult.*

1452. **P travailera.** O'Connor erroneously reads *travaillera.*

1469. **P manoeuvre, H maint ovre.** The reading of P is correct; 11. 1468-70 translate *meditationem divinae legis, psalmodiam, opus manuum, orationem et castera, quae sunt fundamenta.* The Desert Fathers were accustomed to work with their hands while they meditated, weaving baskets which they sold in order to provide for their basic needs (see 11. 2127, 4565, etc.).

1480. **P uvrer.** O'Connor states that this verb "refers back to the monastic works that are available for rehabilitation ... mentioned in..."
vss. 746-747' (ll. 1468-9 of the present edition), but the Father is here concerned with the nuvelement converti (l. 1478), not with the fallen monk in need of 'rehabilitation'. The verb simply means 'work', as does ovrer in l. 1454.

1481. O'Connor transcribes the Latin rubric introducing this exemplum as Ne consentiat quis temptationi sed oret, apparently mistaking the inverted semi-colon preceding oret for an abbreviatory sign meaning sed. This sign is, however, used by the scribe with the value of the modern comma (see section on scribal punctuation in the Introduction, p. xxxi-ii).

1491. Li diablez assaia. MS. Li abes is obviously a scribal error; cf. Latin: Domine, revela mihi unde in hoc fratre operatio est ista diabol? O'Connor erroneously reads assaie.

1493. O'Col. = Si + il; et requiem necdum invenit.

1496. juuant. O'Connor transcribes MS. juaut without comment, but a present participle is employed in the Latin text: et spiritum fornicationis ... quasi ludentem cum eo.

1522. P parfit, H proft. This line translates Nunc agnovi quia in magno profectu es, fili, et supergrederis me. The adjective is abbreviated in both MSS. and is written pfir in P and pfir in H, the normal contractions of parfit and proft respectively, but the scribe responsible for H must have miscopied the abbreviation as only parfit is acceptable in the context.

1526. O'Connor erroneously reads cum enfant.


1528. P K'ung, H Ke unkes. Despite the corroboration of H, O'Connor erroneously reads Ainc in P, entering this form, which occurs nowhere else in the text, in his Glossary as an adverb meaning 'ever'.
1531. H s'esveilat. O'Connor misreads this marginal correction as s'esveilat.

1535. P viennent, H veneient. The scribe responsible for P must have miscopied the verb, as the imperfect tense is employed in the Latin text and makes better sense: Abba, ecce istae sunt quae veniebant ad me nocte in Scythi.

1539. P s'esmerveilla cument, H s'esmervailat e mult cremeit. The reading of P provides a literal translation of the Latin text: miratus est senex quomodo in Scythi ostenderent ei daemones imagines mulierum.

1540. P Li ot, H Ki li out. This line is obviously corrupt in H, whose copyist, having replaced cument by cremeit in the previous line, has been obliged to insert relative Ki. He has then omitted de femmes altogether, changed the word-order and replaced plural images by singular image.


1545. D'une bele [femme]. Latin: mulieris cujusdam pulchrae. O'Connor does not emend the reading of P and erroneously reads belle in H.

1546-70. These lines are preserved only in P. The scribe responsible for H must have decided not to include this particular exemplum only after he had already copied the first three lines. Although these are not erased, no V appears in the margin of 1. 1543 to guide the rubricator as it does at the beginning of the three other exempla copied in folio 6c, nor has the capital been inserted.

1548. ariva. The word is employed here with its etymological meaning 'put ashore, landed'. Il. 1547-8 translate contigit, ... ut alter frater descendens de Aegypto, applicaret in Scythi.

1552. *dunt icel ot*. The demonstrative pronoun *icel* is probably a scribal insertion, attributable to the proximity of *icel*, since it unjustifiably adds two unwanted syllables to the second hemistich.

1567. *parceivre*. O'Connor expands MS. *peceivre* as *perceivre*.

1581. *conforter*. O'Connor expands MS. *sforter* as *sunforter*.

1585. *conseill*. O'Connor expands MS. *sseill* as *suneill*.

1591. *obeisot*. The Latin phrase translated in this line reads *obediens patri suæ*, so the verb in question must be *obéir*. This verb occurs only three times in the text and seems to have caused the copyists of both MSS. some confusion. Pope § 1277 cites the rhyme *obeisot* : *comandot* from Angier's *Vie de St. Grégoire* as an instance of later twelfth and early thirteenth century analogical extension of first conjugation imperfect indicative endings to other conjugations, but it seems possible that the ending -*ot* here led the copyist to believe that the verb in question must be *abaissier* (cf. *abeisot*, P 1. 6430). In 1. 1691, in another passage preserved only in P, the third person singular imperfect indicative of *obéir* is written *obeisoit*, which is again unusual, since the scribe's normal spelling of such endings is -*eit* (cf. *destreineit* 1. 1692), suggesting that this was another attempt on his part to 'correct' *obéisot* in his model. In H, the later MS., the verb is represented only by first person plural future *obeierum* in 1. 4530, showing that by this time *obéir* had definitely fallen under the influence of first conjugation verbs. O'Connor does not emend MS. *abeisot*.

1600. en luinz a son poeir. O'Connor erroneously reads pooir and, disregarding the preposition a, apparently interprets the phrase as 'far from her stench'. The corresponding Latin phrase is abjiciebat eam a se, so the line must mean 'And he thrust her far away from him with all his might'. The locution a (trestut) son poeir recurs in 11. 3714 and 5061.

1604-25. This interpolated passage has no equivalent in the Latin text, where Ego sum quae in cordibus hominum dulcis appareo (cf. 1. 1603) is immediately followed by sed propter obedientiam tuam ... innotui tibi fetorem meum (cf. 11. 1626-9).


1617. detuiler. Scribal e d e tuiler at the end of this line suggests that the copyist had difficulty in reading or interpreting his exemplar. The verb detuiler is not attested and O'Connor adopts the emendation detailer, 'to cut, flay', suggesting the alternative correction se tuiler, 'to befoul, sully oneself'. In view of the rhyme-word muillier and the possibility that, since detrenchier in 1. 1620 is synonymous with batre in 1. 1617, the second verb in this line may be a synonym for esgenitier in 1. 1620, it seems probable that the scribe has miscopied (d)escuillier, as the substantival past participle escoillés occurs in H 1. 4814 and adjectival descoillié is also attested c. 1270 in Gdf.

1620. Cu bien. The second word could be read lum, luin or lurn but initial O is quite distinct. O'Connor reads Culum, which he neither emends nor explains, but since this line seems to parallel 1. 1617 it appears likely that the scribe has miscopied bien.

esgenitier. This verb is not attested, and may well be a derivative of esgener, 'to torture', as O'Connor suggests. If, however, it
is synonymous with postulated (d)escuiller in 1. 1617, it may be derived from the Latin root present in genitalia and genitura, since both genitier and genitaires are attested in Old French, and consequently mean 'emasculate'.

1632. The line is obviously syllabically incomplete, and comparison with the Latin text (venit ad patrem suum, et dixit ei) suggests that a later scribe has omitted the words translating venit and ei.

1645. aetinst ele es chamelliers. For scribal interchange of a and en see note on 1. 399.

1651. Uvrez mei. O'Connor erroneously reads unrez, 'respect, honour, greet'. The woman is obviously asking the Father to open his door.

1670. En fornification avom mis un moine ennuit. This line is emended in accordance with the Latin text: Ista nocte praecipitavimus illum monachum in fornicationem.

1678. Although que may be interpreted as celui qui, a later scribe has probably omitted something after di; cf. Latin: Et dicit ei senex.

1687. en ta abeie. Latin: in loco tuo. This is one example of the translator's occasional use of abeie to designate a hermit's isolated cell, as the Father addressed in this line was not a member of a monastic community (see 1. 1639). Other synonyms for celle employed in this text are iglise, liu and maisun (see Glossary and notes on 11. 1214, 2139 and 2653-4).

1689. en cest dechientment. O'Connor, for some unexplained reason, emends MS. en to et (the conjunction is invariably written e in both MSS.).

1693. a sun premier estal. 'to his former state'; Latin: in priori ordine suo.
1698. P l'un. O'Connor erroneously reads lures, which he emends to lués, 'immediately' although there is nothing in the Latin text to justify the presence of this adverb: quid fit propter eos qui scandalizatur in eo? (see also note on l. 1095). The correct reading is confirmed by the presence of the impersonal pronoun l'em in H.

1700. P Un ite[ ]e[ ]ssampl[e], H Un tel essampl[e]. It is difficult to determine the gender attributed to essample by the author, as it occurs most frequently in locutions such as dire essample, mustre (par) essample and prendre essample (see Glossary). Plural essamp-les is determined only by bons in H l. 2201 and by dous in P l. 2971 and the first of these lines is metrically faulty. The copyist of P evidently believes essample to be a feminine substantive as it is preceded by une l. 1803, iceste l. 3927 and tele l. 4001, whereas that of H writes cest essam[ ]ple in l. 4683. In the other two verba in which essample is preserved in both MSS., l. 3006 reads P une tele essample, H un ite[ ]e[ ]ssampl[e] and l. 3716 P [i]te[ ]e[ ]ssampl[e], H tel essample, but, since ceste, (i)tel[e] and une are all employed both with and without final -e before feminine substantives beginning with a vowel in this text, one cannot be certain whether the copyist of H considered essample to be masculine or feminine. If, however, P correctly preserves the relative pronoun le quel in l. 1804, essample must have been a masculine substantive for the translator.

1701-2. P conforms to the Latin text: Diaconus quidam erat nominatus in monasterio Aegypti. The scribe responsible for H mis-copies diacne as dame in 11. 1701, 1707 and 1711, half-corrects himself in l. 1713, where he writes la dan[ ][ ]ne, and finally reproduces diacne only in l. 1720.

1706. P aver refui, H avoir restui. It is difficult to decide
which MS. preserves the original reading, as the Latin text is confined to *venit ... ad monasterium*. The substantive *restui* is not attested, and Gdf. and T.-L. cite only one example of the verb *se restuijer* from the *Branche des Royaux Lignages*, written by the early fourteenth century chronicler Guillaume Guiart.

1708. P E *sa femme e sa meing od lui amena*, H E *sa memes e sa femme od lui meneit*. P must preserve the original reading since the line translates *venit cum omni domo sua*. O'Connor erroneously reads *menait* in H.

1709. O'Connor does not note the scribal correction of *enmura* to *demura* in P.

1715. P *aperceu*. O'Connor expands MS. *aperceu* as *aperceu*.

1728. P *lunt tens*, H *lung tens*. The scribe responsible for P presumably miscopied *lunc tens* (cf. 11. 1896, 2320, etc.); O'Connor emends *lunt* to *lung*.

1729-30. The translator is far more specific than his Latin source, which reads *Et cum omnes Litanias facerent ...*

1733. P *fluiye*, H *flum*. Although the line translates *non ascendent fluminis aquae, fluvie* (the scribe's normal orthography) translates *flumen* in 11. 4430 and 5392 and P can therefore be considered to preserve the original reading here. O'Connor erroneously reads *flume*.

1738. P *ENCHARTREZ*, H *DESENCHARTRE*. The reading of P is emended to *[des]enchartrez* in accordance with the Latin text: *ejecerunt eum de loco in quo erat*.

1739. P *ou*, H *e*. O'Connor does not reject *ou*, which makes little sense; cf. 1. 1967 *Dunc ure li frere, e Deu bien l'entendi*. 
1745. O'Connor does not provide a reference to the corresponding exemplum in the Verba Seniorum.

1748. _ou l'autre devint_. The use of the adverb _ou_ in conjunction with _devenir_ is attested in the _Lais_ of Marie de France (see T.-L., Vol. II, col. 1861) and recurs in l. 2401 of this text.


1755. _nuffrai_. O'Connor rejects the MS. reading and writes _nu frai_ as two words. For the copyist, however, they were obviously indivisible, since _nuffrai_ recurs in l. 6234.

1756. _vostre_. MS. _ure_ is distinctly formed but O'Connor expands it as _nostre_. The translator's use of the second person possessive is doubtless deliberately intended to emphasize the brother's shame and despair. By answering _alum a l'ostal_ (Latin: _revertamur ad cellam nostram_) with the words _A la vostre maisun me ne repeirerai_, he shows that he feels himself unworthy to consider their cell as his home.

1768. _feit_. O'Connor erroneously reads _feit_.

1771. _eus_. O'Connor erroneously reads MS. _eus_, where the acute accent apparently indicates that the first _e_ is to be ignored, as _ceus_.

1782. The Biblical reference is to I John iii, 16, and again (cf. note on l. 735) it is not clear whether _gue_ should be placed within the quotation marks or not. Ruffinus' version of this exemplum ends with the sentence: *Ecce hoc ita sicut scriptum est: 'Quia posuit animam suam pro salute fratris sui'.*

---

1793. **legierement.** Scribal lechierement may be considered an orthographical variant of *legierement* (cf. ll. 79-80 sache: *santage* and l. 1009 get = chiet), since the adverb is contrasted with *par duresce ou par austerité* in l. 1795 and translates *facile* in the Latin text: *Neque enim possibile est ut cum duritia et austeritate facile ab intentione sua aliquis revocetur.*

1801. **Seignor.** Seingor in O'Connor's edition is probably the result of a typographical error, as it is not listed as a variant of *Seignor* in his Glossary.

1803. **de_dous frères_une_essample.** O'Connor does not emend MS. des, although these are not the two brothers mentioned in ll. 1783-1800, and he erroneously reads *un essample* (cf. note on l. 1700).

1808. **d'ici.** O'Connor erroneously reads *de ci.*

1832. **gainié.** O'Connor erroneously states that there is an erasure after *gain.*

1833. **el_celle.** In this context *el* represents *a la,* since the brothers went back to their cell: *reversi sunt illaesi in cellam suam* (see notes on ll. 399 and 678).

1836. **escist.** The preterite form can have been employed only for the sake of the rhyme with *dist* as the Latin text reads *Quid facio, quia occidit me sordida cogitatio?*

1839. **severir.** The copyist has presumably miscopied *severer.*

1840. **Alcune_chose_[amere].** O'Connor does not emend, although the adjective is needed to explain the presence of *amerté* in l. 1843. The Latin text reads *amarum aliquid superungit uberibus suis.*

1843. **oinst.** The scribe has presumably miscopied present indicative *oint.*

1841. **Denaprés.** O'Connor transcribes *Dent après,* failing to
notice that the copyist has himself expunctuated the relative clause refers to the child and consequently must be scribal for ki. The line translates et cum venerit infans ... sugere lac.

1864. O'Connor does not emend MS. although the rhyme-word indicates that the translator must have written regehir. The scribe responsible for tends to treat this verb as though it belonged to the first conjugation (cf. 11. 2264 and 3233 regeier) although infinitive regeir (H regehir) is preserved in 1. 3138.

1867. The copyist has perhaps omitted not only a but also a measure as the line translates et ambobus aequaliter ad pensum dabatur panis. O'Connor does not emend.

1876. The copyist has possibly omitted ebeivre. The line translates quoniam cibum et potum aequaliter acceperant.

1879. Direct speech is once more introduced by que (see note on 1. 735). The Latin text reads Et ille dixit: 'Pro malis quae feci, poenas ... in animo revolvebam.'

1882. The poet has adapted his translation of adhaeserunt ossa mea carnii meae to provide a rhyme for enclos.

1883. O'Connor erroneously reads l'autre.

1890-1. In the O'Connor edition the first line of V,v,28 (1. 1783 in the present edition) is printed between these two lines, presumably as the result of a typographical error.

1895. O'Connor does not emend MS. It is possible that the scribe wrote remué because the hermit was said in the previous line to live mult luinz, but he probably simply omitted two
strokes in copying, as the Latin text reads *et hic erat nominatissimus quia solus* ... sedebat in deserto loco and 11. 1895-6 explain why he was *de grant nun* (1. 1893).


1901. *volez*. O'Connor does not reject MS. *vols* in spite of possessive *vestre* in the second hemistich. The copyist, having written *un* in the previous line, probably thought that the woman was addressing only one young man, but the Latin text reads *Quid mihi vultis dare, et depono istum solitarium vestrum?*

1902. E. The conjunction is used here with the meaning 'if', and may have been substituted for *si* by the copyist, who employs the orthography *si* for both the co-ordinating and the conditional conjunctions, but the translator probably copied the construction used in the Latin sentence quoted in the preceding note.

1906. *en la celle*. The scribe has miscopied either *a la celle* or *a sa celle*, as the Latin text reads *venit velut errans ad cellam ejus.*

1907. *feri*. The preterite is required here if the second hemistich *e il vint fors a li* preserves the original reading. On the other hand, MS. *firent* could be interpreted as a present participle (cf. Latin: *et cum pulsaret ad cellam, egressus est ille*), in which case *a* must be rejected. O'Connor also adopts the first solution, but writes *ferri* although the copyist responsible for this section of *P* employs the spelling *ferir* in 1. 2335.


1916. *le leissat*. The copyist may have miscopied *la* on account of following *leissat*, but the reading is not rejected since there are
several examples of unstressed feminine accusative le in P (see Glossary).

1925. enz [entrer] la laissa. The emendation is based on comparison with 1. 1916 le (= la) leissat entrer (introduxit eam)
and with the corresponding Latin sentence: Et aperiens ostium, introduxit eam intro.

1935. The quotation is taken from Proverbs iv, 19.

1940. The hermit is here quoting Galatians v, 21.

1941. £[r]e. O'Connor erroneously reads Ce, which he does not emend. For other examples of imperative constructions introduced by Ore see 11. 1561 and 1563.

1946. enbevre. O'Connor reads en beure, 'on fire, aflame', but an adjectival past participle seems more appropriate in the given context.


1966. This proverb is quoted in Romans xii, 17, I Thessalonians v, 15 and I Peter iii, 9.


1971. In the rubric prefacing this exemplum O'Connor expands Latin ustus as ustus.


1987. Si_vols. MS. Silvolt is rejected for the sake of agreement with tun and te in the following two lines and with the corresponding Latin text: Nega Deum tuum, et baptismum, et propositum monachi,
dabo tibi filiam meam. The copyist was probably misled by s'il vult in 1. 1984, but O'Connor does not emend.

2015. Si tu junez. It is possible that the pronoun was inserted by a later scribe, who may also have altered imperative june to junez, although there are several examples of orthographical -ez (= -es) in the termination of the second person singular imperative of first conjugation verbs in P (cf. gardez 1. 2034 and see also Pope § 913). Since 11. 2014-6 translate Sede mecum in spelunca, et jejuna tres hebdomadas continuas, et ego deprecabor Deum pro te, it is unlikely that Si in 1. 2015 was intended by the poet to introduce a conditional clause.

2022. mult_apert[e] mustreisun. MS. ureisun must have been inadvertently copied from the line above and is consequently rejected. The locution faire mustreisun occurs several times in this text (see Glossary) and demustreisun rhymes with oreisun in 11. 6707-8:

Dous des peres firent a Deus lur oreisun
Qu'il par sa grace lur feist demustreisun.

2026. prenc de tei garde. The Latin text reads attende tibimetipsi; scribal grace is therefore rejected, since attende temetisum 1.2047 is translated by prenc garde de tei. O'Connor does not emend.

2032. venu_vi. O'Connor erroneously reads venir; the scribe probably miscopied the infinitive (cf. 1. 2039 vi venir) as the line translates Vidi columbamvenientem juxta caput meum.

2048. remeindre[i]. O'Connor inserts voil before scribal remeindre although his emendation unnecessarily lengthens the line and the future tense is employed in the corresponding Latin sentence: Ecce amodo tecum ero donec moriar.
2049. O’Connor expands Latin qu’a ( = quod) as Quomodo in the rubric prefacing this exemplum.

2054. les. O’Connor erroneously reads ses.

2058. entur li ... sun barnage. O’Connor erroneously reads enture.
Since the line translates et omnem militiam ejus astantem ei, barnage should perhaps be interpreted 'forces' rather than 'barons, nobility'.

2059. un prince. Latin: unus de principibus ejus. In view of the martial connotations of the preceding line, prince would seem here to designate a military leader or commander.

2079. E[n] cumbien a[s] ce fait? Latin: Tanto tempore hoc fecisti?
O’Connor makes only the first emendation, although as ... remis and as fet in 11. 2067 and 2091 respectively also translate fecisti.

2082. fet fors. O’Connor erroneously reads fez for.

2088. s’entatu[e]rent. The emendation is made for the sake of clarity as the past participle entatué is employed in 1. 2064.
O’Connor does not emend.

2089. l’espuse. The scribe has presumably miscopied l’espus (cf. Latin: et ipsum sponsum occidi).

2095. si l’aíra cum il [ot] ainz apris. The auxiliary is obviously necessary before the past participle apris, rhyming with conquis, although its insertion results in a thirteen-syllable line. It is possible, however, that si l’aíra has replaced l’aírer, as the infinitive of purpose is employed in the Latin text: Venit autem alius adorare eum.

2096. E Satan [dist]. O’Connor does not emend.

2116. es_munz de Atene. Latin: in monte in partibus Antinooo. Antinooe was a town on the eastern bank of the Nile near the Thebaid.¹

2120. vers. O'Connor erroneously reads envers.


2127. e[n] la cité. Latin: in civitate. The scribe probably omitted a nasalizing bar above e.

2139. de_s'iglise. The old man was a solitary (see 1. 2116) so that iglise must here be translated 'cell' (cf. 1. 2181 le hus de sa celle, Latin: ostium cellae suae, which again refers to his hermit-age). See also notes on 11. 1687 and 2724.

2150. aparceut. O'Connor expands MS. a,pcet as aparceut.

2151. E ke [de] goe. O'Connor does not emend, considering goe to have the value of de goe, although there is no other example of this use in the present text. 11. 2150-2 translate Et cogitans quia gavisus est inimicus de ruina ejus ...

2153. pur poi se mist en desperance. O'Connor does not reject MS. le although the Latin text reads voluit semetipsum desperare.

2156. _sa. O'Connor erroneously reads la.

2157. la bone gent de religium. Latin: venerabiles Patres.

2158. scitez. Although both c and sc can represent [s] in H (cf. 1. 2277 esleesqat and 1. 2291 esleegat), the copyist has probably confused cités with the place-name Sciti. The line translates quorum multi etiam in civitatibus habitantes.

2161. plus de nuls d'els se senti. O'Connor adopts the emendation E quant il plus de nuls d'els [ne] se senti but this results in an eleven-syllable line and does not greatly clarify the meaning. The Latin text reads Et cum nulli horum se facere similem possit, suggesting that the translator wished to say that the monk felt himself to fall far below the standards of courage and godliness set by the city-dwellers referred to in 11. 2158-60. It therefore seems most
probable that the copyist omitted a disyllabic adjective meaning 'unworthy' before comparative de.

2162. se dementi. Latin: contristabatur. It is possible that the author, or a later copyist, has confused se dementer and se desmentir, but, since two syllables appear to have been omitted in this line, the ending may have been altered by the scribe in order to provide a rhyme for senti. Although se dementir is not attested by Gdf. or T.-L., F.E.T.V. states that soi dementir, 'se lamenter', exists in Old French, but unfortunately gives no reference to period or author.

2166. k'a lui tument. Latin: his qui ad eum ... convertuntur. O'Connor erroneously reads k'a lur turment.

2169. se voleit el flum lancer. Latin: voluit se in flumen illud iactare. O'Connor apparently misreads MS. le, as he does not state se to be an editorial emendation.

2171. par sa grant ire. Latin: ex multo ... animi dolore, 'on account of his great distress'.

2180. purpenz. O'Connor erroneously reads prupenz.

2186. aseur[s]. O'Connor does not emend scribal aseur despite the rhyme-word plur[s].

2192. overir. O'Connor does not emend MS. overair, a scribal error doubtless occasioned by the orthography of rhyming air.

2197. rescorre. O'Connor erroneously reads rescorre.

2203. junant. MS. vivant is obviously a scribal error, as the line translates Et fecit totum annum intende jejunans.

2218. O'Connor inadvertently replaces this line by 1. 2230.

2219. E vus avez merci. This line may be considered either as part of the relative clause begun in 1. 2218, in which case vus should be rejected, or as a statement (cf. 1. 2221), in which case E
should be rejected.


2241. Pur *goe vus desi[r]. Some verb of supplication is necessary before *Ke comendez in 1. 2242. O'Connor emends MS. desi cum to di, sicum.

2245. [de] *vostre merci fianco. Latin: fiduciam misericordiae ... tue. O'Connor reads en *vostre merci but no preposition appears in the MS.

2253. la chaud[e]re. Since feminine chaudre is not attested, it would seem that a later copyist has confused chauderes (cf. 1. 2206) and masculine chaudrun (cf. 1. 2243).

2257. s[aj]. Latin: Scio, Domine, quia certamen factum est ut coronarer.


2260. Although this line is obviously too short it is difficult to determine what has been omitted, since 11. 2259-62 adequately translate non steti in pedibus, eligens magis propter carnis delectationem tormentis impiorum addici.

2264. *regeier. See note on 1. 1864.

2268. voldra[i]. Although conditional voldreie should follow imperfect subjunctive *fugisse in the preceding line, the copyist appears to have had the future tense in mind (cf. 11. 1093, 3879 and 4382, where F employs the first person singular conditional and H the future of voleir). O'Connor neither comments on nor emends MS. voldre.

2273. par tres urea. 'three times' (Latin: tribus vicibus).

2278. *si. O'Connor transcribes s'j.

2283. [E]. The conjunction has presumably been omitted by the
copyist only because *valt* (1. 2234) has extended into this column.

2286. *fu[i]*. The speaker is referring to himself, *vitae saculi hujus indigno*. O'Connor does not emend.

2287. *a tuz pecheur[s]*. A plural substantive is required in this line, which freely translates *parcis enim misericors animabus, quae tu creas*. O'Connor does not emend.

2291. *kil oriat*. 'who created him'.

2294. mist. 'poured' (<*meistra* (see note on 11. 977-8). The Latin text reads *Ignem autem lucernae illius toto tempore vitae suae servavit, oleum subinde superinfundens*.

2297-8. A later copyist has possibly reversed the order of *humilité* and *auctorité* as the couplet translates *et factus est apud omnes insignis, humilitatem exhibens in confessione*.

2301. *li_nuntiat*. O'Connor does not reject MS. *le*, but scribal *le* for dative *li* is confined to *H* (see Glossary), where it is very occasional, and is consequently rejected here for the sake of consistency.

2303. *Daniel*. Daniel 'of many miracles', an ascetic, was a disciple of St. Arsenius in the desert of Scetë.¹

2307. *Magistrien*. Latin: *Magistrianus*. Rosweyde states in a footnote to this *exemplum* that *magistrianus* denotes an officer of the imperial militia. The translator, however, has treated *Magistrien* as a proper name.

2318. *purriez*. Possibly scribal for *purrez* (see note on 1. 1156).

2325. *en Estracini la cité*. Latin: *in civitate Ostracines*. Ostracine was a city of Egypt.

¹ Holweck, *op.cit.*, p. 262.
2327. *les wardains del mustier.* Latin: *oeconomos ecclesiae,* 'the stewards of the church'.

2333. *vedve.* O'Connor transcribes *vedue.*

2352. *puriez.* Probably scribal for *purrez* (see note on l. 1156).

2356. *surfeit.* O'Connor reads MS. *sufseit* as *suffeit,* which he emends to *furfeit,* 'wrong, crime'.

2360. *suffreite.* O'Connor erroneously reads *suffrette.*

2365. *cunterent.* O'Connor erroneously reads *conterent.*

2367. *despandoit.* O'Connor erroneously reads *despandoit.*

2370. *fra a chaun, H faia a chagoun.* O'Connor inadvertently prints *fra* and *chaun* as variants of *H.*


2372. *P fetes.* O'Connor erroneously reads *feites.*

2379. *P volenties.* O'Connor expands MS. *volent's* as *volentiers.*

2380. *P pochun, H poqun.* Latin: *lagenam,* 'a large vessel with neck and handles', translated by Chadwick, *op.cit.*, p. 82, as 'a big pot'. In O'Connor's Glossary, *pochun* is entered with the various meanings 'bottle, flagon, vase', but *pocon* and Picard *pochon* are both attested in the twelfth century with the meaning 'pot'.

2386. *H coveneit.* O'Connor erroneously reads *covenait.*

2387. *P purra, H purrirat.* The contracted future form of *purir* employed in *P* can doubtless be attributed to the copyist rather than to the translator as it results in a line of only eleven syllables.

2393. *P se repent e gienst.* Since *repenti* is preserved in *H,* it is adopted here in conformity with Latin *ingemuit et flevit.* O'Connor does not emend scribal *repent.*

2395. *P remembrance.* O'Connor erroneously reads *remembrance.*
2396. P denarie, H en_arere. Unattested denarie is presumably the result of scribal omission of final -re and is accordingly emended to d'en_arie[re]. O'Connor adopts the emendation d'en_arere, but the copyist of P invariably writes ariere (see Glossary).

2402-4. These lines paraphrase et ubi est spes de qua tractasti? and consequently espeir (l. 2402) and esperas (1. 2404) are employed in the sense of anticipating, or making provision for, ill-health, not hoping for it.


2409. P tucha, H trenchat. Latin: Tunc angelus tetigit pedem ejus. The copyist of H must have been influenced by the presence of trencher in 11. 2386 and 2388.

2410. P il_leva e ... ala, H il_alat puis_e ... alat. P leva must be correct as the line translates Et exsurgens mane, abiit in agrum operari.


2416. P ovrot, H overat. O'Connor prints ovrot as the variant of H.

2423. a sa_celle_a_tant. O'Connor does not emend MS. cella.

2424. estrivat_a_sa pense. Latin: conterebatur cogitationibus suis. O'Connor erroneously reads estimat, which makes no sense in the context, although the locution estriva(t) ... encuentre_sun penser is preserved in both Mss. in 1. 3813, where it translates contradicebat eis (his thoughts).

2432. de_retenir_l'aver aver_talent. 11. 2432-3 translate Quia vidi te voluntatem habere retinendi eos, dixi tibi ut retineres, in
which eos refers to duos solidos (cf. 1. 2421). It would seem that the copyist has substituted singular l'aver for the pronoun les, influenced by the following infinitive, since the plural pronoun is employed in the next line.


2443. O'Connor expands q(=et) in the Latin rubric introducing this exemplum as e.

en ermitorie. O'Connor transcribes eu ermitorie (see note on 1. 319).

2445. H volenters. This word follows an expunctuated , but O'Connor transcribes violenters.

2447. P Que chose, H Quele chose. O'Connor erroneously reads quelle in H. For scribal effacement of see note on 1. 728.

2449. P si vait un poi viant, H si s'en alat un petit avant. The locution aler avant occurs not infrequently in this text (see Glossary) while vier does not appear elsewhere. O'Connor transcribes viant without comment, but, since the first two letters of P viant (or ivant) are not clearly distinguishable, it seems probable that the scribe has miscopied avant and P is emended accordingly. The version of H, although correctly preserving avant, has suffered from scribal substitution of s'en alat and petit.


At first sight H seer would seem to correspond to Latin sedentem but, as its inclusion undesirably increases the number of syllables in the second hemistich, and following urant (not urnat as stated by O'Connor) is obviously wrong, P must preserve the correct reading.
O'Connor erroneously reads oirer.

O'Connor does not reject oes.

The reading of H, with its Latinized vocative, is more satisfactory than that of P, but in the second hemistich P sauf and veirement would appear to be the forms employed by the translator and H salvé (not sauvé as stated by O'Connor) and verraement to be scribal substitutions. The line translates Sic fac, et salvus eris.

O'Connor omits Pastur and fails to note scribal escrist.

decorporele[s] passiuns. O'Connor does not emend corpo-rele but the copyist must have inadvertently omitted s, as plural passiuns, rhyming with oreisuns, is in agreement with the Latin text: et abstulerit ab eo omnes passiones.

The line translates Vide hominem quietum, et nullam habens pugnam.

O'Connor rejects e, translating the line in his Commentary as 'Patience will have great merit in heaven'; since, however, ll. 2473-4 paraphrase quoniam proficit pugnando anima, the subject of averat is still la bataille del cors.

O'Connor omits scribal Mist, although the rubricator has merely inserted the wrong capital. The use of the demonstrative adjective would seem to indicate that the translation of V,vii,9, which begins Venit abbas Macarius major, was included in the original text, as l. 2479 follows an exemplum concerning St. Antony (cf. note on l. 796).

Latin: Macarius. Born in Upper Egypt, c. 300, Macarius the Elder was known in boyhood as paidariogeron on account of the austerity of his life. A follower of St. Antony, he fled c. 330 to
the desert of Scete, where he lived for sixty years. He became the spiritual father of a great number of disciples and was the founder of the old school of mysticism. Banished to a small island in the Nile by the Arian Patriarch Lucius, he died in 391.¹


2491. Nune. O'Connor erroneously reads Dune. The Latin text reads nonna, which Rosweyde states is a familiar form of domina and which Chadwick (op. cit., p. 84) translates 'lady'. Since the word is attested in Old French only with the meaning 'nun', however, this is presumably how the translator interpreted it.

2500. se tindrent ... descunfiz. O'Connor transcribes si as s'i and descuzfiz as descunfiz.

2502. Tu nus a[s] tuz vencuz. Latin: vicisti nos; O'Connor does not emend.

si fuirent [a] i tant. See Glossary for other examples of a (i) tant, 'thereupon'. O'Connor does not emend.

2503. Mathois. Latin: Mathois. Matthew was an ascetic in an Egyptian desert.²

2504. u[v]re. The emendation is based on comparison with the Latin text: Volo aliquod leve opus et continuum, quam grave quod cito finitur. The scribe would appear to have omitted either a negating particle or else two complete lines translating et continuum, quam grave.

2505. There is no ornate capital at the beginning of this new exemplum as the M of Mathoïs (l. 2503) has filled the space it should have occupied.

2. Ibid., p. 684.
Milidie. Rosweyde names this Father Milidus or Milus, but he is also known as Milles or Milias. He was born in the province of Ras, in Mesopotamia, and held a post of honour in the army at the Persian court of Lapeta. He left the world to retire to the neighbourhood of Susa, and was later consecrated Bishop of Susa. After spending three years in Jerusalem, he returned to Mesene in Persia and was martyred during the reign of Shapur II, in 341.¹


2510. quarante quarenteines de lung mistrent. The line translates et miserunt retia in longum per millia quadraginta and therefore should probably read E quarante lues de lung mistrent lur reis (cf. l. 2689 a treis lues, translating ad tria millia). Nevertheless, since quarenteine, a unit of land measurement equalling forty perches, appears in l. 2645, translating stadium, a unit of length equal to a distance of 125 paces, or approximately one eighth of a mile, quarante quarenteines is not rejected here (the earliest attestation of quarenteine in Gdf. and F.E.W. dates from the fourteenth century). Scribal mistrent, not rejected by O'Connor, is, however, corrected to miserunt in accordance with Latin miserunt.

2512. Ke quank'il troverent els. O'Connor does not reject MS. E quant although the line translates ut quodcumque intra retia inveniretur, occiderent. The copyist's eye was probably caught by l. 2515, which starts with the words E quant, but cf. l. 6002 P Kanke,

¹ Holweck, op.cit., p. 714.
H Quant and see note on 1. 4649.


2534. Si[s] constrandrent. Latin: cogebant eos sacrificare.


2538. O'Connor considers that 'the author or scribe has possibly blundered here, thinking the action described is the monk being dragged "like a rush".' The verb traire is, however, used here intransitively with the meaning 'shoot' and the line satisfactorily translates et sagittabant in ipso quasi ad signum, with jure designating a possible target for archery practice.

2542. ke nient nusant sanc v[us] espandez. Although the scribe has written ke nient un saut sanc nespandez the original reading can be reconstituted by comparison with the Latin text (ut effundatis sanguinem innocentem) and O'Connor's emendation, ke un saint sanc respandez is unjustifiable.

2547. il li firent lufe de qoe. 11. 2547-8 translate Illi autem subsannantes verba ejus, exierunt in crastino, ut venarentur, indicating that firent lufe means 'derided, mocked'. The form lufe is attested in the Manuel des Péchés and is cited by Gdf. as a variant of Old French lope, 'grimace'.

2552. s'entreferirent. O'Connor fails to transcribe MS. s.

2557. E les fait de fe BLE corage. There is an obvious lack of agreement between singular al home and li in 11. 2555 and 2556 and plural les, possibly caused by a transfer of meaning from home 'man' to collective 'mankind' in the translator's mind. It is also possible, however, that a later scribe has miscopied K'il set de feble corage, which would agree with the syntax of the Latin text translated
in 11. 2556-7, undique et multiplicantur tribulationes, ut pusillan-imis fiat.

2556. grundiliment sovent. Latin: et narraret. Although a verb is syntactically required here, O'Connor does not reject scribal grundissement, a substantive cited only once in T.-L. as a variant of grondillement in the Roman de la Rose. The scribe has presumably not only altered the termination but also miscopied ll as ss (see Glossary).

2558. cuntet. The scribe has presumably confused cuntet and cuntat, but the entire line seems to have suffered in transmission and should probably read E cist abbé cuntat e dist sifaitement (Latin: Et narravit senex ita). Scribal -et for -at reappears in l. 3012, P apela, H aplelet.

2559. en ocel maisun. The scribe may have miscopied the substantive celle and omitted several syllables, as the Latin text reads Frater quidam erat in cella.

2560. l'orent en despit. O'Connor does not emend MS. erent. There is a lack of agreement between this verb and voleit (l. 2561) and the second hemistich may have read tant ert il en despit. The couplet translates et si quis eum videbat, nec salutare eum volebat, neque in cellam recipere.

2565. maisun. < Lat. *messonem, 'harvest'. The Latin text reads et si de messe veniebat ...

2566. l'enveast. The verb in question is enveer < Lat. *invitare, not enveer < Lat. *invite: nemo eum, sicut erat consuetudo, ut reficeret, invitabat.

2573-4. O'Connor gives no indication that a meaningful line has been omitted by the scribe, despite the absence of a word, probably
pain, rhyming with main. The couplet should translate *trahens camelum onustum pane ab Aegypto.*

2577. *su*[i]. O'Connor does not emend MS. *su* but, as *su* occurs only four times, in passages preserved exclusively in H (see Glossary), it is emended to *su*[i] in the present edition for the sake of consistency.

2582-6. The translator appears to have conceived these lines as a comment on the lesson to be learned from the preceding exemplum as there is no ornate capital at the beginning of l. 2582, nor do any other exempla start on the second line of a couplet. In the Latin text, however, the two *verba*, although consecutive, are numbered separately.

2589. *Ke_nuls_ hure me laisse*. It has not been considered necessary to introduce the negative particle *ne* before *me* as the author's practice, as well as that of the later copyists, seems to have varied (see note on l. 820).

2592. *travail*. It is difficult to account for this form of the second person singular of the imperative as the etymological form *travaille* is employed in l. 1415, where it rhymes with *faille*. It is possible that plural *mes conseuz* in the preceding line has been altered to *mun conseail* and that the translator employed the present subjunctive form *travauz*, or that he wrote *goe te conseille : forment te travaille*. H, however, preserves a similar imperative form, *esmervail* (*P_ merveille*), in l. 1192 and in l. 2591 imperative *repaier* is also written without etymological final [ɔ] (cf. first person singular present indicative *repaier*, rhyming with *desespaier*, in both MSS. l. 1188). It therefore seems likely that the translator himself employed a form in which post-consonantal [ɔ] was effaced (see Glossary
for alternative forms of the second person singular imperative of aporter, doner, garder and jeter), as such forms are attested in twelfth century Anglo-Norman texts (cf. Tanquerey, op.cit., pp. 365-8).

2594. jecte. This orthographical variant of jeté is probably the result of Latin influence (cf. l. 4304 P jetes, H jectes or jettes), as the line translates et jacta cogitatum tuum in Domino.

2595. nulI. O'Connor transcribes nul i, but the oblique form of the pronouns cil and nul is frequently found in the nominative case in this text (see Glossary).

2610. cil abbez. O'Connor emends MS. cit to cist but it seems probable that the scribe simply miscopied the final letter. The demonstrative adjective may have replaced possessive sun, however, as the Latin text reads abbas suus and the superior of the monastery has not previously been mentioned.

2612. sele abstine. O'Connor erroneously reads cele. Although substantival abstine is not attested, it also occurs in P, l. 6364, and consequently no emendation is considered necessary here; cf. the alternation of suffixes in demore (: hure) l. 2786, demurance (: ouvenue) l. 360 and demurement (: finement) l. 4296.

2615. ruis ke vue me laissez bonement. O'Connor does not emend scribal vus to ruis although 11. 2615-6 translate Rogo te, abba, ut dimittas me, et vadam in eremo.

2617. ne voile penser goe pas. The original translation may have been altered by a later copyist as the words quoted in the Latin text are noli hoc cogitare.

2622. _la. O'Connor erroneously reads ja (cf. Latin: non invenies
ibi qui te consoletur).

2623. ne se taist. The verb, unfortunately, has no equivalent in the Latin text as 11. 2623-4 translate Ille autem coepit amplius rogare eum ut permetteret abire. MS. tūist is obviously corrupt, and the superscript abbreviation may have been added by the copyist in an unsuccessful attempt at correction. O'Connor ignores the superscript and erroneously reads tainst, which he considers to be a form of teindre 'to change colour', although suggesting that the original reading may have been taist. The copyist possibly hesitated between present indicative taist and preterite tut (which he writes teust in 1. 2792 and tust in 1. 3588) and subsequently tried to alter the verb to retraist, since se retraire, 'to desist' would also be appropriate in the context. Present indicative taist, however, appears most likely to have been miscopied here as 'the young man does not remain silent in spite of these words, but rather begged the abbot to let him go' seems an acceptable interpretation of the couplet.

2627. vus. O'Connor expands MS. v as vos.

2632. l'autre. 11. 2631-2 translate Ambulantibus autem eis per eremum una die at altera, defecerunt prae aestu. The meaning of l'autre must be 'the next day' but since jurné in 1. 2631 is used of the distance travelled in one day, it seems probable that jur has been omitted before pur in 1. 2632 on account of the similarity of the two words.

2633. ki. O'Connor transcribes k'i, but this is simply an example of scribal substitution of ki for ke (cf. 1. 2754 Ki (=que) a mun fix).

2640. dresce tei ... ci l'ensui. Latin: surge et sequere eam.
O'Connor transcribes cil ensui although imperative ensui obviously requires a complement and ci is merely scribal for the conjunction si.

2645. en une quaranteine. See note on l. 2510.

2648. par treis hures. 'three hours' (Latin: per horas tres).

2653-4. This couplet translates vidit ... fontem aquae, et spelunca modicam. It therefore seems probable that the scribe has inadvertently recopied si vit from the previous line and that l. 2653 should read E une fontaine e une fosse petite (since fosse invariably translates spelunca in this text) and that l. 2654 should begin En un liu. Although liu is employed as a synonym for celle in l. 6079 (see note on that line), it is unlikely that it is so used here, as it renders locus, 'place', in l. 2656.

2658. de un frute ke l'em apele dace. The scribe has either miscopied fruit, or confused feminine fru(i)te, 'fruits' and masculine fruit. He must also have miscopied date, as dace is not attested. The line translates sumens cibum dactylorum.

2659. l'ewe. O'Connor erroneously reads l'ewe.

2660. d'ileoq. O'Connor erroneously reads d'ileoq.

2664. un mut religiue abé. O'Connor does not emend scribal une mut religiuse abé. The line translates in similitudinem cujusdam senioris abbatis.

2670. l'aversier. O'Connor does not note scribal l'aveisier.

2673. sunt passé duze anz. The scribe may have miscopied unze (cf. Latin: et ecce anni sunt undecim, quod de monasterio non exivi).

2679. su[i]. O'Connor does not emend (cf. note on l. 2577).

2680. disai[e]a me[i]mesmes. O'Connor does not emend.

parsui. O'Connor expands MS. psui as persui.
2684. De goe que. O'Connor transcribes 'quant' but, in writing the abbreviated form qunt, the scribe presumably miscopied que.

2690. celle. The substantive is apparently used here with the extended meaning 'monastery', as ll. 2689-90 translate ete hinc ad tria millia est monasterium habens presbyterum.

2692. suvaeus. O'Connor erroneously reads siviaeus.

2701. Several syllables appear to have been omitted in this line, which should probably read A goe s'en eissent e alerent tut dreit (cf. Latin: Et exeuntes perrexerunt).

2702. A cele maisun. 'to that monastery', translating ad praedictum monasterium (cf. note on l. 2690).

2704. campaignun. O'Connor expands MS. epaign as campaignun.

2706. Merveille. This is perhaps an exclamatory use of the substantive, but the scribe may have omitted the final consonant of merveilles, the analogical second person singular present indicative of merveiller (cf. l. 5783 esmerveilles) before following s'il (the speaker, addressing himself, employs second person singular quidez in l. 2705 in accordance with the syntax of the Latin text: Ubi putas perrexit? ne ad commune necessarium ambulavit?). A third possibility is that the copyist has substituted analogical merveille for first person singular merveil (cf. l. 1038 merveil que ne me creiz).

2709. part[if]ut. O'Connor does not emend MS. partut, which he considers to be an example of the extension of first conjugation imperfect endings to other conjugations, although the context precludes the use of the imperfect tense. There is, unfortunately, no equivalent verb in the Latin text, since ll. 2708-11 paraphrase exiens foras, requirebat eum. Et cum non reperisset, dixit ad fratres
loci illius ...

2715. s'aparceut. O'Connor expands MS. saperceut as s'aparceut.

2720. Me[s] ben m'esta. 'but it is well for me' (cf. Latin: sed tamen non ad me pertinet). The copyist of H again omits the s of Mes in 1. 3035.

2724. a la_sue_yglise. 'to his cell'; Latin: ad cellam suam (cf. notes on 11. 1687 and 2139).

2727. nen. O'Connor transcribes n'en, but the negative particle nen is frequently employed before words beginning with a vowel (cf. 1. 2910 nen u[v]re).

2730. viel. Here the translation does not agree with the Latin text, which reads in similitudinem juvenis cujusdam saecularis.

2733. C'est_m£imeis. The copyist has perhaps omitted following est (cf. Latin: Ipse est iste?).

2735. E cum esgardat. This hemistich is obviously incomplete and should possibly read E cum [il l']esgardat.

2763. E jo_vinc. O'Connor erroneously reads MS. co as io. The personal pronoun may have been miscopied through confusion with A goe (cf. 11. 2635 and 2701), as the couplet translates ego autem veniens ex occasione pro quodam opere huc, cognovi te.

2775. facez. The scribe frequently writes -ez for -es in this passage (cf. 1. 2705 guidez, 1. 2727 aiez, 1. 2736 agardez) but may have understood vingez in 1. 2774 to be a second person plural form, subsequently writing facet, with substitution of -et for stressed -ez (for scribal -et as a second person plural imperative termination see note on 1. 3145). O'Connor also corrects facet to facez, but apparently considers this a plural form, as he enters vingez 1. 2774) in his Glossary as the second person plural present sub-
junctive of *venir*, although only singular pronouns and verbs are employed in 11. 2770-82.

2780. *as povre[a]*. O’Connor does not emend scribal *povre*, although in 1. 2775 *as povres* (: *overes*) again translates *pauperibus*.

2787. *si lesqat*. O’Connor erroneously reads *li lesqat*, but also adopts the emendation *si[1] lesqat* (cf. Latin: *reliquit eum*).

2798. *Pur quele achaïsun*. O’Connor erroneously expands MS. *p* as *par*, although the line translates *Ut quid reversus es?*

2806. *Si trublat*. Since the Latin text states that the son was punished by his father, *et multis suppliciis afflictus a patre suo*, the scribe has probably miscopied *Sil*.

2809. *pur[Deu]*. cf. 11. 2922 and 2924. O’Connor does not state *Deu* to be an editorial insertion.


2811. *P Uns homes, H Cous homes*. The line translates *Venerunt quidam in eremo*, indicating that the reading of *P* is correct and that the indefinite article has been replaced by *Doua* in *H*, with the rubricator entering *C* in place of *D*. O’Connor erroneously reads *Doua* in *H*.

2813. *mane us*. Only here does *us*, the shortened Western French form of *vos* (see Pope § 1249), appear in both MSS. Elsewhere, with the exception of 1. 3790, it is preserved only in *P* (in 1. 19 scribal *us* for stressed *vos* in *H* is presumably the result of careless copying), suggesting that later copyists were unfamiliar with this form. It occurs once in an imperative construction, 1. 3186 *P Tole us* (*H Toles vos*), but is otherwise employed solely in the nominative case in questions: 1. 2814 *P pene us* (*H penez vos*), 1. 3875
P Mange.us (H manguez), 1. 3879 P Dorme.us (H dormez vus), 1. 4603
P bate.us ... vole.us (H batez vus ... volez vus) and 1. 6661, where
P Vole.us departir is replaced in H by the indirect question si jove
vousise departir. Similar forms are found in late twelfth and early
thirteenth century Anglo-Norman texts: quideus occurs in l. 973 of
the Donnei des Amants¹ (and is suggested as a correction of quidez
vus in 1. 1865 of Horn²), while the forms maneus and saveuz appear
in the works of Chardri (Josaphaz, 1. 2838; Petit Plet, 1. 1009 0).³

2814. P pene.us ton cors issa fairement, H penez vus vostre
cors_sifaïement. O'Conner does not reject ton.

2815. P li culverz, H le_convers. The reading of H must be adop¬
ted, as the speaker is the vielz_convers (Latin: senex) of l. 2812.

2819. P pechers, H pecheurs. O'Conner does not emend the read¬
ing of P although the line translates quae peccatoribus in futuro
saeculo praeparantur.

2820. P erent ... dampnez, H irruent ... dampnez. The reading of
P is probably correct (cf. 1. 4960 en enfer ... dampné ne fust and
1. 5795 ne serront ... en enfer dampnez).

2831-2. Since the couplet translates perseverantia cellae
perducit monachum in ordinem suum, either the author has fallen into
anacoluthon in writing ki garde ... Qoe poet or a later copyist has
altered garder to ki garde.

2836. [cum] ainceis ennuif. The emendation seems necessary for
the sake of both metre and meaning. O'Conner does not emend and
erroneously reads annuif.

2837. *a a temper les mist* 'and put them to soak'. O'Connor emends MS. tempter to tremper, but the etymological infinitive derived from Latin temperare is more likely to have been miscopied by the scribe. Although the Latin text makes no mention of soaking palm-leaves here, l. 3887 partially translates *infundens mihi paucas palmulas, ... facio ex eis plectam*, indicating that this was the monks' practice.

2846. *revint*. O'Connor erroneously reads *remint*, but the acute accent over *remunt* is apparently an incomplete scribal correction (cf. note on l. 1771). The line translates *donec veniret ad ordinem suum*.

2848. *desir[er]s*. O'Connor does not emend, but the rhyme *pensera : desirera* appears again in ll. 6267-8.

2854. *P feistes, H veistes*. The reading of H must be adopted here (cf. Latin: *Quia adhuc non vidisti ... resurrectionem*).

2862. *P nen ennuerit, H n'ennerait*. O'Connor adopts the reading of H although the negative particle *nen* frequently precedes a vowel (see Glossary and note on l. 2727). Scribal *ne nen nuereit* in P is simply the result of incorrect word-division.

2864. *P l'ewe mulz luinz, H l'ewe dulce multes liwes loins*. Since the line translates *longe habebat aquam a cella sua, per duodecim millia, liwes* would seem to have been correctly preserved in H (cf. l. 2689 where *a treis lues* translates *ad tria millia*). The adjective *dulce*, which has no equivalent in the Latin text, may have been miscopied from *duze* in an earlier exemplar, the actual number being replaced by *multes*. The scribe responsible for P has possibly miscopied the adverb *mult* as *mulz*, but may have omitted a following substantive. O'Connor erroneously reads *owe* in H.
2868. P pres de, H entur. It is possible that H preserves the original preposition as the adverb entur is employed with the meaning 'nearby' in l. 1304 and the line translates Venio et habito circa aquam hanc.


2880. P grant gueredon, H greindre_guerdun. H greindre is probably correct in view of plus luinz in the preceding line.


baratur. 'restless, troublesome'; Latin: inquietus. This adjective is employed again in l. 4229, where it translates in collo-cutione incessanter contentiosus. O'Connor is therefore inaccurate in entering baratur in his Glossary as a substantive meaning 'cheat, deceiver'.

2892. l'asist. Scribal sa_sist, transcribed s'asist by O'Connor, is emended after comparison with the Latin text, which states that the brother set the pitcher on the ground, not that he himself sat down: implens sibi surisculum aquae, posuit illam in terra.

2898. la_juste. O'Connor erroneously reads le_juste.

2905. itele. O'Connor erroneously reads icele.

2910. u[y]re. O'Connor does not emend scribal ure (although suggesting in his Commentary that ovre (sic) may have been miscopied), but the Latin text reads Quid facio, Pater, quia nihil operer monachile.

2911. moinage. O'Connor erroneously reads moniage.

2913. beif. O'Connor erroneously reads beis.

2922. penot. O'Connor erroneously reads penout.

2923. e de_goe. O'Connor omits de.

2930. corporal. O'Connor expands MS. corpal as corporal.

2932. d'escande. O'Connor transcribes de scandle, but both MSS. preserve escandle in 1. 3632.

2943. detiré. O'Connor erroneously reads deciré. It is difficult to determine whether the verbs decirer and detirer are distributed in this text as the translator himself intended or have been miscopied as the result of scribal confusion of c and t (see notes on 11. 384 and 2658). In this line il est detiré translates raditur, 'he is scratched', while serrunt detirez translates discerpuntur, 'they are torn in pieces' in 1. 6199. Lacerabant, 'they tore', is rendered by detirerent in 1. 6191, but deciré translates laceratum in 1. 6195.

2947-8. This couplet differs slightly from the Latin text, which reads Ita et monachus, vel qui Dominum Christum queret, cruci indesinenter intendit. Nevertheless, since the second hemistich of 1. 2948 is apparently dependent on cuvent in the previous line, scribal a is emended to aveir. O'Connor does not emend.

2949. retreire. O'Connor erroneously reads recreire.


2965-76. There is no indication in the MS. that 1. 2965 introduces a new verbum. The translator evidently felt that V,vii,37 and 38 could conveniently be combined, since both exhort the monk to remain in his cell, and has appended his own interpretation of their meaning in 11. 2971-6 (cf. note on 1. 163).
2966. _celle_cheminee. 'that furnace'; Latin: caminus ille.

2966-8. The casting of Shadrach, Meschach and Abed-nego into the fiery furnace is related in Daniel iii, 19-25.

2969. _sa_. O'Connor erroneously reads la.

2969-70. The reference is to Exodus xxiv, 16.

2971-6. See notes on 11. 163 and 2965-76.

2973. enz al_ré. The scribe has presumably miscopied el (see note on 1. 399).

2977. plusurs. O'Connor erroneously reads plusurz.

_enu_tempté_. The two preceding verba having been deliberately combined by the translator (see note on 11. 2965-76), _enu_ must refer to _nu_turmenté in 1. 2955.

2982. enpensé. O'Connor here and elsewhere transcribes _en_pensé, but a past participle seems more appropriate in the context.


2987. paraccumpli. O'Connor erroneously reads paraccumpli.


2994. _moniale_. O'Connor erroneously reads monial.

3000. _ga_en_ariere. O'Connor does not note scribal _carnarie_re.

3002. _F ne_pot_nis_comencier, H Ne_puis_comencer_. The reading of _P_ must be correct as 11. 3001-2 translate _Et_deficiens_animo_non praevalebat_vel_inchoare_monachi_opus._

3006. _P une_tele_essample, H Un_ite! essample_. See note on 1. 1700.

_P en_eire_conté, H ad_an AGRE_conté_. O'Connor emends the reading of _P_ to _an_eire_ad_conté although the copyist of _P_ always writes _a_ for the third person singular present indicative of _aveir_ and has presumably omitted _a_ before following _an_eire_ (erroneously read _an_air_ by O'Connor).

3010. P n'i ot nulli mis la main, H ne i fut mise main. The original translation may have read n'i ot mis la main or mise main, as 11. 3007-10 paraphrase Homo quidam habuit possessionem, et de negligentia ejus in sentibus redacta est, et repleta est tribulis et spinis.

3011. P revuleit ... reuainer, H voleit ... guaigner. Since scribal omission of prefixes in H has resulted in syllabic deficiency, the reading of P is preferable.

3014. P purriez, H purrez. The future tense preserved in H must be correct, but for scribal interchange of future and conditional forms of poeir see note on 1. 1156.

3019. P recreire, H retraire. Since the line translates Et deficiens animo, recreire is probably correct (cf. l. 3001, also translating deficiens animo, where both MSS. preserve recr(e)ut) and may have been miscopied in H (cf. note on 1. 384).


3021. P avreis, H averai. Here, and in the following line, P employs the conditional, and H the future, tense of aveir. It is difficult to determine whether interconsonantal unstressed [a] in these forms is effaced or not in this text (see Pope §1290) and the two MSS. differ in word-order (P quant avreie je, H jo quant averai) and syllable-count (P la merveille, H ceste merveille), but comparison with the Latin text: Quando ego habeo haec omnia eradicare? suggests that the future form was employed by the translator.

merveille. The translator may have employed merveille, 'wonder', to refer to the 'wondrous growth' that had covered the field. It is also possible, however, that merveille designates
either 'weed' in general, or some rapidly-spreading plant in particular (although such a meaning is unattested in Old French), since Littré cites 'merveille à fleurs jaunes' as the common name of the Yellow Balsam or Noli-tangere.

3030. esracoé. P esracoé is rejected in favour of esracé, which appears in l. 3021. O'Connor supplies esracé from H, but ch is an occasional scribal variant of c peculiar to H (cf. H aracoé, with scribal substitution of prefix, in l. 3021).

3032. P venoie, H vinc. The imperfect tense preserved in P is metrically preferable and is employed in the Latin text: Mox ut veniebam operari, pater...

3034. n'osoe. P ne soe and H ne soue are perfectly legible (although O'Connor reads n'osoe in P), and it therefore seems probable that noso(u)e had been miscopied in an earlier exemplar. The emendation is based on l. 6021, P n'osoe, H n'osoue.

3035. culcha[i]. O'Connor does not note scribal culcha in P.

3037. H De la terre a la mesure de la longur. The reading of P, A la mesure pernez el tere de la lungur, must be rejected, as the copyist has not only lengthened the line by introducing pernez, but also apparently understood lungur to refer to tere and written el in place of de la. ll. 3037-8 translate Fili, ad mensuram latitudinis, quam jacens in terra occupas, per singulos dies operare.

3043. P tute la culture. Although tute does not appear in the text published by O'Connor, he refers to its omission in H in a footnote.

3048. P remerra, H remettrat. P is presumably correct as infinitive remener, rhyming with aler, is employed in l. 2832, Gee poet moine en sun ordre tost remener.
3050. P uvrer, H junex. There is no mention of fasting in the Latin text and therefore, since the exemplum concerns a monk incapable of undertaking ovre de moniage (cf. l. 3002), uvrer is preferable.


3069. P suffris, H soffres. The scribe responsible for H must have miscopied the verbal termination, as the tense employed in P is that of the Latin text: Tentationes quas ... sustinuisti.

3071. P conseill. O'Connor expands MS. 2seill as cunseill.

3073-6. These lines translate part of the Latin text and are not one of the translator's recapitulations of the lesson to be learned from a preceding exemplum (see note on l. 163).

3079. P Qui od lui un sun disciple, H Ki out od lui un disciple. The line translates habuit quemdam discipulum probatum and H here preserves the better version as P has omitted the verb and added an unnecessary possessive. The emendation Qui [ot] od lui adopts the orthography normally employed in P (cf. l. 3083 ot parfini).

3086. P enneire. O'Connor rejects the scribe's orthography in favour of en eire but the copyist possibly considered this adverbial locution to be a single unit (for variant spellings see Glossary).


3089. P Les quels, H Les peres. The relative pronoun employed in P must be correct, referring to the lais freres of l. 3088.


3092. P ala, H alerent. O'Connor does not reject ala although a plural verb is required here (cf. Latin: et cum consolatus eos...
fuisset, discesserunt).

3094. P prist [a] amonester, H comensa amonester. Although comencer, followed by an infinitive of purpose, is not always accompanied by a in this text, the preposition invariably appears after prendre (cf. 11. 1912 and 1919) and the reading of P is therefore emended here. O'Connor does not emend.

3096. H tut en seant. O'Connor prints P dreit en seant as the variant reading of H.

3097-8. Here the reading of P agrees with the Latin text, which reads frater autem sustinebat, donee excitaretur senex, et faceret ei juxta consuetudinem orationem. The copyist of H has apparently understood li disciple to be the subject of the following clause and consequently replaced subjunctive fut and feist by fut and feseit.

3102. P qu'il leissast aler, H k'il le laissast. Although O'Connor transcribes the reading of P without comment, aler must be a scribal error, since leissast could be followed only by ester or seer in the context. The scribe may have miscopied l'abé, but, as the reading of H is satisfactory, aler is here rejected and le supplied from H.

3104. P il restut a son penser, H il retint sun penser. Comparison with the Latin text shows P to be correct: restitit cogitationi.


3120. a l'abés le disciple laissé. P parlé is rejected, and laissé supplied from H, in conformity with the Latin text: dimisit senex discipulum.

3122. P mustré, H demustré. The inclusion of the prefix would correct the first hemistich of P. O'Connor inadvertently prints
mustré as the variant of H.

3127. Qui = a qui (cf. Latin: Cujus sunt haec?). The reading of H is obviously corrupt here as 1. 3125 states that seven crowns were placed on a single seat.

3139. ne_vus_larrai pa[i]esayer. O'Connor adopts the orthography of H, peis, but the copyist of P must simply have omitted i as he writes pais in 11. 3105 and 3198.


3146. Neither version is satisfactory, as P inserts an unnecessary vus in the first hemistich and H repeats jo in the second.

3159-66. These lines translate the final section of the Latin exemplum and do not represent one of the author's interpolated commentaries (see note on 1. 163).


3163. il_escrit. O'Connor suggests that il refers to Deu (1. 3162), but it seems more probable that est has been omitted in both MSS., or in an earlier exemplar, as the Latin text reads sicut scriptum est (cf. 1. 5497).


3167. O'Connor erroneously expands Qō (= Quod) in the Latin rubric introducing this exemplum as Quomodo.

enmaladist. 11. 3167-8 translate Aegrotavit aliquando senex guidam qui solitarius habitabat; et ... non habebat qui ei serviret.
Consequently, the author may have deliberately employed the termination -ist in place of etymological weak perfect -i for the sake of the rhyme with imperfect subjunctive servist (cf. Tanquerey, op.cit., pp. 589-90). This, however, seems unlikely, since both MSS. preserve third person singular enmaladi (: servi) in l. 5066, and examination of the other analogical -ist terminations in this text suggests that they are scribal in origin. In P, geihist appears in rhyme with enquist in ll. 1181-2, but H offers the variant dist, and although fremist appears within l. 6395, fremi rhymes with issi in ll. 6401-2. The etymological third person preterite of vivre, vesqui, is preserved in both MSS. in ll. 5319, 5929 and 5939, indicating that vesquiat, the variant of H in l. 5888 is merely scribal, as is H gemist (P gienst) in l. 2393. The only other possible example of the author's use of analogical -ist is benequist (: fist) in H, l. 2611, but this is again suspect, since both MSS. preserve benesqui within l. 4160. It therefore seems most probable that enmaladist is in fact a third person present indicative, and that considerations of rhyme have over-ruled those of tense (cf. in this same exemplum l. 3184 depart ... si n'i demora, l. 3190 respont si lur dist and ll. 3199-200 s'esmerveillent ... Si glorifierent).

3171. P contint. O'Connor expands MS. stint as cuntint.
3182. P Pot cel estre, H Poet goe estre. The neuter form of the demonstrative pronoun would appear to have become obsolete by the time H was written (cf. note on l. 3356 and Pope §§ 846 and 1255).
3184. P E l'angle depart, H Le angle departi. The conjunction E in P may have been introduced by a later scribe; ll. 3183-4 translate the following single sentence: Cum ergo venissent, et pulsissent,
discessit angelus ab eo. O'Connor erroneously reads depart in H.

3186. P tole.us, _frere, d'ici_! Lai mei, H Toles vus, _freres, si me leisiez._ This line paraphrases Discedite hinc, fratres and plural leisiez is therefore syntactically correct. Although P preserves tole.us, the copyist possibly wrote lai in mistaken agreement with uninflected frere, which he may have interpreted as a singular form. In H, adverbial d'ici would appear to have been replaced by the conjunction si and scribal -es for stressed -ez, which does not occur elsewhere in this MS., indicates unfamiliarity with the form tole.us (cf. note on 1. 2813).

3189. P demandent pur quei il leva, H demanderunt dunc _fud qui levat._ The scribe responsible for P has presumably miscopied demanderent (for scribal -unt in H cf. 11. 2634 somillerunt, 3903 priunt, 4847 faillunt and 6109 servunt and see Pope §1297), as the line translates et interrogaverunt eum, quare clamaverit. Although pur quei has obviously been miscopied in H, it is possible that dunc has been omitted, and il inserted, in P, and the original text may have read _Si demanderent dunc pur quei leva tel cri._

3196. P esperit. O'Connor expands MS. _esj tait_ as _espirit._

3204. _en Oxyrinche._ Latin: _in Oxyrincho._ Oxyrhyncus, some ten miles west of the Nile, near the modern Behnesa, was a fourth century centre of Christian culture.¹

3227. _avinc._ O'Connor does not reject scribal _alunc_ , which he transcribes a lunc, but a verb form must have been miscopied here as the line translates _ingrediens autem, narravi ea fratribus._

3233-4. _regreier: discoverer._ Another instance of scribal substitution of first conjugation infinitive endings (see note on 1. 1864

¹. The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, p. 1020.
and Pope § 1314).

3235. dite[s]. O’Connor does not emend.

3243-62. Although these lines translate an integral part of Vvii,47, they are treated as though constituting a separate exemplum, with an ornate capital V (erroneously substituted for E) at the beginning of l. 3243.

3249. Este_vus, cum il voulsist aler deut. The line is obviously corrupt, but there is no means of determining which words have been altered or omitted by the copyist as ll. 3247-51 paraphrase parabat a sero melotem suam ut discederet; et ecce nocte apparuit ei gratia Dei in specie virginis. O’Connor adopts the emended reading Este_vus cum il anuit aler deut, regardless of syllabic count. If, however, the first hemistich provided a literal translation of et ecce nocte, it may have read E este_vus de nuit; the second hemistich has no equivalent in the Latin text, but a later copyist may have confused voleir s’en aler and deveir s’en aler and altered cum il s’en aler dut.

3263. Antoine. O’Connor does not note scribal Antonie.

3265-6. Here the narrator again interrupts his narrative with a personal comment (see note on l. 163).

3267. iert_en veage. Having misread ient as ieut, O’Connor transcribes jeut without comment. The proposed emendation necessitates least editorial intervention, but the scribe possibly miscopied some form of aler (cf. ll. 1099 and 4429), omitting cum or quant, before en (un) veage.

3274, 3277. Antoine. O’Connor erroneously reads Antoine.

3280. A la_tere ad pris sun cors. O’Connor also rejects MS. E, but writes De although the ship is struggling to reach land (ll. 3278-
paraphrase Videtur mihi monachus iste similis esse navi oneratae omnibus bonis, de qua incertum est utrum pervenire posset in portum).

328. *il_est_dute*. Latin: *incertum est*, 'it is doubtful'.

O'Connor enters dute in his Glossary with the meaning 'fear'.

qu'il est aucun desturber. The translator may have deliberately employed an impersonal construction, but a later scribe has possibly miscopied ele, referring to la nef in l. 3278, influenced by preceding il est dute.

3289-92. O'Connor does not note any omission here, nor does he comment on the rhyme respondit : dist. The sequence of the narrative, however, requires St. Antony's answer to be stated, and the two couplets should translate *Et respondit senex: Magna columna ecclesiae cecidit modo.* Dicebat autem hoc de monacho illo juvene, et adjecit ...

3304. _Ci_. O'Connor erroneously reads Si.

3306. *Seraphin*. Scribal for Serapion (see note on l. 734).

3307. _de_. O'Connor does not note scribal do.

3311. *fet il_. Presumably a scribal insertion, adding two unwanted syllables to an otherwise acceptable line.

3313-4. Although O'Connor states only that 'it is possible a line has been omitted here', the couplet is obviously incomplete and should translate *Voluit etiam ejus pedes lavare, et eiadem iterum verbis usus, nullatenus acquievit.*

332. *remainez*. O'Connor misreads scribal *remainc* as remaine, which he enters in his Glossary as the 3rd person sg. pres. subj. of *remendre*, although comparison with *voisez* 3320 and *aprengez* 3322 shows that a 2nd person sg. form is required (for scribal -ez for -es see note on l. 2775). In ll. 3320-2 the
author has employed lo joko, followed by the present subjunctive, to translate permane in cella tua, et attende tibi ipsi et operibus manuum tuarum.


3336. dit. O'Connor erroneously reads dist.

3337. Si l'em t'entjoi ent en penitence. O'Connor does not note scribal penitente and erroneously reads corrupt te point as te court, offering the interpretation 'if one comes to you penitently'. Although 1L. 3335-40 considerably paraphrase Si enim re vera humilis vis esse, quae tibi ab alio imponuntur, disce portare viriliter, et non odiosa verba effundere tibi ipsi, the verb apparently translates imponuntur. The proposed emendation is based on comparison with 1. 1771 E il enjuinstrent lur penitence a eus, which translates et dederunt eis illi mandata, qualiter poenitentiam agerent.


3348* P que je me cuntienge, H ke jœ la me contenge. The adverb la is doubtless correctly preserved in H as the line translates quomodo vis ut agam ibi?

3350. P Gard, H Gardez. Since the second person singular of the imperative of garder never occurs in rhyme in this text, it is difficult to determine which form was employed by the author. Etymological garde is confined to H (see Glossary), whereas gard, with effacement of post-consonantal e (see Tanquerey, op.cit., pp. 366-8), is found in both P (here and in 1. 1563) and H (11. 27, 916, 3469 and 5636), its orthographical variant gart being restricted to P (see Glossary). Only in 1. 5636 does the monosyllabic form appear in a line where both MSS. offer identical readings, but an earlier exemplar may have read Ne garde pas aval. The only other shortened second
person singular imperative form of a first conjugation verb to appear in both MSS. is jet, 1. 4401, but this is followed by en, and although jet reappears in H 1. 4293, Latinized etymological jecte is found in H 1. 2594. The forms aport and dun also occur in H (11. 3430 and 5332) but the presence of aporte and done in the same MS. (11. 4192 and 4152) suggest that they are attributable to the scribe.

As for the use of the present subjunctive form gardez (scribal for gardez) as an imperative (see Tanquerey, pp. 362-3), this occurs nowhere else in H but twice in P (11. 2034 and 3469). Similar first conjugation forms found in P are aportez (H aporte), dunez (H dun), jetez (H jet) and passez (H passe), in 11. 4192, 5332, 4293 and 4434 respectively, but the only other examples in H are donez and liez, which appear as variants of P dune and lie in 11. 1199 and 4198. Such forms would, therefore, appear due to later copyists rather than to the author (cf. Pope §913).

3351. P grant nun aveir, H graument_saver. P must here preserve the better version as 11. 3351-2 translate Si habitaveris in loco, ne velis tibi illic nomen facere. O'Connor erroneously reads granment in H.

3356. P Ne_de cel beivre, H Ne_de goe beivre. In this line beivre must be a substantival infinitive and cel a demonstrative adjective. The copyist of H, however, has either interpreted cel as a neuter pronoun and substituted goe (cf. note on 1. 3182) or employed goe adjectivally (see Pope §1259).

3358. P. *desturbances* puis par ce te surdrunt, H. *desturbance parfet t'avendrunt. Both MSS. have apparently suffered in transmission. The final s of plural *desturbances* and *puis* has obviously been omitted in H and the second hemistich should possibly read par ce fet (= fait) te surdrunt (or *t'avendrunt*).

3360. P. *La, H. Ja.* O'Connor erroneously reads *Ja* in P. *La* must have been miscopied in H since the Latin text reads *ibi current*.

3363. *Yseron.* Latin: *abbas Nisteron major.* Nisteron, a contemporary of St. Antony, was one of the ascetics praised in the Canon of St. Theodore the Studite.¹

3370. *puz.* O'Connor expands MS. *p* as *por.*

3371. *esprit.* O'Connor erroneously reads *esprit.*

3373. *de la contré.* Here, as in 1. 5383, *contré* translates *provincia* (cf. Latin: *Voluit aliquando judex provinciae videre abbatem Pastorem*).

3376. *un_fiz_de sa_soer.* The boy is Pastor’s nephew, not the judge’s (cf. 1. 3378).

3390. *sumus.* O’Connor reads *suiuns,* but the copyist of H invariably writes *sezum* for the first person plural form of the present subjunctive of *estre* (see Glossary); *sumus* must be a scribal variant of present indicative *sumes* (cf. Pope §1296).

3391. *li_deinde.* O’Connor rejects the prefix in an attempt to clarify the meaning of this line, which translates *Ille autem mandavit ei.* Since Pastor is not directly addressing his sister here, the dative pronoun *li* is suspect and the line may have read *Dunc manda li abbez e enveia ces diz* (cf. 11. 3398-9, where *enveier* and *mander* are again employed synonymously).

¹ Holweck, *op.cit.*, p. 746.
3392. *Pastur_ne engendra_unkes fiz.* Although these words seem to provide a somewhat illogical answer to II. 3389-90, they are a literal translation of *Pastor filios non generavit*, a retort elicited by less faithfully rendered *flectat te saltem miseratio sanguinis tui*.

3399. *li manda k'il deuase.* The subject of the verb is Pastor, who orders the judge to examine the case (cf. Latin: *Senex autem remandavit ei, dicens: 'Examina causa secundum legem.'*).

3403-20. This passage consists of two separate *verba* attributed to St. Syncletica, which have apparently been deliberately combined by the translator (cf. note on II. 857-94) as I. 3415 is not preceded by a blank line and does not begin with an ornate capital.

3405. *aparecu.* O'Connor expands MS. *apou* as *apereou*.

3409-10. *decorrat ... [e] a nient devendrat.* The conjunction is necessary as the subject of both verbs is *cire* (the couplet paraphrases *Sicut enim cera solvitur a facie ignis*). O'Connor does not emend.

3413. *auces.* O'Connor transcribes *au ses* without comment. Although II. 3413-4, recapitulating the moral of the preceding *verbum* (cf. note on I. 163), have no equivalent in the Latin text, the context indicates that *auces* is a scribal variant of the adverb *auques*, written *aukes* (II. 3626 and 5526) and *auces* (I. 3796) elsewhere in H (cf. I. 5905 *avisunke* and I. 5934 *avisunces* in H). The scribe may have miscopied *o* (cf. *sil* for *oil* in I. 3418) or confused the word with *ausi*.

3415. See note on II. 3403-20.

3416. *Ke_l'erbe [e la] semence.* O'Connor also rejects scribal Kar, but transcribes *l'erbe semencee* without comment, entering *semente* in his Glossary as a feminine substantive meaning 'seed', although II. 3415-6 translate *Sicut impossibile est, uno eodemque*
tempore et herbam esse et semen.

3417. ne vendrat. The copyist has presumably omitted the initial vowel of avendrat (cf. 1. 3415 ne avendrat).

3420. Pur tant k'1 delite. O'Connor transcribes Purtant lur delite without comment, interpreting purtant as a present participle and delite as a substantive. Possessive lur, however, would not agree with the singular subject in 1. 3418, sil ke ... amerat. The present emendation is based on comparison with 11. 3728-9, in which two simultaneous actions are again described:

Pur tant com je parloue de vostre profit
Eriez vus tant pensant endementier[e]s.

3421. En une celle. The Latin text reads in Cellis (see note on 1. 693) but the translator may have deliberately chosen to ignore the location and employed celle with the extended meaning 'monastery' (see note on 1. 1063).

3430. Aport devant li del ciel. Latin: affer ei sal. The etymological imperative aportre would be metrically preferable. For scribal variants of the second person singular imperative of aportre see notes on 11. 3350, 4192 and 4198.

3432. Meiuz te fut d'aver mangé. O'Connor erroneously reads Meuiz and transcribes t'aver without comment. The copyist would seem, however, to have omitted several syllables, and the line may have read Meiuz te fust dans ta celle ave(i)r mangé char ui (cf. Latin: Expedierat tibi Hodie in cella tua comedere carnes).


3442. Manger ren [est]re ceivre. O'Connor alters ren receivre to
ne receivre, but comparison with the Latin text shows that ceivre translates cicer, 'chick-pea': frater ille abstinens posuit sibi soli cicer infusum, et manducabat. Since the form ceivre is not attested, the scribe may have miscopied his exemplar because he was unfamiliar with ceire.

3444. priveement. O'Connor erroneously reads privement.

3453-70. This exemplum is printed twice in the O'Connor edition, once (pp. 63-4) among the material taken from P, without the variant readings of H and with an incorrect reference to the Verba Seniorum, and again (pp. 208-9) as part of the material preserved only in H.

3453. Isaac. Latin: abbas Isaac de Thebaida. This Father, who is not, apparently, Isaac the priest mentioned in 1. 693, is not identified by the hagiographers consulted.

3460. Pur quel_a_chaisun. O'Connor does not enclose these words within quotation marks although the line translates Ille autem rogabat, dicens: 'Quae est causa?'

3463. comandas. Since the present tense is employed in the corresponding Latin text: Ubi jubes ut mittam illum fratrem culpabiliem?, comandes may have been miscopied in an earlier exemplar, possibly as the result of Latin influence (cf. Tanquerey, op.cit., p. 77).


3469. P gardez, H gard. See note on 1. 3350.

3474-8. Cf. Latin: et miserunt ad abbatem Moysem, dicientes ut veniret; ille autem venire noluit. Misit autem ad eum presbyter, dicens: 'Veni, quia plebs fratrum te exspectat.' 1. 3475, which does not appear in H, may be considered to have formed part of the original translation (cf. Latin: ut veniret), while the line inserted between
11. 3476 and 3477 in H must be a scribal addition intended to compensate for the earlier omission.


3481. P Sil. O'Connor erroneously reads Sit.

3486. me vunt siwant deriere. P vint must be rejected as it does not agree with nominative plural pechiez. The line translates Peccata mea sunt post me currentia.

3491. Joseph li abbez. Latin: abbas Joseph. This Father cannot be identified but is apparently neither Joseph Thebaeus nor Joseph in Panepho, mentioned in ll. 83 and 3944 respectively.

3494. trover. Scribal troveras is rejected after comparison with the Latin text: Si vis requiem invenire ... in futuro saeculo.

3496. si. O'Connor erroneously reads e.


cest abé. The demonstrative adjective is misleading in the case of P, where this line follows an exemplum in which the only Father mentioned is Moses (l. 3474). The Father questioned here, however, is Pastor, named in the immediately preceding Latin verbum, of which the translation survives only in H (ll. 3491-6), indicating once more (cf. notes on ll. 357-400, 796, 1141-272 and 2479) that later copyists made their own selections from the verba included in the original text.


3511-3. The words sun consal in l. 3513 imply that the hermit’s words of advice have been reported and the copyist must therefore have omitted at least one couplet, translating Veniens autem abbas
de congregatone illa ad eum (the hermit mentioned in 1. 3508),
indicavit de fratre illo qui offenderat (cf. 1. 3506). Et ille
dixit: 'Expellite eum.'

3513. consal. O'Connor erroneously reads consail.
3517. deve[i]nt. O'Connor expands MS. deveñt as deveint but,
since scribal -eint for -eient (cf. Pope §1292) is confined to H
(cf. 1. 384 P voleient, H voleint, 1. 3871 P esteient, H esteint
and 1. 3880 P feseient, H feseint), it is emended here and in the
few other lines in which it occurs (1. 1117 deverai[e]nt, 11. 2512
and 3758 volei[e]nt and 11. 4700 and 4848 dissei[e]nt) in accordance
with the orthography employed invariably in P and most frequently in H.

3521. si l'alerent veer. O'Connor does not emend scribal sil
l'alerent although nominative il appears in the first hemistich.

3522. Gil. Scribal for Sil (= si + le), as 11. 3521-2 translate
qui descendentes ad eum invenerunt eum in magno dolore constitutum.

3522. paroles mandé. O'Connor rejects paroles and writes par els;
it is possible, however, that the preposition par has been omitted
before paroles.

3534. E.l. mandement. For another example of scribal use of the
enclitic form of the definite article after the conjunction e in H,
cf. 1. 1539 P E le pere, H El pere.

erroneously reads ver.

3539. conforter. O'Connor expands MS. 9forter as cunforter.
3543. Plusors anz devant ke. The scribe may have copied devant
from the previous line in place of puis ke; 11. 3542-3 translate
Audiens de te, multi anni sunt quod te videre volui and devant ke,
'before', which O'Connor enters in his Glossary without comment, is nonsensical in this context.

3550. **Pur sœut li abbex.** O'Connor transcribes Pursout, which he enters in his Glossary as the third person singular present indicative of pursiere, 'to continue'. The line has no equivalent in the Latin text, where *erat enim non egrediens de cella sua* (cf. l. 3549) is followed by *Quod cum audisset, dicebat* (cf. ll. 3551-2), and therefore, although it seems probable that *sout* is corrupt, no attempt to correct the MS. reading can be made.

3552. **Si dist [a] sei mesmes.** O'Connor does not emend.

3557. **treisrent de lœ lur sa lvation.** As the verb *traire* is not attested with the meaning 'discuss', the scribe, possibly influenced by preceding *sistrent*, may have miscopied *treiterent*.

3558. *Cum il [est] costume.* O'Connor writes *est* without stating that this is an editorial insertion. The locution *estre costume* occurs in H 1. 3308 and P 11. 5290 and 6650, where the verb is again omitted in H through scribal negligence.

3559. **esutet.** See note on 1. 3145.

3562. **k'il gaiterent.** Scribal *kis* is emended in accordance with the Latin text: *et ambo habebant mortuos suos*. However, since the second hemistich is syllabically deficient, it seems possible that the verb should be *guaimenterent*, which is cited in T.-L. as a transitive verb from Rutebeuf's *Vie sainte Elysabel* (cf. note on 1. 3564).

3563. *sun mort.* 'his corpse'; cf. Latin: *Reliquit autem unus mortuum suum*. O'Connor retains *sa mort*, but the copyist has doubtless wrongly understood the meaning of *mort* in this context.

**e leissat ester.** O'Connor erroneously reads scribal *aster* (cf. *asta* for *esta* in H 1. 2720) as *asser*. 
The missing line, probably ending with infinitive plurer, should translate et abiit plorare illius alterius.

O'Connor expands MS. ppunciun as cunpunciun.

O'Connor's correction of el le ciel to el ciel deprives the second hemistich of a needed syllable.

O'Connor erroneously reads ca.

O'Connor reads MS. Ll as Ll, which he emends to Al, and also erroneously reads Antoine. The proper name may have replaced Pastor in an earlier exemplar since the three other Latin versions of this verbum are in agreement with that of Pelagius, which starts Frater quidam interrogavit abbatem Pastorem (but see note on 1. 679).

O'Connor unnecessarily emends to descoragid. For the form seez, first person singular present indicative of see(i)r, in the first hemistich of this line see Pope § 1301.

P de freres autresi, H e de freres ausi. The scribe responsible for H would appear to have preserved the conjunction correctly but to have miscopied autresi. The line should probably read De plusurs abez e de freres autresi.

P Priur, H Prior. Latin: Pior (cf. note on 1. 805). The proper name may have been altered by a copyist who believed this Father to be the prior of a religious community, but Chadwick (op. cit., p. 350) states that prior appears in two Latin MSS. preserving this exemplum and this may have been the reading in the translator's source (cf. note on 1. 679).

P un poi de gravele i mist. Pleonastic i, which does not appear in H, is presumably a scribal insertion.

O'Connor erroneously reads tutevois.
3601-2. Ioist sac ... Sunt mes pechiez. The translator has copied the construction of the corresponding Latin sentence: Saccus iste qui multum habet arenae, mea peccata sunt (cf. 11. 3605-7 ceste corbeille ... Sunt les pechiez, translating ista autem arena modica peccata sunt istius fratris).

3603. P vei, H veie. O'Connor does not adopt the reading of H, despite the rhyme-word seie. The copyist of P may have been influenced by the presence of sei and mei in 11. 3601 and 3602.

3606. P En qui n'a k' un poi, H En ki n'at mes un poi. Although the version of H is metrically preferable, the locution ne ... mea never occurs in P, suggesting that k' has here been substituted for fors (cf. 11. 4291 and 6334 P n' ... fors, H n' ... mes).

P si ne grieve tant, H si ne me grieve mie tant. Although the copyist of H has probably inserted mie, the inclusion of the pronoun me is necessary to the meaning and P is accordingly emended to si ne [me] grieve tant. O'Connor does not make this emendation.


3611. P go me n'a nul mestier, H goe ne m'at nul mester. Although both MSS. normally employ the order ne me (cf. 11. 1107, 5585, 6010 and 6025, preserved in P and H), me ne is found in P 1. 422 and H 11. 2446 and 3192, where the other MS. reads ne me (cf. 1. 1341 P ne t'ai, H te n'ai and see note on 1. 917 of Boeve de Haumtone, where me nusseit occurs as a variant of ne m'usseit.)


1. Der Anglonormannische Boeve de Haumtone, ed. A. Stimming, Bibliotheca Normannica VII (Halle, 1899).
3629. P al_celle_al frere, H a la_celle_le frere. The version of H is probably correct (cf. l. 3519 la fosse le frere and l. 4148 l'ostel cel viellard), but for al = a la cf. note on l. 678.

3639. P vit, H veit. O'Connor erroneously reads vit in H. Either tense might have been employed by the translator as both MSS. preserve veit (: esteit) in l. 3641 and vit in l. 3643.

3641. P un_buket_d'or sur cel puiz, H une broke desur cel puit. Qualifying d'or appears to be correctly preserved in P as the Latin text reads situlam auream. The variant of H, broke (cf. l. 3644 P buket, H broche), is of considerable interest, as hitherto the only attested example of broche, 'jug', is cited, with a query, by T.-L. from the fifteenth-century Glossaire de Lille.

3643. P le_puiz, H la_fosse. P must be correct (cf. l. 3639 P puiz, H puis), but the copyist of H may have understood puiz to denote 'pit' (cf. note on l. 338), as fosse invariably translates spelunca, 'cave', elsewhere in this text.

3644. P espurger, H espuseir. Since 11. 3643-6 paraphrase Videbat autem et quemdam leprosum haurientem et refundentem in vase, P espurger is rejected in favour of espuchier (cf. 11. 3651 and 3653). The termination -eir in H must have been influenced by the orthography of rhyming esteir (for ester) in the previous line, presumably affected by esteit in l. 3642.

3648. P ne_but_nient, H nen vout_nient. The version of P bears a closer resemblance to the Latin text: et non poterat propter quod leprosus esset ille qui hauriebat.


3658. P reprovaire, H provere. O'Connor does not merely reject
the initial syllable of *reproveire*, but adopts the reading of *H*; the spelling *proveire*, however, is consistently employed in *P* (see Glossary).

3675. Si l*les garda*. O'Connor does not note scribal *Sil les garda*.

3701. *P feuiz*. O'Connor erroneously reads *foiz*.

3702. *P habitot, H manout*. The translator presumably employed the verb *habiter* since there are no clear examples in the text of the analogical extension of the Western imperfect indicative endings of first conjugation verbs to those belonging to other conjugations.

3704. *P esperiteus*. O'Connor expands MS. *espiteus* as *espiriteus*.

3710. *P n'oisent, H n'escultassent*. The substitution of *escultassent* in *H* may have resulted from an attempt to correct the syllabic count, adversely affected by scribal replacement of stressed *les sues* by unstressed *ses* in the first hemistich.

3712. *P Quant ot la gent parler d'usdivité, H Quant poet fere peccher par usdivité*. Since 11. 3711-2 translate *Hic dicebat diabolum studiosum esse ut moveret homines in verba otiosa*, neither version of this line, which should probably read *Quant poet fere la gent parler d'usdivité*, appears satisfactory; the copyist of *P* seems to have anticipated the following line.


3716. *P Par itele essample que nus a demustré, H Par tel essample vus ad mustré*. Latin: *Ad quam rem hoc utebatur exemplo*. O'Connor erroneously reads *icele* in *P* and does not reject *que* (for the gender of *essample* see note on 1. 1700).

3717. *P a un frere, H a uns freres*. Latin: *ad quosdam fratres*. O'Connor does not correct the reading of *P*, but emendation is necessary here for the sake of agreement with the pronouns in the
following five lines and with les freres in l. 3725.

3720. P uverz ses oïles tenir, H ses oïles overir. The version of P is metrically preferable.

3723. P comença parler, H comencat a parler. O'Connor transcribes P without comment, but, although the third person singular preterite appears in both MSS., the narrator is cist frere (l. 3711) and the Latin text reads otiosarum rerum verba introduxi. The copyist of an earlier exemplar has either understood le diable (l. 3722) to be the subject of the verb or miscopied first person singular comence, followed by a, as comença (cf. l. 3727 P je comens a greindre).


3728. P parole, H parlai. O'Connor retains parole but parlou (cf. P l. 3731) has probably been miscopied here as Ericz is preserved in both MSS. in the following line and the imperfect tense is employed in the Latin text: Usque nunc de coelestibus rebus loquebamur.


3743-4. This couplet translates Dixit iterum: 'Interrogavi aliquando abbatem Petrum, discipulum abbatis Lot, dicens ...' The subject of enquist in l. 3743 should therefore be Pastor, to whom are attributed V,xi,23-6 of the Verba Seniorum. Although the translation of 26 alone has survived, and is preserved only in H, the original text may have included one or more of the preceding verba, naming Pastor as the narrator (cf. note on l. 3497), and Li disciple has probably been substituted for Al disciple by a later copyist in order to provide a subject for enquist, as Li disciple
a l'abbé Loth and l'abbé Pieres are the same person. Loth (Latin: Lot) was the teacher of St. Peter of Egypt, who became a hermit on Mt. Taurus, near Antioch, and died c. 400.  

3754. _il_enquit._ According to the Latin text the speaker is again Pastor (cf. preceding note).

3755. _il_dist._ The speaker is Peter.

3757-8. Scribal omission has resulted in a couplet which apparently means 'How did the brothers in that monastery wish to receive you, brother?' The presence of following _u_nun, however, as well as comparison with the Latin text, shows that each line translates a separate question: _qualiter agitur circa illos vel illos fratres, susceperunt te an non?_ and the first hemistitch of 1. 3757 is consequently emended to _Coment [funt] les freres_, in accordance with 11. 5583 and 6640. O'Connor does not make any emendation.

3758. _volei[e]nt._ See note on 1. 3517.

3774. _tes._ Scribal for _tels_ (O'Connor erroneously reads _ces_).


3780. _P enrusissez, H enrosez._ H may preserve the form employed by the translator, but third person singular imperfect _enrusisset_ (: _voleit_) appears in _P L. 1727_. Analogical _enrosir_ is hitherto unattested in Old French and T.-L. cites only one example of _arosir_ from the later _Dits et Contes de Baudouin de Condé et de son fils Jean de Condé._

_P le mielz encrestera, H mult en vaudra._ The version of _P_ seems more appropriate in the context but, as the line paraphrases _et riga hortum_, neither reading can be categorically rejected.

---

1. Holweck, _op. cit._, pp. 615 and 792.
3786. s'il [vit] si faisant. ll. 3786-7 translate Contigit autem ut ipsa hora quidam superveniret ad eum, et videns eum a longe, consideravit quid fecisset.

3787. il ... wanda ce qu'il fist. Comparison with the Latin text quoted above indicates that il refers to the passer-by (l. 3786) and il to the Father (l. 3784).

3788. [vint] a lui ... [si] li dist. Latin: Et cum pervenisset ad eum, dixit ei ...

3789. P covrez tun vis, H covere.us ... voz oilz. The Latin text translated in ll. 3789-90 reads Dic mihi, abba, ut quid tegebas de cucullo faciem tuam and vis therefore seems preferable to oilz (cf. l. 3782 tut sun vis cuvri, Latin: tegebat faciem suam). Both MSS., however, preserve the imperatives dites and celez in l. 3789 and voz dras in l. 3790, suggesting that H covere.us (see note on l. 2813) is correct, and the reading of P is consequently emended to covrez vostre vis. O'Connor retains covres tun vis.


3809. P Decunterent, H Ceo cunterent. O'Connor adopts the reading of H, but the rubricator of P has simply inserted the wrong capital (cf. l. 3863 P ce, H ceo) and De is therefore corrected to Ce.

3811. P mes remein, H mes demain. Since the translator avoids repeating the same word at the rhyme, and demein appears in its proper place at the end of l. 3812 (cf. Latin: Dimitte hodie, jam crastino poenitebis), the version of P is more acceptable here.

3816. P de mei ... demein, H demain ... de mai. The reading of H must be adopted here on account of rhyming frai (cf. note on l. 108).


que ces trois vertz Sathané. Sathané appears to be modelled
on the Latin genitive form Satanae in order to provide a rhyme for peché, and que translates quia which is included in the Father's actual words in the Latin text (see note on 1. 735). 11. 3817-8 translate Dicebat senex: Quia tres virtutes Satanae, quae praeecedunt universa peccata ...


3832. P ne li estut duter, H ne li fet a duter. H must have suffered in transmission as 11. 3831-2 translate et si non neglexerit concupiscentiam non recipit.

3841. kar dites le nus. O'Connor simply rejects the first le of MS. le dites le nus, but it seems probable that the scribe has mis-copied kar, or its abbreviated form k (cf. l. 3856 H kar le nus mustrez).

3844. The missing line should translate quia vos timetis mortem.

3846. n'est[es] pas appariillé. Latin: non estis parati. O'Connor rejects scribal est in favour of es, but the Father is addressing a number of brothers (cf. 11. 3843 and 3849).

3856. car [le] nus mustrez. O'Connor does not adopt the reading of H, but cf. P l. 5542 Car le me mustrez.

3857. P Nul travail si grant n'est, H Nul travail est si grant.

See note on 1. 820.

3859. P vendra, H voldra. In this text both venir and voleir are used with a following infinitive to signify futurity (cf. 1. 1459 P veut relever, H vient pur relever and 1. 1472 P vout fere, H vient faire) but, as this line translates dum enim voluerit homo orare Deum, it seems likely that the translator here employed the future tense of voleir.

3868. This line is separated in P from the rest of V,xii,2 by the
Latin rubric introducing the following exemplum and begins with an ornate capital T.

3869. P unies, H Moines. The capital has presumably been omitted in P only because its place has been occupied by the lower part of the ornate T in 1. 3868. O'Connor erroneously reads unies in P.

Lucien. This Father is named as abbis Lucius in Ennato (the ninth region of Alexandria) in the Latin text; Holweck lists several Fathers called Lucius in Alexandria.

3874. sens_entrelieis_erum. O'Connor does not correct P entreiles, but cf. 1. 3906, where I Thessalonians v,17, sine intermissione orate, is again quoted.

3875. P li_abes, H l'apostle. The scribe responsible for H must have inadvertently copied l'apostle from the previous line, as the corresponding Latin text reads Dicit eis sensx: 'Et non manducatis?'
P Mange.us, H mangelouz. See note on 1. 2813.

3877. P demontier[e]s. O'Connor does not emend, despite rhyming freres, but cf. 11. 5255-6 freres : endementieres.

3878. P demanda_a meime ces freres, H mandat_le_s freres. Latin: interrogavit eos. For scribal confusion of demander and mander in H see note on 1. 3391.

3879. P Dorme.us_nule feiz, H Dormez_vus_nule fais. In the context, nule feiz could be interpreted 'ever' or 'never', but the second, negative, interpretation is supported by Latin Non dormitis? (cf. note on 1. 820). Although syllabic count is an unreliable criterion in this text, the reading of H is here metrically preferable and the copyist of P may have been influenced by Mange.us in 1. 3875. (cf. note on 1. 2813):
P ce_vuldrie_saver, H gue vudrai jo saveir. Either reading is

possible (cf. P 1. 3763 goe voudrai saver and note on 1. 2268, and see Pope §1292 for effacement of final e in the termination -eie.)

3880. H avrirum. The copyist may have been influenced by future vudrai in the preceding line. O'Connor erroneously reads avurum.

3885. P musterai, H mustrei. The same difference in scribal orthography can be seen in 11. 5964 and 6815. The author may have employed the contracted future forms of first conjugation verbs with radicals ending in tr (cf. H 11. 222 and 616 entrat, 1. 604 demusterat and Tanquerey, op.cit., p. 705), and the intervening vocalic glide in P may have been introduced by the copyist (cf. P 1. 3780 encrestera and 1. 4611 peistera). It is also possible, however, that the author employed the form musterrai, with metathesis of re, and that the double consonant has been reduced to r by later copyists and interconsonantal e subsequently effaced in H (cf. 1. 3140 P sufferai, H suffrai and see Tanquerey pp. 706-9 and 714).

3885-6. This couplet translates ego autem ostendam vobis, quia operans manibus meis, sine intermissione oro. Neither MS. appears to preserve a satisfactory reading, but P urant is emended to u[v]rant in 1. 3885 since H overant corresponds to Latin operans. P's version of the following line, however, is left uncorrected, although the scribe would seem to have written tirant in place of urant, since the copyist of H may have either omitted a word after overant or inadvertently recopied overant from the previous line.


3897. P uvrant, H orant. Here P agrees with the Latin text: Quando permansero tota die laborans.

3898. de_cuer e de_buche. The reading of H must be adopted here (cf. Latin: et orans corde vel ore), but O'Connor transcribes that
of P, de cuere de mains, without comment.

3899. P al mains, H al moins. 'at least'; cf. Latin: facio plus minus sedecim nummos. Scribal mains in P may have resulted from confusion with erroneous mains, 'hands', in the preceding line.

3900. P l'ovre, H luer. Since 11. 3899-900 paraphrase the Latin text cited in the preceding note, both substantives are equally plausible.

3903. P prieraï, H priunt. Neither verb agrees with the singular subject cil, erroneously altered to cis in H (cf. Latin: Qui accep- erit illos duos denarios, orat pro me), and prieraï, which O'Connor transcribes without comment, is consequently emended to priera.

3905. P acumpLiz, H acomplez. The translator may have employed analogical acomplez here for the sake of the rhyme with urez (infinitive acompler and the past participle acomplé are both attested in Later Anglo-Norman texts¹). Nevertheless, since etymological acompli appears in 1. 5700 and its derivative paracumpli (: issi) in 1. 2987, adoption of the variant of H appears unjustified and the imperfect rhyme acumpliz : urez may perhaps be imputed to the author.

3906. P Ceo que dist l'apostle, H Cest quest par l'apostle. The copyist of H would seem to have written quest on account of preceding Cest (erroneously read Cist by O'Connor) and to have copied par from the previous line, but an earlier exemplar may have read Ce qu'escriit l'apostle (cf. Latin: quod scriptum est).

3924. ura. Here ura translates adoravit, 'worshipped' (cf. 1. 3925 aürer), not, as is more usual in this text, oravit 'prayed' (cf. 1. 3921).

---

¹ See Tanquerey, op.cit., pp. 415 and 478.
3927-8. This couplet has no equivalent in the Latin text (cf. note on l. 163). For the gender of essample (l. 3927) see note on l. 1700.

3929. The verbum translated in ll. 3929-32 is not included in Rosweyde's edition of the Verba Seniorum (see note on l. 679) although O'Connor prints it as part of V, xi, 32 (see also notes on ll. 3933 and 3941-2). The Latin text (preserved in two MSS., of which only one was consulted by Rosweyde) is, however, published by Chadwick and is here numbered V, xi, 31 A as in his edition.

3929-30. The rhyme seinté : science is unacceptable and O'Connor suggests that science has replaced verité. It is equally possible, however, that seinté has been substituted for patience, or some other substantive, and therefore neither word can be rejected.

3930. une tele science. O'Connor erroneously reads un.

3933. There is no visual indication in the MS. here, or in l. 3941, that ll. 3929-42 comprise three separate sayings of St. Syncletica, which seem to have been combined by the translator (cf. note on ll. 857-94).

3940. aneircie. Although the MS. reading is indistinct and could possibly be read anentie, aneircie seems more appropriate in a passage translating quomodo enim potest non fuscari domus, si fumus exterius ascendens fenestras apertas invenerit?

3941. nus kevent. O'Connor fails to emend MS. vus.

3941-2. O'Connor fails to provide the appropriate reference to the Verba Seniorum, printing these lines also (cf. note on l. 3929) as part of V, xi, 32. Nevertheless, although apparently forming a logical conclusion to the preceding verbum, this couplet translates

the opening sentence of V,xi,33: Oportet nos adversum daemones undique armatos existere, quoniam et exterius ingrediuntur.


3944. *l'abé Joseph, qui mist en Panepun. Latin: ad abbatem Joseph in Panepho. This Father is neither Joseph of Thebes nor the disciple of Pastor (see notes on ll. 83 and 3491), but cannot be identified from the available hagiographical works.


3949-52. Comparison with the Latin text reveals scribal omission of a meaningful portion of this exemplum: Et priusquam interrogarent eum, dixit senex discipulo suo: 'Considera quod facio hodie, et exspecta.' The copyist has obviously left out the second hemistich of l. 3950, possibly li ussent demandé (cf. l. 3983), writing the last words of the following couplet in its place. O'Connor does not note any omission, nor does he comment on the rhyme abé : contendrai.

3959. *par mi. O'Connor transcribes *parmi as a single word although the line translates transivit in medio eorum.


3984. qu'il l'ussent demandé. This phrase has no equivalent in the Latin text, which ends with the words et glorificaverunt Deum, but would appear to have been copied from the preceding line, possibly in place of qui lur ot demostré (cf. l. 5486).

3985. *l'abé. O'Connor here retains MS. al Pastur, a scribal error which he corrects in ll. 6303 and 6311, doubtless occasioned by the frequency of the alternative phrase a l'abé
Pastur (cf. ll. 6321 and 6325).

3994. Avrie pur cel bienfet. The copyist has presumably confused two different hypothetical constructions and written conditional avrie in place of future avrai (cf. note on l. 1156). O'Connell transcribes bienfet as bien fet.

3996. aserta. O'Connell erroneously reads aserta.

4002. Dous homes. The Latin text states that these two men were farmers: Duo homines erant agricolae, habitantes in una civitate.

4006. ord. Unattested scribal cord, which O'Connell erroneously states might also be read tord, is emended in accordance with l. 4015, tut seit ord la semence, and the Latin text: collegit pauca et sordida.

4013. autresi feissun. O'Connell neither alters nor comments on MS. feissun autresi, despite the rhyme-word seum.

4027-54. Although O'Connell lists this exemplum in his Concordance as one preserved in both MSS., he does not transcribe the variant readings of H.

4034. gu'a autres. O'Connell retains P que autres although the preposition is preserved in H.

4043. P en sun curage, H en sun penser. O'Connell does not adopt the reading of H, in spite of rhyming mestier, but the locution dire en son penser, 'say to oneself', is attested in P, l. 2985.

4046. P si ne voleit estreindre, H si ne la voleit pas estendre. The Latin text reads only aperta est manus ejus, translated in the first hemistich of this line by ele se uvri. The version of P, however, in which ele is the subject of voleit, is preferable to that of H, possibly altered by a later scribe who understood le moine (l. 4042) to be the subject.

4057. *laburer. The verb appears to be employed here with the extended meaning 'earn by one's labour' (cited by T.-L. only from Saint Thomas), as the line translates et quidquid laborabat praebebat ei.*

4062. *Si lui a de sun frere ... conté. The copyist must have inserted *dit*, which O'Connor does not reject, after a without realizing that the past participle *conté* (: abé) would appear at the end of the line.*

4072. *E [a] aukuns_vieillanz. cf. l. 4083 sis a as povres vieillanz doné.*

4084. *lur a prevé. O'Connor retains scribal *lui* despite the lack of agreement with *Que il urassent* (cf. Latin: *rogavit eos ut orarent pro eo*).*

4085. *ot eu la beneicun. Scribal *veu* must be rejected; cf. l. 4091 Quant cil aveit eu la beneicun. The translator's source doubtless read *Qui cum accepisset benedictionem, reversus est in domum suam*, although Rosweyde writes *accepissent* (cf. note on l. 679 and Chadwick, op.cit., p. 357).*

4094. *Grant despense_plein_peisun. O'Connor rejects *plein* and arbitrarily writes *pein e peisun*, glossing *despense* as 'provision'. His emendation is, however, unjustified, since the Latin text reads *multas expensas, et vinum, et pisces*, suggesting that the original translation read *Grant despens e vin e peisun*. A later copyist may have confused *despens* and *despense*, both cited in T.-L. with the meaning 'provisions', but seems here to have employed *despense* to denote a receptacle containing provisions (cf. l. 6626 *pleine esceppe de pains*), although this meaning is unattested.*
4101. livraison. O’Connor erroneously reads livraison.

4102. ne_sai_que_fu. 'some kind of fire' (cf. Latin: velut ignis).

For scribal que (= quel) see note on l. 728 and for the use of ne sai quel to express indeterminate quality cf. note on l. 3068 of Horn.¹

4108. pain_e_dras e deniers. Although l1. 4107-8 paraphrase et Deus benedicit mihi, a later copyist would seem to have added either pain e or e_dras, thereby lengthening the line (cf. l. 2339 deniers e_dras and l. 4100 pain_e_dras).

4118. mester. O’Connor expands MS. mest as mestier.

4143. P commune. O’Connor expands MS. mune as commune.

4149. P tuiz. O’Connor erroneously reads tuz.

4152. P done_a_mei_part, H done_a_mei_ma_part. Since the line should probably read De ces pains que tu partes, done a mei ma part (cf. Latin: Da mihi partem meam de panibus), H, although omitting necessary pains, correctly preserves the possessive, emphasizing the contrast between ma_part and ta_partie in the following line. The author himself may have employed the analogical -es termination in partes, which is found in both MSS. (cf. third person singular present indicative parte in l. 5157), as the first appearance of parte (s_quarte) is cited by Tanquerey² from Simund de Freine’s Roman de Philosophie.

4170. despense. Here (cf. note on l. 4094) signifying 'pantry', synonymous with le liu u soleit lur pein estuer in l. 4176.

P dit, H vit. O’Connor does not adopt the reading of H, but the corresponding Latin text reads Contigit autem una die ut intraret frater ille, et videret quia defecerant panes.

4181. P de grant vertu, H de vertu. In P grant has probably been copied from the preceding line.

4183. O'Connor erroneously expands Q'la (= Quia) as Quod in the Latin rubric introducing this exemplum.

Pol l'abé. Latin: abbas Paulus. St. Paul of Thebes, c. 230-342, is held by tradition to have been the first Christian hermit. An Egyptian of good birth and education, he fled to the desert of Thebes at the age of twenty-two in order to escape the Decian persecution. An Egyptian of good birth and education, he fled to the desert of Thebes at the age of twenty-two in order to escape the Decian persecution. St. Antony is said to have visited him when he was 113 years old and to have buried him in the mantle he had received from St. Athanasius.

4185. fossez. 'tombs'; the line translates Erat ... in quodam loco memoria.

4186. P cist abés od sun disciple, H sist e sun frere. O'Connor erroneously reads cest in P. Neither MS. preserves a satisfactory version of this line, but, although the copyist of H has omitted abés (perhaps interpreting demonstrative sist as the third person singular preterite of seer) and substituted frere for disciple, the conjunction e is preferable to od in view of plural converserent (: erent) and is accordingly adopted here.

4187. P en ces fossez, H en ceste fosse. The reading of P is correct (cf. note on 1. 4185) and feminine singular fosse may have been substituted in H on account of its relatively frequent occurrence in this text.


4192. P si m'aportez qa. H m'aporte qa. For scribal -ez

1. The Book of Saints, p. 548.
2. The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, p. 1053.
(= -es) as a second person singular imperative termination in first conjugation verbs see note on 1. 3350.


4198. Lie [la] fermement, si l'aporte a mei. Since this line translates liga illam, et affer huc, the pronoun la is supplied from H. O'Connor does not make this emendation and corrects scribal aporta to aport, a form found only in H (cf. note on 1. 3430). Since, however, aporta appears in both MSS., it seems likely that aporte was miscopied in an earlier exemplar and this form is adopted here.


4203. P a li. These words do not appear in H and are probably a later scribal addition.

4204. P Que jo_ne leisse, H Ke_joe_te liasse. Since the phrase translates ut ligem te, the version of H is adopted here.

4213. P Bati_l, H Batit le. O'Connor emends the reading of P to Bati_le, but the author may have employed the elided form of the pronoun before following ignelepas.

4218. l'abé Pasxiun. Latin: abbatem Paysionem. Paisius the Great was born in Egypt in the fourth century and became a monk in the desert of Scete. He was a disciple of St. Pambo (see note on 1. 183), after whose death he founded a monastery in the Nitrian desert.1

4223. E tu_avras. O'Connor emends to E [quant] tu avras, but see note on 1. 1902 for the conditional use of e followed by a future

tense. 11. 4223-4 translate et cum illi Inhaeseris, doceberis et tu

in timere Deum.

4225-6. This couplet has no equivalent in the Latin text and

offers the translator's own interpretation of Paisius' teaching (cf.

note on l. 163).

4227-30. This verbum is presented as the continuation of that

translated in 11. 4217-26, without rubric or ornate capital, since

both are sayings of Pastor. O'Connor gives incorrect references to

the Verba Seniorum and to his own text in his note on l. 4227.


4234. la porte qui curt dublement. Latin: quadrigemina porta,

translated as 'double doors' by Chadwick (op.cit., p. 139).

4238. fermeissent. Presumably scribal for fermassent, influenced

by meisses in l. 4237.

4242. Nus venimes en Egypte. The Latin text explains that Cassian

and his companions had come from Palestine: Quia venimus a Palaestina

in Aegypto ad quemdam Patrum.

4251. mes que. O'Connor states that mes is possibly a scribal

error but could be interpreted 'always'. It is clear from the con-

text, however, that mes que, followed by subjunctive soit, intro-

duces a concessive clause (cf. Latin: et jejunium quidem quamvis

utilis et necessaria res sit, in nostra voluntate est).


4260. E quant il ala de lui. Latin: et cum egredieretur ab eo.

O'Connor unjustifiably rejects de and writes od.

4287-308. O'Connor does not transcribe the variant readings of H,

although stating in his Concordance that this exemplum is preserved

in both MSS.
4287. P Un home del siecle, H Un moine del secle. The scribe responsible for H must have miscopied home, as ll. 4287-8 translate Venit quidam ad abbatem Sisoi Thebaeum, volens fieri monachus.

4292. mult hastivement. O'Connor apparently considers these words to modify dist, not Va, as he does not place them within inverted commas.

4293. P E sil jetez, H E si le jet. Here the copyist of P may have written jetez (= jetes) after sil, believing this to be the contracted form of si 'if' + le (but cf. note on l. 3350).

P senz essuine, H senz esaloigne. Both locutions are attested in T.-L. meaning 'without delay' and either could have been employed by the translator.

4301. P responde, H respundi. O'Connor retains responde, stating in his Commentary that 'final atomic e is analogical and may merely be graphical.' There are, however, no other examples of this form in the text and it is consequently corrected to respondi, the form employed in l. 4233.

4314. commander. O'Connor expands MS. mander as commander.

4328. parseveraument. O'Connor reads par sen arraument and enters arraument in his Glossary with the meaning 'without delay, immediately', although the line translates et instanter ministram
tium eis.

4330. fuilrent. A similar phrase appears in l. 348 and furent is therefore emended in accordance with the scribe's orthography in l. 2502. O'Connor erroneously reads fuient.

4333. Semistrent. O'Connor does not correct scribal Si although ll. 4332-3 translate qui ad obediendum spiritualibus Patribus se subjiciunt propter Deum (cf. scribal si tindrent for se tindrent in l. 2500).
4334. E si_[se]_ demistrent. The copyist may again have written si in place of se (cf. note on l. 4333), but has probably omitted the reflexive pronoun on account of preceding si (cf. l. 4346 se demist). O'Connor does not emend.

4335. Ici\_ordre_qui��les obediences estelt. Latin: ordo obedientium. The scribe may have miscopied en obedience (cf. l. 4310, 4318 and 4332) or des obedientia.

4336. Bou d'or usot. Latin: Utebatur ... torque aurea. O'Connor transcribes bordor, entered as 'chain (?)' in his Glossary, suggesting that the following word, which has been erased in the MS., may have been d'or. The scribe, however, has written Bor dor separately, and it seems most probable that he has miscopied bou, 'arm-ring, bracelet' (cf. T.-L.).

4337. greindre_[glorie] ot. 11. 4337-8 translate et majorem quam alii gloriam habebat.


4355. _eus. Probably a scribal error, replacing demonstrative ces or possessive see (cf. l. 4357). The line translates Obedientia salus est omnium fidelium.

4356. jete. Scribal ert (erroneously read iect by O'Connor) would appear to have resulted from miscopying; although the line has no equivalent in the Latin text, jeter de, 'deliver from' seems appropriate in the context (cf. l. 4358). Similar passages occur in the works of Rutebeuf: La Vie Sainte Marie l'Egiptienne ll. 269-71 and Le Sacristain et la Femme au Chevalier ll. 497-9 Dame qui ... Nous a geté de la palu D'enfer and Le Miracle de Théophile ll. 471-3

Qui toz nous a geté ... d'enferne palu.

4362. **repaint.** O'Connor erroneously reads **repoint,** which he glosses as the third person singular present indicative of **repoindre,** 'hide, shield', regardless of the rhyme-word **meint.** The scribe may have inadvertently copied **les suens del diable** from 1. 4360, as **des suens le diable repaint,** 'thrusts the devil away from its followers' would make better sense.

4367. **[D']obedience.** The copyist has, understandably perhaps, omitted the preposition here after twelve lines beginning with the word **obedience.** Although **nurir** must be accompanied by the preposition **de** (cf. Latin: **Ex hac enim ablactati sunt**), O'Connor adopts the emendation **[Par] obedience.**

4369. **Tut en jur.** O'Connor rejects the MS. reading and writes **Tute jor,** but the locution **tut en jur** is attested in Rou III, 11. 844, 854 and 1661.¹

4380. **H laissé.** O'Connor erroneously reads **laisé.**

4381. **devinc.** O'Connor does not note scribal **devint** in P.

4382. **P voldroi, H voldrai.** Cf. note on 1. 2268.

4384. **P E quei od sei, H E ke od sei.** O'Connor erroneously reads **ques in P and se in H.**

4391. **pestrin.** Latin: **pistrinum.** Although Old French **pestrin** denotes both 'mill' and 'bakery', the mention of an oven in 11. 4401-4 indicates that it is here used with the latter meaning.

4398. **H Aimes le tu mut.** O'Connor erroneously reads **mult.**

4400. **P Quant tu l'aimes tant.** Here the conjunction **quant** introduces a conditional, not a temporal, clause (cf. Latin: **si amas eum**).

O'Connor erroneously reads tan.

4401. jet. Cf. note on 1. 3350.

4403. P al_furn le_jete, H el_le furn_l'ad jeté. Latin: jactavit eum in furnum. P le jete is emended to l'a jeté, in accordance with H, on account of the rhyme-word refreidé. For scribal al (= el) see note on 1. 399 and for H el le (= enz el) cf. 1. 3569. In O'Connor's edition P furn is misprinted fur.

4406. P grant glorie, H grant nun. P is presumably correct as the Latin text reads acquisivit glorian.

4407. P semblance esteit, H semblable esteit. Although semblable may have been miscopied in P, semblance ... serrum appears in ll. 342 and 4520 in H.

4408. P sun demeine filz_voleit tuer, H sun fiz de_meime_tuer voleit. The adjective demeine is preferable in this context to adverbial de meime, 'in the same way' (cf. 1. 5794 sun fiz demeine) but the copyist of P has reversed the order of tuer voleit to the detriment of the rhyme.

4414. e chaupas. O'Connor places these words within quotation marks but the adverb presumably modifies ala (cf. H e oil chaupas alat, possibly the better version).

4415. P s'il_deist ... e oil fist, H si_li dist ... e il si fist. The version of H is preferable; the copyist of P must have inadvertently omitted the dative pronoun (cf. ll. 4413 and 4414) and the adverb si.

4418-21. All four lines are omitted in H, not only ll. 4418-9 as stated by O'Connor.


4426. fist. O'Connor does not note scribal vit in P.
4436. cumencerent. O'Connor does not note scribal cumencerent in P.
4445. P purrium, H purrum. The conditional tense is here correctly employed in P (cf. note on l. 1156).
4456. P a lur abé de lur maisun, H a l'abbé de la maisun.
Comparison with the Latin text, revelavit Deus abbati monasterii eorum, suggests that the line should read a l'abbé de la lur maisun.
4465. pur [sa] obedience. Latin: pro obedientia ejus. The possessive, preserved in H, is necessary in view of contrasting ta continence in the following line, but O'Connor transcribes P without comment.
4466. P Revela, H Relevat. O'Connor suggests that revela may be an orthographical variant of reveilla, but, as the verb translates surrexit (cf. 1. 4450 Cil releva, Latin: surrexit mortuus ille), the reading of H is adopted here.
4479. se[s] secrez. O'Connor does not emend.
4480. ses privetez. O'Connor erroneously reads se and does not note scribal privetez.
4482. Ke. In the corresponding Latin text quia appears in direct speech (cf. note on l. 735): Narravit abbas Joannes: 'Quia abbas Anub et abbas Pastor ...
Anub was a hermit and abbot, first in the desert of Scete and later in the desert of Terarnuthum (see also note on 1. 130). He died c. 460.¹

4482. [moines]. The line translates ex uno utero nati, monachi fuerunt in Scythi. O'Connor does not emend.

4485. destrut. O'Connor does not emend scribal destructe (: mut).

4488. Terebutti. Cf. Latin: in locum qui vocatur Therenuthi. This place-name (see notes on 11. 130 and 4482) has been altered by later copyists (cf. 1. 2480 Terrenuchin and 1. 6362 Terrenutin).

4494. sete. O'Connor erroneously reads cete.

4496. sele. O'Connor erroneously reads cele.

4502. li_quist. Here scribal le has probably resulted from the presence of le_fist immediately above. O'Connor does not emend.

4503. regeres. For variant spellings of this adverb in both MSS. see Glossary. Although the copyist of H usually employs a disyllabic form, he writes regeres (: freres) in 1. 4830. O'Connor does not emend scribal regeirs.


4520. Semblance ... serrum. Cf. note on 1. 4407.

4521. blesceur[e]. O'Connor does not emend.


4544. Un_riche_home. Latin: primarius; P moine is obviously a scribal error, repeated in 1. 5949.


4549. P warda, H garrat. As the line translates Nemo potest curare filiam tuam, scribal warda is corrected to warra (cf. 1. 4561).

¹ Holweck, op.cit., p. 93.
4551. P Mes tut alasses ala, H Mes alassiez tu tut la. Although the reading of H is still less satisfactory than that of P, the adoption of la in place of ala provides an acceptable translation of et si perrexeris ad eos.

4552. P pur parle de gent. 'for fear of gossip' (cf. Latin: propter humilitatem).

4553. P feissum, H assaium. P offers a more literal translation of Sed hoc faciamus.

4562. P Por la_bone preere, H Pur la_pitê. P must here preserve the better version (cf. 1. 4560 qu'il face ureisun pur li).


4578. P le_cumant de Jesu, H le_comandement Jesu. Here H is probably correct (cf. 1. 4316 le Deu comandement).


4597. P par la_vile, H par la_riuue. O'Connor erroneously reads rume in H. It is probable that the scribe responsible for P has copied vile from 1. 4596 in place of rue, or possibly veie (cf. Latin: per viam).


4603. P bate_us ... vole_us, H batez vus ... volez vus. The authenticity of the elided forms preserved in P is here supported by the metre (cf. note on 1. 2813).

4604. Ja_est il estrange. This is not an impersonal exclamation; il refers to moine in 1. 4603 (cf. Latin: Quandiu caeditis monachum istum peregrinum?) and estrange translates peregrinum (cf. 1. 4929 un estrange frere, Latin: frater peregrinus).

4605. P que. O'Connor erroneously reads ke.
4608. dis[i]ez. O'Connor does not emend.

4613. P pree je, H priai. O'Connor transcribes pree without comment, but the copyist himself seems to have been aware of some mistake as he has placed an acute accent above the first e; the reading of H is accordingly adopted here (cf. Latin: Et dixi illi qui mihi solebat ministrare, ut fidejussor mihi fieret).

4615. P ceus, H celui. According to the Latin text, Macarius returns to his cell accompanied only by his servant, but, since both MSS. preserve the plural pronoun lur in l. 4616 and H l. 4617 reads lur dis, ceus is presumably correct.

4617. P dist, H dis. O'Connor does not adopt the reading of H although the narrator is about to quote his own words. ll. 4616-7 translate et dedi ei quantas habui sportellas, dicens: 'Vende ea.'

4617-8. P vendez : peisez, H venderez : peterez. The couplet translates Vende ea, et da illi meae mulieri manducare (the change from second person singular to plural is mentioned in the note on l. 4615). The future tense is again employed in H where an imperative appears in P in ll. 6623-4, but it is impossible to determine which of these forms have been altered by later copyists. O'Connor erroneously reads vendrez in H.

4622. P e si li env[e]e suvent, H eissi en ovre mut sovent. The reading of P is emended in accordance with Latin et transmittebam ei, since imperfect laboroue translates operabar in the preceding line. The illegibility of an earlier exemplar may account for scribal en voe in P as well as the complete transformation of the phrase in H. O'Connor transcribes envoe without comment.

4630. P tun veisin, H vostre veisin. O'Connor erroneously reads nostre in H. The translation here differs slightly from the Latin
text, which reads sed juvenis ille talis hoc fecit, but it seems probable that H correctly preserves vostre since the girl is address-
ing ses parenz (l. 4626).

4634. P chai, H geist. O'Connor also rejects chai (cf. Latin: donec confiteretur) but writes gehi, a form which does not appear in either MS. Although scribal practice varies, the author employs the subjunctive after deci que (cf. ll. 414 and 3141) and the orthog-
rophical form gehist, employed in P l. 5622, is therefore adopted here. For scribal confusion of ch and g in P see also notes on ll. 1009 and 1793.

4649. guanque. O'Connor does not emend scribal quant although the line translates Ecce enim quidquid tu facis, et ego facio. The same scribal error occurs in H in ll. 2512 and 6002.

4655. gœ sachez. O'Connor omits gœ.

4663. P veie, H veine. ll. 4663-4 paraphrase Ostende mihi quid est perfectio animae, et facio, but the presence of siverai in l. 4664 suggests that veie is correct (cf. l. 3618 la veie de salvation).


4666. P bachiler, H bercher. Although the line translates Vade ad illum archimandritam, O'Connor does not reject bachiler (which he also inadvertently prints as the variant of H). The spelling of the emendation berkier is that employed by the copyist of P in l. 4670.

4670. P berkier, H bachiler. Latin: archimandritae. Here P pre-
serves the better version (cf. preceding note).

4677. P te, H vus. O'Connor does not adopt the reading of H al-
though the question starts with the words Frez vus.

4678. P volenters. O'Connor expands MS. volent's as volentiers.
4682. *P*peissant, *H*gardant. The copyist of *H* may have been influenced by *mes porc* garder in l. 4679, as this line translates cum vidissent quia porcos pasceret ...  


4700. *disel[e]nt*. O'Connor does not emend, but see note on l. 3517.  

4708. *esteiez*. As this is the only example of the analogical second person plural imperfect indicative form of *estre* in this text (cf. l. 3729 *eriez*), it has presumably been introduced by the scribe.  

4711. *s'en_vait*. In view of the rhyme-word revendra(t), the copyist must have substituted *vait* for either *va* or *irra*.  

4713-38. This passage comprises three separate exempla concerning humility, which appear to have been deliberately combined by the translator since there are no distinguishing ornate capitals in li. 4721 and 4733.  

4715. *P* en ce mult_enhumilier. O'Connor transcribes *en humilier*, but the pronoun *en* would not have been employed by the author twice in the same phrase.  

4717. *P*fieble, *H*fieblesce. Since substantival *fieble* is not attested in Old French, it is possible that *fieblesce* e has been miscopied as *fieble e si* in *P* (cf. l. 1230 *P*fieblesce), but the unattested derived form *fiebliere* also appears in *P* (l. 5371), indicating a certain latitude as regards suffixation on the part of the translator (cf. note on *abstine*, l. 2612).  


4720. *P*perrirum. O'Connor does not note scribal *perrirfun*.  


4733-4. This interpolation, in which the author once more addresses himself to his listeners (cf. note on l. 163), conveniently links the exempla translated in ll. 4721-32 and 4735-8 (see also note on ll. 4713-38).

4733. P exemple prendre, H testuz exemple prendre. The inclusion of trestuz, miscopied in H, would improve the second hemistich of P.

4735. Ke_dient que. Again (cf. note on l. 735), que translates quia in the sentence Dicebant senes: 'Quia vel si pro veritate angelus tibi appareat ...'

4744. od_se curte hunte. 'temporarily disgraced'; O'Connor understands this phrase to mean 'in quick and shameful defeat', but the adjective curt is attested by T.-L. with the meaning 'short-lived' in the locutions corte joie and corte fei.


4749. clot. The scribe may have miscopied clost (cf. 'Latin: clausit oculos suos), but present indicative cloz is employed in l. 4752 where the Latin text reads clausisti.

4759. vei. O'Connor does not emend scribal veie although present indicative mei appears in l. 4758 (cf. Latin: Si habito ... et video ...)

4763. est. The scribe may have substituted est for sunt as there is an apparent lack of agreement with plural cels in the following line (cf. Latin: Si sunt aliqui maiores tibi ... tacens magis
requiem habebis).

4766. eng. O'Connor erroneously reads tuz.


4773. [U]n frere. O'Connor does not state that the capital has been omitted.

4782. n'i put entrer. O'Connor does not reject MS. purrat, which he says should 'be construed as a preterite', but this text is too early for such an analogical form to have been employed by the author (see Pope "1316), nor does it appear elsewhere in either MS.

4789. Ke_inceis. O'Connor erroneously reads K'einceis and alters following pur to purras. Since 11. 4786-90 paraphrase Vide ne quasi justam habeas causam apud semetipsum in corde tuo, tanquam culpatus fratem tuum, ut quasi illum reprehendas, et teipsum justifices, the line should possibly begin with the translation of ut quasi, normally cum (cf. 1. 4570 Cum pur prendre deniers, rendering ut quasi pretium ... acciperet), but, since any emendation here would be purely arbitrary, the MS. reading is retained.

4795. eit. O'Connor erroneously reads ert.

4796. te[i]memes. O'Connor does not emend.

4804. l'euangelie. O'Connor expands MS. eu^gelie as envangelie (cf. note on 1. 174).


4806. espaier. The verb is not attested in Old French with the meaning 'castrate' (cf. Latin: castraverunt se quasi propter regna coelorum), but English 'spay' is stated in the O.E.D. to be derived from Old French espeer, 'to cut with a sword'.

4809-16. The translator has temporarily abandoned his Latin source in order to elucidate the statement he makes in 1. 4808 (cf.
note on 1. 163).

4813. s'efforcent. O'Connor erroneously reads s'efforcent.

4814.escoillés. O'Connor transcribes escoilles, which he glosses as a feminine substantive (cf. note on 1. 1617).

4820. Sil tindrent en dedeing. Latin: indignati sunt contra eum. Scribal des dedeing (erroneously read del dedeing by O'Connor) is emended in accordance with 11. 1498 and 5711.

4828. escomi[n]gout. O'Connor does not emend, but cf. 1. 4818 escomenge, 1. 4823 escomengat etc.

4833. muerent. O'Connor erroneously reads murent. The copyist may have written ue for u (cf. scribal meut for mut in H l. 2660 and Pope §§1227 and 1285 for Later Anglo-Norman orthographical representation of [u]) or confused etymological murent and analogical muverent (cf. 1. 5898 P muverent, H murent).

4836. E [joe] vus escomeng. cf. 1. 4830; O'Connor does not emend.

4847. disei[e]nt. O'Connor does not emend, but cf. 1. 4837 diseient and note on 1. 3517.

 failunt. See note on 1. 3189.

4854. la personne de home. The phrase corresponding to this line in the Latin text, et personam hominis non accipit, is translated by Chadwick (op.cit., p. 174) 'and takes no account of anyone's rank'.


4862. Encontre_els enveiat. Latin: mittens in occurrsum eorum. O'Connor does not emend scribal els, but as this form appears elsewhere in H only as the variant of P els in 1. 4381, it is corrected here for the sake of consistency.

4865. tenimes. O'Connor does not note scribal teïumes.
11. li demustre. O'Connor does not emend scribal le, but see notes on 11. 2301 and 4502.

4881. Recevez vos fîz. Latin: Suscipe filios tuos. Scribal Reccueuez is emended in accordance with 1. 2020, where la penitence de cestui recevez translates suscipe poenitentiam ejus.

4884. santé. The scribe may have miscopied saaté or salveté, as 'salvation' would be more appropriate than 'health' in the context.


4894. l'un. O'Connor erroneously reads lui.

4896. This line has no equivalent in the Latin text (see note on 1. 163), which ends et facta est inter utrosque pax maxima (cf. 1. 4895).

4909. la vertu de Deu. Latin: virtus Domini, 'the power of God'.

4910. trek'il. O'Connor erroneously reads trek'il.

4925. l'abé Galalie. Latin: abbas Gelasius. This Father is not identified in the available hagiographies.

4926. un bible. O'Connor does not note scribal blible.

qui vult vint sols e dis. Latin: valentem solidos decem et octo. A later scribe has probably miscopied uit as vint.

4948. The translation of venditori has possibly been omitted in the first hemistich as the line translates dixit venditori aliter.

4951. il fu aperçu. The copyist has perhaps omitted, or written il in place of, reflexive se. O'Connor expands apçu as aperçu.

4959. requst. The line translates et rogans eum ut recipieret Codicem. O'Connor reads MS. secust as se tust.

4964. par tel devise. These words have presumably been copied from the line above; the original reading, however, remains a matter
for conjecture since 11. 4961-4 considerably paraphrase Et dixit ei
senex: 'Si non potes esse securus nisi recipiam, ecce recipio eum.'
O'Connor replaces par tel devise by pas tel cuveitise.


4969-75. Pelagius' version of this exemplum begins Abbas
Macarius, in Aegypto positus, invent hominem qui rapiebat quae
habebat. Here, however, the translation bears a greater resemblance
to Ruffinus' version: Abbas Macarius, cum esset in Aegypto, et
egressus fuisset de cella sua, reversus invent quendam furantem id
quod in cella sua habebat (cf. note on l. 679).

4972. an_aire. O'Connor erroneously reads arieire.

4978. chargier. O'Connor erroneously reads charger.


4983. avere. O'Connor erroneously reads aver.


d'un_vieillz [frere]. Although H preserves frere (: maniere),
O'Connor does not emend the reading of P.

5006. P surfet. O'Connor erroneously reads surfeit, which he
alters to furfet (cf. notes on ll. 2356 and 5050).

5007. O'Connor erroneously reads paciendis as patiendis in the
Latin rubric introducing this exemplum.

a cel memes abé. Latin: ad abbatem Sisois Thebaeum. Since
this Father is not named in 11. 4985-5006, l. 5007 was presumably
preceded in the original translation by an exemplum in which Sisois
figured (cf. note on l. 796).

5013. O'Connor inserts ke after dist, but the author may have deli-
berately employed parataxis here for the sake of the metre.

5014. il_s'ust_vengié. O'Connor erroneously reads fust. Only one
other pronominal verb is conjugated with *avaier* in this text: l. 4674

P il s'orent entresalué, H il se eurent entresalué.

5023. *curucereit*. O'Connor does not note scribal *curucement*.

5030. P Mes unques pur ce celui reprendre ne voleit. The copyist has either inadvertently written a second *ce* before *lui* or altered unce to unques (cf. H Mes unc pur goe). The second hemistich of P is, however, satisfactory, and H ne l'entrepris de rien must result from a later attempt to provide a rhyme for *le saveit tres ben* (cf. P tres bien le saveit).

5034. P mesure. O'Connor erroneously reads *measure*.

5037. P entur le lit, H devant sun lit. P provides a more literal translation of *circumsteterunt eum fratres*.

5038. P vit lui, H vint celui. The reading of P must be correct (cf. Pelagius: *respiciens in eum*, and Ruffinus: *videns eum*).

5039. *Ven ga*. O'Connor retains P *Venez*, but the reading of H is adopted here since both MSS. preserve the pronoun tei in the second hemistich (cf. Latin: *Junge te huo ad me*).

5040. H *baisier*. O'Connor erroneously reads *baiser*.

5041. P als ces mains, H a ces doux mains. O'Connor does not correct scribal *as* in P.

5042. P als, H eus. Since the pronoun refers to feminine *meins* in l. 5041 (cf. Latin: *quia propter istas vado in regno coelorum*), an earlier exemplar may have employed the shortened Western form of *eles* (see Pope §1251), possibly mistaken by the copyist of H for a masculine plural.


5055-6. Cf. Isaiah iii, 12.
5061. E l'autre. O'Connor omits E.

5062. [plest]. The line translates Cujus opus magis acceptum est Deo?

5087. P [qui] en sun dos esteit, H k'en sun cors ... avert.
O'Connor erroneously reads esteit in H and supplies que (sic) from H in order to correct the reading of P.

5090. P lai, H lais. The shortened second person singular form of the imperative of laisser, employed here in H, occurs only once in P (1. 1818), whereas that of laier is employed in P ll. 1584 and 3186 (but see note on 1. 3186). Since neither form appears in rhyme, however, it is impossible to determine the author's usage.


5097. [l']anguissa. The line translates Coepit autem iterum cogitatio sua sollicitare eum.

5098. P su[v]ent, H forment. Although there is no corresponding adverb in the Latin text, it seems probable that P is correct and that H forment has been copied from the line above.


O'Connor does not supply the definite article from H.

5110. l'abé Antonie od ses moines. O'Connor retains the word-order of the MS.: l'abé od ses moines Antonie (but cf. Latin: abbatem Antonium ... gaudentem cum fratribus).

5118. dist sicom il comanda. O'Connor rejects dist and writes fist. Since, however, the subject of both verbs is Antony, comanda is presumably used here with the value of anteriority for the sake of the rhyme.

5126. recrrrrunt. The letters are badly formed and could be
read iereierrunt, rereierrunt, rerererrunt or ierererrunt. O'Connor reads rare terrunt, 'they shall succumb, go to pieces', but, since 11. 5125-6 translate si plus a mensura tendimus, fratres cito deficiunt, the scribe has possibly miscopied recrerrunt (cf. 1. 3001 recrut ... en son curage, translating deficiens animo).

5127. amesurer. The verb here apparently signifies 'display leniency towards' as the line translates expedit ergo una et una relaxare rigorem eorum.

5140, 5146. bel[s] freres. The adjective is corrected in both these lines in accordance with bels freres in l. 5154. O'Connor does not emend.

5154. ce sat [a] ma alme ... profit. Latin: utilitas ... animae meae est. O'Connor does not emend.

5157. parte. See note on 1. 4152.

5167. Que. Again (cf. note on 1. 735) translating quia in direct speech quoted from Matthew v, 22.

5168. Qui. O'Connor erroneously reads Que.

5177. li abes. 11. 5177-80 translate the last of seven consecutive sayings attributed to Pastor in the Latin text. The speaker is therefore not identified by Pelagius, who begins this verbum with the words Dixit iterum, since the opening phrase of V,x,48 is Dixit abbas Pastor (cf. note on 1. 796). One or more of the preceding verba may have been included in the original translation, since the absence of the proper name and of an ornate capital at the beginning of l. 5177 would seem to indicate that several sayings of one Father, illustrating a common theme, had been combined by the author. O'Connor gives no reference to V,x,54 of the Verba Seniorum in his text, nor does he include it in his Concordance.
5185. _jo_. O'Connor erroneously reads _je_.

5193-6 Cf. Genesis xviii, 21.

5232. Si tu es _home_. O'Connor retains scribal moine (cf. notes on 11. 4544 and 5949), but the phrase translates Si homo es, contrasting with si autem angelus est (cf. l. 5235 si tu es _angle_).

5243. de _cel_liu. Scribal _cellui_, which O'Connor retains and interprets as a demonstrative pronoun, is here emended, since the accusative form expressing possession is invariably written with a single _l_ (see Glossary) and is not preceded by a preposition (cf. l. 545 la mere _celli_).


5248-51. Pelagius' version of this _exemplum_ begins Et dicit senex discipulo suo: 'Voca Zachariam, et mitte fratrem istum in _cellam_, ubi nihil est.' Here, however, the translator's source (cf. notes on 11. 679 and 4969-75) may have followed Ruffinus: Tunc senex dicit discipulo suo Zachariae: 'Da _ille_ Codicem ut _legat_, et mitte _illum_ in _cellulam_, _qua_ nihil habet.'

5250. _si_seit_. Although the phrase has no equivalent in the Latin text, scribal _sert_ is unacceptable in the context. O'Connor transcribes _sis ert_ without comment.

5256. _el_celle_. See note on 1. 678.

5265-6. _mes:_ tuteve_ies_. The rhyme is unsatisfactory but, since tuteve_ies_ appears in _P_ as frequently as etymological tuteve_ies_ (see Glossary) and is metrically acceptable in l. 3596, it is possible that the author employed a form in which post-tonic _e_ was effaced.1

5271. Marthe. O'Connor erroneously reads scribal marchie as _marthie_.

---

Ma^the. O'Connor does not note scribal marche.

Cf. Psalms lxxiv, 16.

loerent. 11. 5292-3 translate et vidit angelos manus agitantes et lavantes eos (cf. l. 5300 loerent les freres, Latin: lavabant eos). A later copyist may have substituted loerent for laverent in both lines.

O'Connor erroneously reads angels.

loerent. See note on l. 5293.

loerent. See note on l. 5293.

P E il, H Cil. O'Connor erroneously reads Cil in P.

P Sun pere ... reparer. O'Connor erroneously reads Son pere ... reparer.

P A la_fie, H E ala fez. Since the verb in H is pleonastic and 11. 3319-20 translate Egridiebatur autem pater ejus ... per tempus, et visitabat eum, the adverbial phrase in P is presumably correct.

P des vergiers, H de verges. The words quoted in the Latin text and transposed into indirect speech in 11. 5323-4 are Quia revertens afferam mihi pauc a ligna. Since vergier is not attested with the meaning 'branch, stick', verges has probably been miscopied in P.

P el semblance, H en semblance. See note on l. 678.

P tuer, H occire. The reading of H must be adopted here in view of rhyming dire.

P dunez, H dun. Etymological done, which appears in both MSS. in l. 4152, may have been altered by later copyists (cf. note on l. 3350).

P de meme la ferri, H de meime li feri. O'Connor ignores the reading of H and writes l'a ferri, but scribal la in P is
corrected to li in accordance with Latin percussit eum.

5336. l'abati. O'Connor transcribes l'a bati but, since the etymological past participle batu appears in both MSS. in I. 4601 and in H I. 1423, the translator has presumably employed preterite abati, which also occurs in I. 4904.

5339-42. This saying of St. Syncletica does not follow the exemplum translated in II. 5315-38 in Rosweyde's edition of the Verba Seniorum; the translator, however, obviously considered that it would form an appropriate conclusion, as he refers back to VI, iv, 37 in I. 5344 and there is no visual indication in either MS. of its separate identity. O'Connor fails to supply any reference to the Latin verbum in his text and does not include it in his Concordance.

5339. P devom, H devez. A first person plural verb is employed in the Latin text (Efficiamur prudentes sicut serpentes, et simplices sicut columbae), and both MSS. employ the pronoun nus in I. 5341.

5340. P quinte, H cruel. H is obviously corrupt (cf. Latin text quoted above). The couplet translates Matthew x, 16.

5344. P le_frece, H oel pere. The reading of P is correct (cf. I. 5325 and note on II. 5339-42).

5347. en la terre. Here terre, contrasting with cite in I. 5345, has the connotation 'desert, wilderness' (cf. I. 1894 en la terre de Egypte, Latin: in inferioribus Aegypti and I. 6456 en terre de Egypte, Latin: in inferiores partes Aegypti).

5350. de grant parole. 'of great fame' (Latin: nominatus).

5352. The relative clause refers to the Egyptian monk mentioned in the previous line: guidam de magnis monachis Aegyptiis.

5359. chevecaill. O'Connor erroneously reads chevetail.

5367. comanda sun serjant. O'Connor inserts a before sun but
cf. l. 2221 vus les comandez.


5371. fiebliere. O'Connor erroneously reads fiebleté (see note on l. 4717).

5379. lui. O'Connor erroneously reads luin.


5389. soleies user. O'Connor transcribes soleies vus user, although v, followed by an erasure, is apparently a half-corrected scribal error which should be ignored.

5392. Nai. This monosyllabic form of naie (= non + je) occurs again in l. 6227 and is attested in other Anglo-Norman texts: Ipomédon, ll. 1424, 1518, 4565, 7698, 9607; Protheselaus, l. 2557; Fouke Fitz Warin, p. 28, l. 11.1

5396. _E_ O'Connor does not transcribe this conjunction, which the scribe has added in the left margin.

5398. sui. O'Connor erroneously reads fui.

5400. grant liu. 'an important position' (cf. Latin: habens in palatio maximum locum apud imperatorem).

el_cort. Cf. note on l. 678.

5410. Valerent. O'Connor transcribes U alerent although ll. 5409-10 translate et vestes meae inaestimabili pretio dignae erant. The scribe may have miscopied either imperfect valeient (cf. l. 5409 usoue) or etymological valurent (cf. l. 1030 valut), but other analogical third person plural preterites occur in P (cf. l. 5898

muverent, H murent) although not in rhyme (see Tanquerey, op.cit., pp. 582-5).


5422. meint autre enstrument. O'Connor does not correct scribal autres.

5423. e[n]strument. Since the copyist has written enstrument in the preceding line, he has presumably omitted a nasalizing bar here. O'Connor does not emend.

5427. scandalacé. O'Connor erroneously reads scandalicé.

5430. chetif. O'Connor erroneously reads chetif.

5431. laboroue. O'Connor reads laborue, but the small dot over the u is apparently a scribal correction (cf. 1. 5409 usoue).

5435. eriez. O'Connor erroneously reads errez.

5446. de_seint espiement. The line translates erat enim vir discernens, et repletus bono odore Spiritus sancti (cf. 1. 5524, where P espiement translates spiritum). Instead of correcting scribal espirit, and in spite of rhyming amendement, O'Connor alters the word-order and writes de l'Espirit Seint.

5447-88. O'Connor does not give any variants of H, although he lists VI,i,13 of the Verba Seniorum in his Concordance as an exemplum preserved only in H.

5460. P des peins, H dou_s_pains. Latin: panes. The indefinite article is again miscopied before pains in 1. 6634.

5465-6. P eu : veu, H euue : veue. Since the past participles in H agree with preceding demustreisun and ceste mervaille respectively, this couplet may have read
Deci qu'aie de vus demustrueisun eue
De ceste merveille que j'ai encui veue.

5471. P un_angle_iluec, H avint un_angle. H seems to preserve
the better version as the line translates Et ecce angelus Domini
veniens.

5481-2. Here the word-order of P is preferable as the rhyme
mal : charmal is more satisfactory than H aveit : aveit.


5504. od une naturelment ovra. Latin: cum muliere peccaret.
A later copyist may have omitted femme.

5509. muvereient. O'Connor does not note scribal muvererent.


5537. P Mar furent_ioil, H Mar furent_ioil nez. H appears to
preserve the better version; the copyist of P, having omitted né in
this line, inserts it in l. 5538 (cf. Latin: Vae illi diei, in qua
natus est homo).

5540. P turnement, H tormenz. O'Connor does not reject turne-
ment, but the scribe has presumably miscopied torment (cf. Latin:
Est pejus tormentum ab his?).

5542-3. The version of P is preferable here since quels sunt en-
cels provides a literal translation of qui sunt in ipsa (cf. H
queles sunt) in l. 5542 and Bien le vus musteral is metrically
superior to ben lea vus ensegnerai. O'Connor omits le in transcrib-
ing the variant reading of l. 5542 and erroneously reads enseignerai
in H l. 5543.

5551. P Iocols nule_ne unt, H Iocols sunt par desuz nus. Here the
version of H is closer to the Latin text, which reads hi sunt
subtus nos (although par may be a later scribal insertion), and the copyist of P seems to have anticipated the following line.


5559. P Un_seir warda l'abès, H Un_seir cum li_abbez_esgardat. Although the reading of P is satisfactory (cf. Latin: Observabat autem senex ad iter), O'Connor inserts cum before warda.


5566. P E li_abès demande. O'Connor rejects E, which does not appear in H, but P preserves the better version of this line.

P U vas errant, H quei_vas_tu quarant. Latin: ubi vadis? O'Connor unnecessarily supplies tu from H.

5570. P portastes tu, H portes. O'Connor does not correct scribal portastes. Although the translator may have written portas, the reading of H is adopted here since the present tense is employed in the Devil's reply (cf. 1. 5573).

5572. Although syllable count is an unreliable criterion in this text and the line has no equivalent in the corresponding Latin exemplum, P would seem to preserve the better version.

5573. P porc. O'Connor erroneously reads port. It is possible that the scribe has miscopied port but, since verbs of all conjugations and with stems ending in various consonants occasionally employ -c as a first person singular ending of the present indicative in Anglo-Norman texts, alteration appears unjustifiable here.¹

5579. P entendi, H attendi. O'Connor adopts the reading of H, but

----
forms of *entendre* are substituted for those of *atendre* also in H, 11. 3100 and 3478, and such scribal interchange of prefixes is common in Anglo-Norman texts (see Pope §1138).

5601. P *od* *Theoi*ste aler, H *od* *Theociste* ... parler. Although this line has no counterpart in the Latin text, parler appears preferable here in view of the accompanying preposition od.

5614. P *puroec*, H nepurquant. Since an adversative, not a causal, conjunction is required here, puroec is corrected to *[ne]*puroeo (cf. 1. 1181 P *neporoec*, H nepurquant). The initial syllable may have been omitted in P on account of scribal substitution of depiecé for dechaet.

5619. H *pensé*. O'Connor erroneously reads *penser*.
5628. *espir*. O'Connor does not note scribal *espirir* in P.
5631. H *odifté*. O'Connor erroneously reads *odisté*.
5635. P *asaut*. O'Connor erroneously reads *assaut*.
5641. P *Aprés*. O'Connor erroneously reads *Apré*.
5643. _U_ O'Connor erroneously reads *Qu*.
5643-6. The text preserved in H translates

> et dicit ei: 'Ubi vadis iterum?' Et ille respondit: 'Commemorare fratres.' Et abiit. Cum autem revertetur, dicit ei senex: 'Quomodo sunt ibi fratres?'

The fact that *demanda* is the second word both in 1. 5643 and in 1. 5646 would appear to explain the omission of the intervening material in P.

5644. *Je*. O'Connor erroneously reads *Je*.
5645. *regier[s]e*. O'Connor does not emend scribal *regiers* despite rhyming *freres* (cf. note on 1. 4503).
5646. _Si_demanda_. Although the copyist of P has omitted the first
word of this line and written demanda immediately after Lores in
1. 5643, O'Connor ignores H Si and writes Lores demanda.

Since salvagé, 'saved', is not attested in Old French, salvez has possibly been miscopied in P through confusion with salvage, 'wild'.

5651. H e en un autre sen est mis. O'Connor erroneously reads sen mis. Since P e en autre sen mis is satisfactory, both un and est are presumably later scribal additions.

5664. tai. 'filth, excrement' (Latin: stercus).


5676. li vint. O'Connor retains scribal si and writes s'i vint, but the line translates Et venit ei vox desuper.

5678. que devant [els] est mis. O'Connor makes no emendation, but a pronoun seems necessary after devant (cf. 1. 5670).

5688. grundillent. O'Connor erroneously reads grundissent.


5705. Prieun. O'Connor reads Pueun. Since this verbum does not appear in Rosweyde's edition of the Verba Seniorum (cf. note on 1. 679), there is no means of identifying the Father to whom it is attributed; his name, however, would seem to have suffered in transmission.

5707. l'ume. O'Connor erroneously reads hume.

5718. durement. O'Connor emends to dur erent.

5738. Si s'arst. O'Connor transcribes Sis arst, apparently considering cors in this line to be cel seint cors of 1. 5737 and the subject of arst.

5743. sels. O'Connor erroneously reads cels.

5755. blanc [e] cler. O'Connor does not emend, but the line
translates clarum habentes vultum et honorificum (cf. l. 5734 mult
cler e mult blanc).

5776. se garderont. O'Connor erroneously reads s'esgarderont.

5782. apareir. O'Connor does not correct scribal apareit although
an infinitive is needed here after vit in the previous line (cf. l.
5971 Tant i vi grant belté en cel champ aparer).


5812. d'autres. O'Connor erroneously reads d'austres.

5816. les vis. O'Connor does not emend, but cf. l. 5812 les
vis.

5817. heitie. Scribal heitiee, erroneously read heitie by O'Con-
nor, may be due to the visual influence of rhyming chastee
(= chasteé).

5817-28. ll. 5822 and 5824, added by a different hand at the
bottom of fol. 89d, do not appear in O'Connor's edition. Their
authenticity is confirmed by comparison with the Latin text, as is
the proper place of ll. 5817-21, which is indicated in the MS. by
omission marks:

Angelus autem dixit ad eum: 'Hi quidem, qui splendido
atque hilari vultu sunt, in sobrietate, et castitate,
et justitia vivunt, modesti quoque et condolentes ac
misericordes sunt. Hi vero qui nigras habent facies,
fornicationis et libidinis operarii sunt, caeterisque
sceleribus et delictis dediti. Hi vero qui apparcerunt
sanguinei ac rubei, in malignitate et injustitia viventes
sunt, amantes detractiones, blasphem, dolosi, et
homicidae sunt.'

5827. sunt. O'Connor erroneously reads sun.

5828. l'une. O'Connor erroneously reads l'une.

5833. E le justé. O'Connor retains MS. ele, transcribing E ele
justé par assiduele uresun, which he interprets in his Commentary
as 'It (alms) accompanied by prayer.' The scribe, however, must have
miscopied the definite article and *le juste*, 'the righteous man', is presumably the subject of *Poet amener* in the following line.

5839. *repentissent*. O'Connor erroneously reads *repentissent*.

5849. *cert*. O'Connor erroneously reads *cert*.

5851. *desturt*. O'Connor corrects scribal *destrut* to *destort*.

5856. P *conversiun*, H *religiun*. Since the line translates *quaes eam ad hanc adduxerit conversationem, conversiun*, 'way of life', is presumably correct.

5858. P *bel pere*, H *bel sire*. O'Connor does not adopt the reading of H although the rhyme-word is *dire*.

5865. P *languor*. O'Connor erroneously reads *langor*.

5870. P *guiderent*, H *guideret*. O'Connor retains guiderent although the subject of the verb is singular *cil* in l. 5869.

5877. P *veisins ... veisines*, H *veisins ... veisins*. Since the line should read *Od ses veisines tença e od ses veisins* ( *: vins*), *veisines* may have been miscopied in an earlier exemplar. O'Connor does not correct the word-order of P.

5880. P *avisunques*. 'scarcely'; here, and wherever this adverb occurs, O'Connor erroneously reads *ainsunques*.

5882. P *al meisun*, H *en nostre maisun*. The first hemistich of this line should perhaps read *Ce qu'en la maisun fu* (cf. Latin: *quaes intus domi erant*). For scribal confusion of *en* and *a* see note on l. 399, and for the enclitic form of the definite article before feminine substantives see note on l. 678.

5884. H *averet*. O'Connor erroneously reads *averent*. H possibly preserves the better version of this line, which translates *ut enim substantia multa valde non potuerit nobis sufficere*.

5888. P *Deske en sun derein jur*, H *Desque vint sun derein jur*.
The verb in \( H \) would seem to be a later scribal insertion as \( P \) offers a satisfactory translation of \textit{a nativitate sua usque ad ultimum diem}. O'Connor, failing to notice the expunctuation in \( P \), transcribes \textit{deriein}. 

\( P \) \textit{vesqui}, \( H \) \textit{vesquist}. For other examples of scribal -ist for -i in this text see note on l. 3167 and cf. Tanquerey, \textit{op.cit.}, pp. 589-90.

5892. \( P \) \textit{Plut a verse}. This appears to be the earliest example of the locution 'plevoir à verse', stated by both Littré and F.E.W. to have superseded 'plevoir à la verse', first attested in 1640, towards the end of the seventeenth century.

\( H \) \textit{escleir}. O'Connor reads \textit{escheir}, but the copyist has expunctuated the second stroke of \( h \).

5898. \( P \) \textit{muverent}, \( H \) \textit{murent}. The analogical first conjugation termination in \( P \) is possibly a scribal error caused by the presence of \textit{s'esmerveillerent} in the previous line.

5899. \( P \) \textit{prodoem}. O'Connor erroneously reads \textit{prodoeme}.

5900. \( P \) \textit{fesances}, \( H \) \textit{fausetez}. Since l.l 5899-901 paraphrase \textit{Sic enim Dei erat inimicus}, it is impossible to determine which substantive was employed here by the translator.

5905. \textit{le mal oré}. O'Connor transcribes \textit{maloré} as a single word, which he does not enter in his Glossary, but comparison with the Latin text shows that the translator is referring to the stormy weather: \textit{imminente adhuc aere turbido et pluvia descendente}.

5910. \( P \) \textit{vileinment}, \( H \) \textit{folement}. The adverb employed in \( P \) is preferable on metrical grounds.

5914. \textit{vics}. O'Connor erroneously reads \textit{nica}.

5915. \textit{noz bien}. In writing \textit{sun}, which O'Connor does not reject,
the copyist of \( P \) may have been influenced by \( gasta \) \( sunt \) \( tens \) in 1. 5913.

5917. \( P \) \( ele \) \( vit \), \( H \) \( ele \) \( aveit \) \( tant \) \( vescu \). Although the line has no equivalent in the Latin text, the first hemistich should probably read Quant ele ot tant vescu (cf. the antithesis of \( murir \) and \( vivre \) in the following line). Preterite forms of \( aveir \) that seem to be correctly preserved in \( P \) are frequently replaced by imperfect forms in \( H \) (cf. 1. 5323 \( P \) Car il ot enpensé, \( H \) Kar il aveit enpensé and 1. 5577 \( P \) \( E \) quant il ot ce dit, \( H \) \( E \) quant il aveit goe dit).

5919-22. In these lines, which have no counterpart in the Latin text, the translator expresses his own thoughts on the transience of earthly joys (cf. note on 1. 163).

5924. \( P \) \( Feseit \) \( issi \) \( bel \) \( tens \), \( H \) \( Feseit \) \( il \) \( bel \) \( tens \). Later copyists have probably altered \( Feseit \) \( il \) \( si \) \( bel \) \( tens \) (cf. 1. 5926).

5934. \( P \) \( le \) \( regut \). O'Connor erroneously reads \( la \) \( regut \).

5937. \( P \) \( sivre \). Here, as in 11. 5942, 5966 and 6538, O'Connor transcribes \( siure \).

5943-4. \( vei \) : \( gai \). O'Connor does not correct scribal \( veie \) in \( P \).

5949. \( P \) \( moine \), \( H \) \( hume \). Here again (cf. notes on 11. 4544 and 5232), the scribe responsible for \( P \) has miscopied \( home \) (cf. Latin: \( astitit \) \( mihi \) \( quidam \)). O'Connor retains moine.

5951. \( P \) \( circiousement \), \( H \) \( coreseseument \). O'Connor erroneously reads \( curiousement \) in \( P \). The reading of \( H \) is adopted here after comparison with the Latin text, which reads iracunda visione.

5953. \( P \) Qu'e\textit{[st]}\textit{ce que vas pensant}. Cf. Latin: quae sunt cogitationes cordis tui? Since \( H \) Ke es seco (not Ke ess co as stated by O'Connor) is equally unacceptable, the line may have been miscopied in an earlier exemplar.
5954. P ne l'osa regarder, H ke n'osque esgarder. This line should possibly read Tant iert cil hisdus que ne l'osque esgarder (cf. Latin: Ego autem ab aspectu ejus et habitu tremefacta, neque aspicere in eum audemam), but scribal osa is corrected to osa[i] since the copyist of P seems to have had the preterite tense in mind.

5957. P entreubliee, H trubliee. O'Connor erroneously reads trublee in H; the translator must have employed a derivative of ublier here as the Latin text reads Ego autem praet timore dissoluta, et omnes oblita cogitatus ... (cf. note on l. 1232).

5966. P sivre. See note on l. 5937.

5970. P en. O'Connor erroneously reads ea. The line has no equivalent in the Latin text, but fleirur may have been substituted for odur in P and the original version may have read E mult fu bon l'odur qui en issi des flurs.

5975. P seisa, H saisi. Although the influence of first conjugation forms on terminations of the verb saisir is attested in the thirteenth century (see Pope §1314), seisa can here be attributed to the scribe, and is probably due to the presence of following al, since seisi appears in l. 5967.

5979. P ce que ne pot estre pas, H coe ne poet estre uncore pas. The version of H provides a more faithful translation of the Latin text: At ille, 'Nunc', inquit, 'non potes hic esse.' Nevertheless, the reading of P is retained since a similar construction appears in l. 6218, where dist ce que pas fere ne peust paraphrases Et dixit: 'Non'. The copyist may have altered subordinating que followed by nominative ce to ce que in both cases, or he may have displaced ce, object of disesit and dist respectively.
5989. P le piez, H la peiz. Latin: picem, 'pitch'. Contrary to Old French practice, the substantive appears to be deliberately employed in P with masculine gender as it is preceded by enclitic el in l. 5993, where H reads en la peiz (but see note on l. 678).

P uns diables. O'Connor transcribes nus diables.

5994. O'Connor does not note the omission of this line in H.


P ura, H criat. O'Connor retains ura although the corresponding Latin text reads cum ululatu clamabat.

6002. P Kane, H Quant. Cf. notes on ll. 2512 and 4649.

6006. P Ne devreie unke entrer, H Ne devreit nul entrer. Neither MS. offers a metrically satisfactory version of this line and the translator could have employed either a first or a third person form (cf. ll. 6000 and 6004). O'Connor, having erroneously read devreit in P, supplies nul from H.

6011-2. P garder : luier, H tenir : luir. Scribal luier in H indicates that garder has been wrongly replaced by tenir in the previous line.


6021. H n'oseque. O'Connor erroneously reads ne soue.

P voirement, H goe sachez definement. The version of this line preserved in P is metrically satisfactory. O'Connor transcribes the adverb in H as de fi ne ment.

6024. H m'estat. O'Connor erroneously reads m'esta.

6027. P pur vus. These words, which do not appear in H, are probably a later scribal insertion.

6033. P cel doal faire, H icel cri faire. The copyist of H may have been influenced by the presence of crier in the previous line as
the locution faire duel occurs in both MSS. in 1. 6036.


6037. P fu, H fui. O'Connor does not correct scribal fu in P.

P esfrei. O'Connor erroneously reads effrei.

6042. P que je la truv[er]ai, H tut le troverai. The emended reading of P, 'what I shall find there', makes better sense than that of H. The copyist of the latter MS. has possibly mistaken the adverb la for a personal pronoun intended to agree with pere in 1. 6040.

6044. P Sunt apres[té], H Sunt aturné. 11. 6041-4 paraphrase certa facta ... quae poenae repositae sunt his qui maligne vivere volunt. O'Connor emends the reading of P by supplying aturné from H, writing Sunt aturné après, senz dote, encontre pecheurs, but the copyist has probably omitted the final syllable of apresté, which occurs, in a similar context, in both MSS. in 1. 2819.

6046. trestut senz dotance. O'Connor does not adopt the reading of H here, but P senz nule failance must have been inadvertently copied from the line above.


6050. P getassent, H gardassent. The scribe responsible for P may have miscopied geitassent (cf. 11. 5694-5 cheun se garde ... E cheun se geite) through confusion with jeter (cf. 1. 4302 P getasse, H jetasse and note on 1. 4356).


6055. icest chapitre. The exemplum translated in 11. 5853-6054 is the last of VI.i (De praevidentia seu contemplatione) to appear in either MS. and is followed in both by material taken from Book VII of the Verba Seniorum.
6055-60. The copyist of P may have deliberately omitted these lines (cf. note on l. 163).

6058. This aphorism is repeated in l. 6244.

6061. Pucdition. This proper name would seem to have suffered in transmission since the Father in question is Pastor, whose Greek name Poemen is Latinized as Pimenius in Book VII of the Verba Seniorum (cf. note on l. 130).

6064. en треis jurz. O'Connor omits en.

6066. s'enjunast. O'Connor reads seu junast (although suggesting in a footnote that the first word might be sen), which he alters to seul junast.

6077-8. Although the exempla translated in ll. 6061-76 and 6079-148 are both concerned with repentance and are numbered consecutively in Book VII of the Verba Seniorum, the second of the two is not there attributed to Pastor (cf. note on l. 6061). In this linking couplet, however, joe appears to refer to him rather than to the translator.

6079. Since this line introduces an exemplum presented as the continuation of VII,xxiv,1 (see preceding note), there is no ornate capital in the MS.

en [un] liu. Latin: in cella sua (cf. note on l. 1687). The indefinite article is also omitted in H in l. 3454, where P reads en un liu.

6109. servunt. See note on l. 3189.

6119. K'il [l']amenast. O'Connor transcribes K'il amenast, but the scribe has presumably omitted the object pronoun (cf. Latin: petebat ut eam secum duceret in desertum).

6130. sevent. Scribal sovent may have resulted from confusion between forms of sovenir (cf. H l. 483 sevent, l. 1245 sovent) and
saveir and is emended in accordance with the Latin text: Quoniam non omnes sciant quod soror mea es.


6146. trestut. O'Connor erroneously reads trestuz.

6147. punctiun. O'Connor expands MS. punctiun as cunpunctiun, but the word is written in full in H 1. 66.

6149-76. This exemplum is found only in Books III and VII of the Verba Seniorum and Rosweyde's cross-reference to V, xiv, 4 is incorrect.

6167. muinal. O'Connor erroneously reads munial.

6169. vin[dren]t. The copyist may have understood aukun to be a singular form (cf. note on 1. 4763); emendation is made here for the sake of agreement with the plural pronouns and possessives in 11. 6170-2 (cf. Latin: Quando autem aliqui veniebant ad senem ... instruebat eos). O'Connor does not correct scribal vint.

6181. retenu. O'Connor does not reject scribal receu, although the convert has withheld, not received, property (cf. 1. 6179). 11. 6179-81 translate retinens autem paucia in sua ratione ... Quod cum agnovisset senex ...
either pur la char or par les chiens, but, although there are examples of possible scribal confusion of par and pur in this text (see Glossary), par is employed causally in l. 520 lur oil lerment par anerté de la fumé.

6201. Il. O'Connor erroneously reads MS. Li as Li.

6204. rement. Although both Latin versions of this exemplum employ an adverbial construction in the corresponding phrase (Pelagius: neque facile aquam bibens, Ruffinus: neque aquam ad satietatem accipiens), O'Connor rejects rement, 'infrequently', a dissimilated form of rement, replacing it by the adjective relent, 'insipid'.

6209. Abra. Latin: Abraham. Abraham the Great of Kashkar, 'the father of monks' in Persia, reformed monastic life in the Nestorian Church. Born in Mesopotamia, c. 492, he preached the Gospel in Hira and, after studying monastic life in the desert of Scete, restored the great monastery on Mt. Izlah, near Nisibis. He died in 586. ¹

6217. pensasses. O'Connor does not correct scribal pensastes.

6218. ce que pas fere ne pust. See note on l. 5979.

6220. la. O'Connor erroneously reads ja.

6223. Derechief, si tu vas. O'Connor punctuates ll. 6222-3 with inverted commas after liee and before si, thereby excluding Derechief from the Father's words. The corresponding Latin text, however, reads vivit passio ipsa, sed alligata est. Iterum si ambulas in via ...

6227. esforcerai. O'Connor erroneously reads efforcerai. The scribe may have miscopied esforcereie (cf. l. 6235) since imperfect subjunctive preisse is employed in the following line (cf. ll. 6219-20 combatereie ... Que ... ne dusse).

¹ Holweck, op.cit., p. 5.
6228. le leisse ester. If preisse is correctly preserved in the first hemistich, the scribe has presumably miscopied leissasse.


6235. esforcereie. O'Connor erroneously reads efforcereie.

6244. Cf. l. 6058.

6249-50. The unacceptable rhyme may have resulted from scribal omissions in both lines but, although the couplet translates Nec ego tui misereor ... nisi pro teipsa sollicitus fueris et poposceris a Deo, no emendation is possible. O'Connor alters the order of enseies pur tei memes in l. 6250 to pur tei memes enseies although enseies also fails to provide a satisfactory rhyme for avroi (= avrai).

6266. numdiscrete. O'Connor erroneously reads nun discrete.

6270. Cf. Isaiah x, 15.

6279. dea hele miracles. For the attribution of feminine gender to miracle see note on l. 610.

6279-80. This couplet, as well as the rubric De miraculis patrum, apparently introduces all thirteen exempla taken from VII,ii (De sanctis senioribus qui sigma faciebant) of the Verba Seniorum that are translated in 11. 6281-490 and copied in P with only an ornate capital to indicate the first line of each one.

6280. Qui. O'Connor erroneously reads Que.

6284. hai de partir. O'Connor transcribes departir as one word but cf. l. 6870 P ele hai de sun cors departir (Latin: nolens relinquere corpus suum).

6288. Besariun. Latin: Besarion. Bessarion, a native of Egypt, went into the wilderness and became a disciple first of St. Antony and then of St. Macarius. Rather than live under a roof, he wandered about like a bird, observing silence and subduing his flesh by
mighty fasting. His neighbourly charity led him to a height of perfection that was manifested by miracles. He lived to a great age, dying c. 400, and was greatly venerated among the Greeks. 1

6289. pur. O'Connor expands MS. 2 as por.

6303. une feiz. O'Connor erroneously reads un feiz.

a Pastur. See note on 1. 3985.

6306. 'had his head turned back to front by the Devil' (Latin: erat facies ejus per operationem diaboli conversaretorsum).

6311. a Pastur. See note on 1. 3985.

6315. E sil seust o re. Latin: et nunc si cognoverit. O'Connor alters scribal sist seust to si cist seust, but the copyist may have mistaken sil (= si + il) for the demonstrative pronoun cist and substituted sist (= cist) under the influence of following seust.

6322. menurs. O'Connor erroneously reads meinurs.

6323. O'Connor punctuates this line as follows: E dist a cestui: 'Donez vostre beneigon.' Here, however, a cestui must refer to the child (cf. Latin: Consignate puerum istum).

6326. seigniez. O'Connor erroneously reads seignez.


6337. P od sun filz, H od un fiz. P provides a literal translation of habens filium suum secum.

6338. P el mund ... a l'abé Antony, H el munt od l'abbé Antoni. Here, as in the preceding line, the version of P is correct (cf. Latin: in montem abbatis Antonii). O'Connor erroneously reads


6344. P penitence aver, H prendre penitence. H is probably correct, as prendre (or faire) penitence normally denotes the performance of an act of contrition (see Glossary) and the line translates tanquam poenitentiam faciens.

6364. abstine. O'Connor substitutes abstinence without comment although he does not alter abstine in l. 2612 (see note on that line).

6392. [qui]ert. O'Connor does not make this emendation.

6395. fremist. See note on l. 3167.

6397. Pur quoi te correce[s]? Latin: Quid angustiaris?

6402. barate ne fist. 'did no harm'; cf. Latin: non ferens. In the O'Connor edition, fist is misprinted fst.

6403. Dulas. Latin: Dulas. A disciple of St. Bessarion (see note on l. 6288), Dulas 'the Patient' for twenty years suffered ill-treatment from his brethren, who suspected him of having stolen sacred vessels. Deprived of his religious habit, he died two days after his innocence had been revealed.¹

6411-2. tastai : volai. There is no other example of volai, which O'Connor considers to be an analogical preterite form, in P, but volei occurs three times in H where P reads voil (ll. 3118, 3721 and 3794) and is doubtless scribal for imperfect voleie. Since, however, the author employs the Western imperfect indicative terminations in first conjugation verbs, tastai cannot be emended to tasteie. It therefore seems probable that taster has replaced some other verb.

¹ Holweck, op.cit., p. 297.
similar in meaning, such as beivre, and that the imperfect ending 
-sie has been altered to -ai.

6422. le_flum de_Crisoroun. Latin: Chrysoroan fluvium.

6428. l'autre. 'the rest (of the water)'; 11. 6427-8 translate
Usque ad talum sentiebam aquam, reliqua autem erat solida sub
pedibus meis.

6441. eins_qu'il_sust mot. 'before he knew what was happening';
O'Connor erroneously reads fust.

6445. a icest meime_abé. Latin: ad cellam beati Macarii. Macari-
us is named in 1. 6437 in the immediately preceding verbum.

6455. cunta. O'Connor reads scribal cuncta as cumta, which he
does not emend.

6456. en_terre_de_Egypte. Latin: in inferiores partes Aegypti
(cf. note on 1. 5347).


6465. Julien_le_renéé. Julian the Apostate (332-363) was born at
Constantinople and became Roman Emperor in 361. His policy was to
degrade Christianity and promote paganism by every means short of
open persecution.¹

6466. en_terre_de_Perse. Latin: in Perside; O'Connor does not
emend scribal pise.

mentions an Egyptian monk named Publius or Poplios.

6499. O'Connor expands MS. alù as alun and similarly expands all
subsequent first person plural terminations in P, with the exception
of irum and frum in 11. 6612 and 6620 respectively. The scribe

responsible for this section (from l. 6408 to the end), however, writes manum, despendum, retenum, continum, esforqum, seum and preum in full in ll. 6515, 6740-2 and 6921-3.

6505. *sit. Scirpal iert, retained by O'Connor, is here rejected in view of nominative Deus in l. 6504 and the rhyme-word estoit (=esteit); cf. Latin: si forte revelaverit ei Deus loqui nobiscum.

6514. desmesure. O'Connor erroneously reads demesure.

6515. *as_citez. Latin: in civitatibus (see note on l. 399).

6516. suveniere_mask. O'Connor erroneously reads suvainsere_mask.

6522. munta ... une pierre. Latin: ascendent supra petram. Although munter is employed transitively in l. 2550 in the phrase munterent lur chevals, as is frequent in Anglo-Norman texts, deficient syllable count suggests that the copyist has here omitted the preposition sur.

6528. endurer. O'Connor retains odurer, a scribal error presumably caused by the presence of odur earlier in the line, although the Latin text reads nec ferre possit odorem hominum.

6538. *sivre. See note on l. 5937.


6562. *asez_tost. 'perhaps'; the line translates Ne forte a daemonibus sit haec suggestio.

6599° Vindemius. Latin: Vindemius. This Father is not mentioned in any of the available hagiographies.

6603. *P pointz_barbe, H poi de_barbe. The copyist of H may have mistaken the preposition a at the beginning of the line for the third person singular present indicative of aveir (cf. Latin: Unus quidem ipsorum incipiebat mittere barbam).
6606. P venum veer, H vuldram veer. Latin: venimus videre eum. For scribal interchange of *venir* and *voleir* followed by an infinitive see note on 1. 3859.

6613. P parler, H penser. Since the line translates Dixi ergo apud animum meum, indicating that Macarius is not speaking aloud, the reading of H is adopted here; O'Connor, however, retains parler.


6620. P le frum mult heitiement, H frum la celle mut habitablement. Although 11. 6619-20 paraphrase Dicunt et illi: 'Ostende nobis tantummodo, et faciemus', P seems to preserve the better version.


6623. H merim. O'Connor erroneously reads *merin*.

6623-4. P trenchiez ... enportez ... habitez, H trencerez ... enporterez ... habitez. The Latin text translated in 11. 6622-4 reads: *Excidite hic, et adducite vobis ligna de palude; et cum imposueritis tectum, sedete in eodem loco*. The future forms employed in H in 1. 6623 provide a metrically satisfactory line and, since *prendrez* appears in P in 1. 6622, these forms may have figured in the original translation; in 1. 6624, however, *habiterez* seems preferable as regards syllabic count. For a similar discrepancy between the two MSS. concerning imperative constructions see note on 11. 4617-8.

6625. P ciel, H cel. 'salt'; 11. 6625-6 translate Dedi autem eis securim et sportam plenam panibus, et salem.

6627. P que je lui deusse guerpir, H k'il deussent le liu guerpir. The reading of P is emended to *que le liu deussent guerpir* after comparison with H and the Latin text: *Ego autem putabam quod fugerent propter laborem*. The copyist of P was perhaps influenced by first
person singular quidoe in the first hemistich.

6631-2. Although this couplet is not preserved in H, it translates an integral part of the Latin text: et sumens folia palmarum de palude, ostendi eis initium plectae, et quomodo consuere deberent.

6634. P de_s pains, H doeu_painz. The indefinite article appears to be correctly employed in P as ll. 6633-4 translate Facite sportas, et date custodibus ecclesiae, et ipsi afferent vobis panes. For another instance of scribal miscopying of dees in H see note on l. 5460.

6636. P comandai, H joe lur dis. Both readings are acceptable, but that of H provides a more literal translation of ipsi autem patienter omnia quaecunque dixi eis fecerunt.

6641-2. P vienent ... n'alerent, H venent ... ne vunt. The apparent inconsistency as regards tense in P reflects the construction of the corresponding Latin sentence: Qui enim de longuinquuo sunt, veniunt ad me; isti autem ... nec ad alium abierunt, nisi solum ad ecclesiam.

6643. preer. O'Connor does not note scribal peer in P.

6644. contienement. Neither P comencement nor H contement is acceptable in the context; since the line partially translates oravi ego Deum ... ut demonstraret mihi operationem istorum, contienement has probably been miscopied in an earlier exemplar (cf. l. 6728 Dei que tu nus mustres tun cuintienement, Latin: nisi indicaveris nobis operationem tuam), but O'Connor transcribes comencement without comment.

6647. a l'us. O'Connor does not note scribal al lus in P.


6652. il. The pronoun refers to li greindre in l. 6651.
Here there is a considerable difference between the two MSS. The version of P is better than that of H, in which 11. 6655-6 are omitted and the order of 11. 6657 and 6658 is illogical. The corresponding Latin text reads:


P Mangumes, H mangum. Since this is the only example of the analogical first person plural termination -umes (cf. Pope § 895 and Tanqueray, op. cit., p. 173) of the present indicative in this text, the copyist of P may have been influenced by the presence of bumes immediately below.

levames. The corresponding Latin text reads exsurgentes manducavimus, suggesting that levames had been miscopied in an earlier exemplar.

6661. P Vole us, H si jove vousise. P probably preserves the better version of this line (cf. Latin: dicunt mihi: 'Vadis hinc?'); the replacement of direct by indirect speech in H, which considerably lengthens the line, may have resulted from unfamiliarity with the enclitic form voleus (cf. note on 1. 2813).


6665. P lur cinches ... e le lur drapel, H lur cince ... e lur drape. Although the Latin text refers to the brothers' clothing, cingulos suos, et semicinctia sua, and drapes has this meaning in
1. 6510, both substantives appear to denote 'bed-clothes' in this context.

6674. P enssemblement, H mut belement. The adverb has presumably been erroneously replaced in H, where tut belement has been recopied, with slight modification, from the preceding line.

6676. P Cil ne virent nient, H E il me ne veient nient. O'Connor erroneously reads Cil in H and does not emend the reading of P; me must, however, be included in the first hemistich, which translates ipsi vero me non videbant and is balanced by je vi ce qu'il funt.

In spite of the order of words in H, the reading of P is emended to Cil ne [me] virent nient as the negative particle normally precedes the object pronoun in P (cf. note on 1. 3611).

6677. The omission of diables in H is detrimental to the meaning of this line (cf. Latin: Videbam ergo daemones sicut muscas venientes).

6678. finement. Although this adverb is perfectly legible in both MSS., O'Connor reads furement, which he alters to surement, in P.

6684. P porent, H purrunt. The preterite form employed in P (cf. Latin: Illi autem majori non poterant appropinquare) may have been miscopied in H as the result of scribal substitution of -unt for un-stressed -ent (see note on 1. 3189) and subsequent confusion with the stressed future termination -unt.

6692. P Une lampe de sa buche de feu, H Une lampe de feu de sa buche eissi e. The word-order in H is more natural (cf. Latin: exibat lampas ignis de ore ipsius) but eissi e may have been inadvertently introduced from 1. 6694.

6694. P Fumee, H Fumé deu. The copyist of H may have started to
write de sa buche after fumé (the preposition de is omitted in the second hemistich); the version of P satisfactorily translates tanquam fumus ignis egrediebatur de ore ejus et pertingebat in coelum.

6695. P cum il un poi del devin mestier, H ausi cum un poi de mun mestier. H has obviously suffered in transmission since the line translates Et ego dixi modicum ..., sicut et illi, opus Dei.

6703-4. venist : dist. In l. 6703 imperfect subjunctive venist may have resulted from the influence of the Latin text: Et cum aliqui Patrum advenirent abbati Macario, or the translator may have employed quant with hypothetical rather than temporal value. Comparison with the Latin text, however, shows that aucun translates plural aliqui (cf. notes on 11. 4763 and 6169 where apparently plural aukun is accompanied by a singular verb) and in the following line H lur appears preferable to P lui in view of plural ces pereis in l. 6706. It therefore seems possible that the original version of the couplet was altered in an earlier exemplar.

6705. P la martire des freres, H le martir de ces dous freres. The original translation may have read le martire de ces freres (cf. Latin: Venite videre martyrium horum minorum peregrinorum).

6712. Eucharite. Latin: Eucharistius. O'Connor does not note scribal encharite, presumably the result of confusion with the phrase en charité.

6725. sa table fist. The locution faire sa table is not attested and it is possible that the scribe has miscopied mist (cf. 11. 4272 and 6656). Here, however, the Latin text reads paravit (not posuit) mensam and the phrase presumably means 'he set his table'.

6726-7. commencèrent ... a parler E distrent. Scribal apeler, erroneously read a parler by O'Connor, is here emended in accordance
with the many similar phrases in the text (cf. 1. 6551 parla e dist and 1. 6573 parlerent ... e si distrent).

6735. lur commence a dire. Scribal commence e dist is here emended in accordance with 11. 2999, 4043 and 5857. O'Connor retains e dist, but alters the order of words to commence e lur dist without comment.


6755-6. The couplet paraphrases cum saderent circa eum Patres, and it is therefore possible that a later copyist has substituted esturent for seerent (cf. 1. 2058 entur li fu asis). Nevertheless, since entur li esturent (: furent) appears in 1. 207 and esturent entur le lit in 1. 5037, esturent is here retained and scribal descoforterent (sic) altered to desconfort urent (cf. the rhyme (e)urent : furent in 11. 4483 and 5731). O'Connor erroneously reads desconforterent and does not comment on the imperfect rhyme.

6765. a aukuni. O'Connor erroneously reads aukun.

6776. Que. The conjunction is apparently employed here with the value of si, 'whether'; cf. Latin: nescio ... vel initium poenitentiae arripuisse.


6779. avoent. Since there is no other example in this text of the analogical extension of first conjugation imperfect indicative terminations (cf. Pope §1277) to aveir, the scribe has presumably miscopied aveient; see also note on 1. 3702.

6782. Qui ... as peines suffert. Since the relative pronoun must refer to le veissel in 1. 6781, scribal as is here corrected to a.

6790. hume. O'Connor does not note scribal ühe.

6804. poeies. O'Connor does not correct scribal poeies.
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6809. **H abbé.** Meyer erroneously reads **abé.**

6810. **renomé.** Meyer transcribes **rename.**

6811. **P Purra le nun_senz cevre.** The copyist of **H** must have inadvertently omitted **nun** as the line translates *Nomen est quod salvat, aut opus?* Meyer expands **P nū** as **num**, but **nun** is written in full in 11. 6832, 6906 and 6910.

6812. **H respondi.** Meyer erroneously reads **respondi.**

6815. **P example.** O'Connor erroneously reads **ensample.**

6816. **P sifaitement.** Meyer erroneously reads **si faitement.**

6820. **P prea.** Meyer erroneously reads **pria.**

6822. **H Est traist.** O'Connor erroneously reads **estraist.**

6823. **P contrester, H contrister.** Comparison with the Latin text, *Et nolens Deus contristare eum,* indicates that **contrister,** 'vex', has been miscopied in **P.**

6825. **P vint, H entrat.** The reading of **H** is not only metrically preferable but also provides a more literal translation of *ingressus est.*

6826. **P le frere_par_ses_dras fem_prist, H les_dras_as frere en sa_buche_prist.** The version of **H** bears a greater resemblance to the Latin text: *et tenens ore suo vestimenta ipsius fratris.* O'Connor reads erroneous scribal **as** in **H as al.**

6828. **P si_swi.** O'Connor does not amend scribal **se.**

6831. **P estoit, H aveit.** H presumably preserves the correct reading in view of rhyming **estoit (H esteit).**

6835. **P vit le frere, H vint le frere.** Cf. Latin: *Frater ille ... videbat.*

**P que li_lus_l'ot guié, H ke li leu out amené.** O'Connor
erroneously reads qui in P. Although guié seems preferable to amendó as regards syllable-count, the pleonastic object pronoun in P is rejected in accordance with the version of H.

6845. P sicum. O'Connor alters sicum, which appears in both MSS., to cum si without explanation.


6867. P a destre. O'Connor transcribes a sa destre, but sa has been expunctuated by the scribe.


6883. H e les autres. O'Connor erroneously reads od.

6885. entre les meins. O'Connor does not emend scribal entres in P although the preposition is written correctly in H.

6887-926. The Latin text translated in 11. 6809-66 ends with the words exiens anima illa, sedit in manibus Michael, et assumpta est cum gaudio (cf. 11. 6885-6). The following passage, of which only the first three couplets survive in H, forms an epilogue to the preceding exemplum, with the translator stressing its particular relevance to his fellow-Templars in 11. 6887, 6893-4, 6905-10 and 6921-6. It is apparently not intended to conclude the translation of the Vitas Patrum; however, as it is immediately followed in both MSS. by the Life of Thais, which has no separate title in P and not even an initial ornate capital in H and would therefore seem to have been conceived as an integral part of the work (cf. note on 1. 163).

6905-6. The couplet refers back to 11. 6810-4.

6911. que afferent. O'Connor expands MS. fi as qui.
6919.  sunt. Read, or misprinted, sent by O'Connor.

6922-3.  seum ... preum. Meyer erroneously reads seiuon and preiuon.

6924.  kar. Meyer expands MS. *k* as *ke* (cf. note on 1. 44).
GLOSSARY

The Glossary is intended to include all words, meanings and forms of lexical, morphological or orthographical interest in the text. Words retaining identical spelling and meaning in Modern French are generally omitted and regular verbs are represented only by their infinitives unless they provide examples of significant differences in scribal practice or infrequently-employed tenses.

Line references, normally including the earliest example of any word or meaning, are exhaustive except when followed by etc. References to P are given without siglum, but H precedes all references to words appearing in passages preserved only in that MS. and to all variants. The letter n appended to a line reference indicates that the word or meaning in question is discussed in the Critical Notes.

Headwords are distinguished by broken underlining and emended forms not incorporating letters enclosed within square brackets are preceded by an asterisk. Words of interest that occur only as variants and consequently do not appear in the critical text are underlined and enclosed within round brackets. The most frequent orthographical form is normally placed first, with forms found in P taking precedence over those confined to H, but wherever both MSS. offer a variety of spellings, forms are listed in alphabetical order.

Cross-references are given for all forms, with the exception of variants presenting only minor orthographical differences, words written with the following common alternative spellings: single and double b, f, l, m, n, p, r, s and t, g and gu, ai and ei, e and ie, o and u, and adverbial locutions such as a bon dreit, par mult grant aír, which are entered only under dreit, aír.

Within the body of the entries an asterisk before a word or
line reference again indicates editorial emendation. Variants are distinguished by single underlining and are enclosed within round brackets, as are meanings peculiar to the variants and line references to variants spelt in the same way as the headword.

Regular verbs and all other verbs offering more than one form are listed under the infinitive, followed by a semi-colon if it does not itself occur in the text. Declinable nouns, adjectives and possessives are entered under the singular oblique form, masculine in the case of adjectives and unstressed masculine in that of possessives, unless otherwise indicated, but adjectives of nationality are placed in the Index of Proper Names. Pronouns are entered under their nominative singular form.
at with article: al 7, 18 etc.; as 20, H 258 etc.; prep. (1) Local:
(a) (place where) at 7, 2087 etc.; on 3483, 3776 etc.; in 20, H 262 etc.; into 4403n; (b) (motion towards) to H 24, 376 etc.;
(c) by, from H 4525; (2) Temporal: (a) (time when) at, on 18, H 44 etc.; in H 56, 3093 etc.; (b) (duration) for 5772; until 998, 5280 etc.; (3) Dative: (a) to H 25, H 904 etc.; (b) for H 426, 2819 etc.; (c) from H 257, H 2826 etc.; (4) Possessive: belonging to, of H 469, 1372 etc.; (5) Modal: (a) (manner) 1460, 1644, 2882, 5411 etc.; (b) in accordance with H 349, H 464, H 861, 6005 etc.; (6) Final: for H 30, 1976, 5647 etc.; (+ infin.) H 157, 971, H 4813 etc.

abaisser; ind. impf.3 abeisot 6430; pp.n.sg.m. abaissez H 330,
abeissé (H abassé) 1451; v.a. humble H 330, 1451; v.n. set (of sun) 6430

abandoner (H abandoner), v.a. give up 5938

abatre; pret.3 abati 4904, 5336n; v.a. strike down

abbasse H 347, abesse (H abbesse) 1319, sf. abbess

abbé H 24 etc., abé 407 etc., abés 751; n.sg. abbé H 217 etc.,
abbés H 77 etc., abbez H 55 etc., abbez H 1273, abé 2323 etc.,
abés 409 etc., abez H 3431 etc.; n.pl. abbez H 4483; acc.pl.
abez (H abbez) 3586; sm. Father H 24, 407 etc.; abbot 751, H 2610 etc.

abeîe 844, (H abbeîe) 1526 etc., abie H 186, (H 4372), sf. abbey,
monastery H 186, 844 etc.; hermit's cell 1687n, 3068

abstenir see astenir
abstine, sf. abstinence H 2612n, 6364

abstinence, sf. abstinence, restraint H 46 etc.; fasting 1126 etc.

acenser see assenser

acéter; pp.n.pl.m. acéré 5134; v.a. assure 963 etc.; see also certer

achaisun, 752, H 2190 etc., acheisun 3791, 4640, sf. cause, purpose, reason

achat 4556, (H aschater) 4566 etc.; imper.2 achat H 2128, 4945, 6184; v.a. purchase

achever; v.a. finish H 2289

acointement, sm. dealings, acquaintance H 279

accomuner H 2693, acuminier (H acuminer) 3623, 3630; pret.3

acuminia (H acuminat) 3660; pp.n.sg.m. acuminé H 1116, n.pl.m. acumuné 5728; v.a. give Holy Communion; subst.inf. Holy Communion H 2688

accompaigner; pret.3 accompaigna 1646, 6 acumpainerent (H accomaignerent) 381; v.refl. join forces

accomplir; pp.neut. accompli 5700, acampilkan (H acomplaz) 3905n;

v.a. accomplish, perform

acoster see acunter

acorder, v.a. propitiate 374; v.refl. make peace with H 4793

acreire, v.a. believe 2049

acuinte (H acointe), adj. familiar, intimate 4547
acumpainer see acompaigner

acumuniement, sm. Holy Communion 5729

acun, acune see aukun

acunter 2875; subj.pr.2 acomtes H 4787; pp.neut. acunté (H cunté) 4632, acc.pl.m. aconthez 1589; v.a. count, reckon 1589 etc.; relate 4632

acunre, prep. towards H 316; against H 902 etc.; see also parler

acurageement (H acorragement), adv. sincerely 572

acuser; ind.impf.2 acusoès H 3331; v.a. accuse, charge 1368, H 3331

acustumer H 523; pp.n.sg.m. acostomé (H acostumé) 3098, acustomé (H acostumé) 1740, acustumé 745, f. acustumez (H acustumé) 1328, n.pl.m. acustumé H 2509, acustumes 3674; v.n. grow accustomed H 523; estre acustumé be accustomed 745 etc.

adresscer, v.a. put right H 4778

(adunc, adv. then H 6875)

adverser, adversere, adversier see aversier

aese see age

aemplir see emplir

aerdre; pp.f.sg. aerse 1882; v.n. cling

afaire H 475, 1223 etc., afeire H 2763, aferé 1182, 4971, afaire 3085; pl. afaires 5889, afairs H 866, affaires H 3772; sm. business, concern, matter; entre ces afairen qu' while 5889
afferir; ind.pr.3 afer t H 188, affert H 880, afiért H 2911,
   6 aferīent 6911; v.n. befit, be appropriate

afficher; imper.4 affichum H 1439; pret.3 aficha (H fichat) 6855;
   v.a. thrust 6855; v.refl. stand fast H 1439

affliction, sf.: chair en a. H 2255, fere afflictions 1499
   prostrate oneself in supplication

affer; v.refl. trust H 1443

afolé, adj.n.sg.m. demented 1819, 1991 etc.

afubler; pp. afublé donned 6520; pp.n.sg.m. afublez 1959, afublé
   6537 clad

agacer; v.a. torment H 2621

agaiter, v.n. be attentive H 1431; v.a. watch H 2135

agarder H 3399; ind.pr.2 agardez H 2736; v.a. look at, examine;
   see also garder

age 1145 etc., aige 822, sm. age; life H 2912; d(e)a. adult 3669, 5927

agenuiller; pret.6 agenuillerent (H engenilerent) 3084; v.refl. kneel
   1486, 3084

aguillun 1382; acc.pl. auguilluns 1374; sm. goad

aguiluner; pp.n.sg.m. aguiluné (H aguilluné) 3056; v.a. goad, prick

ahi (H hai), interj. alas! 6015

aider H 346, 2001, 2005, aidier (H aider) 3201; ind.pr.3 aie 4978;
imper.5 aidez 1242, H 1401 etc.; aiez 6798, eidez 5830;
subj.pr.3 ait 5014; fut.3 aidera 5638, eiderat H 1442; v.a.
help 1242 etc.; v.n. render assistance H 346 etc.
aie 948, (H aide) 5637 etc.; sf. help; avoir a. receive assistance
6808; estre en a. + dat. render assistance H 1428, 1998
aillurs (H eillurs) 5476, (H aillors) 5484, 6612, aillurs 1076,
eillurs H 1286, adv. elsewhere
ainceis H 2250, H 2836, 6389, *ainceis 370, enseies 6250, adv. before,
formerly 370 etc.; first 6250; oreinceis see ore
ainz 385 etc., einz H 58, 730 etc., enz (H mes) 4600, adv. before,
earlier 986, 1692 etc.; ore a. see ore; (after a negative
statement) on the contrary, but H 172, 385 etc.; prep. before
730; conj. a.Ke before H 58, 3470 etc.; see also unc
air 2026, eir 5924, sm.n. and acc.sg. air
air, sm.: par mult grant a. impetuously H 2191
aire, sf. open ground: en l'a. outside H 476
aise (H eise) 5988, eise 5881, sf. comfort; avoir a. have opportunity
5881; estre a a. be comfortable 5988
ajuster, v.n. have carnal relations 1609
alaiter, v.a. suck H 1841
alassez, adj.n.pl.m. weary H 3270
alcun, alcune etc. see aukun
alegier H 4790; fut.1 allegerai (H allegerai) 3072; v.a. acquit
H 4790; relieve 3072

aler H 184, 534 etc.; ind.pr.1 vois 1579, H 2681 etc., voix (H 3779),
H 3848, 2 vas H 28 etc., 3 va H 432, 1785 etc., vait H 343, 1084
etc., 6 vont 991, vunt H 1398, 3486 etc.; imper.2 va 681 etc.,
4 alom 832, 3179, alum H 320, 1754 etc.; alums H 312, 5 alez H
2757 etc.; ind.impf.3 aleit 6211, (alout H 4297, 4 aliums H 5947);
subj.pr.2 voisesz H 3320, 3 voise H 4526, (H 4672), voist 1073,
4672, 6432; pret.3 ala 376 etc., alat 2479, H 6092 etc.; subj.
impf.1 alasse (H alase) 3148, 2 alasses (H alassiez) 4551n,
3 alast 1061 etc., 6 alassent H 3530; fut.1 irrai H 2722, 2 irras
684, 1810, H 2727, (iras H 1225), 3 ira (H irra) 422, irra 2888,
4 irrom 1858, irrum H 6121, 6 irrant H 456, 1940, (H irunt) 5537
etc.; condit.6 *irreient 360n; pr.pt. alant 806 etc.; pp. al£
2871 etc., n.sg.m. al£ 4391, 5594, f. alee 2337, H 6135; v.n.
go, proceed H 28 etc.; a. _de depart from H 456, 2888 etc.;
a. _hors depart H 432; a. _pur go for, go to fetch 2390, 4292 etc.;
see also bosoigne, chace, chemin, contre, encontre, errer, maison,
ostal, religion; di _val see dire; estre al£ be finished, have
gone 4170; v.refl. H 494, 5098 etc., (+ en) H 184, 369 etc. go
away, leave; see also fors, hors; v.impers. go, fare: malent
me ira it will go ill with me 422; malent vaits things are going
badly 5584; subst.inf. departure H 3260; movement, perambulation
H 3323

aleure H 320, allure H 6127, sf. speed: a grant a. H 6127, par grant a.
H 320 in great haste

aliance, sf. pledge 2961
aller, v.n. associate 1615

allas 417, (H alas) 3059 etc., interj. alas!

alme, sf. soul H 230 etc.; s'a. metre lay down one's life 1782

almone (H aumosne) 4037, H 4139 etc., almosne 3992 etc.; pl. almones 2326, H 4122 etc., almons H 3206, almosnes 3993, almuns H 175, H 177; sf. alms, charity H 175 etc.; avoir a. receive alms H 3206; alms-chest 4037n

altre, altresi see autre, autresi

alumer H 526; condit.6 alumerei[en]t H 518n; pp.n.sg.m. alume H 519, f. alume H 2252, alume H 2276; v.a. kindle (fire) H 518 etc.; light (lamp) H 2552 etc.

aluminer, v.a. kindle H 524

alure see aleure

alz see il

amaisier (H amaiser) 372; fut.3 ameiserat H 4799; v.a. conciliate 372; v.refl. reconcile oneself H 4799

ambedous, ambedui, ambesdous, ambodous see amdui

ambore, adv. both 6052

amdui; nom.m. amdui 1876, 6674, ambedui H 6125, andui 1769, H 3562 etc., ambedous 1772, ambesdous (H andous) 6666, 6709, andous H 2553, 3119; acc.m. ambodous H 4877, ampeedous 5965, andous 1867, H 4818, 6233; f. ambedous H 2552; pr. and adj. both; see also part
ameement, adv. lovingly 5806

amendment 20, H 803 etc., sm. edification, reparation; senz a.
without respite 5476

amender H 799, 1453 etc.; pp.n.sg.m. amendé H 3343, 5046 etc.,
n.pl.m. amendez H 210, H 2117 etc.; v.a. edify, correct H 210 etc.; v.refl. improve, reform 1743 etc.; see also mender

amener (H mener) 5458, 5597 etc.; ind. pr.1 amein 1622, 3 ameine 5852, 6 aminate 2329; impen5 amenez 6318; pret. (1 amenai H 1111), 3 amena 1708, (H menat) 5967 etc., 6 amenerent (H menerent) 4994 etc.; subj.impf.3 amenast H 6119; pp.n.sg.m. amené (H mené) 5468 etc.; v.a. conduct, lead 1708 etc.; bring, take 2329 etc.; see also mener

amer H 168 etc.; ind.pr.2 aimes (H eimes) 4396, 4400 etc., 3 aime H 85, 6237, eime 6231, 5 amez H 252, 6 aiment 366, 5826; imper.5 amez H 287; subj.pr.3 aime H 139; pret.3 ama 1330 etc.; fut.3 amerat H 3418; v.a. love

amer 1048; f.sg. amere *H 1840n, H 1846, amer H 1847; adj. bitter

amerié, sf. acridity H 520, H 1843

amesurer, v.a. display leniency towards 5127n

amiabilité, adv. kindly, patiently 1350, 5106 etc.

amisté, sf. friendship H 276, 5444

amonestement, sm. encouragement, instigation H 2144, H 4141 etc.

amonester H 428, 1132 etc; ind.impf.3 amonestout H 3307; v.a. exhort
amont 1787 etc., amunt H 1389, 5201 etc., adv. up 6675; aval u a.
up or down H 1389; a.e_aval to and fro 1787; upwards 2041,
5201, 5635; see also tendre

amnalous see amdui

ampolles see anpolle

amprendre see prendre

amur, sf. love H 90, 724 etc.; par a. amiably 372; avoir a. vers
love H 332, H 2800; see also fin

an prep. see en

anap see hanap

anceles, sf.pl. handmaidens H 860

ancienement, adv. long ago H 203, 695 etc.

andous, andui see amdui

aneircir; pp.f.sg. aneircie H 3940n; v.a. blacken

anentir; pp.n.sg.m. anenti H 2235, f. anentie H 2228; v.a. annihilate, destroy

anferial see enfernal

angle 3176 etc.; n.sg. angle 1497 etc.; n. and acc.pl. angles H 453,
588 etc.; sm. angel

angoissus see anguissus

anguisse, sf. anguish, distress 1517, H 2257
anguisser; ind.impf.3 anguissait (H 1331), 4546, anguissot 1932; v.a. torment 1219 etc.

anguissouvement see anguissouvement

anguissus H 645, 1091 etc., angeissus H 642, anguisuz H 306; f.sg.
anguisuse (H anguissuse) 6024; adj. anguishèd, distressèd

anguissouvement 548, *574n etc., anguissouvement H 2162, adv.
in pain 548; severely 574, H 4870; horribly 1598, H 2162

ampolle (H ampoile) 5564; pl. ampollès (H ampoiles) 5570, 5571, sf. phial

anuit 1680, 2104 etc., ennuï 1670, adv. last night 1680 etc.;
tonight 1670, H 2244, 6662

anuitier; pp. anuitié 1905; v.impers. fall (of night)

anumber (H number), v.a. count 2875

apaiser (H apeiser) 364, apaiser (H apaiser) 371, v.a. appease

aparceivre; ind.pr.3 aparceit 4921; pret.3 aparceut H 2150, H 2715
etc., aparçut 1514, 5365; pp.n.sg.m. aparceu H 3405, 6175,
aparçu 4951, f. aparceu (H aperceue) 1715; v.a. notice, perceive
1514, 1715 etc.; v.refl. become aware, realize H 2150, H 2715 etc.
aparcer; pp.acc.sg.m. aparcé (H enparcé) 1736; v.a. hide

apareillement (H apparaîlement) 6837, appareillement (H appaîlement)
5455, sm. ceremony, pomp

apareiller 987, (H appâiller) 6618, (H apâiller) 6633; pp.n. and
acc.sg.m. appareillé H 666, H 2656, n.pl.m. apareillez (H
apparailler) 6008, apparaillé H 1850, apparié H 3846, f.sg.
aparaille (H apparié) 1475; v.a. prepare, make ready; a. a H
1850 etc., a. encontre 6008 prepare for
apaire 5782n, aparer 3677, 5971; ind.pr.3 apert 4736; pret.3
apart 1596, H 2290 etc., apparut H 3250, 6 aparurent 5316;
fut.1 apparaï (H apparaï) 418, 6 apparent H 448; v.n. appear
apartenir; pret.3 apartint H 2606; v.n. pertain
apasier see apaiser
apeler H 2747 etc.; ind.pr.1 apel 5690, 3 apeler 2480 etc., (apelet
H 3012), 4 apelum H 2743, 6 apelent 1958, H 4438; pret.3 apela
3012 etc., 5 apelastes 5261; pr.pt. apelant 2490; pp.n.sg.m.
apelé 1122,apelé H 402 etc.; v.a. call, summon 1958, 3012 etc.;
call, name H 402, 1112 etc.
apert H 2280; f.sg. apert[en] H 336, 2022; adj. manifest, visible;
en a. openly H 604
apertement, adv. clearly, openly 1494, H 3506, 3635
aplairdre; subj.pr.3 aplaigne H 42; v.refl. grieve
aporter H 665, 826; imper.2 aport H 3430n, aporte (H 4192), *4198n,
aporte 4192; pp.acc.sg.f. aporte 827, aporté 2306; v.a. bring
apostle 3874; n.sg. apostle 3906; n.pl. apostles 6764, apostles (H
apostres) 587; sm. apostle
apostile H 47, H 4842, H 4845, apostoille H 4838, sm.n. and acc.sg.
Pope
aprechier see aprocier

aprendre 1479, 3159 etc.; ind.pr.1 aprenc (H emprens) 5633, 3 aaprent 22, 5339; imper.5 apernez H 100; subj.pr.2 apernez H 3322; pret.3 aprist H 512 etc., 6 apristrent 971; fut.1 aprendrai H 160, 5073; pp. apris 2095 etc.; v.a. and n. teach 22, H 100 etc.; learn H 512, 1479 etc.; a. + infin. H 512, a. + infin. 971, H 3322 learn to

après, adv. afterwards H 444, 3955 etc.; la nuit a. that night 1553, 2391; ci en a. forthwith, next; see also denaprés, enaprés; prep. after H 154, 1947 etc.; a. go afterwards, next 1352 etc.; see also tens; conj. a.ce que after 5809

apresmant see aproesmer

aprest; pp.n.pl.m. apresté *6044n, H 6104, aprestez 2819; v.a. provide 5416; a. a 2819, H 6104, a. encontre 6044 prepare for

aprocier (H aprochier) 6684; pret.1 aprechai 6744, 3 aproca 975, aprochat (H 3081), H 6090; v.a. approach H 6090; a. charnelment have carnal relations with 6744; v.n. draw near 975 etc.

aproesmer; pret.3 aproesma 3081; pr.pt. apremsant (H aprosmant) 6339; v.n. draw near

araisoner; pret.3 areisunat H 638, aresona 6211, 6 areisonerent 6766, areisonerent (H areisinerent) 2812; pp.acc.sg.m. araisuné (H areisuné) 2872, f.sg. areisunnee (H araisuné) 4589; v.a. address, question; see also enraisoner

arcangeles 587, archanges H 454, H 598 etc., sm.n. and acc.pl. archangels
arceveske see arcevesque

archangels see arcangeles

ardant 1110, 6902; n.sg.m. ardent 1091 etc.; f.sg. ardante 5987,
6849, ardent H 2276; adj. bright H 2276; blazing 1110 etc.;
inflamed with desire 1091, 1929

ardre; ind.pr.3 art H 521, 5 ardez 6376; ind.impf.3 ardeit 1944;
pret.3 arsit 1949, 5738, 5993, 6 arderent 5988; fut.3 ardra 6277;
pp. ars 1963, n.pl.m. ars 1948; v.a. and n. burn

ardur, sf. lust 1946

arrier, v.a. discredit, harm H 2170

aresoner see araisoner

ariere 564 etc., arere H 1845 etc., adv. (1) Local: back 564, H 6119 etc.; see also renveer, repaireer, traire, trametre, turner;
n'a. n'avant neither behind nor in front 3784; (2) Temporal:
*d'en a. past 2396n; ça en a. before, formerly 1562, 3000

ariver, v.n. land 1548n; put to shore H 3282

armer; pp.n.pl.m. armez H 3941; v.a. arm

ascient see escient

asier; ind.pr.3 assiet 2389; subj.pr.3 asseieest H 635; pret.3 asist
389 etc.; pp.n.sg.m. asis H 31 etc., assis 1495 etc.; n.pl.m.
asis H 3422, 5679, f.sg. asise 1927, 5670; v.a. place, seat H
635, H 4700; appoint 2389; set down 389n, 2892n, H 3424, 5670;
v.refl. sit down 679 etc.; estre asis be seated H 31, 1495 etc.;
be situated 6380; see also aval
aseur; n.sg.m. aseur[s] H 2186, aseur H 76, 4768, aseur H 2467, 4962, 5213; f.sg. aseure H 2544, 6041; adj. certain, sure

aseur (H aseurement) 580, (H 5324), adv. safely

aseurer, v.refl. be confident 6241; v.a. guarantee 1904

asnes, sm.acc.pl. asses H 898, H 3272

asoudre H 4842; ind.pr.3 asolt 5807; pp.n.pl.m. assois H 4878, f.pl. assouses 5777; v.a. absolve

asprement, adv. harshly 5952 etc.

aspuser see espuchier

asquanz 1319, H 2505 etc., esquanz H 4700, indef.pr.n.pl.m. some

assaier 713; (imper.4 assaïum H 4553); pret.3 assaa 1013, assaia 1491; pp.n.pl.m. assaï 899, f.sg. assaee (H assaï) 1327; v.a. test, tempt 713 etc.; (attempt H 4553n); see also essaer

assailler; ind.pr.3 assaut 1252, (H essaut) 5635 etc., assaut (H 1326), H 3231; pret.6 assaillirent 1576; fut.3 assaïdrat H 1441; pp.n.sg.m. assaïl 5609, assaïli 1964, (H 5609), 6700; v.a. assai

assaut 1516; acc.pl. assaus H 514, assauz 1234, H 1420 etc.; sm. assault, attack

assemble (H essamble), sf. gathering 3585

assembler H 299, 591; imper.4 asemblum H 4493; subj.impf.6 assemblissant 5506; pp.n.pl.m. assemblez 1121; v.a. assemble,
collect H 299, 2379 etc.; v.n. gather, meet 591 etc.; v.refl. meet H 4503; have carnal relations 5506

assener (H asener), v.a. strike 5331

assener H 3766; pret.3 acensa 2112, asensat H 2176; pp.n.sg.m. asense 5377; v.a. enlighten, instruct

assez 701 etc., asez H 436, 578 etc., adv. much, in plenty 578, H 597 etc.; intensifying adj. or adv. very 809, 1124 etc.; see also large, tost; subst. enough H 436, 701 etc.

assiduele, adj.f.sg. assiduous 5833

assiduelment (H assiduelement) 416, 1889 etc., adv. assiduously

astenir 1060, abstenir H 3447; imper.4 astenum (H abstenum) 1096; v.n. fast H 3447; v.refl. refrain 1060; abstain 1096

asuager; pp.n. and acc.sg.m. asuage 1372, 1570; v.a. assuage, calm

asueer, v.a. wipe away H 405

atacher; pp.n.sg.m. athacie (H atachie) 3642, n.pl.m. atachez H 3219; v.a. fasten

ateindre; pret.3 ateinst 1645; subj.impf. (3 attensist H 2860), 6 ateinssissent 2860; pr.pt. ateinant H 2945; v.a. reach 2860; v.n. overtake 1645, H 2945

atemprer; pp.acc.sg.m. atempré 966, acc.pl.m. atemprez 6594; v.a. temper

atendre 6536, 6540; ind.pr.1 atent H 353, 2 atene (H atens) 6351, 3 atent 3105 etc., attent H 1395, 6 atendent (H attendent) 6046;
imper.2 atent 2027, 4203, 2 atendez 6532; pret.1 attendi 6479, 6542, 3 atendi (H entendis) 3100 etc.; (attendis H 3105 etc.);
fut.1 attendrai 1002, 1008, 2 attendras 998; v.a. await 1008, 3100 etc.; believe, understand H 353; hearken to 2027; v.n. wait 998, 1002 etc.; see also entendre

athacié see atachier

atisement, sm. excitement H 1306

atreire 2102; ind.pr.3 atrait H 288, 1802; v.a. attract, draw

atucher H 651, (H 1106), atuchier 1106, H 4646, 6220; v.a. touch H 4646 etc.; move, stir H 4792, H 4798; v.n. a. a touch 1106; attain to H 651; see also tucher

aturner 5598; pp.n. and acc.sg.m. aturné 989, 6312 etc., f.pl.
atornez 1960; v.a. prepare 989, H 5598; a. a H 885, (H 6044n), a. encontre 6044 prepare for; adorn 5404; disfigure 1960, 6312; a. devers win over to 2098; v. refl. prepare oneself H 75; see also turner

auces see aukes

auctorité see autorité

aucun, aucune see aukun

auguilluns see aguillun

aukes 1696, (H 3623) etc., augues 1125 etc., auces *H 3413n, (H 3796),
adv. somewhat, a little

aukun; n.sg.m. alcuns H 96, H 170, alcun H 92 etc., aukun 1697 etc.,
aukun 1366 etc., acun H 3405; acc.sg.m. acun 408, (H 3346, 
H 3347), alcun H 153 etc., aucun (H 1458), 2373, aukon 3346, 
aukun 3347, (H aucum) 5481 etc., aukuni 6765; f.sg. (before 
consonant) acune H 2504 etc., alcune H 1840, aucune 6544, aukune 
1071 etc., alcun H 100, H 1846, (before vowel) alcun H 2771, 
aucune H 3322, aukune (H aucun) 5630, (H acun) 5634 etc.; (neut. 
aucum H 5552); n.pl.m. aukun 5787; acc.pl.m. aukuns 4072; indef.pr. 
anyone H 92, 5048 etc.; someone H 1388, 1697 etc.; (+ de) one 
H 153, H 6091; (some H 5552); adj. some, any H 100, 408 etc.; 
see also chose, feiz, liu

gather together

aüner; imper.2 aüne 2373; pp.n.pl.m. aüneze 1123; v.a. collect,

augues see aukes

aürer, v.a. worship 1980, 2073 etc.; subst.inf. praise 3925n

aüner, v.refl. make provision H 57

ausi, adv. likewise 1763, H 3417 etc.; a. ... cum as ... as H 1444, 
H 3222; see also tost

austerité, sf. asperity 1795

autorité 952, auctorité H 2298, sf. authority

autre; n.sg.m. autre H 803, 1029 etc., autre 1748 etc., autres 4317;
acc.sg.m. autre H 204 etc., altri H 256, autre 1379 etc., autri 
H 924, 5192 etc., autru H 234, 1618 etc.; n.pl.m. autre H 4472, 
H 4476, 6917; acc.pl.m. autres 578 etc.; f.sg. autre H 483, autre 
3820, H 3845; f.pl. autres H 78; indef.pr. and adj. another,
other H 204, 577 etc.; second H 483, 3820 etc.; next 984, H 2632n; see also chose, feiz, jor, part, rien, siecle, un
autrement (H altrement) 10, 5664 etc., adv. otherwise
autresi H 876, 1477 etc.; autressi 5747, altresi H 870 etc., adv. likewise; tout a. just the same 1477
autretant, pr.n. neut. as much 5532
aval, adv. down, downwards 3826, 5636 etc.; (s'ta)ser a. sit down 2452, 4674 etc.; see also amont, ca, trebocher
avaler 6680; pp.n.sg.m. avalé 1451; v.n. descend 1451, 3066 etc.
avancement, sm. advancement 1469
avancer H 2170; pp.n.pl.m. avancé H 2583; v.a. and n. advance
avant, adv.: (1) Local: forward H 35, 392 etc.; see also arriere;
(2) Temporal: before, first H 214, 1016 etc.; en a.
henceforward 772; des ore en a. see ore
aveir H 64, 3351 etc., aver H 135, 529 etc., avoir 6572; ind.pr.1
ai H 243 etc., ei H 6056, 2 as 559 etc., 3 a 774 etc., ad H 43, 386 etc., at H 631 etc., 4 avom 837 etc., avum H 283, 4173 etc.,
avums H 2584, 5 avez 726 etc., aveiz 6774, 6 ount H 444, unt 14,
H 177 etc.; imper.5 aez H 279, 6020, aieiz H 167 etc., eiez H 165;
ind.impf.1 aeiiez 770 etc., avoie 6416, (avei H 6032 etc.),
2 avoies 6800, aveis H 3330, 3 aevit H 203 etc., aovit 6409 etc.,
4 avums 6517, 5 aeviz H 2261, 6 aoveint H 2142 etc., aoveit 6779;
subj.pr.1 aie H 2245, (H ai) 5465, 6418, 2 aies 3550 etc., aiez H 28 etc., aiz H 3576 etc., 3 ait 817, (H aiet) 5530 etc., eit H 51 etc., (4 aium H 4610), 5 aez 3141, 3142, aiez H 219 etc.;
pret. 1 oi 583 etc., 3 ot 570 etc., out H 113 etc., ut 5932, 4
umes (H umes) 5544, 6 eurent H 4483 etc., orent 370, H 3562,
(H eurent) 4601 etc., orent 1876, 5742; subj.impf. 1 euse H 2802,
euse H 196 etc., 6414, use 585, 1831, usse 1047, 3797, 2 eusses
1636, usses 3070, ussez 1048, 1637, 3 eust H 632, 3143 etc., ust
4685 etc., 4 ussum 4444, 5 ussez 2858, 6 eusent H 4819, eusent
H 4490, eusent 1734; fut. 1 averai H 488 etc., averei H 487,
avrai 1094 etc., avroi 6249; condit. 1 avreie 1186, 3021n etc.,
3 avereiit H 6140, averoit 4950; pp. eu 779 etc.; v.a. have,
possess, gain possession of 14, 20 etc.; see also aie, aise,
almoine, amur, ben, chier, compagnie, commun, costome, cure,
desir, despit, dilectiun, ennui, envie, ester, fiance, fusion,
hisdur, leisir, leissur, marchié, memoire, merci, mesaise, mester,
non, pais, penitance, pesance, poesté, presence, purpens, raisun,
refui, remembrance, repentance, santé, seignorie, suffrance,
talant, tort, volenté, warentissement; n'a. que doner have nothing
to give 4057; n'a. a qui parler have no-one to talk to 2885;
v.impers. H 631, 961 etc., (accompanied by _i_) H 630, 1124 etc.,
(+ _il.) 5540 there is, are, was, were, would be; see also cumbien,
tens; substant.inf. wealth H 201 etc.; property H 301 etc.; money
2330 etc.; see also terren; pl. riches 2364; possessions 4107,
5405

avenir 1794; ind.pr. 3 avient H 1430 etc., 6 aveinent H 434; pret. 1
*avinc H 3227, 3 avint H 495 etc.; fut. 3 avendra 5575, avendrat
H 3415, (6 avendrunt H 3358n); pp. avenu H 2748 etc.; n.sg.m.
avenu (H venu) 1226, f.sg. avenue 1661, H 2238; v.n. arrive,
come H 434, 1226, (H 5471n); go in H 3227n; befall 784, 942 etc.;
v. impers. happen, come to pass H 495, 545 etc.
aventure, sf. event, incident 942, 1661 etc.; par a. perchance H 269, H 319 etc.; par nule a. by any chance 3503; par cel a. as it happened 1549; pur aventures veer to see what would happen 6564

aver, avers see avoir

aversier (H adverter) 1238, 1690 etc., aversaire H 2216, adversere H 2137, H 2144, adversier 6700; n.sg. averse 1595, averse H 2670, 5655, aversire H 2674, adverger H 2133 etc., adversere H 2151 etc.; sm. enemy 1238, H 3387; l'a. the Devil 1595 etc.

avironer 6158; ind.impf.6 avironoent 5994; v.a. surround

avis, sm. opinion H 3492 etc.; estre a. seem H 195, 1929 etc.

avision 1731 etc., avisiun 549 etc., sf. dream, vision; par a. in a dream 1731, 4321 etc.

avisunkes (H 5880), 5905, (H avisunces) 5934, H 6089, avisunques 5880, 6529, adv. scarcely, with difficulty

avogler; pp.n.sg.m. avoglez H 2167, n.pl.m. avulgé 1853; v.a. blind

avoir see avoir

avulgé see avogler

avulterie, sf. adultery 6004

avuteires, sm.pl. adulterers 5822
bachiler 1237, H 2597 etc.; n.sg. bacheler 537, H 2623 etc.,
bachiler (H 537), 1222 etc.; n.pl. bachelier 1951, bacheliers
(H bacheliers) 6602; acc.pl. bachelers (H bachelierz) 357, H 2514,
bacheliers H 498, bacheliers 1900; sm. young man 357, H 498 etc.;
novice 737, 1222 etc.
bacini, sm. basin 6724
baillie, sf. keeping 780; de_grant b. great 2007
baptizie, pp. subst.: le_nuvel b. the newly-baptized 5304
barate, sf. harm 6402n; pl. disputes 2086; activities H 3774
baratur, adj.n. and acc.sg.m. restless 2881n; contentious 4229
barnage, sm.n.sg. barons (collectively) 2058n
baron 6718, barun 6719, sm.n.sg. husband
bastuns, sm.acc.pl. clubs 6794
bataile H 341 etc., bataille H 335, H 652, bataille H 2473; pl.
batailles H 2478, bateils H 2472; sf. conflict
batre 1617; ind.pr.5 bate_us (H batez vus) 4603n; pret.3 bati 2497 etc., 6 batirent (H baterent) 4596; pp.n.sg.m. batu H 1423,
acc.sg.m. batu 4601; v.a. beat
bealz, beaus see bel
beisser (H baisier) 5040; pret.3 baisa 5975, beisa 4394, beissa 2106; v.a. kiss
beivre 823, H 1298 etc.; beivere H 1295, boivre 5878; ind.pr.1 beif H 2913, 2 beiz 3650, (5 bevez H 3650); imper.2 beif 5100, 5 bevez H 2830; ind.impf.3 beveit 5103; pret.1 bui 5390, 3 but 820, *H 2659, (H beut) 5096 etc.; 4 bumes (H beumes) 6660, 6 burent 930, 5372; condit.3 beveit 850; pp.acc.sg.m. beu 6374; v.a. and n. drink; subst.infin. beverage 3356n; acc.pl. beivres 5389

bel 5381 etc.; n.sg.m. beaus 728, bels 1490, 2110, H 4796 etc., belz 1107, H 2590, bials 1574, bel H 100, 706, (H beu) 1535 etc.; n.pl.m. bel 1961, H 2809n, bels 2857, (H beaus) 3863 etc., belz H 473, bealz H 445; acc.pl.m. bels 4042; f.sg. bele H 145, 680 etc.; f.pl. beles 6279; adj. handsome 1574; beautiful 1545; fair, fine, good H 145, 680, 848 etc.; (in address) dear, fair H 100, 728 etc.; see also chiere, semblant; subst.m. (in address) friend H 2590; adv. courteously, graciously H 224, 1023 etc.; gently H 2637

belément, adv. gently, quietly 6525, 6673; peacefully H 3852

belé (H beuté) 3794, 5971, H 6102; pl. beléz 5973; sf. beauty

ben H 27, 717 etc., bien H 104, 720 etc., adv. well; reinforced by mul(1)t 946, H 3319 etc., by tres H 195, 771 etc.; certainly, indeed H 4649, 4989 etc.; actually, quite 3900, 4274; (before adj.) very 5516; uvri_b. opened wide 4038; b._m'esta all is well with me *H 2720n, 5607, 5610

ben H 291 etc., bien H 72, 3169 etc.; acc.pl. benz H 3279, biens 1710, *H 2756 etc.; sm. good H 72, H 294 etc.; good reputation 1899; pl. good deeds 6916; virtues 1710; goods, possessions H
benevolently; b._aveir be blessed, rewarded H 291; n'aveir nul b. 5431, b._nen_aveir 5932 have no comfort; tel b._com whatever
3169, 5686, 5698

beneigon 6323, (H beneisun) 6345, beneigun 4085, 4091, sf. blessing

beneistre; pret.3 benequist H 2611, benesqui 4160; pp.f.sg. beneite 5209; v.a. bless

benfait H 182; acc.pl. benfaiz H 4142, benfez H 515; sm. good works

benigne, adj.n. and acc.sg.m. kind, benevolent 791, H 2287

benignement, adv. graciously H 2300

benignité, sf. kindness 1799

benuré see bonurez

berbiz, sf.pl. ewes 6720, 6722, 6736, 6737

berkier (H bercher) *4666n, 4670n; n.sg. berkier 6719, 6729; sm. herdsman

beste 2940, 4200 etc.; pl. bestes 1920, 5462 etc.; sf. wild beast 1920 etc.; quarry 2940, 2944, 2945

betes, sf.pl. beets H 1119

bevur, sm.: b._de_vin wine-bibber 6369

biala see bel

*bible, sf. Bible 4926
blame 2932; n.sg. blasme H 280; n.pl. blames 1070; sm. blame, reproach

blamer H 4789, blasmer H 3386; pp.n.sg.m. blasmé 5690; v.a. blame reproach

blancheresse, sf. washerwoman 2338

blandir; ind.pr.6 blandient 5055; v.a. flatter

blasme, blasmer see blame, blamer

blesseure (H blesseure) 4216, (H blesiure) 4437 etc., blesceur[e] H 4521, sf. harm, injury

blescié, adj.n.sg.m.: nient b. unimpaired 3970

boef, sm. ox 4190

boens see bon

boivre see beivre

bon 14, 703 etc.; n.sg.m. boens H 55, bons H 77, 3784 etc., bon H 115, 2939 etc.; n.pl.m. bons H 888, H 4895; f.sg. bone H 100, 1052 etc., (before vowel) bon H 324, H 2720, bone 1074 etc.; f.pl.
bones H 218, 1470 etc., bons H 877, H 886, 1017, 3362; adj. good, worthy H 55 etc.; see also fei, part, quer, talant

bonement, adv. gladly H 114 etc.; kindly 13, H 2615

bonime, adj.superl.n.sg.m. very good 5045

bonurez (H benuré) 365, H 4805, adj.n.pl.m. blessed

bordel, sm. brothel H 6124
bosignus see busuinus

bosaigne, sf. necessity: *aler a la commune b. relieve oneself H 2706

*bou, sm. bracelet 4336n

brachez, sm.acc.pl. pointers 2934

branz, sm.acc.pl. swords 6794

bricon, sm.n.sg. fool, knave 1563

brieve, adj.f.sg. short 5211

briser see debriser

(broche H 3644, broke H 3641n, sf. bucket)

brocur, sm.n.sg. agent, go-between 1623

broke see broche

buche, sf. mouth 656, 783 etc.

bufet (H boffet), sm. blow 4573

buillant (H boillant), adj.f.sg. boiling 5989

buillir; pret.3 builli 1939, (6 boillerent H 5988); v.n. burn

buillissant 5831, bulisant (H boillant) 1254, adj. burning

buket, sm. bucket 3641n, 3644

bulisant see buillissant

bunte 2004, H 2159 etc., bonte H 283, (H bunte) 4180; pl. buntez 5820; sf. virtue H 283, 5820 etc.; beneficence 2004, 4180
busuignable, adj.n.sg.m. needful 4251

busuin, sm. need 2328

busuinus 4147, bosignus H 4122, (H 4147), sm.pl. the needy

but, sm.: de but unhesitatingly H 4828; se tenir tut de b. stand fast H 4848

buter (H boter) 3631, 5227; imper.2 bute H 1418; pret.1 botai 6647, 3 buta 1600, 5507, 6 buterent H 2191, (H boterent) 3183; pr.pt. botant H 2572, butant 3195; pp.n.pl.m. butez 2967; v.a. kick 5507; thrust 1600, 2967; v.n. beat; b. a l'us kick at the door H 1418, 3183 etc.; subst.infin. kick 5508

c' see ço, ke

c'a 556, H 2759, (H ci) 4204 etc., sa H 2520 etc., adv. here; (sa aval H 2874), sa juz H 3570 here below; de sa for from out here H 6093; c'a e la this way and that 5590; see also ariere, defors, endreit

cacer see chacer

cachez see saveir

c'aen (H cenz) 3196, (H 3793, H 4988), ceinz 4988, 6399, adv. in here; de c'aen from here 3196

car see kar

carduns (H cardons) 3017, (H charduns) 3033, sm.acc.pl. thistles

cause, sf. reason, 5962; case H 3399, 6166
ce_ see go, sai, si

ceinture, sf. waist 2860

ceinz see gaenz

celvre, sm. chick-pea H 3^42n

cel, cele, celui etc. see cil

celé, adj. hidden 769

celemement, adv. secretly 4588

celer H 337, 1143 etc.; ind.pr.3 cell H 137, 6 ceilent 759; imper.2
cell 1107; subj.pr.3 celle H 257; v.a. hide, conceal H 337 etc.;
v.refl. keep silence 759

celeste, adj.f.sg. celestial H 180, 5210

celestiene (H celestien), adj. heavenly 3164

celestre, adj. celestial H 636

celle H 183, 1063 etc., cele H 2580, sf. cell, hermitage H 183, 1352
etc.; convent, monastery 1063n, H 2580, H 2690n etc.

cenz see gaenz, sanz

ceo see go

cerchier; v.a. search 4991

cert 721, H 2186, H 6077, sert 5849, adj.n.sg.m. assured, certain
H 2186 etc.; true 721

certer; pp.acc.sg.m. certé (H acerté) 1455; v.a. assure
certainement, adv. definitely, positively 6051, 6478

c ess see cist, sun

cesser 6480; ind.impf.3 cessot 2908; pret.3 cessa 6473, 6481; v.n.
cease, desist

cessaument, adv.: nient cessaument incessantly H 2593

cesser see cesser

c est, ceste, cestui etc. see cist

chace, sf.: aler en c. go hunting H 2508, H 2548

chacer H 1408, chacier H 141, 1018, chascer (H encacier) 6683;
ind.pr.3 cace H 1500, chace (H encace) 4577; pret.3 chaça (H
encacat) 1228 etc.; fut.2 chasceras (H enaceras) 5628; condit.1
chacereit (H encacerai) 6614, 3 chacereit 6316; pp.n.sg.m. chacie
782, H 4707; v.a. drive away H 141 etc.; expel 782; c. fors drive
out H 1300, H 4707; v.n. hunt 5109

chaïr 2104; ind.pr.3 chiet *1009n, (H chet) 1449 etc.; pret.1 chaï
768, 1764, 3 chaï 934, 1042 etc., 5 chaïtes 1759, 6 chaïent
H 4527; pp.f.sg. chaïte 4050, chaïte 950; v.n. fall; see also
affliction, enclin, genuilung, jus, paumeisun, ureison, terre

chatif 1167, cheitif H 2270 etc.; n.sg.m. chatifis H 2259, chatif
3059, cheitif 417, H 4710 etc.; n.pl.m. chatif H 4864, chatif
6919; f.sg. chatitive 4624, 6014, chatitive 1910 etc.; adj.
unhappy, wretched H 306, 1167 etc.; subst. miserable wretch 417,
1910 etc.; faire ke c. act unworthily H 2259

chalenger; v.a. accuse H 237, H 238
chaler 3064; ind.pr.3 chaut 1075; v.impers. matter

chalur, sf. heat 1083, H 3410 etc.

chamail, sm. camel H 2573

chambereress, sf.pl. chambermaids 1612

chamellers, sm.acc.pl. camel drivers 1645

champ 695, (H cham) 3013 etc.; n.sg. champ 3009; acc.pl. champs 4672, 4679 etc., champs 6720, champs 2414; sm. field

champion, sm. champion 6164

chame see champ

chandeille, sf. candle 4901, 4904

chandelleier, sm. candlestick 4902, 4904

changer; pp. changé H 3326, H 3328, 5778; v.a. alter; see also vut

changé, n.sg.m. 3967, 3969; n.pl.m. changiez 5816; f.pl. changees 5780; adj. altered, changed 3967 etc.; nient c. unchanged 3969

champs see champ

chantanz, sm.acc.pl. singers 6880

chanter H 262, 5282 etc.; ind.pr.1 chant 3888, 5424; v.a. and n.

chant, sing; halt e bas c. sing high and low H 262n

chanturs, sm.n.pl. singers 6883

char, sf. flesh H 88, 1106 etc.; meat H 1391, H 3432, 3987 etc.;
estre en c. be alive 6242
charbun, sm. coal H 518

chargier 4978, charchier H 261; pret.3 charga 4976; pp.f.sg. chargié H 3279; v.a. fill, burden H 261; v.a. and n. lead H 3279, 4976, 4978; v.refl. concern oneself H 1302, H 1303

charité, sf. affection, love H 275, 724 etc.; food given by monks to wayfarers 855n.; par c. charitably H 3333, 3987 etc.; pur c. for the sake of charity H 2196, 4023, 4683; estre de c. 4144, faire c. 1369, 1484 etc. be charitable; see also quer

charnel 716, H 910, 1580; n.pl.m. chartnels 4409; acc.pl.m. chartnels 1606, H 2848; f.sg. chartnal 5482, chartnel H 161, 1946; adj. carnal; freres chartnels brothers by birth, in the flesh 4409

charnelment, adv. in the flesh 4897; carnally 6744; see also aprocier

charner (H charnier), sm. hinge 3188

chartre, sf. deed, charter H 486, 2306 etc.

charuine, sf. corpse 1556, 1559, 1566

chasser see chacer

chascun; n.sg.m. chascum H 4493, chascun H 156, H 181 etc., chescum H 56, 361 etc., chaun 1782, 6461, cheun 1747, 4317, (H chescum) 5343 etc.; acc.sg.m. chascun H 1291, 3038 etc., chescum H 48, chescun H 75, 3081 etc., chaun 2370, cheun 1323, 1727, (H chescum) 4028 etc.; f.sg. chascune H 2184, cheune (H chune) 3161, 5746, 6746; pr. and adj. each one, each; en chascun liu everywhere 2903, en chascune manere in every way H 2184; en cheune rien in everything 3161
chaste; n.sg.m. chastes H 911, chaste H 869; f.sg. chaste H 152, H 867; adj. chaste, pure

chaste 761, 5818, (H chasteté) 6002, sf. chastity

chastement, adv. chastely 1970, H 4812 etc.

chastement, sm. see chasttement

chasteté H 53, H 67 etc., chastetee H 865, sf. chastity; cf. chaste

chasttement H 615, H 801 etc., chastement 5839, sm. chiding, rebuke

chastier H 797, 5094; ind.pr.2 chastiez H 799; v.a. chastise

chatif see chaitif

chaucer; pp.n.sg.m. chaué 5360, acc.pl.f. chauze 5419; v.a. put on (footwear) 5419;estre chaué be shod 5360

chauces, sf.pl. footwear 5419

chaude see chaut

chaudere H 2206, *H 2253n, sf. cauldron, cooking pot

chaudrun, sm. cauldron H 2243

chauffer; v.a. heat 825

chaun see chascun

chaupas H 3367, 4414 etc., chaut pas 1063, H 2571 etc., adv. immediately

chaut 688, H 2567 etc.; acc.pl. chauz 6592, 6594; sm. heat
chaut, n.sg.m. 1858; f.sg. chaude 830; adj. hot; c. pas see chaupas

cheir see chier

chemin, sm. road, way 972 etc.; mult_aler par un c. travel a long way 2479; tenir sun c. go one's way 1747, 4639; see also errer

cheminee, sf. furnace 2966n

chesoum, chescun, cheun, cheune see chascun

chevalcer; v.a. ride (a horse) 6793

chevals see chuval

cheve_cail_, sm. pillow 5359

chevols, sm.acc.pl. hair: prendre se[i]meme par les c. tear one's hair H 3285

chief 932, 2026 etc., chef H 6123, chif H 2732; n.sg. chief (H chef) 5519 etc.; sm. head; tut de c. from the very beginning 4062; see also enclin, nu, pose

chien H 4711, chen H 4710; n.sg. chien 2936, 2939; n. and acc.pl.
chiens 1616, 6190; sm. dog H 4710 etc.; hound 1616, 2936, 2939

chier 4950, cheir H 113; n.sg. chier (H 1342), H 2213; adj. (1) dear, beloved (H 1342), H 2213; avoir cheir hold dear H 113; (2) expensive: see marchié

chiere H 496 etc., chere H 3287, H 3538, sf. countenance, face 5754; faire bele c. welcome H 3538; faire laide c. H 496, faire mal c. 1809 look sad; faire telé c. act thus H 3287
chiérté, sf. famine, want 4009, 4016, 4145

chif see chef

choisir; pret.3 choisi 363; v.n. choose

chose, sf. affair, matter H 39, 979 etc.; being 1597; possession H 240, 5080, 6178 etc.; thing H 100 etc.; alcune c. something H 1840, H 1846, H 3540, 6544; autre c. anything else 4953; quelle autre c. que whatever else 5702; grant c. a lot 3020; nule c. anything 2031, (+ neg.) nothing 756; quelle c. what 4676; en toutes choses in everything H 29, 5699; see also entur

chous, sm.acc.pl. cabbages 4081, 4088, 5369, 5414

chuval H 904; acc.pl. chevaux H 2550, 6792, 6796; sm. horse

_ci 4, H 166, (H si) 1156 etc., ici H 194, (H issi) 3020 etc.,
isci 2498, si H 2677 etc., adv. (I) Local: here: de_ci H 2689 etc., d'ici 1808 etc. from here; par ici here, this way H 2763; pres_de si near by H 2677; treske_ci here, this far 4559; see also ça, defors, devant, endreit, veer; (2) Temporal: now: d'ici from now H 2675; pres_de ci near 1007; treske_ci up to now 3130; d'ici que until 1693; see also après

_ci, conj. and adv. see si

ciel H 912, 1196 etc., cil (H cel) 6692; n.sg. ciels H 603; acc.pl. ciels 3166; sm. sky 1992, 6692 etc.; heaven H 603, H 912 etc.;
suz c. 1196, desuz c. H 1314 on earth

ciel see sel
cil; n.sg.m. cil H 148, 1001 etc., sil H 3418 etc., icil H 330, 537 etc., cel H 337, 1166 etc., sel H 2709, icel 1227, 1351 etc., celi 4563, celui H 1445, 1459 etc.; acc.sg.m. cel H 76, 373 etc., sel H 2427, icel H 314, 686 etc., celi 532, 545 etc., celui H 37, 1478 etc., celui H 926, cil (H cel) 1155; f.sg. cele H 648, 1476 etc., sele H 4496, icel H 127, 1129 etc., (before vowel) cel H 603, 830 etc., icel H 499, 3091 etc., cele 413, 1598 etc., sele H 2612, icel 3158; neut.sg. cel H 107, 813, 3182n etc.; n.pl.m. cil 14, H 175 etc., sil H 1276, icil H 337, 5509, 5537, cels H 1277, 4343 etc., selis 5743, icels 411, H 441 etc., ceus H 179, 1716 etc.; acc.pl.m. cels H 150, 1145 etc., cels H 471, icels H 60 etc., ceus H 1410, 4118 etc., iceus 5291; f.pl. celes 1994, H 2478 etc., iceles 5722; demonstr.pr. and adj. that one, that, those; see also aventure, devise, endroit, feiz, jor, ore, part, poeir, sul, tens

cil, sm. see ciel

cinc, num.adj. five 688, 6559; vint e.c. see vint

cinches, sf.pl. girdles (?) 6665n

cirges, sf.pl. candles 5455, 6838

cist; n.sg.m. cist 22, H 137, (H sist) 4186n etc., icist 1127, H 3278 etc., cest 1226, 1527 etc., icest H 3267, 4341 etc.; acc.sg.m. cest H 179, 3022 etc., cist H 2542, icest H 475, 685 etc., cist 1491, 4454 etc., cesti 2071, cestui 2020, H 3424 etc.; f.sg. ceste H 464, 563 etc., iceste H 224, 808 etc., sete H 4494, (H 5482), cest 1899, 2447, H 3752 etc., (before vowel) cest 1231, 1517, H 2712 etc., ceste 942, 1049 etc.; neut.sg. 2352, (H 3787,
cleri (H 3906n), H 4523; n.pl.m. ces 10, 369 etc., see H 4483, (H 4991),
icés H 123, H 888, 5595; acc.pl.m. ces H 232, 550 etc., icés H
153, 4682; f.pl. cestes H 68, 1069 etc., icestes H 2825, ces H
34, 530 etc., icés 4617, (H 5470); demonstr.pr. and adj. this one,
this, these; see also afaire, entrefeites, jor, ore, siecle, tens
cité H 494, 951 etc.; pl. citez 6515, scitez H 2198n; sf. city
clamer H 1400, H 1404; ind.pr.4 clamuns H 636; ind.impf.3 clamot
(H clamout) 1167; v.a. call H 636, 1167; c. (a) call on H 1400,
H 1404
cler, n. and acc.sg.m. 1874, H 2290 etc.; f.sg. clere 393, H 581 etc.,
cler 4336; adj. radiant, shining 581, H 5252 etc.; cheerful 1874;
clear, limpid 393, 3640 etc.; see also jor; adv. brightly H 521
etc.
clerc H 426, 4953 etc.; n.sg. clerç 1713, 4935 etc.; n.pl. clercs
(H clers) 1730, clers 6285; acc.pl. clers 8, 1613; sm. churchman
clerment (H clerement), adv. clearly 398, 400
clers see clerç
clere; ind.pr.2 cloz 4752, 3 clot 4039, 4748n; ind.impf.3 cloeit 4045;
pret.3 clot H 3852, (H 4039, H 4045); pp.n.sg.m. clos (H enclos)
3185, f.pl. closes H 3939; v.a. close, shut H 3852 etc.; shut up,
imprison 3185; v.refl. close 4039
go H 54, 540 etc., goe H 26, H 53 etc., igoe H 507, H 803 etc., ce
394, 531 etc., se H 504, 1165 etc., ice 775, 789 etc., seo H 109,
805 etc., iceo H 89, 992, (before est) c' H 649, 3693, ce 1362,
1625 etc., ceo H 33, 1468 etc., go 5, goe H 40, H 51 etc.,
pr.neut. str. and unstr. this, that, it; see also après, de,
devant, devoir, endroit, nun, par, poir, pur, saveir, sanz

cochier see culchier

cocodrille 4432; pl. cocodrelles 4464, (cocodrilles H 4435, H 4464);
sf. crocodile

goe see go

cogitation 6216; pl. cogitatiuns H 1311; sf. thought, reflexion

coiné 6625, coinié 5322, cuinee 6270, cuinié 5324 etc., (coigné H
5322 etc.), sf. axe

cointement, adv. cleverly 6320

col, sm. neck 2860, 4595 etc.

columb 2026 etc.; n.sg. columb 1992, (H colum) 5340 etc.; sm. dove

comandement 1241 etc., commandement 704; acc.pl. commandemenz H 2248,
4024 etc., sm. bidding, command 704, 1591; commandment 1241 etc.;
see also comant

comander 4667, commander 4314; ind.pr. I comand H 27, (H 3038), comant
2013, 3038, 5099, comande H 238, 3 comande H 57 etc., 5 comandez
H 2221; subj.pr. 5 comendez H 2242; pret. 2 comandas 3463n, 3
comanda 976 etc., comandat H 198 etc., cumanda 986, 6172; fut. 5
comanderez H 4529; pp. commandé 1245, 4026 etc.; v.a. command, bid

comant 6464, cumant (H comandement) 4578n; acc.pl. comanz (H
comandemenz) 6011; sm. commandment
combatant, adj. n. sg. m. bold 1359

combatre H 1407, 1580, 4240, *cumbatre H 1427n; ind. pr. 3 combat
1001, cumbat H 1315; imper. 2 cumbat 1507; pret. 3 cumbati 996;
condit. I combatserie 6219; v. n. and refl. fight; c. a fight
against 1580; see also durement

come see cum

comencier (H comencer) 3002; ind. pr. I comenza 3727, (comence H 3727,
H 5948), 2 comences H 800, 3 comence 1136 etc.; comencet H 3286,
cumence 1555, 6 comencent 2335 etc.; ind. impf. I comenga 3691,
comengue 5948, 3 comengot 1132, 1358 etc.; comengot H 3318, (H 3644);
pret. I comengaí *3723n, 6032 etc.; comensai H 190, (H 3731, H 6032),
cumengai 765, 4638, 3 començas 6801, 3 comenga 807, (H comensat)
4043 etc.; comença H 157 etc.; comensat H 500, cumença 1220 etc.,
5 començas 3830, 6 comencerent 939, H 2522 etc., *cumencerent
4436; fut. 2 comenceras 3352, 6 comencerunt H 455, 2856; v. a. and n.
begin; + infin. 979, 1132 etc.; + a + infin. H 157, 1136 etc.;
(+ de + infin. H 3731)

comender see command

comenser see comencier

coment H 447, 854 etc.; comment 959, cument H 25, 686 etc.; cument
418, adv. how, in what manner H 447, 686 etc.; (interrog.) H 25,
418 etc.; (in exclamation) what! 854; see also ester, faire

commover; subj. pr. 2 commoves 1138, 3 commove H 3389; pret. I cummui
2076, 2086, 3 cummut 5048; pp. cumeu 2062, n. sg. m. comeu 1485,
commu H 1446; v. a. move H 1446; trouble, disturb 1485; stir up
(strife) 2062, 2086; raise up (winds) 2076; see also ire, pité

commune, sf. companionship, society 5861

communement H 326, 4168 etc., communément 3, 3089, 6921, adv. together, collectively

compagnie H 185, 4260 etc., compagnie 4230, sf. company; avoir c. od associate with 4230; see also joindre

compagnun H 2628 etc., compagnun H 1113, cumpainun 376, 382; n.sg. cumpainun 395; n.pl. compagnons 2489, cumpainuns 575; sm. companion

compaine, sf. company 3478

compainun see compagnun

compaignun, sf. comparison H 146, H 517 etc.

comparer; pp.n.sg.m. comparé (H acomparé) 2817; v.a. compare

compunction 5207, compuncion H 3567, compunction H 66, H 6147, sf. remorse

comun, n.sg.m. 5911; f.sg. commune H 2706, 4143, H 6082; adj. common; avoir commune vie live together 4143; see also bosoigne

converser 5363; ind.pr.3 converse 5226; pp. cumversé 1805; v.n. dwell 4186, 5226 etc.

confés, adj.n.pl.m.: estre c. 762, se rendre c. H 2427 confess

confession 773, 1364 etc., confessiun 764, H 2289, (H confessium) 3811 etc., cunfession 794, 1347, sf. confession 764 etc.; penance H 6072
confessur 5775; n.pl. confessurs 589; sm. confessor

confondre; pp.n.sg.m. confundu H 2795, f.sg. confundue H 3408; v.a. confound 1342, H 2795; destroy H 3408

confort, sm. comfort, consolation H 440, 1239 etc.

confortement, sm. consolation, solace 5536

conforter 1379, 1581 etc.; pp.n.sg.m. conforté 1370, 5485, n.pl.m. confortez 3699; v.a. comfort, console 1370 etc.; v.refl. take heart 6759; see also reconforter

confusion H 449, 3861, confusion 1362, sf. trouble H 449; undoing 1362, 3861

congîé H 2834, (H congé) 3150, congé 6400, congîé H 2599, 3149, sm. permission 3149, 3150; quere c. seek permission 2599; donner c. grant leave 6400; prendre c. take leave H 2834

congregation H 82, congregation H 3514, sf. congregation

compunction, compunctiun see compunction

conquere 3164, H 4648; ind.pr.3 cumquert H 1425; pret.3 cumquist (H conquist) 4416; pp. conquis H 4896, 5587; v.a. conquer, gain, win H 1425 etc.; achieve 2096; v.n. triumph H 4896

conquester, v.a. conquer, win 4924

conseil H 2137, H 2833 etc., conseal H 493, H 2783, H 3513, conseil 13, 1190 etc., conseill 1585, 1713, 3071, conseil 739, 1511, 2378, conseill 1578, sm. advice, counsel; creire san c. follow his advice H 493, 1713 etc.; demander c. consult 1578
consailler H 2202, H 6057, conseiller 1711, conseiller 974, 3737,
consailler (H consiller) 1150; pret.3 conseilla H 308, 4548,
consilat H 4888, cunseilla (H consilat) 2377, 4063; pr.pr.
consellant (H conseilland) 2371; pp. conseillé H 1409; v.a.
advise, counsel H 1385, 1711 etc.; v.n. consult 974; give advice
1150, 2371 etc.

consal see consail

conscience H 2925, 3684, cunstience 747, sf. conscience

consentir H 926, 1624 etc.; ind.pr.2 cunsenz 1505, 3 consent 5589, 5
consentez H 2541; pret.I cunsenti 716; pp. consentu 1169; v.a.
assent to 1169; submit to 1624, 2100; v.n. agree, consent 716,
H 926 etc.

consiler, consiller see consailler

constraindre; pret.6 constrandrent H 2534; v.a. force

conte 4743 etc.; acc.pl. contes H 3748; sm. account, tale H 3748, 4918;
tenir c. de take heed of 6226; ne tenir pleiz ne c. pay no
attention to 4743

contenent see continent

contenir H 243, H 1417, 2456, cuanttenir 21, H 153; ind.pr.3 content
H 136, H 623, H 4851, 4 contentum 6742; subj.pr.I cuntienge (H
contente) 3348, 6 contengent H 4812; pret.3 contint H 2845, (H
tint) 5861 etc., cuntint 3087; fut.I contendrai 3952; condit. 6
contendreint 3945; v.refl. act, behave

conter 805, 5972, cuunter H 593, 5047 etc.; ind.pr.3 conte H 3749,
4769, cunte H 204, *357 etc., cuntet H 2558n; (ind.impf.3 contout H 3701); pret.I contai (H cuntai) 6038, 3 conta 1699 etc., contat H 4481 etc., cuta 378 etc., cuntat H 1115 etc., 6 conterent 1668 etc., cunterent 1319 etc.; subj.impf.3 contast 6359; fut.I conteraï H 3560; pp. conté 4062 etc., conté H 3227 etc.; v.a. and n. tell, relate; see also acunter, essample, recunter

continent 4421 etc., contenent (H continent) 4460, adj. and subst. n.sg.m. ascetic

continuelment, adv. continuously 2015

(continuement, adv. incessantly H 5637)

contre 4238, (H encontre) 5329 etc., contr' H 6127, cunte (H encontre) 548, 996 etc., prep. (1) towards: aler c. 5329, venir c. 5974, H 6127; (2) opposite 2026; (3) against 996, 4238 etc.; see also lit., remainerd

contredire; v.a. oppose H 1316, H 4840

contree 5383, cuntré H 3373, cuntree 1787, sf. province H 3373n, 5383; countryside 1787

contristé, adj.n.pl.m. sad, vexed H 4703

*contrister, v.a. vex 6823n

contruver; ind.pr.3 contruive 6268; v.a. imagine, invent

conuistre H 2739, 5837; ind.pr.2 conuis H 2738, 3 conuist H 4872, 5802; ind.impf.3 conuisseit H 6091; subj.pr.4 conuisseum H 4886;
pret. I conuis H 2764, 3 coneuit H 2791, conuist (H conuist) 5869, conuitt 5730, 4 cuneumes (H conumes) 5545, 6 conurent H 2118, 4681; pp. n. sg. m. coneu H 2141; v. a. know H 2118 etc.; admit H 4886; recognize H 2738, H 2739, H 2791, 5837; pp. renowned H 2141

conveenement, sm. cortège 5456

conveer; pret. 3 convea 5454, cuvea 4978; v. a. escort

(convenieinet, sm. assembly H 5456)

convers 2812; n. sg. *2815n, H 3229 etc.; n. pl. 1851; sm. monk, brother 1851 etc.; reclus 2812, 2815

conversation, sf. way of life H 676

converseement, sm. conduct, way of life 5480

converser see converser

conversion 1888, 5658, conversiun 5856, cumversion (H conversiun) 1471, sm. way of life 1888 etc.; monastic life 1471

convertir H 2212; ind. pr. 3 cumverte 1744; subj. pr. 6 convertent 5845;
pret. 3 converti 4915, cuverti 2114; pp. n. sg. m. converti 1478, cuverti (H converti) 1448; v. a. convert, save 1744; v. n. convert, become Christian 2114, H 2212 etc.; v. refl. repent 5845

convivies, sm. acc. pl. feasts 5421

copables see culpable

cope H 4886, cupe H 4788; pl. culpes 3498, (H cupea) 4629, 5837; sf. fault 3498 etc.; blame H 4788

courage H 296, 840 etc., curage H 878, 966 etc., sm. heart, spirit
H 296 etc.; mind 840 etc.; will 966 etc.; see also dire, quer, recreire, releisser

corbeille (H corbaile) 3480, (H corbaille) 3483 etc.; pl. corbeiles 6438; sf. basket

*coreseusement, adv. angrily 5951n

corocer H 4521, corocier H 798, H 800, corucier H 3339, curucier 2886 etc.; curucier 5137; ind.pr.2 coroces 6397n, coruces 5171, 3 curuce 5168; ind.impf.3 coruciout H 4773; pret.I cureçai 732, 3 cureça H 4906, curruca 2882; condit.3 *curucereit 5023;
pp.acc.sg.m. corocié H 2215; v.a. anger H 2215; v.n. and refl.
grow angry 732, H 800 etc.

corocié H 4889, corucé H 4780, corucié H 4777, curucé 5008, 5174,
curucié 6256; adj.n.sg.m. angry

corone H 1421, curune 2107, 4336; pl. curunes (H coronea) 3070 etc.;
sf. crown

coroner 3160, H 3258; pret.3 curuna 2108; pp.n.sg.m. coronez H 912,
curuné (H coruné) 3153; v.a. crown

corporal 2930, corporeal H 6112, corporeal H 900, H 6145; f.sg. corporeal H 341, H 2292; f.pl. corporeales H 334, *H 2466n; adj. bodily,
physical; see also viande

corporalement 3805, corporelement H 335, H 1279 etc., adv. physically
corporel, corporele, corporeles see corporal

corporalement see corporalement
Corpus domini, sm. eucharist 5745, 5757

cors, sm. body H 53, 529 etc.; corpse 1554, 2497 etc.; sun c. himself 830, H 2184

cors, sm. course, direction: prendre sun c. set its course H 3280n
cort 5400, curt 1916, sf. courtyard 1916; court 5400
cortil 4081, curtil 3780, 3783, sm. garden, plot
corange, sf. anger H 3328

coster; v.a. cost H 522

costome H 3308, 5026 etc., costume H 2566, 6650, custome 1055 etc.,
custume H 3558, H 4853, sf. custom, habit 1055 etc.; aveir en c.
grow accustomed 3350; be wont 5362; estre a c. be usual H 2566;
estre c. a be the wont of H 3308, *H 3558n, 5290, 6650

cote, sf. tunic 5561, 5563

*courtois, adv. courteously, kindly H 223

coveiter H 182; subj.pr.4 coveitum 6904; pp. cuveitié 1564, acc.neut.
cuveité 1562; v.a. covet, desire

couveitise H 301, 3821, cuveitise (H coveitisse) 3826, 5803 etc., sf.
covetousness, greed; aveir c. be filled with desire 4930

couveitus, n.sg.m. H 302; n.pl.m. cuvetus H 298; adj. greedy

covenable, adj.n. and acc.sg.m. correct H 2133; suitable H 2654

covenant 4940, H 6056, cuvenant 1080 etc., sm. agreement: faire c.
make an agreement 1080, 1903; tenir (le) c. keep one's word 1082,
H 6056; agreed price 4940

covenir; ind.pr.3 covent H 138, H 2772 etc., covient H 526, 540 etc.,
cuvent 1479, cuvient 2947, kevent H 3941; (ind.impf.3 coveneit H 2386);
v.impers. behove, be necessary

covent H 265, 3662 etc., cuvrent (H 2889) 3354 etc., sm. religious
community H 265, 2881h etc.; religious house, monastery 2907,
3668

covercle, sm. lid H 2207

coverir H 3208, H 6120; ind.pr.3 coevre (H covre) 3502, 4360, 4

cuvrum (H coverum) 3500, 5 *covrez (H covers.us) 3790n; ind.
imf.3 covereit H 3210; pret.I covri (H coverai) 3793, 2 cuvris
(H coveras) 1108, 3 coveri H 2207, cuvri (H coverit) 3782; v.a.
cover 1108 etc.; conceal 3500, 3502; protect 4360

cras, adj.n.sg.m. plump 1874

creance, sf. belief, faith 1767, H 2237 etc.

Creatur, sm. Creator H 89, 2904 etc.

creature, sf. creature 1597; created being, creation H 2230, 5286,
6331; (collectively) inanimate objects H 2525

creer see crier

criembre; ind.pr.I creim H 481, 3 creint H 614, crient 4222, crient
4219; (ind. impf.3 cremeit H 1539n); pret.3 cremot 2495, 6396,
cremout H 2666; v.a. fear H 401 etc.; v.n. be afraid 2495, H 2666
coire H 241, 960 etc., crere H 473, H 3321, craire H 4797; ind.pr.I
crei 2001, H 2923 etc., 2 creiz (H creiez) *576n, 1038, H 2128 etc., 3 crait H 493, 5 creeiez H 2829; imper. 5 creez 957, 3139; pret. 3 crut 969, (H creiut) 1713, H 3260 etc., creut H 2137, creuit H 3513; fut. I creurai 3814; v.a. believe H 241, 957 etc.; v.n. c. a believe 4764; c. en trust in H 2923; see also consail

crestien see cristien

crestre 2076; ind.pr. 6 cresent H 2556; pret. 3 crut 1527; v.n. grow 1527; multiply H 2556 ; faire c. raise (a storm) 2076

crever; pp.n.sg.m. crevé 5173; v.a. put out (an eye)

cri, sm. shouting, wailing H 632; (faire c. wail H 6033n); lever c. raise a shout 3189

crier; pret. 3 criat H 2291 n.; v.a. create

crier, v.n. shout 1919 etc.; wail 6032 etc.; desur(e) c. jeer at, decry 1676, 2529; see also merci

criminal, adj. heinous 1449, 1456, 1694

criminalment, adv. grievously 1750

cristien; n.sg.m. *cristien 1251, cristien H 49, 1196 etc.; f.sg. criстиene 5545; n. and acc.pl.m. criстиens H 332, 1625 etc.; adj. and subst. Christian

cristienté, sf. Christianity, the Christian faith 5548

croc, sm. hook 6902

crois H 458, cruís (H croiz) 5986, 5993, sm. gnashing (of teeth)
cru, adj.f.sg. raw H 4537

crucifier; pret.3 crucificat H 2532n; pp.n.sg.m. crucifié H 2530;
   v.a. crucify

cruel, n.sg.m. H 897; n.pl.m. (cruel H 5340n), cruels H 2511;
   acc.pl.m. cruels (H cruelz) 3165; f.sg. cruer (H cruel) 4188;
   adj. cruel, wicked

cruelté, sf. severity, wrath 592

cruer see cruel

cruis see crois

crute, sf. crypt 933, 935, 937, 948

cucumber, sf. cucumber 680n, 682n, 692

cuer see quer

cuillir; imper.5 quilliez H 430; pret.3 cuilli (H quili) 2384; v.a.
   assemble, collect 2384; quilliez a vos vostre sen gather your wits
   about you H 430

cuinee, cuinié see coine

cuinte, adj.n.pl.m. cunning 5340n

cuintise (H quintise), sf. cunning 5341

culchier 3086, 3116, culcher (H cucnier) 5947, (cocher H 3086 etc.),
   cocher H 2633; ind.impf.3 culchtot 3024; pret.I culcha[i] (H
   cucrai) 3035, 3 culcha 1665, (chochat H 3024), 6 culcherent
   (H chocherent) 6666, (H cocherent) 6667, 6686; pp.n.sg.m. culchier
938; v.n. lie 938; v.n. and refl. lie down 1665, H 2633 etc.;
go to bed 3036, 5947

culer; v.n.: c._fors spill out, overflow 2894

culpable (H culpable) 3455, H 4796; n.sg.m. culpable (H copable) 3587,
capable (H culpable) 3471; n.pl.m. capables H 4864; adj. guilty;
see also juger, trover

culpes see cope

cultiver, v.a. worship 2051; pp.n.sg.m. cultivé (H cotivé) cultivated
3007

culture 3011, 3043, (H cuture) 5868, sf. cultivated land, field 3011,
3043; husbandry 5868

culur 5778; pl. colurs 5969; sf. colour

culvert 1648, H 2708 etc.; n.sg. culverz 785, culvert H 2148 etc.;
sf. scoundrel

cum (H come) 5, 22, (H sicum) 1523 etc., cume 1950, 3858, com 1364,
(H sicum) 3065 etc., come 1014, 1059 etc., adv. and conj. (1)
adv. as, like H 337, 1950 etc.; how 1684, 2054 etc.; (in exclamation)
6015, 6915; (2) conj. as 22, 370 etc.; c._pur + infin. as though to
4570, 6344, 6345; _c. + subj. as if 394, 1569 etc.; c._si + subj.
as if H 76, 4980 etc.; when 737, 847 etc.; see also ausi, ben, c._
feiz, fors, issi, mes, plus, si, sicom, sifaitement, tant, tel,
tost

cumbien 2067, 2079 etc., comben H 2672, combien 5530, adv. (1)
interrogative: 2079p, H 2672, c._de tens 2067 how long; how much
4936; (2) in exclamation: how far 5530

cumble, sm.n.sg. roof 6669

cune see cum

cumeres, sf.pl. godmothers 1611

cumunier; imper.4 communium (H communium) 4165; v.n. share

cumperes, sm.acc.pl. godfathers 1611

cunque see conquere

cumtempation (H contemplation), sf. contemplation 3798

cumversion, cumvertir see conversion, convertir

cunqueir; pret.3 cuncet (H conceut) 4587; v.n. conceive

cusentant, adj.n.sg. acquiescent 1360

cutenement (H contenement) 11, cutenantement 703, 6728, 6749,

*contienement 6644n, sm. conduct, behaviour

cunter see acunter, conter

cuntience see conscience

cunable see culpable

cure, sf. care: avoir la c. de be in charge of 5883; n(en) avoir

(nule) c. de (+ subst.) care nought for 2324, 2364, H 3429, 3925,
H 6145; n'avoir c. (+ infin.) 4754, n(en) avoir (nule) c. (+ de +
infin.) 1633, 6500, n'avoir c. (+ que + subj.) 1069 not to wish;
prendre c. (+ ke + subj.) be careful H 3933; prendre c. de take
care of, look after H 2227, H 2442, 4611, 6862

cure 3360, 5050; ind.pr.3 curt 2941 etc.; imper.2 cur 6451; pret.3
corut H 6097, 6453, curut 2336 etc.; currut (H curuit) 4201,
6 currurent 936; v.n. run

curer see corocer

curieus H 653, 1158, curius 2047, 4256; f.sg. curius 5874; adj.
attentive, watchful

curte, adj.f.sg. short-lived 4744n

curtillier (H cortirel), sm. gardener 2365

curucus, adj.n.sg.m. furious 2897

cruz, sm. anger H 913

cusin 1609; n.sg.m. cosin 6311; acc.pl.m. cosins 6304; f.sg. cusine
1609; subst. cousin

cusines, sf.pl. kitchens H 1392

custre, v.n. sew 6632

cuule (H cuuiele), sf. cowl 3782

cuvenablement (H covenablement), adv. properly 2817

cuvenance (H covenante), sf. agreement 359

cuvetus see coveitus

cuvrir see coverir
dace, sf. date H 2658n

damage 1374, damage H 328, sm. harm: faire d. a harm H 328, 1374

damnaciun 550, dampnaciun 6918, damnation 774, 5167, 6050, dampnatiun 4358, H 6083, dampneisun (H damnatiun) 6004, sf. damnation

damné see damner

damoisele (H damaisele), sf. maiden 4591

damnaciun, damnation, damnatiun, dampneisun see damnaciun

damner 778; ind.pr.3 dampne H 925; pp.n.sg.m. damné 556, f.sg.
dampné 4960, n.pl.m. dampnez 2820, 5795; v.a. damn

dampnez, sm.acc.pl. the damned H 456, (H 556)

danger, sm.: sanc d. easily, without difficulty 4236; faire d.
 oppose, prevent 702

dans H 24, danz H 4850; n.sg. dans H 2627, danz H 26, 808 etc.; sm. title of respect used before names of Archbishops and Fathers
 and in addressing religious superiors

dart 1215 etc.; acc.pl. darz 714 etc.; sm. arrow, dart

de 2, 7 etc., d' H 264 etc.; with article: del H 150, 377 etc.,
des 11, H 73 etc.; prep. (1) Local: (a) from H 184, H 310 etc.;
(b) (defence) 774, 4356, 4358 etc.; (c) from, out of H 322, H 600,
780 etc.; (d) (origin) 567, H 2662, H 4494 etc.; (2) Temporal:
from H 2675, 2988 etc.; (3) Partitive: of H 106, H 153, 361, 823
etc. (4) Respective: about, concerning, of 5, H 39, H 76, 582 etc.; (5) Measure: see lung, mielz, mut; (6) Comparative: than
H 676, H 2161, 4341 etc.; (7) Modal: H 95, 1010, H 2278 etc.;

diable 2737, deble H 285 etc., diable 739 etc.; n.sg. debles H 2737, H 2787, deable H 486, diable (H deble) 1159, 1983 etc., dieble H 2131; n.pl. deables 3860, debles H 1420, diables 707, 1529 etc.;
sm. devil
debaréte, pp.n.sg.m. afflicted H 2805
deble, debles see deable
debonoire, adj.n.sg.m. gentle, goodnatured 2094
deriser; pret.6 debriserent (H briserent) 3188; v.a. smash
*debuter, v.a. drive out H 878n
decacer; pret.3 decaca 6256; v.a. send away
derievre H 1304, 1568, (H decevre) 5342; ind.pr.I deceif 1625, 3 deceit 5804, 4 decevum H 2685, 6 deceivent 5056; subj.pr.3 deceive 5344;
pret.3 degeut (H deceut) 2377, 6 degurent (H deceurent) 5318;
pp.n.sg.m. deceu H 50, 1713, 5921, n.pl.m. deceu H 175, deceuz 6842; v.a. deceive, trick
(dechaet, adj.n.sg.m. feeble H 5614)
dechement (H dechiement) 1195, dechiement 1689, sm. downfall
deci (H desi) 414, 998 etc., desi 2945, H 4494; prep.: d. que a until 998; conj.: d. que 414 etc., d. lor que 1574 until
deciré, adj.n.sg.m. lacerated 6195
decoler; v.a. decapitate H 2535
decurrer; fut.3 decurrat H 3409; v.n. run, melt (of wax)
decuvrir see descovrir
dedeignance H 605, (H 1165), deesdeignance 6483, desdeinance 1165; sf. anger H 605; tenir en d. be scornful 1165; be angered by 6483
dedeing H 4820, desein 1498, 5711, sm.: tenir en d. be angry 1498, *H 4820n, scorn 5711
dedenz 1927 etc., prep.: (1) Local: inside 1927, 4389 etc.; (2) Temporal: before, within H 3303; adv. inside, within 2894, 3185 etc.; par d. within H 3940; d. e defors inside and out
dedeuz (H desuz), prep. beneath 5532
dedevant (H devant), prep. in front of, before 3112
deduire; ind.pr.3 deduit 5111; v.n. disport oneself
deduit H 304, 5423, (H dedut) 5866, sm. amusement, pleasure; se faire d. rejoice 1669
defailance (H faillance) 1520, sf.: senz (nule) d. without faltering 1520, 2947
defaillir; ind.pr.3 defaut H 2233, 4 defailum H 3932; imper.2 defaille 1195n; pret.6 defaillirent H 2632; v.n. fail, falter
defendre H 131 etc.; ind.pr.I defend H 4785, 3 defend 4358, 5145 etc.;
6 defendent 5054; subj.pr.3 defende 1255; fut.3 defendera 4717;
pp.acc.sg.m. defendu 717; v.n. defend, protect H 131 etc.;
prevent 535, 4990; forbid H 2600 etc.; deny 5145; d.de save from
4358, 5054 etc.; v.reflect. defend oneself 422, 1509 etc.; se d. vers
protect oneself from 3076

defernger; ind.imperf.3 deferment H 3753; v.a. open

defrené H 904; n.sg.m. defence H 905; adj. unbridled

(definiment, adv. truly H 6021)
defors 1205 etc., prep. outside H 3938, 6308 etc.; adv. outside,
without 1205, H 3749 etc.; ca d. 4671, ci d. 1920 out here; la d.
outside (H 3901), 6257 etc.; par d. outside 4239, 5309; see also
dedenz, fors
degaster; pp.n.sg.m. degasté H 2777, f. degasté H 3408; v.a. destroy
1995, 4103; squander H 2777, H 3408
degerpir 6197; pret.3 degerpè (H guerpi) 1172, (H guerpat) 1220, 5
degerpètes 5436, 6 degerpirent (H guerpirènt) 5549, 5772;
v.a. abandon, leave
degoter, v.a. drip H 406
dehors, adv. outside H 356; la d. outside 1918
dei 1943; n.sg. dei 1945; n.pl. deiz 1948; acc.pl. doiz 1963; sm.
finger
deiner; subj.pr.3 deine 3696, 3914; v.a. (+infin.) deign
deintez, sm.acc.pl. delicacies H 890

deiter; pp. deité H 272n; v.a. redeem

dejeter H 1434, 6371; condit.3 dejeterait 6287; v.a. cast out 6287, 6371; cast off 6539, 6542; d._fors H 1434 cast out

dejuste, prep. beside 1498, 1656 etc.; adv. near by H 521, 5451 etc.
delez, prep. beside (H 2400), 5763; par d. near 5565; see also meime

delice, sf. pleasure 5913, 5938, (H 6045); pl. delicacies, choice

morsels H 890, H 891; luxury 5435; cf. delit

delicius, adj.acc.pl.m. tasty H 882

delister see deliter

delit, sm. offence 1169

delit H 132, 716 etc.; pl. deliz (H delices) 6045; sm. pleasure
deliter 816, 3796; imper.2 delit 1508; subj.impf.3 delistast 1502;

v.n. take pleasure H 3420n; v.refl. + a 816, 6271; + _en H 126, 1502 etc. delight, take pleasure in

deliverer see deliverer

delivre, adj.n.sg.m. freed H 1318

delivrement, adv. quickly, speedily 1071, 1271 etc.
delivrer 1258, 4624, deliverer H 628, H 1413; ind.pr.3 delivre (H delivre) 1198; subj.pr.3 delivre 1516; pret.3 delivra 1512 etc.,
deliverat H 2571; subj.impf.3 delivrast 1500, deliverast H 2466;
fut.3 delivra 1822; pp.n.sg.m. delivre 1268 etc.; v.a. deliver,
save H 628, 774 etc.; v.n. give birth 4624; v.refl. free oneself H 1413, 1512
demain H 2543, 3673 etc., demeun H 2546, 2984 etc., adv. tomorrow H 2543 etc.; sm. following day: al d. 1951, H 2548 etc., el d. H 2838 next day; al d. matin early next morning 5375; see also endemain, jor

demandant, adj.n.sg.m. curious H 3772
demande, sf. inquiry: faire d. ask a question H 317, 813
demander 411 etc.; ind.pr.1 demant 1978; imper.2 demande 1984;
pret.I demandeI H 4513, 3 demande H 3391, (H mandat) 3659 etc.,
4 demandames 4244; v.a. ask 807 etc.; demand H 48; send H 3391n;
send word to 1065; summon 3659; v.n. enquire 5764, 6267; see also consail, deveir, pardon
demangé see manger
demeine, n. and acc.sg.m. 1080, 1131 etc.; f.pl. demeines 6000; adj.
own

demeinement, adv.: reinforcing noz 6748, voz H 2546, our, your very own

demembrer, v.a. dismember H 4810
demener; (ind.pr.6 demeinent H 413); pret.3 demena H 116, (H menat) 5871 etc.; pp. demené 6578; acc.pl.m. demenez H 4844; v.a. spend (one's life) H 116; lead (one's life) H 480, 573 etc.; treat H 4844; see also mener
dementier[e]s (H endementers) 3877n, 6568, adv. meanwhile; see also
endementeres

dementir; subj.pr.3 demente H 42; pret.3 dementi H 2162n; v.refl. lament

demettre; subj.pr.3 demette H 81; pret.3 demist H 147, 4348, 6
demistrent 4334n; v.refl. give up, renounce

demi, adv. half: d. mort half-dead 938

demuerement 6877, (demorement H 4296, H 6877), demurement 4296, sm.
delay: senz_d. without delay 4296 etc.

demrances H 4783, 6635, demurance 360, H 2765 etc., sf. delay:
senz_d. without delay 360 etc.

demure H 2786, demure 6276, sf. stay 6276; senz_d. without delay H 2786

demurer 1003, demurer 766 etc.; ind.impf.3 demurot 4741; pret.I
demurei (H demori) 6601, 3 demora 3184, demorat H 2661 etc.,
demura 547 etc., demurat H 2634, demurra 1707; subj.impf.3
demorast H 6065; pp. demoré 2074, H 2835 etc., demuré H 2672,
2816, demurré 2070; v.n. remain, stay H 646, 712 etc.; dwell
1707, H 2661 etc.; delay, linger 2070, 2074 etc.; wait 1003;
senz_d. without delay 766, 1200 etc.; v.impers.: ne demura ... que un petit 547, gueres (de tens) ne demura 1777, H 2274, 2453,
ne demura mie mult H 2634, H 4841, 6485 not long after, soon

demurement see demuerement

demustreisun see mustreisun

demustrer 1271, (H mustrer) 3721 etc.; ind.pr.I demustre 1629, 3
demustre H 143 etc.; ind.impf.3 demustrat 4742; pret.2 demustras (H mustras) 1235, 3 demuestra 396, (H mustrat) 1162 etc.; fut.3 demustrat H 604; pp. demuéstré 792, (H mustree) 2852 etc.; v.a. show, reveal 753, 1235 etc.; v.refl. appear H 604, 4742; see also example, mustrer, raisun, significance

denaprés, adv. then, afterwards H 35, 565 etc.; see also enaprés
dener 5410; acc.pl. deners H 2430, deniers 2339, (H denerz) 2380, (H deneres) 3900 etc.; sm.: valeir maint d. be worth a pretty penny 5410; money 2339 etc.

denier; v.a. deny 2005
dens H 458, denz (H dens) 5993, 6191, sf.pl. teeth
(denz, adv. within H 390)
departir H 2760, H 2766, H 2775; pret.3 departi 6178; fut.I departirai 5572; v.a. distribute
departir H 491, 2980 (H partir) 6870 etc.; ind.pr.I depart 1626, 2008, 3 depart H 2697 etc.; imper.2 depart 4228; pret.I departi 6635, 3 departi 1381 etc., (departit H 4731), 4 departimes 6518, 6 departirent 846, 2350; pp.n.sg.m. departi 4261, H 6073, n.pl.m. departi 4257, f.sg. departie H 4131; v.n. and refl. depart, leave H 491 etc.; s'en d. go away H 2200 etc.; subst.inf. departure, death 6756; al d. on parting 2457
departisun see parteisun
depercer 2317, depecer 2314, 2315; imper.4 depeceun H 1440; pret.3 depaga 6458; condit.3 depeceret 5122; v.a. break 2898, 6458;
destroy H 1440; tear up 2314 etc.; v.n. break 5122; see also

pechier
deperdre; ind.pr.3 depert (H pert) 5922; v.a. lose 5922; v.refl.
destroy oneself H 351
deniegé, adj.n.sg.m. infirm 5614

denlouement, sm. lamentation H 6029)
déplurer, v.a. bewail H 2520
deport, sm. amusement, pleasure 551, 5114
depreer; deprier; imper.2 depri 2028, H 2593; (subj.pr.I deprie H 1515); pret.3 depreia 1487; fut.I deprieraí 2016; v.a. and n.
entreat; see also preer
derechef H 137 etc., derechef 985 etc., adv. again
derein 2855 etc., drein H 447, adj. last: al d. jor 2855, al d.
jugement H 447 at the last day, at the day of doom; al d. at last, finally 2385, 6325
dereinement, adv. finally 5151
derier 6566, deriere (H derere) 3486, 5828, prep. and adv. behind
des 989, 2414 etc., prep. since; see also ore, _ui
desacoragé, adj.n.sg.m. faint-hearted H 3573
desainz (H 1108), 1235, desainz 6905, adv. just then
descendre; v.n. fall 1694; come down 2042; alight H 2637
deschaucé, adj. f. sg. unshod H 6136

desciple (H disciple) 4212, disciple 833, (H desciple) 3112 etc.;
n. sg. desciple 831 etc., disciple 3097 etc.; sm. disciple, pupil
desconfiz, adj. n. sg. m. discomfited 6378; n. pl. m. disconcerted 2500
desconfort, sm. dismay 6756
desconforter, v. a. dishearten 1357
descordanz 364, (H discordans) 372, sm. acc. pl. contentious
descordes, sf. pl. quarrels 2063
descouvervenue, sf. unseemliness 4759
descoverir 6732, discoverer H 3234n; ind. pr. 3 descouvre (H descouvre)
3504, descouvre H 2253, descuvre 1364; 4 decuvrum (H discoverum)
3503; pret. 3 descuvri 1347; pp. n. pl. m. descuvert (H discovered)
420, f. sg. descouverte H 451; v. a. reveal 420 etc.; uncover H 2253
descrciun 1270, H 4840, descretiun H 135, H 263, discrciun 1146, 1152,
discrciun 5136 etc., sf. prudence, discernment H 135 etc.; senz d.
unwisely H 4840
descrez see discreet
desculuré, adj. n. sg. m. pale 1877
desdeignance see deignance
desdein, deadeinance see deeding, deignance
desdeiner; pret. 3 [des]deina 1488; v. a. grow angry
desenchartrer, v.a. release 1738n

deserte, sf. merit: sense d. undeservingly 6813

deservir, v.a. earn, merit 3132, 6053

desespeir (H despeir), sm. despair 1187

desesperance (H desesperante) 1204, (H desperance) 1240, 1250, sf.
despair: faire la d. a cause to despair 1204; see also mettre

desesperer 1380; ind.pr.3 desespeire (H despeire) 3074; imper.2 desespeir
1191, (5 desesperzer H 1191); ind.impf.3 desesperot (H desperout)
1171; subj.pr.6 desesperent 5846; pret.3 desespera (H desperat)
3058; v.n. and refl. despair

deslever (H severer) 1322; pp.acc.sg.m. desvré 1887; v.a. remove

desfigurer; pret.3 desfigura (H defigurat) 4721; v.refl. disguise oneself

desguinplee, adj.f.sg. bare-headed H 6097

desi see deci

desir, sm. desire 1544 etc.; avoir d. de + infin. wish to 1641

desirer, n.sg. 1570; acc.pl. desirers *H 2848n, 6268, desiriers 1606;
sm. desire

desirer; ind.pr.1 desir 1090, 1092, *H 2241n; ind.impf.3 desirot 994;
v.a. and n. desire

desjuner, v.n. take food 846

deske see desque
deslier; v.a. untie 4215

desmesure, sf.: a d. in excess 5411; unsparingly 6514

desonnestez, adj.n.pl.m. defeated, dishonoured 6516

desrnnavant see ore

(desarpiller; pr.pt. desarpillant H 3783; v.a. sprinkle)

despeir see desespeir

despendre 2352; ind.pr.I despent H 2912, 3 despent H 304, 4 despendum 6740, 5 despendez 2372; ind.impf.3 despendoit 2367; pret.I despendi 5413, 3 despendi 544 etc.; v.a. spend (money) 2352 etc.; (one's life) H 304, 544, H 2912

despense, sf. receptacle 4094n; store-room, pantry 4170n

despenser, sm.n.sg. steward H 4533, H 4535

desperacion (H desperante), sf. despair 1151; see also metre

desperance, sf. despair: se mettre en d. despair H 2153; cf. desesperance

desperer; v.refl. despair; see also desesperer

despire 558, 1243; ind.pr.3 despit H 903; imper.5 despisez (H despicez) 6025, 6029; pret.3 despitait H 6143; v.a. and refl. scorn, pay no attention to

despit, sm. scorn; avoir en d. H 164, H 252 etc., tenir en d. 1232 scorn, despise

desplaire; pret.3 desplut 5112; v.n. displease
desporter (H deporter) 3654; pret.3 desporte 1021; v.a. refuse

despuillier; v.a. undress 1619; v.refl. disrobe 5217, 6161

desqu' 1570, H 2725 etc., desqu' 374, 2940 etc., deske 770, (H 4563) etc., prep. (1) Local: as far as H 3274; d. a as far as, up to H 2725, (H 4388) etc.; de ... d. a from ... to H 2732; see also tresque; (2) Temporal: up to, until 779, H 6066; d. en right up to 5888; see also ci; conj. until 374, 770 etc.
destiner; v.a. appoint, ordain 546, 1547 etc.
destordre; ind.pr.3 *desturt 5851; subj.pr.3 destorte H 920; v.a. deflect, turn away 5851; v.n. issue H 920
destre, adj. right H 2649, 5173; see also partie; sf. right, right hand: a d. 6867, a sa d. 3953, (H 6867), a la sue d. H 635 on his right, at his right hand
destreignant, adj.n.sg.m. distressed H 306
destreindre H 1117, 5065; imper.4 destreinum 1766; ind.impf.3 destreinait 1692; subj.pr.3 destreigne H 139; pret.3 destreinst 5033; v.a. mortify H 139; constrain H 1117; d. sa vie live more austerely 1692; d. sun vivre live more frugally 5033; v.refl. mortify oneself 1766, 5065
destruire; pret.3 destrut H 2532; pp.n.sg.m. *destrut H 4485; v.a. destroy
desturbances, sf.pl. troubles, difficulties 3358n
desturber 3860, 6160; (ind.impf.3 desturbout H 3714); pp.n.sg.m.
desturbé 3798; v.a. prevent, stop 3714, 3860 etc.; trouble 2997, 3798 etc.; subst.inf. hindrance H 3281

desur 1134, H 2529, (H sur) 5531 etc., desure 1616, 2313, prep. on 1134 etc.; above 5531; see also crier, sur, venir

desus H 3209, desuz 679, (H 1196) etc., prep. beneath, under 679 etc.; below 6523; (par d. below, lower than H 5551n); see also ciel, dedesuz, suz; adv. underneath 938
devé, adj.n.sg.m. furious 2897; mad 4686; possessed of a devil 6281, 6366; sm. demoniac, madman 6371
deténir; ind.pr.3 detient H 3748; v.a. detain
detirer; pret.6 detirèrent 6191n; pp.n.sg.m. detiré 2943n, n.pl.m. detirez 6199; v.a. scratch, tear
detractions, sf.pl. calumnies 5826
detraire; pp.n.sg.m. detrait 2943; v.a. rend, tear
(detreis, prep. behind H 3481, H 3594, H 3603)
detrenchier, v.a. cut to pieces 1620
detriers, prep. behind 3594
dette, sf. duty 4253, 4254
detuiller, v.a. castrate (?) 1617n
deus see dous

devant, sm. bosom H 404
devant, prep.: (1) Local: before, in front of 18, H 28 etc.; surpassing, more than 4342, 4350; par d. before, in front of H 2266, H 2772, 6446; see also de devant; (2) Temporal: before 578 etc.; adv. (1) Local: ci d. in front 3605; (2) Temporal: before H 425, 963 etc.; first 4290; see also ore, piece, tens; conj. d. ke H 2746 etc., d. _ioe ke H 674, H 2302 before

deveir; ind.pr. I dei 4256 etc., doi 4250, 2 deis H 30 etc., deiz 1797, (H deis) 3499 etc., doiz 1507, 1942, 3 deit H 56, 412 etc., doit 1474, 1782 etc., 4 devom 856 etc., devum H 523, 592 etc., devums H 1405, H 1408, 5 devez H 168 etc., 6 deivent H 164, H 863; ind.impf. 3 deveit 377, 2390, (5 deviez H 3736), 6 devei[e]nt H 3517n, devoient 847; subj.pr. 3 doive 6505; pret.I dut 965 etc., 3 dott 6754, dut H 184, 367, (H dout) 4378 etc., deut H 3835 etc., 4 dunes 4244, 6429, 6 duurent 982, deurent H 3274; subj. impf.I deusse 771, dusse 3462, 6220, 2 deuses H 2739, deusses 1234, duses H 3334, 3 deusse H 3399, deust H 2477 etc., dust H 491, 536 etc., 5 dussez 5837, 6 deussent H 662, *6627n, 6696, duissent H 872, 6172, duissent 3947, 4928, 6633; condit.I devere 1880, (H devereie) 3612 etc., 3 devereit 361, 362, H 3400, devreit 1657 etc., 5 devriez 3736, 6 deverai[e]nt H 1117, devreient 6632; v.a. owe 4253; v.n. must, ought to, should H 30, 361 etc.; (expressing futurity) 412; be about to, on the point of H 184, 1657 etc.; (absolute) mean, signify: demanda (s'esmerveilla etc.) que ce dut asked (wondered etc.) what this meant 4378, 5750 etc.; ne saveir que go deit 5648, que dut 1677, 4039 not to know why; que deit (go) que 557, 4245 etc. why?; v.impers. be necessary 6016; see also mienz

devenir; ind.pr. 2 deviens (H devens) 2375; subj.pr. 5 devенez H 2527;
devier 6865; pret.3 devia 545 etc., deviait H 2302 etc.; pp.n.sg.m. devia 5891; v.n. die
devin 6, H 525 etc., divin H 524; f.sg. divine H 30; adj. divine;
le d. espirit the Holy Spirit H 2296
devise, sm. testament, will 2306, 2312, 2314
devise, sf.: par iclele (tel) d. on this condition 4941, 4963
devociun H 2177, devotion 5760, sf. devotion, piety
devorer 1920; pp.n.sg.m. devoré (H devoré) 5470; v.a. devour

di 1326; acc.pl dis 2068; sm. day; par nuit e par di night and day 1326; see also tutdis
diable, diables see deable
diacne 1701 etc., (H deacon) 1734, sm.n. and acc.sg. deacon
dieble see deable
digne, adj. honourable 1163, 2113 etc.; suitable H 2188; estre d. de (+ subst.) deserve H 3401; n'estre d. a (H de) 4738, pur H 3352 (+ infin.) be unworthy to; n'estre d. de (+ subst.) be unworthy of 1170, H 3312

dignement, adv. worthily 5739

dignité, sf. diocese, see H 4858

dilectiun H 65, H 161, (H delectatiun) 3797, sf. pleasure H 161;

aveir d. en delight in 3979; avir d. vera love H 65

dilivrer see delivrer

dimaigne H 2692, dimaine H 2691, dimainge H 2698, sm. Sunday

dire 15 etc.; ind.pr.1 di 1477 etc., 2 dis H 311 etc., diz 3805, 3999 etc., 3 dit 22 etc., 6 dient 2413, 3991 etc.; imper.2 di 278, 1073 etc., 5 dites H 158 etc.; ind.impf.1 disai[e] H 2680, 3 deseit 579, disait 1001, (H disait) 5487 etc., disoit 6533, 6719, 5 disiez 3884, *4608, 6 disoient H 209, *575n etc., disoient 6437; subj.pr.2 dies 3353, (H diez) 5332, 3 die H 290, H 294, 5 diez 5811; pret.I dis H 193, 748 etc., diz H 2513, 2 deis H 4138, 3 dist H 26, 379 etc., 4 deimes 4267, 5150, 5 deiates 3116, 5155, 6 distrent 961 etc.; subj.impf.I deisse 5956, 3 desist 6550; fut.I dirai 4, dirrai H 105, *1661 etc., 2 dirras 4065 etc., 4 dirrom 6295, 5 dirrez H 4530; condit.3 dirreit 5764; pr.pt. disant H 37, 708 etc.; pp. dit H 243, 386 etc., n.sg.f. dite H 4538; v.a. say, tell 15 etc.; d. en son corage 6613, d. en son penser 2985, *4043n say to oneself; di va! listen! H 2793; see also el, essample, mal, dîr, parole, raisun, servise, veir, veirs, verité vilainie
dis, num. adj. ten 2092, 6471, 6479; see also vint

dis, sm. pl. see dit

disciple, disciples see disciple

discreciun see descrciun

discret, n.sg.m. 1153 etc.; acc.pl.m. descrez H 152; adj. wise, discerning 5446, 5658; nient d. (H nundescret) foolish 1153; subst.pl. the wise H 152

discretiun see descreciun

dit 559, H 795, 4734; acc.pl. dis H 2117, diz H 232, 833 etc.; sm. word, saying

divers (H devers) 361, 1747 etc.; acc.pl.m. devers H 885, divers 4270; f.pl. divers (H deversea) 5969; adj. different, various

divin, divine see devin

docement 6884, dulcement H 4877, (H 6884), adv. gently H 4877; sweetly 6884

dool H 632, 4625 etc., dol 413, duel 6036; n.sg. doel 6915; sm. grief, woe H 632; pain 6028; misfortune 6915; avoir d. de feel sorry for 6032; faire d. lament 3286, 6033n, 6036; mener d. e plur 413, traire en d. e en plurer 4625 weep and wail

doiz see dei

dol see doel

dolent, n. and acc.sg.m. H 306, 1673 etc.; n.pl.m. dolent 2500, dolenz
H 208, H 2200; adj. sorrowful H 208 etc.; se tenir d. be sad
2500; sm. unhappy wretch H 2186, H 2225, H 2577

dolurus 419, H 6106, dulurus 5536, 6012; f.sg. doloruse 6023,
doluruse 573, (doloruse H 573, H 6023); adj. sorrowful 419 etc.;
painful 6012, H 6106; see also vois

dolorusement H 3522, 6858, dulurusement 5997, (dolorusement H 5997,
H 6858), adv. sadly, sorrowfully H 3522, 5997; painfully 6858
dolur H 442, 6822 etc., dulur 1062 etc.; pl. dolurs H 433, H 1849,
6043, dulurs 5999, 6009; sf. pain, suffering 1062, H 1849 etc.;
faire d. inflict suffering 1259n; grief, sorrow H 442 etc.; de d.
lié sorrowful 1179

doluruse see dolerus

don, donc see dunc
doner 855, H 2201 etc., duner 1585, 1901 etc., doneir H 202; ind.pr.I
doine 3987, duina 6400, 3 done 1008 etc., dune 4983, 4 donum 6739,
6 dument 6167; imper.2 done 4152, 5251, dune (H donez) 1199, (dun
H 5332n); ind.impf.3 donot 4082; subj.pr.3 doinst H 3266, 6924
etc., duinst 1519, duinae 4117; pret.I dunaï 4066; subj.impf.3
donast 1270, 3706, (H donat) 6846; fut.I durrai 1982, 2000, 2
durras 1996, 4064 etc., 3 durr 1792, (durrat H 4718); condit.3
durreit 2342, 4936; pp. doné H 648, 3663 etc., düné 2361; v.a.
give H 202, 855 etc.; grant 1008, 1199 etc., (+ infin.) H 6060;
sell 4936; give in marriage 1976, 1982 etc.; see also congié,
assample, feme, fuison
dormir H 672, 1665 etc.; ind.pr.I dorm H 2913, 3904, 3 dort 1956,
4 dormum 6746, 5 dormus (H dormez) 3879n, dormez 3742, 3881; imper. 5 dormez H 2830; subj.pr. 2 dormes 5280; pret. I dormi H 673, 5388, 3 dormi (H endormi) 3026; fut. I dormirai H 4651; pp. dormi 3035; v.n. sleep H 672 etc., v.refl. fall asleep 3026; subst. infin. sleep, sleeping H 1411, 3106 etc.

dos 3481, (H doz) 3483 etc., doz H 2539, sm. back
dos, num.adj. see dos
dotance 793, 1111 etc., dutance H 64, 532 etc., dutanze H 144; pl. dutances 754; sf. doubt; senz_d. assuredly H 64, 532 etc.; cf. dote
dote (H dotance) 6044, dute (H doute) 424, H 3281, sf. doubt: il est dute qu' it is uncertain whether H 3281n; senz_d. certainly 424, 6044
doter 5228, 6242, duter H 652, 3830 etc.; ind.pr. I dout H 2923, H 3412, dut H 2685, (H dout) 3824, 6208, 4 dutums H 1435, 6 dutent 707; imper. 4 dotum H 121, H 4852, 5 dotés H 127, dotez H 1441, 5849, dotiez 6896; ind.impr. 3 dotout 6734, dutot 1542, 3632; pret. 3 duta 1599, 1696; pp. duté 3986; v.a. doubt 3824; fear H 652, 707 etc.; v.n. doubt, be uncertain H 121, H 127 etc.; wonder, be perplexed 1696, 3986; be afraid 1542, H 2685 etc.; v.refl. be uncertain 3830, 6242; be afraid 6734
dous H 1423 etc.; nom.m. dous 1745, H 2507 etc., deus H 3561, H 4801, dos H 2537; f. deus H 160, dous H 156, H 158, 530 etc.; num.adj. and pr. two; cf. amdui
doute, douter see dote, doter
doz see dos

dragun, sm. dragon H 3365, H 3368, H 3369

drap, sm. cloth H 404; acc.pl. dras clothes 1108, 1619 etc.; bedclothes 5404; pain e dras food and clothing 4100, 4108; gerpir ses dras take off one's clothes 5217, 6161; receivre les dras take the habit H 2604

drapels, sm. acc.pl. clothes 6510; bedclothes (?) 6665n

dras see drap

drecier see drescier

drein see derein

dreit; f.sg. dreite H 51 etc., (before vowel) dreit 5275; adj. true H 51, 5818; correct 5275; par dreite pour for very fear H 602

dreit 381, (H drait) 1086, (H dreiz) 6343 etc.; droit 689, 6494, adv. just, right 689, 2040, 5763; directly, straight 1203 etc.; but d. directly 381; exactly 2080; just, right 1042, 1086 etc.

dreit 940, 2882 etc., draft H 240, H 674, sm. right H 4787; a (bon) d. 940, 5441, par d. 6264 deservedly, rightly; par d. u par tort H 240, a tort u a d. 2882 rightly or wrongly; estre a bon d. be quite right H 2259; faire d. make amends H 674

dreiture 1063 etc., droiture 6554, sf. justice; faire d. do justice H 4852; a d. directly 1558, 1646 etc.

dreiturel; n.sg.m. dreiturel H 4838, H 4855; acc.sg.m. dreturlel H 4797; n.pl.m. dreiturer H 4474, dreiturels (H dreiturers) 590, dreiturels
5819; acc.pl.m. dreiturels H 4865; adj. and subst. just, righteous; see also juger

drescer 6797; imper.2 dresce 3467 etc., dresce 2498, H 2640; pret.3 dresca (H esdresçat) 2451, 2454 etc., dresçat H 672, H 2641 etc.; subj.impf.1 dreschace H 674; v.n. rise 2451, 6797; v.refl. rise, stand up 2454, H 2640 etc.; exculpate oneself H 672, H 674; see also esdrecier

dresque, prep.; d. a until H 4476

dreaturel see dreiturel

dreaturelement, adv.: nent d. unjustly H 4867

droit, droiture see dret, dreiture

dublement, adv. in two directions 4234n

dubler; v.a. double H 2240

duce see duz

duel see doel

dulce, dulcement see duz, docement

dulsur, sf. compassion, kindness 1257, 1802, 5210

dulurus see dolerus

dulz see duz

dunc H 103, 375 etc., donc H 3271, 3742 etc., dunkes H 178, H 312, 6410, dunques 945, (H donc) 4679 etc., dunt 834, H 3380, (before d, n, p) don H 4139, dun 700, 1761, H 3367 etc., idunc 991, 2373
etc., idunques (H donc) 3723, 5082, adv. (1) Temporal: then, thereupon H 103, 375 etc.; see also primes, _si; (2) introducing principal clause after hypothetical H 241, 2376 etc.; (3) then (conclusive) H 178, 400 etc.; (4) accompanying imperative H 312, 4666 etc.; (5) introducing negative rhetorical question 700, 701, 834 etc.

dunc, rel.pr. see dunt

dunkes, dunques see dunc

dunt H 210, 373 etc., dont 3667, H 3756, H 6111, dunc H 1844, pron. and adv.: (1) rel.pr. from which, whence 956; with which H 1844, 1959 etc.; about which 373, 264 etc.; by means of which H 210, 1370 etc.; on whose account 1552; (2) interrog.adv. whence H 613, 1226, 2060 etc.

dunt, adv. see dunc

durement, adv. emphasizing (1) adjectives: exceedingly, very H 3270, 5755, 6863; (2) verbs: greatly H 802 etc.; combat d. fight hard 1507; d_encusees harshly accused 5718; see also tant

duresce, sf. severity 1795; austerity 5364

dusze 5373, 5424, duze H 2678n, 6689, num.adj. twelve

duz 1028; f.sg. duze 2, 6412, dulce (H 2864n), 3640, 5108, dulz 1603; adj. dear, sweet 2, 1603; sweet 1028, 3640 etc.

duze see dusze
_ei with article e.i H 3534n, (H 1539, H 4569); conj. (1) and:
linking (a) words and locutions 2, 3, 11 etc.; _e..._ both ...
and H 426, 1730 etc.; (b) co-ordinate clauses H 49, 366 etc.;
(2) and, then: introducing (a) direct speech 1884, 1910 etc.;
(b) principal clause after subordinate con plus ... e plus 4059;
(c) supplementary detail 964, 2084; (3) + fut. if 1902n, 4223n
eals see _il
edefier 1463; pp.n.sg.m. edifié H 3344, n.pl.m. edifié H 3228; v.a.
build 1463; edify H 3228, H 3344
eez see _es
effraier; v.a. alarm H 900
effrei see eafrei
egle, sm.n. and acc.sg. eagle H 2635, H 2642, H 2643
egrement, adv. sharply 2084
egres, adj.f.pl. bitter H 875
einzé 6611, (H eiszé) 6688, enzé 6673, (einznez H 6611, H 6673),
sm.n.sg. elder
eir, sm. heir 2321, H 2752
eire, sm. journey H 2781, H 3269, 5322; en eire (H an aire) 1224,
(H an ere) 6606 etc., en ere 6449, enneire 3086n, an eire H 2181,
3006 etc. at once, immediately; grant e. speedily H 2784
eiszé see einzé
eissir H 600, 6283 etc.; issir 2982, 4236; ind.pr.3 ist 5092, 6876;

imper.5 eissiez H 2830, issez 2962; subj.pr.3 eissie H 4525;

5 eissiez H 2810; pret.1 eissi H 2678, H 2679, 3 eissi 785, H 2708 etc., issi 1992, (H eissit) 3781 etc.; 6 isssirent (H eissirent) 5596; subj.impf.3 eissist 6651, 6868; fut.2 isseras 6374, 3 istra (H istarat) 6882; pp. eissi H 3509, n.sg.m. eissi H 2139, eissu H 2520, issu 6157, f.sg. issue 783; v.n. come out, leave 783, H 2520, 6374 etc.; e._fors (de) come out (of) H 600, 785 etc.; go outside 2449, H 2708 etc.; v.refl. s'en e. come out, leave H 2679, H 2810 etc.; see also encontre

eissuez, sf.pl. exits H 4524

_el, pron.indef. anything else H 1120, H 3426, 6626; un_el another

thing H 69; ke_freit il el? what else could he do? 3634; ne dirail

_el I shall not name it otherwise 5674

eles, sf.pl. wings H 2636

elire see eslire

elluminer see enluminer

_em see home

em- see also en-

embler 5038; v.a. and n. steal 741 etc.

emferm 5933, enferm (H 5933), 6587, adj.n.sg.m. ailing

emonester, v.a. exhort H 1297

empeirement, sm.n. and acc.sg. disadvantage H 804n, 6814

empeirer; v.a. contaminate 3652
emperor 5400, emperor H 2507; n.sg. emperor H 3222; sm. emperor

empeider, v.a. prosecute H 200

emplir 1655 etc., empliers H 2422, emplier 929; ind.pr.3 emply 4024;
pret.3 emplied 386 etc.; subj.impf.1 emplise 6386; pp. emplied 6388,
n.sg.m. emplied 4177, 6785; v.a. fill 386 etc.; fulfill, satisfy
H 2422, 4024

empreer; pret.3 emprent H 3529; v.a. (+ a + infin.) beg, beseech

emprendre see apprendre

en 1, H 28 etc., an 806, H 2181 etc., (in H 397); with article:
preceding (1) masculine nouns: el H 154, 387, (H en le) 388 etc.;
(2) feminine nouns: el 678n, 3037, (H en la) 5864 etc.; (3) plural
nouns: es 1603, H 2116 etc.; prep. (1) Local: (a) in H 28, 361
etc.; (fig.) 1, H 29 etc.; (b) into H 654, 4981 etc.; (c) on
(H 3776), 6338 etc.; (2) Temporal: in H 51, 735 etc.; see also
aries, avant, demain, desque, jor, ore, present, tens; (3) +
gerund: 755, 806, 818 etc.

en H 184, 369 etc., ent H 199, H 234, H 2809; after si: sim H 2119;
(1) adv.: away, hence, thence: see aler, departir, eissir, fuir,
partir, repaire, turner, venir; (2) pronoun: (a) of it, thereof
991, 1040; (b) about it 1675, 1698, 4221 etc.; (c) because of it
H 2119; (d) thereby H 2474; (e) pleonastic: H 199, 702, 1590, 1676
etc.; (f) referring to following clause: H 2284, H 2809

en, indef.pronoun see home

enaprés (H denaprés), adv. afterwards 3788
enbevrer; pp.n.sg.m. enbevré 1946n; v.a. imbue

embracer H 6099; pret.1 embrαçai (H embrαcei) 5977; v.a. embrace

encacier see chacer, enchacier

enceinter; pret.3 enceinta 4630; pp.f.sg. enceintee (H aseintee) 4590; v.a. impregnate

encenz, sm. incense 5681

enchacier; fut.6 enchascerunt (H encaceront) 6615; pp.acc.sg.m. enchacıé 1628; v.a. drive away

enchantement, sm. sorcery 1508, 1648, H 2716

enchanter; v.a. bewitch H 2783

enchartrer; pp.n.sg.m. enchartré H 3381, n.pl.m. enchartrez 410, H 3217; v.a. imprison

enchascer see enchacier

enclin, adj.: tenir son chief e. bow one's head 932, 971; chαîr e. fall prostrate 768, 1042

encliner; v.a. bow to, greet 2059, 2083, 6697; see also parfont; e. sa pensé a be favourably disposed towards, submit to 1501

enclore; pret.6 enclostrent 1866; pp.n.sg.m. enclos 1734 etc., n.pl.m. enclos H 441; v.a. confine, imprison; enclos de pour terrified 1881; see also clore

encontre H 72, 3165 etc., encuntre H 315, 689 etc., prep.: (1) against H 1292 etc.; see also estriver, luter, remaindre, venir; (2) for:
see apaireiller, apprester; in exchange for H 72; (3) towards 689 etc.; after ailer 1224, (H 5329), cure H 6097, eissir 5596, venir 3482, (H 5974); see also enveer; (4) in: see lit; cf. acunter, contre

encontrer; pret.3 encontra 6165, encontreat H 4643, encuntra 1174, 1224 etc.; v.a. meet, come up with

encore H 69, H 143, unchore 1493, 1998, uncore 834, 2854, (H 5979) etc., uncore 5687, adv. again H 69, H 143; still 1998, 4275 etc.; (+ neg.) not yet 834, 1493 etc.

encrestre; fut.3 encrestera 3780n; pp.acc.sg.m. encreu 3017; v.n. grow 3780; pp. overgrown 3017

encui 3179, 6879, adv. today

enculper; pret.I enculpai (H encupai) 4629; pp.acc.sg.m. enculpee (H acupé) 4634; v.a. blame, denounce

encurucr; v.refl. become angry H 70

encuser; v.a. accuse 3627, H 4825, 5718 etc.; see also durement

encuvynancier; v.a. arrange, settle 2411

endemain, sm.: l'e. the next day 1531, 1672, H 2609

endementeres 735, endemeters H 3419, 3705, endementieres 3729, 5256, endementiers 3729, (H dementers) 3889, endementres 657, adv. during that time, meanwhile 657 etc.; conj. e. que while 735; see also dementierreis

endoctriner; v.a. instruct H 217, H 224, H 266, 3082
endormir; pr.n.sg.m. endormi 6672; v.n. fall asleep; cf. dormir

endreit, sm.: de_cel.e. in this matter 2378

endreit H 247 etc., endroit 6762, prep.: e_de sai with regard to himself H 247; (e. de goe in this respect H 2378); adv.: intensifying local and temporal adverbs: ca_e. right here 6762; ci_e. on this point 3617; la_e. right there 5505; ore_e. right now H 4846, 5073

endurcie, adj.f.sg. hardened 4220

endurer, v.a. bear, endure H 507, 6254, *6528n

enemi, sm.n. and acc.sg. enemy H 339, 1325 etc.; l'e. the Devil 1962 etc.

enfant H 279, 1526 etc., enfant 4299, (H enfant) 4394; n.sg. enfes 1573, 6334, enfant H 1841; n.pl. enfanz 2967, 2973; acc.pl. enfanz 2334, enfanz 5789; sm. child

enfanter, v.n. give birth 4623, 4627, 4633

enfer 707, 711 etc., enfer H 441, H 1850 etc., emfer 5054, 5791, sm. hell

enferm see enfer

enfermé 1020, 1058, H 2420, enfermeté H 87; pl. enfermez 4324 etc.; sf. frailty, infirmity, sickness 1020 etc.; estre_en_e. suffer, be ailing H 87n, 4324

enfern see enfer

enfernal 5807; f.sg. anfernal H 457, enfernal 4356, (H enfernel) 6050,
enfernale 1622, enformaile (H enfernal) 1265; adj. infernal

enferté, sf. disease 2359

enfes see enfant

enfieblir; pret.3 enfiebli 822; v.n. become weak

enformeté see enfermeté

enformaile see enfernal

enfreindre, v.a. break, infringe upon 856

enfuir; pp.n.sg.m. enfui 1554; v.a. bury

engacer; pret.3 engacq (H engaceat) 1181 etc.; v.a. importune 1181; assail, torment 1971 etc.

engendrer; pret.3 engendra H 3392n; pp.n.pl.m. engendré H 3390; v.a. beget, engender

engeniller; v.refl. kneel H 2669; see also agenuiller

engignier H 2136, enginer H 2729; (pret.3 enginat H 4731); pp.n.sg.m. enginé H 50, 749; v.a. and n. deceive, trick

engin H 2619; acc.pl. engins H 2718, 4917, enginz H 1308; sm. cunning H 2619; pl. tricks H 1308 etc.

enginer see engignier

enhair; v.a. hate 5901

enhalcer; pp.n.sg.m. enhalcez H 329; v.a. exalt

enhumilier (H humilier) 4715; ind.pr.4 enhumilium 4719; v.refl. act
humbly, humble oneself; cf. humilier

enjoindre; ind.pr.3 enjoint H 3337n; pret.6 enjuinstre 1771; v.a. enjoin

enjurer; subj.impf.3 enjunast H 6066; v.refl. fast

enluminer; pret.3 enlumina (H elluminat) 6670; v.a. light up

ennaladir (H enmaladir) 2381; pret.3 enmaladi 5086, enmaladist 3167n; v.n. fall ill, sicken

enni, prep. in the middle of 1110, 5533; right in 688, 5754

enneire see eire

ennuer see ennuier

ennui H 142, 1184 etc., enui 1575, H 2438 etc.; n.sg. ennuï (H annui) 5632; acc.pl. ennuiz 5615; sm. boredom, tedium H 142 etc.; tribulation 5632 etc.; avoir e. be troubled 1552; tenir a e. dislike, dread H 233; faire grant e. do great harm 1184, 1575 etc.; par mult grant e. with great difficulty 3481

ennuië; pret.3 ennuia (H ennuat) 2444, enuia (H ennuiat) 375; condit.3 ennuereit (H ennuerait) 2862n; pp.n.sg.m. ennuie H 2836, (H annuié) 2851, n.pl.m. ennuie (H ennuez) 2853; v.a. annoy, trouble 2862 etc.; v.refl. grow weary 375 etc.

ennuit see anuit

enorguillir; ind.pr.3 enorguillist 5710; v.refl. be proud

enoscurir; pp.n.sg.m. enoscuri 6806; v.n. grow dark
enparer see aparcer

enpenser; (pret.3 empensat H 4150); pp. empensé 2982, H 3248 etc.;
  v.n. decide

emplir see emplir

enporter; pret.3 enporta (H portat) 6356; v.a. bring 6356, 6623n

enprendre, v.a. undertake 3034; obedience e. practise obedience 4352

enprisoner; pp.acc.sg.m. enprisoné H 3397; v.a. imprison

enquerant, adj.n.sg.m. inquisitive H 3771

enquerer H 256, H 4480, 6468; imper.5 enquerrez 6173; pret.I enquis 6582,
  3 enquist H 24 etc.; 6 enquistrent 1087; pp. enquis 5502; v.a.
  question H 24, 1181 etc.; seek 6468; pry into H 256, H 4480; v.n.
  ask, enquire 1087, 5502 etc.

enraciner, v.n. take root H 1406

enragé (H aragé) 4214; n.sg.m. enragé 1569; adj. mad

enrager, v.a. corrupt, debauch 1624

enraisuner; pret.6 enraisonerent (H araisunerent) 3854; pp.n.sg.m. enraisonné
  (H araisuné) 2849; v.a. address

enrichir; v.a. enrich 2358

(enroser; imper.5 enrosez H 3780n; v.a. water)

enrusir; imper.5 enrusissiez 3780n; ind.impf.3 enrusiseit 1727; v.a.
  irrigate, water
enseignier (H enseigner) 4675; ind.pr.I ensein 5633; (imper.5 enseignez H 5542); pret.3 enseigna 1005, enseignat H 218, enseina 3052; (fut.I enseignerai H 5543n); pp. acc.sg.m. enseiné (H enseigné) 5639; v.a. teach

ensemble, adv. together H 202, (H ensemblement) 5982 etc.; e._od together with 3920, (H 4428), 5660, 5982

ensemblement, adv. together H 1118, 4167 etc.; e._od together with H 1118 etc.

ensemler; v.n. meet H 663

ensement, adv. also, likewise 2, 379n etc.

ensevelir; imper.4 ensevelum 6507, 5 ensevelez (H ensevilez) 1721; v.a. bury

ensivre; imper.2 ensui H 2640; v.a. follow

enstruire; pret.3 enstruisit (H enstrut) 3094; v.a. instruct

enstrumens 5422, *5423n, sm. musical instrument

ensus, adv.: traire e. step aside 1133

tent see en

entemprer, v.refl. restrain oneself H 1307
entempré, adj.n.pl.m. restrained H 437

entencion 4159 etc., entencion 1796, 3993, ententiun H 2720 etc., sf. intention, purpose

entendre 10, H 33 etc.; ind.pr.I entent 5, H 91 etc., 3 entent 1349 etc., (6 entendent H 3478); imper.5 entendez H 443 etc.; pret.I entendi 4918, 6699, 3 entendi 1011, (H attendi) 5579 etc., 6 entendirent 2349; fut.3 entendra 1790; pp. entendu 3151; v.a. understand 5, 9 etc.; perceive 1790, 2349 etc.; hearken to 13, H 443 etc.; hear 1349, 3041 etc.; await (H 3478), 5579n; see also attendre

entente, sf. anticipation 413; mettre s'e. a H 906, en 736, 5864 apply oneself to, put one's mind to

entitifment 4449, ententivementment 19, H 228 etc., adv. earnestly H 228 etc.; carefully 19, H 1431

ententiun see entencion

ententivement see ententifment

enter H 2203, entier 1866; acc.pl.m. enteres H 2608, entiers 688, (H entierz) 3055, 6599; f.sg. entiere 5219; adj. entire, whole

enterement, adv. entirely, fully (H 4375), H 6065, (H 6864); see also entrinement

entermetre see entremettre

enterer 5895; pret.4 enterames 6509, enterrames 5905; subj.impf.4 enterisium 6508; pp.n.sg.m. enterré 5906; v.a. bury, inter 5554 etc.
enticer; v.a. coax, urge 1035

entichement, sm. instigation 739, 1690

entrer; v.recip. love one another 358, 723

entre H 354 etc., entr 359 etc., prep. among, amongst H 354, 366 etc.; between 359, H 2538 etc.; in 2881n, 3662; see also a faire, gent

entrebaiser; v.recip. kiss one another H 4895

entrecunseiller, v.n. discuss 980

entreteitez, sf.pl.: a ces e. in the midst of all this 749

entretener; pret.6 entreterirent H 2552; v.recip. strike one another

entrelais, sm.: senz e. ceaselessly *3874, 3886, 3906, 5680

entrelaisser; pp.n.sg.m. entrelaisse (H laissé) 3008; v.a. neglect

entremetre 363, 5084, entremettre H 3578; ind.pr.6 entremettent H 866, H 868; imper.5 entremetez H 201, entremetez 5844; subj.pr.3 entremette H 250, entremette H 256; pret.3 entremist 371, H 6084; v.n. undertake 5844; v.refl. occupy oneself H 201, 363 etc.

(entreprendre; pret.3 entreprist H 5030; v.a. blame, reproach)

entrer H 654, 965 etc.; imper.4 entrum 6503; pret.3 entra 931 etc., entrat H 2180 etc.; fut.3 entrat H 222, H 616, 6 entrunt H 3935; condit.3 entrat H 216; pp.n.sg.m. entré 934 etc., n.pl.m. entré 1825, entrez 3739; v.n. enter, go in H 216 etc.; v.a. enter 4113

entresaluer; v.recip. greet one another 4674, 5353

entretuer; pret.6 entretuerent 2088; fut.5 entretuez H 2545;
entreublier; pret.3 entreublia 842; pp.f.sg. entreubliee 5957n; v.a.
temporarily forget 842; pp. distracted 5957
entreveer H 661n; subj.pr.4 entreveeu 1075; fut.4 entreverrom 1076;
v.recip. meet
entrinésem (H enterement) 4375, 6864, adv. entirely, fully
entur, prep. around H 185 etc.; tut e. all around 2058; beside 712,
4223; (near H 2868n); e. cele chose about this business 2067;
adv. near by H 1304; round about 3033; tut e. all around 6322
envanir; pret.3 envani H 2650, H 2787; v.refl. vanish
enveer; subj.impf.3 enveeast 2566n; v.a. invite
enveer; ind.impf.3 enve[e]e 4622n; subj.pr.3 enveit H 4825; pret.3
envea 2308 etc., enveia 6467, enveiat H 4862 etc.; fut.I enverrai
(H enverrei) 6879, 2 enverrat H 3237; pp. enveié H 3398, n.sg.m.
envee (H enveié) 2874, 4728; v.a. and n. send 2308 etc.; e. a H
3398, e. encontre H 4862 send word to
envers, prep. to, towards H 62, 1010 etc.; against H 2847; e. parler
address 2394
envie, sf. envy, ill-will H 260 etc.; avoir e. de resent 1710, H 2132
etc.
enviellir; pret.3 enviellli 821; v.n. grow old
environ 788, (H environ) 4030 etc., adv. near by 788; round about 6324;
d'e. neighbouring, nearby 4030
environer; ind.pr.6 environent 6678; (pret.6 environerent H 6678);
pp.f.sg. environée 6566, f.pl. environees 5758; v.a. surround

envis, adv. reluctantly H 2602

envius, sm.acc.pl. the envious H 73

enveloper; v.a. wrap 1103, 1557, 6510

enz 392, H 632 etc.; ens H 339, H 344, *H 2512, adv. in, within; see also jetier; accompanied by (o)u wherein, in which H 632, 1735 etc.; intensifying _a_ 2973; en 1122, H 1419 etc.; prep. into H 118; within 656; in H 886, (H 2820)

enz see ainz

enzné see einzné

espessement see espessement

erbe H 3416, herbe 6524, sf. grass

ercevesque H 4825 etc.; n.sg. arceveske H 659, erceveske H 4828, ercevesque H 4817, erseveske H 670; acc.pl. ercevesques H 4839; sm. archbishop

ere see eire

eresie, sf. heresy 5145

erite; n.sg.m. erite (H herite) 4600, 5144, 5155; acc.pl. heretes H 199, herites H 281; adj. heretical 4600; subst. heretic H 199 etc.
erité 2311, herité H 284, 2321, 2324, sf. inheritance, heritage

ermite 2013, 4689 etc., heremite H 2654, H 3524 etc., hermite 2011,
Ermitoire 2010, 4345, 5613, ermitoire 2443, 4320 etc., hermitoire
5640, hermitorie H 490 (heremitorie H 5556, H 5640), sf. desert

Erraument, adv. immediately 932, H 3427 etc.

Errer; v.n. err, transgress H 2143, H 2526

Errer; v.a. and n. journey, travel: alerent ... leur chemin errant
they went on their way *4440; où vas errant? where are you going?

Errur 1258, 1800, 1821; pl. errurs 1606; sf. error

Erseir, adv. yesterday evening 1954

Erseveske see ercevesque

Es (H eez) 6654, sm. board, plank; see also soner

Esbahi; n.sg.m. esbahi 933, esbaï 561, 1908; f.sg. esbaïe (H esbaï)
6037; adj. astonished

Esbair; pret.3 esbaï 552; v.refl. be astounded, taken aback

Escandalizez see scandalicé

Escandle 2932, 3632, s[ca]ndle 2950, sm. gossip

Esceppe 6626; pl. esceppes 4565, 4616, 4617, escheppes H 2127 etc.,
eskeppes (H 4565), 6633; sf. basket

Eschancier, v.a. pour out H 478n

Eschandeliz see scandalicé
eschaper 6527; pret.3 eschapa 6529, eschapat H 2549; fut.3 eschapera
(H eschapera) 4609; condit.3 eschaperait 4010; v.n. escape
eschars, adj.n.sg.m. niggardly H 4136, H 4140
(eschater; purchase H 4556)
eschaucer see eshaucer
eschauger; v.refl. warm oneself H 521
eschepper see escape
eschiver H 167, 5055; imper.5 eschiwez H 326; v.a. avoid
escient 3857 etc., essient H 2750, ascient H 349 etc., sm. knowledge:
men e. 3857, (H 4551), al_mien e. (H 3857, 4551, el_mien e. H 2750, per le_mien e. 3917, in my opinion, to my knowledge;
a ascient voluntarily H 349; fut ascient quite deliberately (H 379), H 2169
esclier, sm. lightning 5892
escoillés, sm.n.pl. eunuchs H 4814
escole, sf. school H 324
escomenger; ind.pr.I escomeng H 4836, H 4846, escomenge H 4830, 3
escomenge H 4818; ind.impf.3 escomen[1]gout H 4828; pret.3 escomengat
H 4823; subj.impf.6 escomengassent H 4867; v.a. excommunicate
escoper 1134n; fut.3 escopera 1140; v.a. and n. spit
escopir; pret.3 escopi 1128; v.a. spit
escordement, adv. fervently 5238
escripture H 30, (H escriture) 5634 etc., scripture 1965, (H escriture) 5630, sf. Holy Scripture

escrive H 436; pret.3 escri[s]t H 174; pp.neut. escrit *H 2463, 3974 etc.; v.a. write

escrit, sm. writing H 1286

escriture see escriture

escultar H 594, 5585; ind.pr.5 escutez (H escultez) 19; imper.5
escutez 3036, escutet H 3559n; pret.3 esculta 5725; (subj.impf.6 escultassent H 3710); pp.acc.sg.m. escuté (H esculté) 1739, neut.
esculté H 3225; v.a. listen to, heed H 594, 1739 etc.; hear H 3225, (H 3710); v.n. listen 19

esdrecier: pret.3 esdrega 1630, (H dresgat) 3479, esdresgat H 2251 etc.; v.refl. arise 1630 etc.; e.sus stand up H 2275; see also drecier

esforcier 988; imper.4 esforçum 2986, 6921; fut.I esforceraï 6227n;
condit.I esforçerai 6235; v.a. force, constrain 6227; v.refl.
make an effort 988, 1036 etc.
esfrei (H esfrai) 6037; n.sg. esfrei (H esfrai) 1226, effrei H 2475;
sm. distress

esgarder 3016; pret. (I esgardei H 5991), 3 esgarda 3675 etc., esgardat H 2731 etc.; v.a. look at, examine H 2731, 3016 etc.; v.n. look H 2735 etc.; see 1378, (H 5529, H 5530); cf. garder, regarder

esgaré, n.sg.m. H 4469; f.sg. esgarree 1913, esgعارر 1906; adj.
lost 1906, 1913; bewildered H 4469

esgenitier, v.a. emasculate (?) 1620n
eshaucer; ind.pr.3 eshauce H 330, (H eschaucē) 1263; v.a. exalt

esjoir, v.n. rejoice 3948

eskeppes see escepe

esleecer 1365, 3977, 4258, esleecser H 469; ind.pr.6 esleecsent 758;
   ind.impf.1 esleecoue 1890; pret.3 esleegat H 2291, esleesgat H 2277;
   pp. esleecé H 2216; v.a. cheer, make joyful 1365, H 2216;
   v.n. and refl. rejoice

eslire; pret.1 elis H 2260, 3 eslist 5246; pp. eslit 5265; v.a. and n.
   choose

eslit, adj. chosen 6781

(esloigne, sf.: senz e. without delay H 4293n)

esloigner H 2687, H 6063, esluinier 3115; ind.pr.3 esloigne H 2705;
   imper.4 esloignum H 310; pret.6 esluinenter (H esloignenter) 4409;
   pp.n.sg.m. esluiné 5378; v.refl. retire, withdraw H 310 etc.; be
   estranged H 2687

esmaier; imper.5 esmaiez H 644; subj.pr.3 esmaie H 630; pret.3 esmaia
   1481; v.refl. be dismayed

esmerveillé, n.sg.m. 853; n.pl.m. esmerveillez (H esmervellé) 1737;
   adj. amazed

esmerveiller 3981, 5472; (imper.2 esmervail H 1192); ind.impf.3
   esmerveillot 2415; pret.I esmerveillai (H esmervullai) 5996,
   esmerveiloi (H esmervilai) 6638, esmervelai 6423, 3 esmerveilla
   699, (H esmervilat) 1539 etc., esmerveillat H 2279 etc.,
   esmervillat(H 3133), H 4467, 4 esmerveilames 6512, 6 esmervillerent
6459, esmerveillerent 790, 959, (H esmervillerent) 5000 etc.,
esmervilerent H 3520, esmervoilerent 6751; v.n. wonder, marvel
3981 etc.; v.refl. be amazed 699 etc.; wonder 790 etc.; see also
deuir, merveiller

espace, sf. delay, interval H 3301

espaier, v.refl. castrate oneself H 4806n, H 4807, H 4816, H 4822

espalles (H espaules) 3594, sf.pl. shoulders

espandre; ind.pr.3 espant 2896, 5 espandez H 2542; pp.f.sg. espandue
1662; v.a. and n. spill

espantisable, adj.n.sg.m. terrible, fearsome H 2665

esparnir; subj.pr.5 esparneissiez H 2263; v.a. spare

esparpeiller; pr.pt. esparpeillant (H desparpillant) 3783; v.a. sprinkle

espaules see espalles

espee (H espeeie) 6682; pl. espees 2064; sf. sword

espeir, sm.n. and acc.sg. hope H 2277 etc.; expectation 2402n; a mun e.
in my opinion H 2754

espelir; ind.impf.3 espeleit 3964; v.n. signify

espenir (H espener) 579, v.a. expiate

esperance *H 63n, H 2438, sf. hope, trust

esperans, sm.acc.pl. believers 3202

esperer; ind.pr.I espeir 4074, *5628, 2 esperes H 1312; ind.impf.3
esperot (H esperout) 5597; pret.₂ esperas (H esperras) 2404; v.a.
  hope, believe 4074 etc.; anticipate 2404n; v.n. e. en believe in
  H 1312

esperise see esperdre

esperit H 2285, 3198 etc., espirit 1164, 1363 etc.; n.sg. esperit H
  2233, (H espirit) 5338 etc., espirit 564 etc.; n.pl. esperiz
  6571; sm. spirit, soul H 2233 etc.; spirit, supernatural being
  1363 etc.; good sense, right mind 564; see also devin, mal.
  maligne, rendre

esperitel 4312, 4318, espiritel 4349; n.sg.m. espiritel 5262; acc.pl.m.
  esperitaus 1144, esperitels 4332, espiritaus 759, espiritels H
  231, espiritels H 895, spiritels (H espiritels) 3157; f.pl.
  esperitels 979, esperiteus (H espiriteus) 3704; adj. spiritual

esperiment see espiration

espermenter, v.a. prove 3927

espessement H 2158, (H espescement) 6677, espessement H 406, adv.
  densely, profusely H 406, 6677; crowded together H 2158

espi, sm. ear of wheat 696

espier, v.n. observe, spy out 1614

*espine H 919n; pl. espines 3009 etc., spines 2942; sf. thorn H 919;
  pl. briars 2942 etc.

espiration 6, *5446, (H esperiment) 5524, sm. inspiration 6; spirit
  5446n, 5524
espirit see esperit

espiritaus, espiritel, espiritels, espiritelz, espirituels see esperitel

esplait H 4824, espleit 1644 etc.; acc.pl. esplaiz 1663; sm. achievement, exploit 1668; ne faire nul e. accomplish nothing 5647; sans e. unsuccessfully 6478; a grant e. in great haste 1644, H 4824, 5562 etc.
espleiter H 3319; pret.3 espleita (H esplaitat) 2998; fut.3 espleitera 3039; pp. espleité 944, espleitie 1563, 2105 etc.; v.a. accomplish 2998, 5580; v.n. act, perform 944 etc.; succeed 3039

espoentable 5950, espoentable H 2516; n.sg.m. espuntable H 897; (f.sg. espoentable H 5950); adj. terrifying

esponter, v.a. alarm, frighten 2487, 5313

esprendre H 526; ind.pr.3 esprent H 316; pp.n.sg.m. espris 789, n.sg.f. esperise H 2244, esprise H 2254; v.a. kindle, set ablaze H 526, 789; light H 2244, H 2254; v.refl. be inflamed H 316

(espressement, adv. clearly H 6815; loudly H 6850)
esproved 4308, 5045, espruvé 2385, 6255, adj.n. and acc.sg.m. tried, renowned

esprover; pret.I esprovaï 1111; fut.2 espuveras 685; pp. espruvé (H esproved) 5546, 6007; v.a. put to the test 685 etc.; touch 1111n

espuchier (H espuser) 2865, (H puser) 3653 (H espuseir) *3644n; pret.3 espucha 3645; pp. espuchie 6377, f.sg. espuchass 3651, 6382; v.a. draw (water) 2865 etc.; drain (goblet) 6377; v.n. draw (water) 3653
espundre; ind.pr.3 espunt H 130; v.a. explain, expound

espuntable see espontable

espurger H 131, 3015; imper.5 espurgez (H espurgiez) 3013; pp.acc.sg.m.
espurgé 3022; v.a. cleanse, purify H 131; clear of weeds 3013 etc.

espus, sm. bridegroom 4259, 4260

espusails, f.pl. nuptials 2087

espuse 1546, 2089; pl. espuses 5742; sf. wife 1546, 5742; bride 2089n

espuseir see espuchier

esguanz see esguanz

esquiers, sm.acc.pl. squires 1612

esracer; imper.2 esrace 6854; pp.acc.sg.m. esracé (H esraché) 3030n, f.sg.
esracé (H aracé) 3021; v.a. uproot 3021; weed 3030; pull, wrench 6854

esrascher; pret.3 esrascha 1129n; v.a. spit out

essaer 5138, essaier (H assaier) 4426; ind.pr.6 essaent (H assient)
3860; pret.3 essaia 1482; fut.I essaerai 4419; pp.n.sg.m. essaé
1344, 1550, essage (H assaïd) 1320; v.a. tempt 1320, 1344; test,
try 1482 etc.; v.n. test 3319; e._de (H a) + infin. attempt to
3860

essaillir see assaillir

essample 1051 etc., example (H 3006), 6815, essamle 1700, 1965,
  essemple 1095, enexample H 1838 etc.; acc.pl. essamples H 2201,
2971; sm. example 5046; sm. and f. parable 1700n etc.; contenter
un(e) e. 1700, 1803 etc., dire e. H 6078 relate a parable; donner
bons exemples give good teaching H 2201; mustrer e. H 2597, H
4800, (démustrer par e. 3716, 6815 illustrate by a parable;
prendre e. de take a lesson from 1051, 1095 etc.

 essaïres, sm.n.pl. tempters 5143

 essemblé see assemblé

 essemble see essemble

 essient see escient

 essoine H 155, essuine 4293, sf.: sans e. without exception H 155;
without delay 4293n

 estable, sf. stable H 898, H 904

 estable, adj.n.sg.m. steadfast H 33, H 2132

 establir; pret.3 establi H 4533; v.n. decide, settle

 estal, sm. state 1693n

 estaler H 3220, estailier H 3212, v.n. urinate

 estancher, v.a. quench, slake 850

 estation, sf. station, condition H 2261

 este_vus 1897, H 2729, (H estes_vus) 3860 etc., estes_vus H 2656 interj.
behold!

 esté 6596; pl. estez 6592; sf. summer
esteile, sf. star H 1422

*esteindre (H esteindre) 1254n; ind.pr.3 esteint 5831; subj.pr.3
esteine (H esteigne) 1247; subj.imperf.3 esteinsist H 2295; pp.
esteint 6206, n.pl.m. esteinz 2938; v.a. extinguish 1247 etc.;
v.n. go out H 2295; pp. exhausted 2938

esteir see ester

estendre H 3223, (H 4046n); ind.pr.3 esteint 3921; pp.f.sg. estendue
5358; v.a. stretch out

estenir H 500, H 2608; imper.5 estenez H 287; v.refl. abstain H 287;
restrain oneself H 500; fast H 2608

ester H 338, 389, (H estere) 3641 etc., esteur (H 3643), H 3765;
ind.pr.3 esta 955, 5607 etc., estat H 904, estait (H estat) 5583,
esteit (H estat) 6024, H 6058, estet H 341, 6 estunt 3127, 6769;
pret.1 estui H 3225, 6568, 3 estut 688, H 2643 etc., estut H
2790, H 3836, estuet 4037, stut 1498, (H estud) 3458 etc., 6
esturent H 207, 5037 etc., sturent 5989; v.n. stand H 207, 688
etc.; be placed 3127, 3641 etc.; dwell 361; stay, remain 1626,
6399 etc.; stand still 6434; see also laier, leisser, pais, silence;
v.refl. stand H 3225, 3787; v.impers. be, fare 3004, 5931, 5984;
coment esta? how is it? 955; coment lur estait? how are they, how
do they fare? 5583; see also ben, mal; subst.inf.: avoir e. dwell,
live H 610

estes vus see este vus

estoper H 2181; ind.pr.6 estupen H 910; v.a. block, stop up

estorie, sf. narrative, tale H 489, 719, 1049
estoveir; ind.pr.3 estoet 591, H 620 etc., estuet H 2130, 5228 etc., estuet 3832n, 4576, estout H 3339; ind.impf.3 estuvelt (H estoveit) 5894; pret.3 estut 1101, H 2802, estuet (H estut) 5917; estut H 2633; subj.impf.3 estuust 1377, 5874; fut.3 estovera 421, estoverat H 1417 etc., estuvera 1789, 4068, 4620, estuva 1139, 4313, 4425; v.impers. be necessary, have to, must

estramier, sm. bed of straw 1956

estrange, n.sg.m. 4604 etc.; n.pl.m. estranges 3946, 6602; adj. strange, wayfaring 3946, 4604 etc.; see also gent; d(e) e. maniere exceedingly 5000, 5186

estrangement, adv. exceedingly 5779

estranèler; v.a. strangle 5338

estre H 98 etc.; ind.pr.I sui 556 etc., sui(I) H 622, H 2217 etc., 2 es 556 etc., 3 est 5 etc., 4 eimes H 859, 3912 etc., sumes 3910, H 6130 etc., sumus H 3390n, sumes 6894, 5 estes H 309 etc., 6 sunt H 60 etc.; imper.2 seez H 32, 2047, seiez H 38, 4 seum 6922, 5 seez H 275, 1359 etc., seiez 5849; ind.impf.I ere 4583, 5155 etc., esteie 4601, H 4710, 5927, 3 ert 938, H 3312 etc., iert 693, 783 etc., esteit H 120, 383 etc., estoit 6412, 6443 etc., 5 eriez 3729, 5435, esteiez H 4708n, 6 erent 954, H 3269 etc., esteient 1121, H 2509 etc., estoient 6793; subj.pr.I seie 1370, H 1402, 3604, sei H 2578, sole 5274, 2 seez H 37, H 6077, soies 2034, (H seez) 4728, (H seez) 5629 etc., 3 seit H 59, 949 etc., soit 1246, 3685 etc., sait H 178, H 2504, H 4529, 4 seium H 210, H 2272, H 3934, seum 6906, 5 seez H 2225, seiez H 278 etc., seient 365 etc.; pret.I fui 737 etc., fu[i] 718, H 2286, H 3204, 2 fus
estre, prep. except *H 3442n; see also pré

estreindre, v.n. close, grip 4046

estrif 418, 5083; acc.pl. estrifs 2063; sm. quarrel, dispute 2063, 5083; contest, struggle 418

estriver, v.n. quarrel 2885; e. a sa pensé H 2424n, e. enccontre son penser 3813 struggle with one's thoughts

estrus, adj.: a estrus decidedly 6239

estudier see studier

estuer, v.a. save, put aside 2352; store 4176

estui, sm.n.sg. store-room 4177; en e. in reserve *H 2437, 5371
estultement, adv. insolently 5150

esvaissement, sm.acc.pl. assaults, attacks 1236

esveiller (H esveiler) 3108, esveillier 3117; pret.3 esveilla (H esveillat) 1531 etc., 5 esveillastes (H esveillastes) 3732; pp.n.sg.m. esveillé (H esveillé) 3097, 5277, esveillé 6687; v.a. wake 3108, 3117; v.n. and refl. wake up, awake 1531, 3099 etc.

esvigeré (H avigure), pp.n.sg.m. cheered, fortified 2877

eue see ewe

euuangelie, euuangelistes see ewangelie, ewanglistes

eue see ewe

(evaîssement, sm. attack H 1236)

evesque, n. and acc.sg. 952, H 4858 etc.; n.pl. evesques H 4844, H 4866; sm. bishop

ewangelie 3974, 5165, euuangelie H 174, H 4804, sf. Gospel

ewanglistes (H ewanglistes), sm.n.pl. evangelists 588

ewe 386 etc., eue 827 etc., eue H 2659 etc., sf. water 386 etc.; stream 4293, 4431 etc.

fable, sf.: tenir a f. disbelieve *3733; senz mot de f. truly 4271

dead, adj. feeble, weak 1125

failance (H faillance), sf.: sans nule f. assuredly 6045; see also defailance
faillé, sf.: sanz f. assuredly H 342, 1637, 3166

failli, adj. n. sg. m. faint-hearted 3040, 3046

faillir; ind. pr. 6 faillent 6010, faillunt H 4847n; pret. 3 failli 2866; fut. 6 faudirunt H 6107; pp. failli H 180, n. sg. m. failli 4146; v. n. falter 2866; fail H 4847; be lacking, fail 4146, 6010, H 6107; f. de be unworthy of H 180

faim 994, feim 1016 etc., sf. hunger, famine 4145

faire H 242, 1160 etc., feire 3020, H 4649 etc., fere 383 etc.; ind. pr. I faz 1024, (H fæz) 3888 etc., faiz 1616, 1619, 1620, 2 faiz H 2127, faz (H fæz) 3067, H 4647, feiz 1139, faz 852, H 4649, 3 fait H 92 etc., feit 6252, fet H 71, 1259 etc., 4 feisum 3875, feisum 5214, fesum 6738, 5 fêtes (H fætes) 2372, 3884, 6 font 5071, 5692, funt H 175, 410 etc.; imper. 2 fai H 920, 977 etc., 4 faquin 5693, feimes H 2693, 5016, femes H 312, feisum 1860, feisum 4553n, 6291, 6293, feisum 4013, fesum 1765, 5 facez H 234, fêtes 1484 etc., feites 1369 etc., fêtes 6296; ind. impf. I fessie 6036, 3 fesait H 896, (H fæsait) 4372 etc., fesoit 4903, 6 fessient 3876 etc., fesissant (H fæssint) 3895; subj. pr. I face 732 etc., 2 faces 3351, *facez H 2775n, 3 face H 70 etc., 4 faquin 3999, fesum II 4835, 5 facez 5702, 6 fesent 4073, 6208; pret. I fis H 212, 1676 etc., fiz H 2259, 2 feis 1177, 1688, H 4137, 3 fist H 496 etc., fit H 2528, (H 5101), 4 féesmes 943, 4165, H 4822, 6 firent 359 etc.; subj. impf. I fesse H 674, (H 6036), 3 fesent 1774 etc.; fut. I fera 4193, frai H 36, 1001 etc., 2 fera H 2776, fers 2373 etc., 3 fra 1590 etc., frat H 2438 etc., 4 from 6286, frum H 310, 3910 etc., 5 frez 4677, 6 front 3357, frunt 5918; condit. 3 freit 3634, 6289, 6 freient 4550, (H fæsient) 4552; pr. nt. fesant H 29, feisant
fait H 146 etc., feit H 196 etc., fet 1602 etc., f.sgm. faite 1213 etc., feite 948, fete 3422 etc.; v.a. make H 146, 359 etc., do, perform H 29, H 92 etc.; cause H 71, 1604 etc.; commit 1160, 3466 etc.; prepare (food) 977, 1024 etc.; build H 312, 6620; f. ... de qn. do ... with (about) someone 1590, 6286 etc.; f. ke + adj.: see chaitif, las, sage; a que f. for what purpose 5236, 6415; nu_frai 1001, nuffrai 1755, nuffrai pas 6234 I won’t; v.refl. become H 74, 4372 etc.; v.n. act, acquit oneself H 295, 946 etc.; fare: coment funt les freres? how are the brothers? *H 3757n, 5583 etc.; (replacing dire with direct speech) say 3876, 4628 etc.; verbum vicarium 410, 1139 etc.; ne fere! don’t! 1687; si feis! yes you did! 5959; v.impers. (of weather): f. escleir 5892; f. freit H 3211; f. bel tens 5924, 5926

fait H 2542, fet 1673, 3686; acc.pl. fais H 2117, fez 1162, H 3566;
sm. action, deed

fame, sf. reputation 1052, 3087 etc.

famle 4605, (H famele) 4613, 4631, sm.n. and acc.sg. servant

fasances see feisance

faucille, sf. sickle 4644

faus, adj. false 4599, 5141, 5547

(faustez, sf.pl. perfidies H 5900)

feble H 2557; n.sgm. fieble (H feble) 1233, 3803; f.sgm. fieble (H feble) 1102; f.pl. fiebles 6513; adj. feeble, weak

feel; n.sgm. feel 703, 1189, H 4855, 5191, feel 5189, 5450, (fidel
H 1189, H 5450; n.pl.m. feiz 1078; f.sg. feeille 1055; adj. faithful, loyal, true; sm.acc.pl. feez subjects 4355

fei H 51, (H fai) 5544 etc., sf. faith; porter f. a be true to H 59; en bone f. sincerely 6231; par vostre f. on your honour 1901

fei see feiz

feie see fie

feindre H 2248; subj.pr.3 feigne H 140; pret.3 feinst 5621; v.a. invent, pretend 5621; v.refl. be slow, be unwilling H 140, H 2248

feint, adj.; n.pl.m. feinz lazy, slow 2937; f.sg. feinte false 6917

feintise, sf. laziness 2939

feisance 2486, 4406, fesance 1672, H 4784 etc.; pl. faisances 753, fesances H 3495, fesances 5900; sf. action, deed 753 etc.; affair H 4784

feiz 575, (H faias) 3879, (H feez) 6600 etc., fei H 4773, foiz 1344, 3667 etc.; pl. fes 3109, feiz 3147 etc.; sf.: aukune f. ever 5867; aukune f. 3775, 6391, 6819, une f. H 626, 973 etc., a une f. 1344 once; autre f. again, a second time 2895, H 3845 etc.; a cele f. that time 4088; meinte f. many a time 575, H 2509; nule f. 3879n, (+ neg.) 1357, 5609 never; sovente f. H 6086, suventes f. 4740 oft-times; set fes 3109, par set feiz 3147 seven times; tantes f. com ... tantes f. as many times as ... so many times 3152

fel see felun

felonie H 2265, felunie 400, H 451, 5825; pl. felunies (H folenies) 582, (H felenies) 584; sf. iniquity
felun; n.sg.m. fel (H felun) 5452, 6483, felun 5467, 5473; adj. wicked, impious; sm.n.pl. feluns, scoundrels, vilains 410

felunesse (H felunnesse), adj.f.sg. fierce 4188

feme 541, femme H 276, 1109 etc.; pl. femmes 1112 etc.; sf. woman H 276, 541 etc.; wife 1551, 1708 etc.; donner a f. give in marriage 1976; prendre f. marry 6743

fenstres, sf.pl. windows H 3936, H 3939, 5282

fer, sm.: en f. in irons, shackled H 3218

fer H 2511; f.sg. fiere 2062, 6210; adj. violent 2062; cruel H 2511; boastful 6210; see also ire

fere see faire

feremenz (H fermenz), sm.acc.pl. (surgical) instruments 2412

ferir 2335 etc.; ind.pr.3 fiert 1261; pret.3 feri *1907n, H 2636, ferri (H feri) 5335; v.a. and n. smite, strike

ferm 541, 724; n.pl.m. ferm H 1444, 6922; f.sg. ferme 6428; adj. firm, steadfast; adv. firmly 6826

fermement (H formement) 1457, H 3218 etc., adv. firmly 1457 etc.; steadfastly 6231

fermer 5282; pret.3 ferma 1917; subj.impf.6 fermeissent 4238n; pp.f.pl. fermés H 3936; v.a. close, make fast

fez see feiz

fesance, fesances see feisance
feste, sf. feast H 3421

festeer, v.n. make merry 3978, 4250

fet see fait

feu H 457, 789 etc., fu H 524, 1110 etc.; n.sg. feu H 519 etc., fu 4102, 4112; acc.pl. feus 1942; sm. fire

fez see fait

fi, adj.: de fi for certain, assuredly H 193, 531 etc.

fianc_e, sf.: avoir f. de (+ infin.) 778, (+ subst.) H 2245n be assured of; avoir f. vers trust in 2460

ficher; v.a. fix, set 4902; cf. afficher

fidel see feel

fie H 3403, (H fee) 5610 etc., feie H 2142, sf. une f. once H 2142, H 3403; (autre f. once more H 5569); a la f. sometimes 5320, 5610

fieble, sm. weakness 4717n

fieblesce (H feblesse) 1230, 5802, (feblesce H 4717), sf. weakness

fiebleté, sf. weakness 5428

fiebliere, sf. infirmity 5371

fieil, sm. gall 1048

fiens (H fenz), sm.acc.pl. droppings 4192

fiente (H fente), sf. dung 4190
fier H 3245; imper.2 fie 3804; v.refl. sf. en trust in H 282, 2496 etc.

figure, sf. form, shape 1530

fille 1607, (H file) 4545 etc.; file 5999, sf. daughter

filz 774 etc., fiz 556 etc., sm.n. and acc.sg. son: (natural) 556, H 2507 etc.; (spiritual) H 231, 774 etc.; les fiz Israel the children of Israel H 628, H 645

fin, sf. end H 442; (tut) en f. (quite) definitely H 101, 2982; faire f. de complete H 2673; faire sa f. die H 198

fin, adj.: (fin amur perfect love H 372); fines folies utter foolishness 3724

finement, adv. truly (H 16), 3821 etc.

finer; v.a. conclude 1267; v.n. end H 6108; ne f. de + infin. not to cease from 571

finir H 472; pp.f.sg. finie 2035, H 4494, 5675; v.a. end, finish 2035 etc.; v.n. come to an end H 472

fisike, sf. natural science H 1289n

fiz see filz

flaeler, v.a. whip 2081

flaer 2072; subj.impf.3 fleast 2093; v.a. whip

flambante, adj.f.sg. flaming 6682

flær see flaer
fleirur, sf. fragrance 5970n
fleume 1136, flume 1128, 1129, sf. phlegm
fluiue, sm.n.sg. river: le f. del Nil the river Nile 1733
flum (H 1733), H 2149 etc., sm.n. and acc.sg. river: le f. de Crisoroun
the river Chrysoroun 6422; sor le f. Jordan on the banks of the
river Jordan 6392
flume see fleume
flurs, sf.pl. flowers 5970
fluvie, sm. river 1101n, 4430, 5392
foiz see feiz
fol H 132 etc.; n.sg.m. fol 1570, 5442; acc.pl.m. fols H 866, 1368 etc.,
  fous H 1398, 4238 etc.; fouz H 1399; f.sg. folle 1796 etc.; adj.
  foolish 1563, 1796 etc.; lascivious, sinful H 132, H 1284 etc.;
  subst.f. folle wanton 1899
foleer (H foler), v.n. become mad 1542
folement, adv. lasciviously, wantonly 5494, (H 5910), 5930
folie H 52 etc.; pl. folies H 435 etc.; sf. folly: faire f. act
  foolishly 2008; parler f. speak foolishly H 52; penser f. think
  foolishly 1898; sin, wickedness H 80, 1864 etc.; lust H 1281,
  1853 etc.; see also fin
folur, sf. folly, misconduct 1465, H 3770, 5776
for see fors
force, sf. strength H 1324 etc.; par f. forcibly 3163; faire f. + dat. do violence to 6874

forement see forment

forfeire; pp.acc.sg.m. forfeit 6464; v.a. break, transgress

forment, sm. wheat H 4124

forment H 446, 1058 etc., forement H 1439, H 3279 etc., forment 757, adv. firmly H 446, H 1439; hard H 2592; harshly H 3315; greatly, very 757, 4714 etc.; tenir f. hold fast 1058

former, v.a. create, make H 3216, 5685

formetre; subj.pr.3 formette H 917; v.a. let out, utter

fornaise 5987, forneise (H furnaise) 5990, (H 5995), furnoise (H 5987), 5992, 5995, sf. furnace

fornicacium 1160, fornication 1320 etc., fornicatiun H 1278, 1381 etc., sf. fornication

fornicierees, sm.n.pl. fornicators 5821

fors H 600, (H hors) 4593 etc., for (H 3653), H 3850, (forz H 4439), adv. out, outside 2964, 4439, 4992 etc.; la f. 3690, de la f. (H la defors) 3901 outside; s'en aller f. go away 762; see also ca, chacer, culer, dejeter, eissir, jeter, mettre, prendre; prep. except H 2523, 5392 etc.; ne ... f. nothing but, only 3595, H 3850, 6834; reinforced by sul H 104, 4040 etc., by slement H 1396, 2082 etc.; f. de + infin. except to 1030; f. tant cum except what 2368, 3146; f. tant k’ only until H 4490
forsclore; pp.n.sg.m. forsclos 782; v.a. expel, drive out

forsené 4545, forseené (H forseené) 4200, adj.f.sg. mad

forseeer, v.n. stray, lose one's way 1912

fort H 69 etc.; n.pl.m. forz 6515; f.sg. forte 5091, 5170; f.pl.
fortes H 875; adj. strong H 874 etc.; profound H 69, 5170; adv.
strongly, very 1359, 4600

fortment see forment

fosse, sf. cave 2014, 2890 etc.; tomb, vault H 3516, (H 4187n) etc.;
(pit H 3643n)

fossez, sm.n. and acc.pl. tombs 4185n, 4187n

fouis, fouz see fol

franc, adj.n.sg.m. free H 3222

franchement, adv. freely H 3220

freid see freit

freide, adj.f.sg. cold 1655

freidur, sf. cold 6595

freit H 3211, H 3214; acc.pl. freiz 6592, 6594; sm. cold

freit H 458n; n.sg. freid H 6107; sm. din, uproar

fremir; pret.3 fremi 6402, fremist 6395n; v.n. roar

frere H 223 etc.; n.sg. frere H 99, 969 etc., freres 931, 1510, 3497n;
n.pl. frere H 189, freres 957, (H frere) 3485 etc., frerez H 3299;
acc.pl. frères H 186, *3717a etc.; sm. brother: (natural) 1059,
H 3382 etc.; see also charnel; (religious) H 99, 931 etc.

fresche, adj.f.sg. fresh, raw (of meat) 6184

fructifier, v.n. prosper H 3419

frute, sm. fruit H 2658n

fu see feu

füir H 333, 1220 etc.; ind.pr. I fui H 3370, 2 fuit 3926, 6 fuient H
348; imper.2 fui 5090 etc., 5 fuiez H 281; pret.3 fui 932, 6
fuiérent 2502, *4330n; pr.pt. fuiant 6534; v.a. flee (from) H 82, H 281
etc.; v.n. and refl. flee 932, 1220 etc.; s'en f. run away 5090

füir 1555; pret.3 fui 2417; v.a. and n. dig

fuison 1460, fuisseun 5884, fuisseun 4160, (foisun H 1460, H 5884), sf.:
af. in abundance 1460; n'aveir f. be insufficient 5884; doner f.
multiply 4160

fuisseun 4114; ind.impf.3 fuissuneit 4060; v.n. prosper, avail 4060,
4104 etc.

fumant, adj. smoking 1247

fumé H 520, fumée 1014, H 3938, (H fumé) 6694, sf. smoke

fundement, sm.n. and acc.sg. foundation 1461, 1470, 1473

funtaine, sf. spring H 2653, H 2659

furche, sf. pitchfork 6849, 6855

furme, sf. form (of hare) 2935
furn, sm.n. and acc.sg. oven 4401, 4403, 4404

fuselet 5199; n.sg. fusselet 5200; sm. small stalk, straw

fussel, sm.n.sg. stalk, straw 5206

fust, sm.; en f. in the stocks H 3219

gaber (H gabber) 3722; pret.3 gaba (H gabbat) 4582; pp.n. and acc.sg.m. gabe 744, H 2663 etc.; v.a. deceive, trick 744 etc.; mock H 2547

gaigner see gainier

gain, sm. produce 5868; acc.pl. guains conquists 1668

gainier; (guaigner H 3011), wainier 1761, 4117; ind.pr.2 gaignes H 801; ind.impf.1 wanoie (H gaignoie) 2398, 3 gainot 5863; (pret.3 gaignat H 5865); subj. impf.1 gaignase H 192; fut.2 waineras 4070; pp.acc.sg.neut. gainié 1832, 1855; v.a. produce, grow 4070, 4117; till (H 3011), 5863; earn H 192, 2398, achieve, gain H 801, 1832, 1855; win over 1761; cf. rewaner

gainiere, sf. land 5864

gainur (H geignur), sm.n.sg. husbandman 2366

gaitier 5342; subj.pr.3 gaite H 6058, geite 5343 etc.; pret.6 gaiterent H 3562; subj.impf.6 getassent 6050n; v.a. keep watch over H 3562n; v.refl. beware, be on one's guard 5342 etc.; g. de (+ subst.) 6050, (+ infin.) 6058, 6244 beware of, guard against

gambes, sf.pl. legs H 3223

garant, sm.: traire a g. call to witness H 30, 3077
gargon 2056, 2111, garsun H 3377, sm.n.sg. boy 2056, 2111; youth H 3377

garde, sf.: prendre g. notice H 4505; prendre g. de pay attention to, take heed of H 73, *2028n

gardeinz see wardains

garder H 181, 1158 etc., gardeir 5838, warder 2886, (H garder) 4672, (H esgarder) 4175; imper.2 gard H 27, 1563, 3350n etc., garde H 34, H 918 etc., gart 1138, 1195a etc., g gardez H 128, (H esgardez) 387 etc.; ind.impf.3 wardot 2313; subj.pr.3 gard H 80, garde 5694, quart H 52, warde 1134; pret.I gardai (H esgardei) 5991, 3 garda 5641, warda (H agardat) 3784, (H esgardat) 5559n etc., 6 garderent (H esgarderent) 392; (subj.impf.6 gardassent H 6050); fut.I garderai (H garderei) 2407; pr.pt. (gardant H 3785, H 4682n), wardant 3785; v.a. heed H 27, H 34 etc.; keep H 350, 1158 etc.; look after, keep watch over H 128, 3194 etc.; (+ de + subst.) preserve from, protect against H 1281, H 1284; (+ de + infin.) prevent from H 52 etc.; keep to, remain in H 2831; watch 3787; v.n. look 387, 391 etc.; consider 1563 etc.; (+ a_) look at, consider H 433, 1147; beware H 181; g. de (+ subst.) H 80, (+ infin.) H 236 beware of; g. ke (+ subj.) take care that H 28, 2034 etc.; (+ neg.) beware lest 1138, 1195 etc.; v.refl.: (+ de + subst.) 771, 5694 etc., (+ pur + subst.) H 506, (+ de + infin.) H 199, 3469 etc. keep from, beware of; (+ ke + subj.) beware that H 241 etc.; see also june

(gardure, sf. appearance H 5950)

garentesun, sf. protection H 1443
garin see warnir

garin H 1837; ind.impf.3 garisseit 566; pret.3 guari 1383; fut.3 warra
(H garrat) *45\(^n\), 4561; pp. (n.sg.m. gari H 566), acc.sg.m. gari
H 2285, f.sg. wario (H garie) 4580; v.a. cure H 2285 etc.; v.n.
recover, be cured 566 etc.

garsun see gargon

gaster; waster 4113; pret.3 gasta 5881 etc., wasta (H gastat) 4162;
v.a. squander, waste 4162 etc.; destroy 4113

gastine, sf. wasteland, wilderness 677

gaudies, sf.pl. wiles H 2619

ge see jöe

(geignure, sf. husbandry H 5864)

(geindre H 3727); pret.3 gienat 2393; v.n. sigh, groan; cf. greindre

gehir (H geir) 5611; pret.3 gehist (H geist) *463\(^n\), 5622, geihist
1182; v.a. confess

(gemir; pret.3 gemist H 2393; v.n. sigh, groan)

gemme H 3252; pl. gemmes 5743; sf. gem

genricht; ind.impf.3 genchisot (H guenchisiet) 1217; v.refl.
stagger

gent, sf. people, folk 3353 etc.; une g. some people 750; tute g. H
448, (tute la g. H 3353) everybody; strange gens a foreign race
H 4485; la bone g. de religiuun the Fathers H 2157\(^n\); g. de religiuun
the pious H 143, 757 etc.; la laie g. layfolk 8; (la malade g.
the sick H 377); la povere g. H 2760, le povere genz H 62 the poor;
see also mescreante; maindre entre g. remain in secular life H
354; pl. subjects, followers H 6104

genuiluns, sm.acc.pl.: *chair en g. kneel 1009n

gere 2062, 3163, guere H 4647, 6160, guerre 1704, 1705, sf. hostility
1704 etc.; offensiveness 6160; par g. aggressively, violently
3163; faire grant g. (+ dat.) do great harm H 4647

geredun 5475, (guerdun H 1094), guerdun H 93 etc., gueredon 2880,
4319, gueredun 3994, 5848; n.sg. guerdun H 176; sm. reward,
recompense

geres 2453, 5059 etc., gueres 1777, 4006, guers H 865 etc., adv.:
(+ ne) not much H 865, H 886 etc.; not long 5919; not often,
scarcely 5059; see also demorer, sovent

gerpir 1155, 2956 etc., guerpir H 3248, 6627; ind.pr.3 guerpist H 6146,
6 gerpissent 5737; pret.I gerpi (H guerpi) 1188 etc., 2 gerpi 687
e tc., gueri H 3563 etc.; subj.impf.3 guerpesist H 6088; v.a.
for sake, leave; see also degerpir, dras

gerrier, v.a. attack, fight 1798

gesir see jesir

geter see gaitier, jeter

giges, sf.pl. fiddles 5421

giser, gisir see jesir
glorie H 54, 941 etc., gloire 6207, sf. glory H 54 etc.; splendour 4342 etc.; fame 4406n.; veine g. H 161 etc., waine gloire 6207

conceit, vainglory

glorifiant, adj. n. sg. m. boastful, conceited H 38

glorifier 3156, 4716; ind. impf. 3 glorifiot 2418, (H glorificout) 4452; v.p. glorify 2350, 2418 etc.; v. refl. boast, vaunt oneself 3156, 4452

glorious, adj. glorious H 2165, 5017; splendid, magnificent 3123

glut H 2710; n. sg. glut 997, gluz 6378; acc. pl. gluz 5690; sm. glutton 997, 5690; scoundrel H 2710, 6378

grace, sf. grace 564 etc.; g. seit Dampnedeu thanks be to God 4021; od grace(s) gratefully 5678, 5684, 5697; rendre grace(s) give thanks H 89, 731 etc.
gracier; imper. 4 graciom 5699; v. a. thank 4019 etc.
grainter see granter

grande see grant

grantment 821, grantment H 3343, adv. greatly

grant H 309 etc.; n. sg. m. grant 5154; n. and acc. pl. m. granz 1070, H 2535, 4185 etc.; f. sg. grant H 116, 936 etc., grande 1020, (H grants) 6849; f. pl. grantz 2088, (H grant) 6009 etc., grant 1604, 5404 etc.; adj. great H 116 etc.; subst.: de g. much H 2920; ke de g. ke de petit in everything H 3311; (ne) g. ne petit 4278, 6697, poi ne g. H 213, 1015 etc. (after ne) anything at all
grant H 4523, grainter 3703; ind.pr.1 grant 4166, H 4495; ind.impf.I
grantoue 5156; v.a. accord, grant H 2626, H 2628, 3703; agree to
4166 etc.; v.n. give permission H 493

grantment see grantment

gravele, sf. sand 3480, 3590 etc.

gré, sm.: a g. satisfactorily H 464, 3130 etc.; estre sun g.
involuntarily 1130, 4047; venir a g. please 5850

greignor 5212, greignur H 2435, 5513, greinur (H 1094), 6437, 6684,
greindre (H 2880m), 3855, 4319; n.sg.m. greindre 2328, 6651,
greignur 4763, greignur 4905, greinur 6693, 6698, 6701; acc.pl.m.
greindres 5541; n.sg.f. greindre H 676; acc.sg.f. greignur 1638,
greinor 6786, grenor 585, greindre 1094, H 2177, 4337, 4342;
acc.pl.f. greignures 1638; adj.comp. greater 585, H 676 etc.;
elder, older 4905, 5212, 5513 etc.; senior 4763

greindre (H geindre), v.n. groan 3727

greindre, greignur, greinor, greinur see greignor

grevance 1166, (H gravance) 1212, H 2238 etc., sf. affliction; faire g.
trouble 6208

grever H 2130; ind.pr.3 griepe (H greve) 3606, 5649, grieve 1363, 6595,
6 grievevent 5186; pret.3 greve 1346 etc.; pp.n.sg.m. grevé 3095
etc., n.pl.m. grevé H 1386, H 1410, grevez 6591; v.a. afflict,
trouble 1363 etc.; overcome (with weariness) 3095, 3106; v.n.
cause distress 1346, 1784

greveuse, adj.f.sg. grievous 1216, H 2560, 5087
grief (H gref), adj.n.sg.m. painful 6015

gris, adj. grey 6907; sm. grey fur 6914

grondeiller, grundeiller see grundiler

grundilanz, adj.n.sg.m. whispering H 921

grundiler H 3213, grundiller H 4516, grondeiller H 4522; ind.pr.3

grundeille H 924; 6 grundillent *H 2557n, 5688; subj.pr.3 grundille
H 249; pret.6 grundillerent H 4821; v.n. complain, grumble

guaîmenter H 3385, gueîmenter H 3214; v.n. lament, moan H 497 etc.

guerpir see deguerpîr, gerpir

guer see guers

guier, v.a. guide, lead H 2628, 3126, 5983, 6835

guimpe, sm. wimple H 6098

guise, sf. manner, way H 483, 842 etc.; see also main

guster, v.a. and n. taste 1041, 3356, 5586, 6204

ha, interj. ah! H 620

habit 709, H 3312 etc., abit H 671, (H abite) 1538 etc., abite H 668, sm. habit, clothing

(habitablement, adv. in a way fit for dwelling H 6620n)

habitacle 2044; acc.pl. habitacles 6280; sm. dwelling-place

habitement H 1432, H 4490, sm. abode, dwelling
habiter H 199, 368 etc.; ind.pr.3 habite H 2689, 4 abitum H 2684, 6
abitent H 1445n; imper.5 habitez 6624n; ind.impf.3 habitout H
2921, habitot 3702n; pret.3 abite 6470, 6 habiterten H 3561;
(fut.5 habiterez H 6624n); pp. habité 1896, abité 2334; v.n.
dwell, live

hai (H 6015), H 6106, interj. alas!; cf. ahi

haïr H 156, H 239 etc.; ind.pr.5 haiiez H 233, H 237; pret.3 hai 6284,
6870; pp.acc.sg.m. hai 6236; v.n. hate H 156 etc.; h. de + infin.
be unwilling to 6284, 6870

halt see haut

hanap 387, 391, 826 etc., anap (H hanap) 386, 388; acc.pl. hanaps 929;
sm. goblet

hango, sf. hatred 3708

hanter; ind.impf.3 hantot (H hantout) 4187; v.n. dwell

haste, sf.: en h. 1996, od h. 6795 hastily

haster; v.n. (H v.refl.) make haste 1541

hastiment H 471, hastivement 1592, H 4875 etc., adv. hastily 1592 etc.;
soon H 471, 3099

hatis, adj.n.sg.m. eager H 32

haut 1515 etc., halt H 262, (H 1515), adv. loudly 4598; en h. aloud,
loudly 2501 etc.; on high 1515; high up 5066; see also chanter

haute, adj.f.sg.: od h. voiz loudly 6875
heire, sf. haircloth 6913

heit, sm. joy 3726; fere h. make merry 3948

heité *5817n; n.sg.m. heitié 2106, (H heité) 3711, (H heité) 4631 etc.;
  n.pl.m. heitez (H haitez) 1742, 3732; f.sg. heité (H heité) 5977;
  adj. joyful, glad

heitement, adv. gladly 6620

her see ier

herbe see erbe

herberger 1955 etc., herbergier 1914; pret.3 herberga 1652; v.a. lodge
  1652; v.n. take shelter 1914 etc.; v.refl. lodge 5602

heremite, heremitorie see ermite, ermitoire

heretes, herite see erite

herité see erité

hermite, hermitoire, hermiorie see ermite, ermitoire

hernois (H herneis), sm. attire 4032; booty 4999

hidus H 2665, hisdus (H hidus) 5954; n.pl.m. hisdus (H hidus) 5990,
  6793; f.sg. hisduse 1597; adj. hideous, terrifying

hisdur, sf. horror H 449; avoir h. de abhor H 435; be terrified of
  H 6113

hisdus, hisduse see hidus

home H 48, 533 etc., hom 3690, humme 6909, ome 5157, ume 3826, 5828;
n.sgm. homes H 2297, hom 2011, H 4853 etc., home H 41, 3349 etc.;
hum 2351, 4218, hune H 3243, une (H one) 3859, 5707, 5797, umne
2906, (H umne) 3161; n.pl. homes H 123, 992, (H home) 4681 etc.;
acc.pl. homes 11, H 510 etc., homnes 6545, hune H 874, hummes
6528, 6569, umes 1144; sm. man H 48 etc.; pl. followers, vassals
H 1433, H 2757; indef.pr. hom H 87; um 655, (H l'en) 1244 etc.,
l'em H 73, H 1392 etc., l'en H 73, H 1392 etc., l'on 4235, 4236,
l'un H 428, (H l'em) 1242, (H home) 3862 etc., one, they, people;
nuls hom anyone H 289; null home (+ neg.) no one H 2565, 3174 etc.;
see also persone, religion

homicide see omicide

honeste, adj.f.sg. circumspect H 916

honestement, adv. decently, honourably H 150; properly H 2204

honor 5399 etc., honur H 1425, H 3556, onur 1, sf. honour, respect

honorable, n.sgm. 5346; n.pl.m. honura[b]les H 86; adj. respected

honorer H 1437; pp.n.sgm. honurez H 911, honoré 6900, n.pl.m. honurez
H 884, f.pl. onurees 5717; v.a. esteem, honour

honte 4606, hunte 583, H 2792 etc., sf. shame, disgrace

hore, horé see ore, oré

horible 5798; f.pl. orribles 5824; adj. dreadful, loathsome

hors, adv. out, outside H 432, 1785 etc.; prep.: h._de away from H 322,
H 1116; out of 6854; h._de vue out of sight 6747; see also fors

hospitalité H 112, ospitalité 4285, sf.: en ospitalité hospitably
4285; maintenir h. H 112, tenir hospitalitez 4327, 4343 practise hospitality

hostel see ostal

huer, v.a. pursue with hue and cry 1616

hui see mesui, ui

hum see home

humble; n.sg.m. humbles H 120, humble H 3335 etc.; n.pl.m. umbles 5716;
adj. humble

humblement see umblement

humein, adj. human H 1291, H 1299

humilier 4212, 4737, umilier (H humilier) 4665; ind.pr.3 humilie H 329,
(H enhumilie) 1263; v.a. humble 1263 etc.; v.refl. humble oneself,
be humble H 329; see also enhumilier

humilite H 66, 1371 etc., umilite 3137 etc., sf. humility

hunir; pp. huni 4599, n.pl.m. huni H 278; v.a. dishonour H 278; seduce 4599

huntus, adj.n.pl.m. ashamed 3882

hure, hures see ore

hus see uis

i, adv. and pr. (1) Local: there, thither H 646, 931 etc.; here 1626,
4640, 5654; (2) Of things: (a) thereto, to it (H 13); (b) therein,
in it H 132, 4629 etc.; (c) thereby H 802; (d) referring to following clause 6217; (e) Pleonastic: H 801, 958, 3592n etc.; see also avoir

ice, iceo, icpe see ço

icel, icester see cil, cist

ici see ci, ıssi

idles, sm.acc.pl. idols 1664, 1683, 2051

idunc, idunques see dunc

ier 989, 3689, (her H 2414), adv. yesterday; cf. erseir

iglise 2850, H 4697 etc., iglise H 2712, ygllise H 2724, sf. church H 2712 etc.; monastery 2850; cell H 2139n, H 2724n

ignelement H 3250, (H ignelpas) 3465, adv. immediately, suddenly

ignelepas 683, 1012 etc., ignelpas H 3261 etc., adv. immediately; see also ignelement

il, pr.pers. he, she, it, him, her, they, them: n.sg.m. il H 43, 374 etc., f. ele H 497, 538 etc., neut. ıl H 41, 852 etc.; acc. and dat.sg.str.m. lui 18, H 113 etc., lı H 71, 974 etc., li (H 4428), H 4834, le 1190, 5174 etc., f. li H 498, 1066 etc., lui 1322, H 4425; acc.sg.unstr.m. le 9, H 114 etc., ı H 24, 389 etc., li 3483, f. la 388, H 594 etc., lı H 284, 1085 etc., le 742, 1599, 1916n etc., neut. le H 90, 686 etc., lı 5, H 165 etc.; dat.sg.unstr.m. li H 26, 378 etc., lui H 448, 753 etc., lı (+ en) 999, f. li 1332; n.pl.m. il H 254, 370 etc., f. eles 5747 etc.; acc.pl.str.m. els H 124, 361 etc., eus 359, 760 etc., eals H 665,
H 1385, H 1424, alz H 2538, f. eles 5746, eles H 4525, 5042n, 6208; acc.pl.unstr.m. and f. les H 145, 640 etc.; dat.pl.unstr.m. and f. lor H 211, 6038, lur H 232, 383 etc.

ille, sf. island 6565

illuec 1027, 1593 etc., illuecques 1573, ileoc H 2660, iloc 584, iloec H 321, 678 etc., iloke H 2644, ilokes H 32, H 494 etc., iluec 1534, 1709 etc., ilueques 3957, adv. (1) Local: there H 321 etc.; d'i. from there, thence H 32, H 491 etc.; pres d'i. near by H 2647; (2) Temporal: then 4168; (des i. thenceforth H 4168)

images see image

iniquité, sf. wickedness 3892

ipocrive (H ypocrive), sm.n.sg. hypocrite 6846

ire, sf. anger H 235, 710 etc.; commoveir a i. 1138, en i. 5048 anger, vex; porter i. a H 235, vers H 4776 be angry with; sorrow, distress H 488, H 2174n; prendre a i. be upset by 1046

iré, adj.n.sg.m. angry, indignant 6284

irree, sf. rage 1924

irrement, adv. wrathfully H 608

irrere, v.a. anger, vex 1509

irruus, adj.n.sg.m. choleric 5179

isci see ci

issi H 222, (H si) 387 etc., ici 1017, H 3298 etc., adv. so, thus;
reinforced by tut 387, 1088 etc., by tres tut 2371, 3042 etc.;  
i. come just like 1014m; conj. i. cum (just) as 5, 409 etc.;  
i. que so that 1337, 2990

issifaitement H 266, 1489 etc., issifaitement 1674, (H sifaitement)  
2394 etc., issifaitement (H issifaitement) 4422, (H sifaitement)  
5318 etc., adv. in this wise, so, thus

issifet, adj. such 2012

issir see eissir

itant see tant

itel see tel

iver 6595; acc.pl. ivers 6592; sm. winter

iveresce, sf. drunkenness 6005

_ja, adv. already H 2750, 5260; once, formerly 12, H 511 etc.; (+ fut.)  
now H 105, 4635, 5528; (exclamatory) 2320, H 3330 etc.; (accompanied  
by ne) H 302, 1186 etc., ja jur de ta vie H 2776 never; ja meis H  
3770, H 4650, ja mes H 2249 etc., ja mes jur de ma vie 947 never  
(again); (concessive) 4014, 5797, 5798, 6243

jadis, adv. formerly, once H 77, 534 etc.

jarbes, sf.pl. sheaves 5510

_je, jee see jee

jecter see jeter

jesir 2981, 4927, gisir H 1412, (giser H 5894); ind.pr.3 gist 2494,
jeter H 874, 4004 etc.; imper.2 jét (H 4293n), 4401n, jecte H 2594n; 
subj.pr.2 jetes (H jectes) 4304; subj.impf.1 getasse (H jetasse) 4302; v.n. cast, throw H 1399, 4293 etc.; cast off 6537; plant, 
sow (a desire) 1544, (wheat) 4004; j. a 4403, en 4401 cast into; 
j.de deliver from 4356n; j. de H 766, H 874, for de H 922, H 2719 cast out of; see also suspir, vele 

jeuner see juner

joe, pr.pers. I, me: n.sg.str. and unstr. jœ H 36, H 194 etc., jo H 45, 556 etc., je 5, 539 etc., jœo H 27, 580 etc.; unstr. _ge 966, 3967, jœ 1758, (H jo) 2816; acc. and dat.str. mai H 100, H 3747 etc., mei H 107, 1535 etc., moi 3135, 6493 etc.; unstr. _mei 17, 408 etc., _m' H 802, 1326 etc., mei (H m') 421, 557, 3462

joefne, joefnes see jofne

joefnesce (H 1210), H 4475, sf. youth

jofne H 3276; n.sg.m. jofne 737, 4901, jofne H 3264 etc.; n.pl.m. jofnes (H jofnes) 1730; adj. young; subst.pl. les vielz e les jofnes old and young 1730

joie, sf. joy H 180 etc.; faire j. a make glad, give joy to H 2173

joine see june
jois, sm.acc.pl. joys 1890

joius, adj. joyful 1742, H 2151, 2460

jor 571, 686 etc.; jur H 44, 419 etc.; n.sg. jur H 2290 etc.; acc.pl. jors 6748, jorz 688, H 3301 etc.; jurs H 2808, 6471 etc.; jurz 1021, H 2608 etc.; sm. day H 44 etc.; li j. every day H 4498; le j. by day 5424; a (i)cel j. on that day, then H 76, H 450, 686; en (i)cest j. today 4232, 5466; ui cest j. this very day 2348; un j. 3777, par un j. H 2468, 5514 one day, once; l'autre j. next day 984; demain al j. tomorrow H 2546; daybreak 1948; a memes le j. at daybreak 6686; (le) cler j. dawn H 2290, 4910, 5280; de j. en j. day after day 2988; tut en j. all day long 4369n; (par) nuit e (par) j. night and day 528, 5215 etc.; (ne) nuit ne j. (H 571), 6473, ne de nuit ne de jurz 6010 neither night nor day; see also derein, ja, juisse, puis, tuzjorz, ultre

juer; pr.pt. *juant 1496n; v.n. play, disport oneself; subst.inf. game 1502

jugement 18 etc.; n.pl. jugemenz H 4479, 5488; sm. decision, judgement H 443 etc.; al mien j. in my opinion 6005; al j. at the Last Judgement 18, 591 etc.; see also derein

juger H 221 etc.; pret.2 jugas 3464, 2 juga 3455, jugat H 3315;

pp.n.pl.m. jugé (H jugez) 550; v.a. judge H 221 etc.; j. a culpable H 4796, j. a dreturel H 4797 consider guilty, blameless; j. a damnaciun condemn to damnation 550

jugeur 414, (H jugeor) 1704; n.sg. jugeor 412, H 3375, jugeur H 3373, H 3395, jugur 3470; sm. judge
juindre; pret.3 juinast H 2629; v.a.: i._en compagnie give as companions H 2629

juine, juines see june

juïs, sm.: al grant j. at the Last Judgement H 634

juïse, sm.: al j. H 484, H 887, al jur de j. H 44, 419 etc., at the Last Judgement, on Judgement Day

jumente, sf. mare H 905

junc, sm.n. and acc.sg. rush 2484, H 2538n, 5357

june H 903, H 907; n.sg. joine H 901, juine 4251, june 852, 4248;
n.pl. junes H 909; acc.pl. juines (H junez) 1729, 4245, junes H 2185; sm. fast, fasting 852 etc.; faire junes fast 1729; warder ses juines keep one's fast 4245

juner H 892, 4257 etc.; ind.pr.2 junes H 4650, (H junez) 5625, 3 june 5060, 5064, 5 junez 5701; imper.2 june 5627; pret.1 jeunai (H junai) 6643, 3 june 1773, junat H 2607; pr.pt. *junant H 2203n;
v.n. fast; subst.inf. fast, fasting 856, 993 etc.

junei see june

jurer, v.n. swear H 1414n, H 2522

jurné, sf.: faire une j. travel for one day H 2631

jus, sm. oil 1029n, 1032

jus 1004 etc., juz H 3570, adv. down: chair j. fall down 3924, H 4527 etc.; seer j. sit down 1004; see also ga
juste, prep. beside, near H 335, 1214, 2032 etc.

juste, n. and acc. sg. m.; adj. righteous 5710; subst. righteous man H 469, 5833n etc.

juste, sf. pitcher 1084, 1655, 2892 etc.

justiser 6216; ind. pr. 3 justisie 1264; v.a. control, master 6216; judge 1264n

juvenesce, sf. youth 6265

juvente *735, 1210, sf. youth

juz see jus

k' see ke, qui

kanke see quanque

kar 17, H 44 etc., car H 300, 658 etc., conj. for 17, H 44 etc.; emphasizing imperative; 508, 706 etc.

ke H 28, 374 etc., k' H 65, 360 etc., que 9, H 81 etc., qui' H 51, 378 etc.,_c' 1321, 1365, _k' H 344, H 471, H 620 etc., qui H 436; conj.
(1) Subordinating: that H 33, 374 etc.; (causal) in that, because 699, 792 etc.; (final) in order that 9, H 101 etc.; (consecutive) so that H 630, 788 etc.; (2) Comparative: as, like: faire ke + adj. see chaitif, las, sage; than: autre ... que 1538, greindre ...

_k' H 2178, mieuz ... ke H 315, H 354 etc., plus _que H 436, 1328 etc.; _n' ... ke only 3606n, 6642; see also afaire, ainz après, ci, deci, devant, endementeres, fors, issi, meime, mes, puis, pur, si, tost
_ke, rel.pron. see qui

ekecunque, indef.pron. whoever H 2561

kevent see covenir

ki see _ke, qui

_ia, adv. there H 320, 421 etc.; see also _pa, defors, dehors, endreit, for, sus, u, veer

laborer H 140, 6629 etc., laburer 678, (H laborere) 2366 etc.; ind.impf.1 laborouse (H laboroise) 4621, 5431n; pp. laburez 711; v.a. accomplish, do 3028, 6629; earn, produce 4057n; v.n. toil, work H 140, 678 etc.; strive, struggle 711, 3695, 3697; subst.inf. husbandry, toil 2398

labur 17, H 150, (H labor) 3034 etc.; n.sg. labur 2816, 4120; acc.pl. laburs 1766 etc.; sm. labour, task, toil 17, H 150 etc.; hardship, suffering 1791, 2816 etc.; pl. earnings, produce 2367

laienz 2057, (H lenz) 5988 etc., laienz 6320, lainz 390, leinz 1665, (H lenz) 4404 etc., adv. therein, within

lai H 426; n. and acc.pl.m. lais 1730, *3088; f.sg. laie 8; adj. unlettered 8; lay 3088; subst. layman H 426, 1730

laid; n.pl.m. leiz (H lais) 5990, 5994; f.sg. laide H 496, 1597 etc., leide 5873; adj. hideous, ugly 1597, 3967 etc.; base, shameful H 2152, 5873; see also chiere

laienz see laenz

laier; ind.pr.3 leist 1786, 3202, 4025, lest 2929, 4316, 6585; imper.2
lai 3186n, 5090n, lei 1584; fut.I larrai 3063, 3139, 3459, 3
lerra 2388, 4 lerru H 6055; condit.3 lerreit 6290; v.a. abandon,
leave 2929, 3063 etc.; (+ infin.) let, allow 1584, 1786 etc.;
l. ester abandon, ignore 4025, 5090; v.n.: l. de + infin. desist
from, stop H 6055

lainz see laenz

laiter, sm. feeding, sucking H 1845

lancer H 2169; pret.3 lanca (H lancea) 1215, 6 lancerent H 2551;
v.a. and n. shoot 1215, H 2551; v.refl. throw oneself, jump H
2169n

lange H 46, (H lenge) 5876 etc., sf. tongue; tenir sa l. hold one’s
tongue, keep silent H 913

languir; pp. langui 5890; v.n. languish

languor (H langor), sf. weakness: jesir en l. languish 5865

lapider, v.a. stone H 4499, H 4502, H 4506, H 4511

larcenusement 742, larecinusement 4931, adv. stealthily

larencin, sm.: en l. furtively 767

large, adj.f.sg.: assez l. a big enough for 6398

largement, adv. wide 4035

larron (H larun) 4594, larrun 4974; n.pl. larrons 4999, larruns H 3935,
(larruns H 4985p); sm. thief 4594 etc.; adj. thievish 4974

larrunceus (H larrunceus) 4991, sm.n.pl. petty thieves
lase H 2633 etc.; f.sg. lasse H 3385; adj. weary; faire ke l. act
wretchedly H 4816

lasser see leisser

latin, sm. language H 55

laval, adv. down there H 439, 5568

laver, v.a. wash 1084, H 3313 etc.; v.n. wash one's hands 6659n

laveire 5103, lavure (H laveure) 5107, sf. slops

le, art. the: n.sg.m. li H 83, 363 etc., le H 68, 1109 etc., l' H 70, 564 etc.; acc.sg.m. le 1, 9 etc., l' H 36, 407 etc., li H 104, (H 1180); n.pl.m. li H 440, 4991 etc., les 410, H 598 etc.; acc.pl.m.
les 8, H 152 etc.; f.sg. la 8, H 30 etc., l' 1, H 111 etc., le H 251, 766, 1658 etc., (before vowel) H 174, 388, H 2235, H 4511, 5637; f.pl. les H 27, 1265 etc.

leaus, adj.n.sg.m. faithful H 2119

leauté (H lealté), sf. sincerity 1724

lecheresse, sf. harlot 1903

lecherie, sf. lust H 506, H 1282 etc.

lechiere 1561, (H lechere) 3628, 5696, lecheres 5139, n.sg.; n.pl.
lecheres 5822; acc.pl. lechurs 5878, 5911, lechurz H 2777; sm.
lecher 1561 etc.; glutton 5696

lechir, v.a. lick 4436

lechurs, lechurz see lechiere
lederiger see ledenger

ledenge H 4522; pl. leidenges 5053; sf. injury, insult

ledenger; (ind.impf.3 ledengout H 1167); pret.3 ledenga 1167, leidenga 5049, 6 ledeingerent (H ledeengerent) 4687; pp.acc.sg.m. leidengé (H ledengé) 4213, 6372; v.a. insult

leger, n.sg.m. H 516; f.sg. legiere H 495, H 2504; adj. light, easy H 516, H 2504; wanton H 495

legerement 4235, *legerement 1793n, adv. easily

lei H 60 etc., lai H 1312, sf. faith, religion H 60, H 1312, 5545; law 1468, H 3400, 4254

leidenger, leidenges see ledenger, ledenge

leidure, sf. injury, harm 5171

leinz see laenz

(leisir, sm.: avoir l. de + infin. have the opportunity to H 5909)

leisser, v.n. rejoice 3979

leisser H 3765, 4313 etc., leissier 5012, laisser H 356, H 2756, laissier 2316, lasser H 1405, H 3380, lesser H 2753; ind.pr.I leis 1094, (2 lessez H 3068), 3 laisse 1652 etc., lesse H 96, (H 3202), 6 leissent (H lessent) 2446, 4333, (H leessent) 4614; imper.2 lais 1818, (H 5090n), 4 leissum H 4015, leussum H 2441, 5 laissez 5507, leissez 1583, (H 3156n) etc., leissiez 6376, lessez 4300; ind.impf.I leissee 5432; subj.pr.I leisse 4286, 6228n, 3 lest H 132, 6585, 5 laissez H 2615, 6 lessent 6771; pret.I leissa[i] 4380, lessai
leissur, sf.: avoir l. de (+ infin.) have the opportunity to

leitant (H laitant), adj.n.sg.m. unweaned 1525

leonesse 4187, (H lionesse) 4215 etc., sf. lioness

leprus, sm. leper 2329, 3643 etc.

lermer; v.n. shed tears H 520

lermes, sf.pl. tears H 405, 529 etc.

leske, sf. slice, strip (of bread) 741n, 766

lessen; see leisser

letere (H lettre) 364, lettre 1781, sf. Scripture; par lettres in writing H 130, H 4880
letuaires (H letuaries) 5571, (H letueries) 5586, sm.n. and acc.pl.
electuaries, potions

leu (H leu) 6828; n.sg. lus (H leu) 6835, leu 6825, 6829; sm. wolf

leu see liu

leun 6394; n.sg. liuns H 897, liun 6401, leun 6395; sm. lion

lever H 32, 5281 etc.; ind.pr.6 lievent 991, (H levent) 3119, 6034;
fut.1 levrai (H leverai) 5464, 3 levera (H releverat) 4447, 6
leveront (H releverunt) 2855, levrunt 5078; pp.n.sg.m. levé H
4493, 6441; v.a. lift, raise 3187, 6441; see also cri; faire l.
raise 6159; faire l. qn. make someone get up 6296, 6299; v.n.
rise H 32, 991 etc.; arise, break out 5078; revive, resuscitate
2855, 4447; l. sus get up, stand up 740, 832 etc.; v.refl. get up,
arise H 2290, 4638 etc.

levriers, sm.acc.pl. greyhounds 2934

licence, sf.: prendre l. seek permission 699

liee, adj.f.sg. joyful H 6098

liement, adv. joyfully 1630, 5663

lier; imper.2 lie 4198; pret.3 lia 4206; subj.impf. I liasse 4204n;
pp.n.sg.m. lié 1179, f.sg. lié 4210, liez 6222, f.pl. liéz H 3218,
lié 6240; v.a. attach, bind H 3218 etc.; repress 6222, 6240; see
also dolur

lignage, sm.: degrant l. of noble birth 4051

linge, adj. linen 5561n, 6520
lire H 485 etc.; fut. I lirrai H 2841; pp. lu 2314, leu H 2842; v.a. and n. read; l. sur un livre read from a book 5251

lit, sm. bed 1335 etc.; jésir (en)contre l. lie ill, be confined to bed 548, 3182, 5865

liu H 31, (H lu) 3123 etc., leu 546, _lu H 28; acc.pl. lius 4270; sm. place H 314, 546 etc.; cell 3361, H 6079n; monastery H 2711; seat 6293, 6299; rank, position 5400n; en aukun l. somewhere H 2884, 3347 etc.; en icest l. here 685; en quel l. que wherever H 28, H 31 etc.; see also chascun; el l. de 3024, en l. de 5416 etc., instead of

liun, liuns see leun

liverer see livrer

livre 4930 etc.; n.sg. livre H 215, (H livere) 1523 etc.; sm. book 4930 etc.; (author's source) H 215, 1019, H 1317n etc.; Bible 5194; see also lire

livreison, sf. supplies 4101

livrer; pret.I livrai (H livere) 4616, 6625, 3 liverat H 2300, livra 5794, 6336; v.a. supply 1869, 6625; deliver, hand over 4616, 5794, 6336; l. de deliver from H 2300

lives see luens

loenge, sf. praise 5703

loer 3737, 4716 etc.; ind.pr.I lo H 45, H 3320; pp.n.sg.m. loe 6813, 6898, f.sg. loce 5272; v.a. praise 3700, 4182, 5293n etc.; agree to 6291; advise, recommend H 45, H 3320, 3737

loinz see luinz
long see luinz, lung

longement 380, H 4489 etc., lungement 726, H 2707 etc., adv. for a long time 726 etc.; nient l. not for long H 4489; plus l. (neg.) no longer 380, 5904

lor see lores, lur

lores H 157, 369, (H lures) 6621 etc., lors 1107, H 2507 etc., lor 1574; adv. then, thereupon H 157 etc.; at that time H 2507; see also deci, si

los, sm. praise, renown 16, H 172 etc.; advice H 1414, H 3493

losengerie, sf. flattery, praise H 94, H 3411

lotir; v.a. win by drawing lots 6802

lu see liu

luer (H loer) 2876, (H 3900) etc., luier H 178, H 4142, (H luir) 6012n, sm. reward, recompense

lues H 2639, (liwes H 2864n), sf.pl. leagues

lufe, sf.: faire l. jeer H 2547n

luier see luer

luinz 1600, (H loins) 2864n, (H long) 2879 etc., loinz H 341, (H loing) 6641 etc., luing H 2637, adv. far H 341 etc.; de l. from afar 5595; de l. 6641, en l. 1600, H 2637 far away; plus l. farther 2879

lumere 1936, H 2205 etc., lumiere 1030 etc., sf. light 1936; lamp 1030n,
1933 etc.

Lumien (H luminon), sm. wick 1247n

lung 1193, H 2510, (H long) 3010 etc., lunc 1896, 2320 etc., lunt 1728 n; f.sg. longe 777, lunge 6276; adj. long 777 etc.; de l. long in length H 2510; en l. lengthwise 2483; l. tens see tens

lungs, adv.: ne l. not for long 1582

lungur (H longur), sf. height 3037

lunt see lung

lur 11, H 150 etc., lor 971, 5293 etc., poss.adj. their

lus see leu

luisir, ind.pr. 3 lust 6758; ind.impf. 3 luseit (H lusait) 1083, luiseit 6778; v.n. shine

luter, v.n.: l. a 6559, l. encunbre H 1407, l. vers 6514 fight against

luxurie, sf. lust 1183, H 1299 etc.

luxuriuse (H luxuriose), adj.f.sg. lascivious 5879

mahain (H mahaing), sm. injury 2404

mahainé (H mahaignié), adj.n.sg.m. maimed 2375

mahums, sm.acc.pl. idols 2051

main H 192 etc.; pl. maine H 140, (H mainz) 3872 etc., meins 1103, 1108 etc.; sf. hand
mains (H meins), adv.comp. less: al m. at least 3899n

maint 5410, meint H 283, H 2663, 5422; n.sg.m. maint H 277; f.sg.
    mainte H 6083, meinte 575, H 866 etc.; (before vowel) maint
    (H 1469n), 1995, meint H 6102; adj. many a; en meinte manere H
    2805, en meinte guise 5804 in many a way; see also denier, fein

maintenant 3659 etc., maintenant 6434, 6882, adv. forthwith

mairien (H merim) 1460, meirien (H merim) 6623, sm. timber

mais see mes

maisere, sf. wall 1029

mesfait see mesfait

maison 787 etc., maisun H 312, 751 etc., meison 1073 etc., moisun
    5868, H 6096 etc., sf. house H 631, 1457 etc.; religious house,
    monastery 751, 1185, H 2702n etc.; cell 1214n, 1830 etc.; a m.
    at home 954, 1536 etc.; aler a.m. 1073, 1201, (mener a.m. H 4557),
    porter a.m. 5868, venir a.m. 1757, H 2770 go, take, bring, come
    home

maistre see mestre

maisun, sf. reaping H 2565n, H 2567

maité H 3209, meité H 3210, sf. half

maiur, adj.comp.acc.sg.f. greater H 444

mal H 132, 5905; n.sg.m. mal 785, H 1296 etc.; n.pl.m. mal H 440, maus
    4740; f.sg. male H 301, 1809 etc.; adj. evil, wicked H 132, H 301
    etc.; distressing 4592, 6030, 6305; bad, fierce 5905; see also
chiera, purchaz; subst.pl. li mal the wicked H 440

mal, adv. ill: faire m. act wrongly, behave badly 1785, 6042;
mal m’esteit 6024, mal (H mar) fui 3059 woe is me!; cf. mar
mal H 72 etc.; n.sg. mal H 3256, 3825; acc.pl. mals H 325, H 2579,
malz H 459; sm. sickness, suffering 549, 566, 5936; evil H 72,
1966 etc.; m. dire H 292, m. parler H 925 speak evil; tenir a m.
take amiss 5112; n’estre nul m. (+ dat.) do no harm H 3256; faire
m. a harm H 71, H 1294, 1962; m. trover come to harm H 292;
m. voleir pur wish harm H 924

malade 6293; n.sg.m. malades H 183, 2354 etc.; malade 1033, 1124 etc.;
n.sg.f. malades 1062; adj. ill, sick H 183 etc.; subst. sick man
6293, 6797; les malades the sick 367 etc.; see also gent

maladie, sf. sickness 1127, 2404 etc.

maldire see maudire

malement H 176, 422, (H malvaisement) 559, 5584, adv. ill, badly;
see also aler

(malfé, sm. devil H 1539n)

(malfet, sm. wickedness H 2820)

malfetors H 672, mauftors H 61, sm.acc.pl. offenders

maligne, adj.: l’esprit m. the Devil 1164, H 2578 etc.

malignus, adj. sickly, infirm 2353

malparlant, n.sg.m. 5142; n.pl.m. malparlant 5828; adj. slanderous
tolerant, sm. anger 710, H 4894; porter m. bear ill-will 6230

malure 1167; n.sg.m. malure H 2807; n.pl.m. malurez 6919; f.sg. maluree 1919, 1949; malure H 2234; adj. wretched 1167 etc.; subst. wretch H 2807; wretched woman 1919, 1949

malvasté, sf. wickedness 736

malveis H 871, 2369 etc.; f.sg. malveisé H 917, H 2237, 5882; f.pl. malveis 713, 1018; adj. base, wicked 713 etc.; poor, unworthy 2069, H 2237 etc.

malveisement see malement

mamele, sf. breast H 1840, H 1842, H 1844

manace, sf. threat 2949

mananz, adj.n.pl.m. prosperous H 4471

mandement, sm. message H 3534, H 3551

mander; v.a. send H 3532; send for, summon 3474, H 3535 etc.; (question H 3878n); v.n. send word H 659, H 3399n; cf. demander

manere H 224, 563 etc., maniere H 110, 808 etc.; sf. kind, sort H 110, 4431, 5669; manner, way H 224, 563 etc.; en meme la m. 1343, 2978, meismes la m. 1762 in the same way; see also chacun, estrange, maint

manger H 665, 842 etc., mangier 832 etc.; n.sg. mangier 5689; n.pl. mangera H 888; acc.pl. mangers H 882 etc., mangiers 5413; sm. meal H 665, 832 etc.; food, victuals 842, H 882 etc.
manger 679 etc., mangier 806 etc., manjer 812; ind.pr.I manguz 818, H
manoeuvre, sf. manual labour 1469n

mantel, sm. habit, robe 1103, 1959, 6907

mar 5537, H 6112, adv. to one's misfortune; see also mal

merchandise, sf. business, transaction H 2140

marché, sm. market, market-place H 2138, 4554 etc.; bargain: trop i averoit chier m. it would be too expensive 4950

mareis, sm. marsh, swamp H 4641

marement, sm. distress 1921

(martir, sm. martyrdom H 6705n)

martire, sf. martyrdom 6705n

martirs (H martyrs), sm.n.pl. martyrs 589
marvaille see nerverille

materie, sf. cause 5052

materie, sf. matter, trappings 6542

matin, sm.: al.m. in the morning H 96, 2985; (par.) m. early 994, 3669, H 4498 etc.; see also demain, ui

matines (H matins) 3119, 5276, sf.pl. matins

mâdûre 6368; pp.acc.sg.m. maldit 6372; v.a. curse, revile

maûté, sm.n.sg. devil 1539n; cf. malfé

mâfetors see malfetors

medicines, sf.pl. medicines, remedies H 875

medlees, sf.pl. fights, scuffles 2063

mernes see meines

meillur: acc.pl.m. meillurs 3970, 3972; acc.sg.f. meillure 5246; adj.

comp. better

meine 3200, 5094 etc., mene H 3416, 4661 etc., mesme H 925 etc., meemes 1653, 1773, meines 417, 576 etc., meimes H 798, 944 etc., menea H 107, 417 etc., mesmes H 255, 4581 etc.; n.sg.m. meimes 3589 etc., meimes 1044, (H maine) 3639, mesmes 2050 etc., mesmes H 214 etc., meine 5086, meisme 6444, mene 1705, H 4846 etc., mesme H 331; n.pl.m. mene 1951, meines 5019 etc., meismes 4346; acc.pl.m. meimes (H meine) 4618 etc., meismes H 3273, mesmes 3958 etc., mesmes H 437, meine 3878; n.sg.f. mene 5303, mesmes 1601; (1) adj.
(a) accompanying personal pronoun: (my)self, (your)self etc. H 214, 417 etc.; (b) accompanying subst.: himself H 2536 etc., herself 2089, itself H 1294 etc.; (c) same: (+ def. art.) 1703, 5618 etc.; see also manere, tens; (+ demonstr.adj.) H 331, 1238 etc.; (2) adv.: meimes even H 3313; de_memes like 5740; (de meime likewise H 4408n); mene de (H deles) 2400, a_memes de 3078, 4185 etc. near; see also jor.

meindre H 190, 528 etc., maindra H 2616, H 2722; ind.pr. I main H 2677, H 3230, mein 4758, 3 maint H 226, 941 etc., meint 397, H 1434 etc., ment H 624n, 4 manum 6515, 5 mane.us 2813n, 6 mainent H 2158, 4550, meinent 5058; ind.imperf.3 maneit 382 etc., (manout H 3702n); pret.I mis *H 194n, 5384, 3 mist H 490 etc., 6 mistrent 1851 etc.; fut.4 meindrum 6608, 6 meindrent H 442; pr.pt. manant 3078 etc.; v.n. dwell H 190 etc.; remain H 442, 528; see also gent, trinité

meindre, adj.compet. see menur

meingö, sf. household 1708

meintenir; pret.3 meintint H 112; v.a. practise; see hospitalité

meis see mes

meisme, meissmes see meime

meistier see mester

meistre, sm. see mestre

meistre; pret.3 mist 977 etc.; v.a. dip, soak 977n, 1004; pour H 2294n

membrance see remembrance
meme, memes see neime

memoire 2009, 4376, memorie H 165, 720 etc., sf.: avoir en m. H 165, H 439 etc., tenir en m. 1050 bear in mind, remember; venir en m. come to mind 4376; avoir m. pur (+ infin.) remember to H 167; venir a sa m. H 2175, en sa m. 2009 come to one's senses

mendement, sm.: venir a m. be pardoned H 2212, H 2258

mender; subj.impf.3 mendast (H amendast) 568n; v.refl. reform, repent

mendianz, adj.n.pl.m. indigent H 4472

mendis, adj.n.sg.m. distressed H 2262; subst.acc.pl.m. the poor, the needy 4155

mendre see meindre, menur

mener H 4876; ind.pr.3 meine H 510, (H maine) 1242 etc., 6 meinent (H demeinent) 413; (ind.impf.3 meneit H 1708); subj.pr.6 meinent H 867; pret.3 mena 1100, (H amenat) 6829 etc., menat H 3364; subj.impf.3 menast 4384; fut.2 merras 4557; v.a. bring, conduct 1572, 4384 etc.; lead, take H 510, 1100 etc.; lead (one's life) H 867, 5396; see also doel, maison; v.n. lead 4364; cf. amener, demener, remener

menestrierz see monestrier

mentir; pret.3 menti 715; fut.I menterai H 3265, 3 menterat H 4856; condit.3 mentiroit 5190; v.n. tell a lie H 4856 etc.; fail 715; senn (nul) mot de m. truly H 40, 2099 etc.

menur 4906, 6678, meneur (H minor) 6673, mendre (H meindre) 6651;
mercier, v.a. thank 1631, 2043, H 2299
merime see mairiem
merite, sf. merit 6818, 6845; recompense, reward 1094n, H 2474
mervail H 2516, merveil H 2138, sm.: tenir a m. be amazed, marvel H 2138, H 2516
merveille 1638 etc., merveille 585, marvaille H 607, sf. wonder 585, H 2706n etc.; name of plant(?) 3021n
merveiller (H esmerviler) 4211; ind.pr.I merveil 1038n; imper.2
merveille (H esmervail) 1192; pret.I mervelai 5973, 6 merveillerent (H esmervilerent) 3597; v.n. marvel 1038, H 2706, 4211; v.refl. marvel, be amazed 1192 etc.; cf. esmerveiller
merveilluse, adj.f.sg. wondrous 4412, 5668
mes 8, H 350 etc., mais 5901, 5933, meis 537, H 3770 etc., mois 6481 etc., adv. more: m. ne poi I could not help it 5915; (temporal)
now 1134, 4098 etc.; plus que autres m. more than ever before 1328; (with negation) no longer 1382, 1633 etc.; never again 1756, 3062 etc.; see also ja, mesui, ore, tens, tuzjorze, uime; (adversative) rather 8, H 351 etc.; ne ... m. nothing but, only H 3425, (H 3606, H 4291 etc.); (concessive) m. que (+ subj.) although 4012, 4251n; conj. but 537, 5900 etc.

mes, sm. dish H 666

mesaise H 229 etc.; mesaise 5434, sf. need H 2780, H 4474, 5434; avoir m. de want, do without H 229; discontent: avoir m. be discomfited H 1426

mesaisiez 4328, mesissez 5068, sm.acc.pl. the needy 4328; the suffering 5068

meschine H 3259, 4572, (H mechine) 4582 etc., sf. maiden

mescreante, adj.f.sg.: la m. gent the heathen H 2211, 4913

mesdire H 236; ind.pr.3 mesdit H 235; v.n. speak ill

mesfaire; fut. 4 mesfrum 5126; pp. mesfait H 673, H 4823, acc.sg.neut. mesfait H 4778, 5024, mesfeit 570; v.a. and n. do wrong

mesfait H 797, 5714 etc., mesfeit 6344, mesfet 1779, 5003, maisfait H 2174; n.sg. mesfait 1689; acc.pl. mesfaiz 2820 etc.; sm. misdeed, sin, wrongdoing

mesfesant, adj.n.sg.m. wicked H 3377

mesfet see mesfait

meshui see mesui
mesme, mesmes see meime

mesovrer; pp. mesovré (H mesovré) 2405; v.n. do wrong

mesparler, v.n. speak ill H 236

mesprendre; fut.I mesprendrai 2408; pp. mespris H 4774, H 4795; v.n. err, behave badly

message, sm.n. and acc.sg. messenger, envoy H 659, 1067, 2305 etc.
messager, sm.n. and acc.sg. messenger 1065, 1623, 5379

mester 362 etc., mestier 1462 etc., maistier H 114, sm. need, necessity

hesive, 2903 etc.; avoir m. de need H 2563, H 4124 etc.; estre m. (a)

be needful (to) 1150, H 2128 etc.; avoir m. a benefit, be useful
to 1462, 2374, 4118; (with neg.) be of no use to H 888, 2384, 3611;
be unfitting for 1072; estre m. de (± infin.) be fitting to 1272;
(divine) office, service 6695; calling, occupation, work H 114,
375, 3777 etc.; servir d'un m. follow a calling 362, H 873 etc.
mestre (H maistre) 3108; n.sg. maistre 1329, meistre 1340, 1981, mestre
2060, 6263 etc., sm. master

mesui (H mes huil) 3811, mes hui 3815, adv. today, this very day

mesure, sf. measure, amount 3037n; measure (receptacle) H 4127; standard
(of attainment) 6176, 6709, 6744; moderation, restraint H

120, H 2583, H 3934; a m. 1868, par m. 5034 in moderation; senz m.
immeasurably 1858; ultre m. exceedingly 5148, 6423, 6512; too much
5121, 5125

metre 1110, H 1274 etc., metre H 355, 1030 etc.; ind.pr.I met 1605,
3 met H 97 etc., 4 meton 6895, metton H 2439, 6 metent 366, mettent
H 349, 1151, 4448; imper. 2 met H 1846, 5249; ind. impf. 3 meteit H 3209, H 4534; subj. pr. I mette 3463, 3 mette H 268, 1250; pret. I mis 736, 2 *meis 1240, 3 mist H 494 etc.; 6 mirent *H 2510, 4333 etc.; subj. impf. 2 meisses 4237; fut. I metrai 5074, metterai H 1847, 2 metras 6185; pp. mis 1048 etc.; f.sg. mise H 2243 etc.; v.s. place, put H 355, 1030 etc.; m. _fors de let out of 1872; expel from H 3514; m. en desesperance 1240, 1250, en desesperacion 1151 bring to despair; see also alme, entente, pais, peine, table, terme, terre, ubli; v. refl. enter 4333n; se m. en religion embrace the religious life H 97, 4309 etc.; se m. en preisuns start to pray 4448, 5696 etc.; se m. en la veie set out H 494, H 6144; se m. hors de leave, go away from H 1116; see also desesperance

meuz see mielz

mi, sm.: par mi through the middle 3959, 6458; right through 4596

mie, adj. sg.: mie nuit (H minuit) midnight 3111

mie, neg. expletive H 110, H 121, 840 etc.; see also demorér

miel 1028 etc.; mel 5663, sm. honey

mielz H 108, 1076 etc.; melz H 1308, meuz H 2197, nieuz H 315, H 354 etc.; milz H 2753, niulz H 102, H 104, miyz H 6123, adv. (1) Comp.: better 1076, H 2197 etc.; de m. better H 1308; le m. the better 3780; deveir m. (+ infin.) ought rather to H 2753, 3736, 5943; m. valeir (de) (+ infin) 315, H 354, venir m. (+ infin.) H 6123 be better to; voleir m. prefer 5707, 6399; (2) Superl.: tut le m. best H 102, H 108; tut le m. valeir be the best 2936; al m. que (+ poeir) to the best of one's ability 3014, 4052; subst. li m. the best H 104, 5368
minister, v.n. minister, serve 2397

miracle 1631 etc.; pl. miracles 6279n; sm. and f. miracle

mirer; v.refl. be reflected, see oneself 393n

mires see mirie

 mireur (H miror), sm.n.sg. mirror 394

mirie (H mire) 2413; n.sg. mires H 873, mirie 2385 etc.; sm. doctor

miruz, miuz see mielz

moinage see moniage

moine H 264, 756 etc., muine 4294 etc.; n.sg. moines H 223, moine H 35, 415 etc., muine 1189, 5350; n.pl. muine 6167, moines 1537, H 2118 etc., muines *3869n, 4550; sm. monk

mois see mes

molesee, sf. comfort, ease 5363

moleste, sf. vexation H 1318n, 2946; ne faire nule m. do no harm 4210

mond 949, (H mund) 5538, mund H 179, 558 etc., mundes 5793; n.sg. mund H 601, 6581; sm. world H 179 etc.; secular life H 310, 6171; tout le m. everyone H 596, H 601

monestrier (H menestral), n.sg. 5450; acc.pl. monestrierz H 2123; sm. servant

moniage 1988, (H moinage) 3002, moinage H 2911, sm. monasticism,

monastic life
monial 3960, H 3312, H 4803, munial 1170 etc.; muniel 5536; munial 6167; f.sg. moniale 2994; adj. monastic

mont (H munt) 3776, 3907 etc.; mund (H munt) 6338; n.sg. mont H 1444; acc.pl. munz H 2116, 2941; sm.: m. Synon Mount Zion H 1444; m. Syrny Mount Sinai 3776 etc.; pl. hills H 2116, 2941

monument, sm. burial vault, tomb 2481

morir H 607, 6014 etc.; murir H 599, (H murrir) 5917 etc.; ind.pr. I muer H 6068, 3 muer 6840, 6 muerent 6054, morent H 4475; ind. impf. 3 murreit 6790; subj.pr. 2 morges H 6076, morez H 6073; pret. 3 murut 6701, 6890, murut 6340, murut 5342 etc.; 6 murirent H 2553; fut. 4 morum (H murrum) 6840; conid. 3 murreit H 601; pp.n.sg.m. mort H 2174, 2310 etc.; n.pl.m. mort 4386, f.sg. morte H 2749 etc.; v.n. die H 599 etc.; v.refl. be dying 6790

mort 938 etc.; n.sg.m. morz 6807, mors 6806, mort 2493 etc.; f.sg. morte 1551, 1957 etc.; adj. dead 938 etc.; subst. corpse H 2182, 2483, H 3563n, 4458 etc.; see also demi

mortel 558, H 4856; f.sg. mortele H 629, 5226, (H 6360); adj. mortal 558 etc.; deadly H 629

mortelement, adv. mortally H 269

mortier, sm.n. and acc.sg. mortar 1461, 1473

mortifier; v.a. mortify 1264

mot H 40 etc.; acc.pl. moz 2497; sm. word; ne parler m. H 3394, 5870, 6652, ne soner m. 6658 not utter a word; (ne) saveir m. (not) be aware 2056, 6441; see also fable, mentir
movement, n.sg. H 1305; n.pl. movemens H 1291; acc.pl. movemens H 1293; sm. impulse

mucer; pret.I muscâi 742; pp.n.sg.m. mucé (H mucid) 1735, 4994; v.a. hide, conceal

muer, v.a. and n. change 5672, 5747

muillier 1618, mulier 4619; pl. mulieres 1854; sf. wife; prendre m. marry 1854

muinal see monial

muine, muines see moine

mulier, mulieres see muillier

mult, multes see mut

multiplier; v.a. and n. increase, multiply 4107, 4120

multitudine, sf. crowd, throng H 322, 397; abundance 3891

mun, poss.adj.unstr. my: n.sg.m. mis 1342, 2014, 5588, 6385, _mi_ 774, 946, H 2590, H 2656, _mon_ 3147, 4203, _mun_ 1324, H 2233 etc.; (before p: _mum_ H 3147, H 5890, H 5937); acc.sg.m. _mon_ 785 etc.; _mun_ 13 etc.; (before p: _mum_ H 5929, H 5931); _n.pl.m. _mi_ H 189, _mes_ 391 etc.; acc.pl.m. _mes_ H 485 etc.; f.sg. _ma_ H 45 etc.; (before vowel) _m_ 539, 948 etc., _ma_ 1629, H 2227, H 2234 etc.; f.pl. _mes_ 421 etc.; str.adj. and pr. my, mine: n.sg.m. _mien_ 4021; acc.sg.m. _mien_ H 2750, 3071 etc., _mien_ H 508, 3857 etc.; acc.pl.m. _mien_ (H _mens_) 3609, (H 3612); f.sg. _meie_ 736, 2359 etc.

mun, adv. indeed 5142; pur saver m. to find out H 2426, 4943, 6480
mund see mond, cont

mund see mond

mundane H 81, mundaine (H mundaine) 5919, mundene H 147, adj.f.sg. worldly

munial, muniel see monial

munter; pret.3 munta 1335, 1726, munta 1740 etc., m munterent H 2550;
condit.3 munterenit 1733; v.a. climb 6522n; mount (a horse) H 2550;
v.n. ascend, rise 5681, 6692, 6694; rise (of river) 1726, 6580 etc.; m. sur climb on to 1335

murmurer, v.n. grumble 5697

murne, n. and acc.sg.m. H 305, 1175, 4377; n.pl.m. murnez H 2200; adj. downcast

murs, sf.pl. morals, qualities H 858

musches, sf.pl. flies 6677

muster H 262, 6285 etc., muster 2327 etc.; n.sg. muster 6831; sm. church H 262, 2327 etc.; pagan temple H 4524; monastery 6548, 6831, 6836; cell H 2678

mustreisun 763, (H demustreisun) 5465 etc., sf. proof H 2246 etc.;
explanation 5465 etc.; faire m. show, reveal 763, *2022n, 4322 etc.

mustreir H 796, 1049 etc., mostreir 1144, (H 3155); pret.I mustrai 4949,
*5961 etc.; 3 mustra 1012, mustra 1166 etc., mustrat H 122 etc.;
fut.I mustreirai (H mustrei) 3885n, 5543n, (H mustrai) 6815 etc.;
v.a. show 1960, 3125 etc.; make known, reveal H 122, 1012 etc.;
explain, teach H 796, 1049 etc.; see also demustrer, example

mut H 162, 373 etc., mult H 85, 736 etc.; n.pl.m. mult H 2117, 3602;
mulz H 1279, 4157; acc.pl.m. mulz H 2077, 5405 etc.; f.pl. multes
(H 2864n), (H mutes) 4660; adj. much H 804, 5413; many 2077 etc.;
pr.indef. much 3601; many H 1279 etc.; adv. greatly H 85, H 162 etc.;
very H 218, 559 etc.

mueir; subj.pr.2 mueus H 3254; pret.3 mut 1553, H 2644 etc.; meut H
2660, 6 murent 3943, 5508; muerent H 4833n, muverent (H murent)
5898n; condit.6 *muverent 5509; pp.n.sg.m. meu 3018; v.a. till
(a field) 3018; m. lur tesstes shake their heads 5898; v.n. move,
go away 1663, H 2644, H 2660 etc.; v.refl. set out 1553; come back,
return H 2567; move, stir 5508, 5509

nai, adv.of negation no, not I 5392n, 6227

naistre; ind.pr.3 naist 1260, nest 3824; pp.n.sg.m. né H 83 etc.,
n.pl.m. né 5538, nez H 4484, (H 5537n); v.n. be born; né e norri
born and bred 5398

nanal see nenil

narilles, sf.pl. nostrils 5066

nate, sf. mat 2484, H 3208, 5357 etc.

nativité, sf. birth 5837

natural, adj.n.sg.m. natural, inborn H 1293

nature, sf. nature 1254; par n. by nature, physically 6511, 6513;
faire sa n. act according to nature H 2146
naturally, adv. inherently, naturally 2906, 5786; see also over

ne 10, 15 etc., (before vowel) n' H 41, 948 etc., nен H 259, 834, 2862n etc., ne 6500, adv. of negation not; (expletive) 1522, 1538, 1542, 1692 etc.

ne 15, H 42 etc., (before vowel) n' H 631, 716 etc., conj. or 15, H 213, 716 etc.; (with negation) nor H 631, 757 etc.; ne ... ne neither ... nor 16, 836 etc.

nécessité, sf. indigence, penury 2360, 4157

neer; pret.3 nea (H neiat) 3043; v.a. clean, clear

neer (H neier) 4297, neier H 340; pret.I neai 2077; v.a. drown

nё H 3278; pl. nёs 2077; sf. ship

negligence H 351, 544 etc., negligence *H 1430, H 2912; pl. negligences H 3922; sf. carelessness, negligence

nёient see nient

neir 6907; acc.pl.m. noirs 6792; f.sg. neire 1596; f.pl. neires 5732, 5824; adj. black

neis H 863, H 1403n, H 3220, nis H 893, 3002 etc., adv. even, also H 863, 5456; (+ neg.) not even H 893 etc.

nen see ne, nient

nenil H 2734, (H nanal) 6662, 6812 etc., nenal 3968, H 4515, 5076, nanal H 4134, adv. of negation no

neporec 711, neporokes 6563, nepuroc 748, nepuroc (H nepurquant) 1181,
nequedent, conj. nevertheless 1604, H 2548 etc.; cf. neoporec

nequedent, conj. nevertheless H 105, 2901 etc.; cf. neoporec

nescent, adj.: a n. unwittingly 1031

nestre see naistre

net; n.pl.m. nez 5360; f.sg. nette H 918; adj. pure H 918; clean 5360

nevou, sm. nephew H 3378

niece, sf.acc.sg. niece 1610

nient 8, H 168 etc., neient 1191, net H 4867, (H 5655), nen H 522n, sm. anything H 522; n. plus anything else 2037, nothing else 4954; a n. see devenir; pur n. in vain H 280, H 864, 6801, 6808; (+ neg.) nothing 1363, 4007, 4379; de n. at all, in any way H 644; emphatic expletive; not at all 1090, 1191 etc.; negating locution: 8, H 168 etc.; negating adj. or adv.: see blescier, cessaument, changier, discret, dureelement, longement, nusant, plus, suffrable

*nientules, adj.f.pl. useless, worthless 1096n

nis see neis

noef 2987, (H neof) 3055, num.adj. nine

noeve (H novele), adj.f.sg. new 1472

noirs see neir

noise, sf. noise, uproar H 348 etc.; senz n. quietly 727
noit see nuit

nomer 5664; pret. I nomai H 425, 3 nume (H noman) 1736; v.a. name

non 819 etc., nun H 80, 2490 etc.; n.sg. nun 6811; sm. name H 197 etc.;

aveir n. H 80, 5592, aveir a n. H 203, 819 be called; fame, repute
1702, 1893, 3351n etc.; see also sul, vain

none 1009, 5253, (H nune) 6653, nune 1007, 5626, sf. none, ninth hour

noneine; nom.sg. nune 2491; acc.sg. noneine 1053, nuneine 1621; n.pl.
noneins H 889; sf. nun H 889 etc.; (in address) lady (?) 2491n

norice, sf. wet-nurse H 1838

nostre, poss.adj. our: m. and f.sg. str. and unstr. nostre H 173, H

284 etc.; n.pl.m.unstr. noz 3977, 5498, (H nos) 5897; acc.pl.m.str.

noz 5125, unstr. noz H 106 etc., nos H 3935, 4253, f. noz H 2682,

3873 etc., nos 5054

novele 1059, 3479, nuvele 4592; pl. noveles 5185, 6468; sf. information,

news

novele, adj. see noeve, nuvel

novelement 1471, H 2751, nuvelement 1478 etc.; adv. newly 1471, 1478;

recently 2310 etc.

_nu (H neu) 1109 etc.; n.sg.m. nu 6162, 6527; n.pl.m. nuz 6569; f.sg.
nue 1106 etc.; adj. naked 1106 etc.; bare (of earth) 5388; od nu

chef bare-headed H 6123; subst. naked man 6165

nu, sf. cloud *2969, 2972

nuffrai see faire
nuisant, nuisir see nusant, nusir

nuit H 303, 528 etc., nut H 3207, noit 6746; pl. nuis 5387 etc.; sf.
night; la n. at night 5374, 5424; (par) une n. one night 1345, 1529; see also après, di, jor, mie

nul, indef.adj. and pr.: n.sg.m. nuls H 54, 6287 etc., nus *H 41, 4549, nul H 70, 586 etc., (pron.) nuli H 2595n, nulli 3010, nullui 3192; acc.sg.m. nul H 40 etc., (pron.) nuli H 3388, H 3576, nullui 1722, 2887, nului 967; f.sg. nule H 283 etc.; (before vowel) nul 752, H 906 etc., nule H 2589, 5629; adj. any H 293, 6276 etc.; no 752, 820n; (+ neg.) no H 314 etc.; pron. anyone H 238, 586 etc.; any H 239, H 672 etc.; no one 1247n, H 2595; (+ neg.) no one H 54, H 70, 957 etc.; none H 242, 3181 etc.

(numberer H 2875); ind.impf.3 numbrot 2871; v.a. count; cf. anumberer

numdiscrete, adj.f.sg. foolish 6266

numeement 1492, numément H 1277, adv. particularly

nun H 94, (H num) 577 etc., non H 238, 5724, adv. of negation no 836, 3115; not (emphatic) 538, H 3758 etc.; si see n. if not H 3402; u si (ce) n. or else 577, 2387 etc.; si ... nun (after neg.) except H 238, *1198n, 2906 etc.; see also sivaus, u

nuncier 2065 etc.; pret.3 nuntiat H 2301, H 4859; v.a. announce, make
known H 2301, H 4859; v.a. and n. report 2065, 2078, 2090

nune see none, noneine

nunsavant, adj.n. and acc.sg.m. ignorant 3628, 6251

nuntier see nuncier
nurir (H norir) 1526; pret.I nurri (H nuri) 6017; pp.n.sg.m. norri 5398, nuri 5435, n.pl.m. nurri (H nurriz) 6609, nuriz 4367; v.a. bring up, rear 1526 etc.; feed, 2358, 4367; see also naistre, suef nuc, pr.pers. we, us H 210, 855 etc.

nusant, adj.: nient n. innocent H 2542n; f.sg. nuisant harmful 756

nusir H 334; ind.pr.3 nuisit (H nuit) 5631; v.n. harm, be harmful to nuvel (H novel) 1448, 5304; acc.pl.m. novels 3961; f.sg. novele H 2206; adj. new H 2206, 3961; de n. newly, recently 1448; see also baptisie, nove

obedience H 98, 4310 etc.; pl. obediences 4335n; sf. obedience; see also enprendre

obedient 4315, (H obeïsant) 5650 etc., adj.n.sg.m. obedient 4315 etc.; subst. obedient man 4446; servant 5650

obeir; ind.impf.3 obeïsot 1691, *obeïsot 1591n; fut.4 obeierum H 4530; v.a. and n. obey

obeïsant, adj.n.sg.m. obedient 1627; cf. obedient

occident, sm.: la terre d’o. the West 6468

occire 1244, 2089, *5327n, oscire H 2512; pret.3 oscist H 1836n; pp. occis (H oscis) 5337 etc.; v.a. kill, slay

od, prep. with H 121, H 199, 533 etc.; intensified by tut, tuz; together with 2363, 4392, 4904 etc.; see also compaignie, ensemble, ensemblement, jesir, oye, parler, tencer; in H 219; (instrumental) with, by means of H 403, 3644, 5196; (accompanying circumstance)
with, in H 605 etc.; see also grace, haste, haute, patience,
silence

odité see usdivité

odor 6785, odur H 1396, (H 5970), 6528; pl. odors H 1391, H 1397; sf.
smell H 1396 etc.; fragrance (H 5970n), 6785

oeg (H oeg) 5647 etc., sm.: a mun o. for me 5647, 6663; a noz o.

ourselves 6741; a voz o. for yourselves 6618; a lur o. for them-
selves 6664

oevre 810, H 2584 etc., overe H 612, ovre H 108, 1587 etc., u(v)res H
2504n; pl. oevres 1940, 2396 etc., overes 421, H 2776, ovres H 38,
H 92 etc., (evres H 4554); sf. action, deed H 38, 421 etc.; task,
work 1587, H 2504 etc.; handwork, produce 4554, 4556; cf. manoeuvre

offendre; pp. offendu H 2155; v.a. offend

offrir; ind.pr.6 offrent 2330, 2339; pret.3 offri 1037, 2351, 6

offrirrent 2343; v.a. offer

oîte, sf.: venir a o. be heard 5676

oil, n.sg. 5173; n.pl. oil H 520, oilz 5498; acc.pl. oilz H 354 etc.;

sm. eye

oil, adv. yes 1955, 2025, H 2422 etc.

olie, sf. oil H 2294

oindre H 1844; pret.3 oinst H 1840n; v.a. anoint, smear

oîr 1017, 1156 etc.; ind.pr.2 oz H 3761, 6229, 3 ot 1189, 3151 etc.,
out H 3774, o ent (H oient) 3615, oient H 4527; imper. 2 o H 6078, 5 oez H 2233, H 3752, (H oiez) 5871; pret. I di *H 105n, 1684 etc., 3 of 1553, H 2827 etc., of H 2274, H 3381 etc., 4 oizes H 4516, 5 ofates H 4512, 6 oïrent 935, 1737, (H oierunt) 6877 etc., oïrent H 3520, 6751; subj. impf. 6 oïsent 3710n; fut. I orrai H 485, 2887, 3 ora 4074, (H orrat) 6881, 5 orrez 3738 etc., 6 orruit (H orent) 3359; condit. 3 oreit (H orreit) *3704, 3707, 5876; pr.pt. oïant H 187, 755 etc.; pp. of H 2723, 3049 etc., f.sg. oie H 3433, 4769 etc.; v.a. and n. hear; o. dire 1797, H 4775 etc., o. parler H 3263, 3359 etc., o. recunter H 3395 hear tell

oisals see oisel

oisdif see usdif

oisel H 2638; n.pl. oissels 6190; acc.pl. oisals H 666; sm. bird

_om, ome see home

omicide (H homicide), n.sg. 577; n.pl. omicides 5827; sm. murderer

onur, onurees see honor, honorer

_or, adv. see ore

orage 5895; acc.pl. orages 5906; sm. and f. storm

ord, n.sg.m. H 1836, *4006n; f.sg. ord 4015; adj. base, impure H 1836; dirty, foul 4006, 4015

ordeer, v.a. besmirch 3990

ordore (H ordure) 5091, ordure 1550, H 2228 etc., sf. filth 1598, 2859,
3044; impurity 1550, 1568 etc.; pus 5091

ordre H 350 etc.; n.sg. ordre H 91, 4337 etc.; n. and acc.pl. ordres H 85, 4322 etc.; sm. and f. order, state H 85, H 91 etc.; company, fraternity 1856 etc.; rank 4322 etc.; order, rule H 350, H 516, 1158

ore H 668, (H houre) 1231 etc., ure H 346, 389, (H ourre) 6834 etc.;

hore H 340 etc., hure H 603 etc.; pl. hores H 305, hures H 2648,
ures 717, H 2273, 5282; sf. hour H 2543, 5275 etc.; par treis (h)ures for three hours H 2648n, three times H 2273n; canonical hour 5276, 5282; un poi d'ure for a short time 389; en poi de ure quickly H 346; a l'ure H 2229, 5901, (a) cest ure 3671, 3692 now, at this time; a l'ure 3741, a cel (h)ure H 603, 1064 etc. then, at that time; devant cest o. 1231, treske a ceste ure 6800

hitherto; (en) nul ure ever 1197, 5629, never H 2589; tutes hores always H 305, 717 etc.; ultre ure too long 5278; (a) quel hore que whenever H 340, 1259, 3738 etc.; puis cel ore que since H 668

ore H 159, 387 etc., or 6767, (before vowel) or H 443 etc., ore 560 etc., adv. now H 159 etc.; oreinz 1108 etc., ore einz 5468 etc.,
oreinz 3195 etc., oreinceis 4998 just then; des o. 781, (H 3469), 4068, des o. en avant H 2236 etc., desornavant 1211, 2407,
des o. mais 1230, 3064 henceforth; see also endreit; exclamatory (+ imper.): 387, 1561, 1563, *1941n etc.

oré (H horé), sm. storm, wind 5905n

oreinceis, oreinz see ore

oreilles (H orailles), sf.pl. ears 3710
orguill, sm.n. and acc.sg. pride H 259, H 325

orguillus 5140, orguillus H 74, 6913, adj.n.sg. and pl.m. proud

orribles see horible

oscire see occire

oscura, adj.f.sg. dark 5985

oscurté 1723, 1935, (H obscurté) 5991, sf. darkness

oser; ind.pr.1 os H 3847, 6314; ind.impf.1 osee *3034n, 6021, (osue H 5954, H 6021); pret.1 osai[l] 5954n; v.a. dare

ospitalité see hospitalité

ostal 1754, 1786, ostel H 2129, (H hostel) 2413 etc.; n.sg. ostel 5911;

habitation, dwelling-place H 2129 etc.; a l'o. at home 1786 etc.;

alier a l'o. 1754 etc.; reneirer a l'o. 3624 etc. go home

oste 988; n. and acc.pl. ostes 4246, 6740; sm. guest

ostel see ostal

oster H 405, 780 etc.; imper.2 ost 1688; v.a. remove H 405 etc.; take

off (clothes) 1959 etc.; o.de free from 780

otrier, v.a. grant H 2602, H 2780

ou, ourer see u, urer

ove H 113, (H od) 4557 etc., prep. with

ové 3697, ovéc 1824, prep. with; adv. therewith 590

overaigne H 1313, H 3322; pl. overaignes H 129, uvraignes 6668,
uvraines 6265; sf. act, work, deed

overe see oeuvre

overer see overir, overr

overir H 315 etc., uvrir 2336, overer H 4781; ind.pr.2 ovres H 3760, 3 ovre 4339; imper.5 uvrez 1651n; pret.3 overi H 3838, uvrir 1925, (H overai) 4035, (H overit) 4038; fut.3 overat H 1418; v.a. and n. open; see also ben

overt, n.sg.m. H 603; acc.pl.m. uverz 3720n; adj. open

ovoec see ovec

ovre see oeuvre

ovrer (H overer) 1454, 2337, 2410, uvrer (H overer) 1480, 2345 etc.; ind.pr.I u[vr]re H 2910n; imper.5 uvrez (H overez) 3045, 5245; ind.impf.3 ovrot 2416; subj.pr.2 oevers (H overes) 3038; pret.3 ovra 5504, 6320, (overat H 2416), 6 overerent H 123, uvreren 1834; pr.pt. ovarant H 403, uvrant 2450, (H overant) * 3885n, 3886n, 3897n; pp.acc.sg.neut. ovré 6788, uvré 1746; v.a. do, perform 1834, 2345, (H 3028); make, produce 1746, 6788; labour for 5245; v.n. work H 403, 1480n etc.; act 6320; naturelment o. act according to nature 5504n; (subst.inf. overer work H 3002)

pacience H 66, 1790 etc.; patience 5001, sf. patience, endurance; en p. 6636, od p. 3051 patiently; porter en p. H 3338, prendre en p. 5006 accept, endure

paens, n.pl. 5544; acc.pl. paens 1973, (H paenz) 5522 etc.; sm. pagans
pain H 191, 1004 etc., pein H 2568, 4098 etc.; n.sg. pain 4170;
acc.pl. pains 4088, (H painz) 6634 etc., peins 5460; sm. bread, loaf; see also drap

pays (H pees) 366, 815 etc., peis H 296, 1229 etc., pez H 2469, sf.
peace; avoir p. 2887, 3361 etc., estre en p. H 2133, H 2469 etc.
be at peace; (s')ester en p. H 3225, 3787, 6658; (se) jenir en p.
3198, H 3851, seer en p. H 2589, 3105, 3588 stand, lie, sit still;
se tenir en p. be silent, keep quiet 4765, 4772; mettre p. make
peace, reconcile 366; see also quiete

pays, sm. country 1546, 3178, H 4817, H 4833

paisible H 59, peisible 5859, adj.n.sg.m. peaceable, quiet

paisiblement, adv. peaceably 4899

paltoneries, sf.pl. knavery, tricks H 2620

paltuner (H paltener), sm.n.sg. (in address) knave, scoundrel 3814

palu, sf. mire 4356

panez, sm.acc.pl. rolls (of bread) 6657

papilot, sm. pap, mush 1026n

par, adj.n.sg.m. like H 4710

par 9, 13 etc., per H 1397, H 2239 etc., prep. (1) Local: by, through, over 1221, H 2788, 2941 etc.; along 972, H 1389 etc.; see also ci, dedenz, defors, delez, desus, devant, mi, unt, veie; (2) Temporal: by 1326 etc.; see also di, jor, matin, nuit, tens; for, during 712, 1589 etc.; see also feiz, ore, tens; (3) Modal: H 240, H 320,
372, 3163 etc.; (4) Causal: because of H 520, 554, 6200 etc.;
(5) Instrumental: by means of, with H 875, H 877 etc.; (6) Agent:
by 7^44, 3652 etc.; (7) + pr.pers. p. sei H 3508 etc., p. nus
3980, p. vus H 429 alone, by himself, ourselves, yourselves;
(8) de p. Deu from God 567, H 4861 etc.; cf. part; adv. of degree
greatly 5921; reinforced by mult 2113, 4188, by tant 4056, 5882,
H 6098

paracumplir; pp. paracumplied 2987; v.a. complete

parage, sm.: seeren p. sit in state 2057

parais, sm. paradise H 34, 4722 etc.

paralisium, sf. paralysis 6444

parceivre 1567; pret.I parsui H 2680, 3 parceut H 4890; v.a. perceive
1567; notice, see H 2680, H 4890

pardon 1862, H 4502 etc.; pardun H 228, 769 etc.; sm. pardon, forgiveness;
faire p. pardon H 2280, 3614; demander p. H 4513, preer p. H 228,
769, (re)quere p. 1862, H 4502 etc. ask forgiveness

pardoner 3696, H 4500; imper.5 pardonez H 2239, (H pardonet) 3145, (H
perdonez) 3466 etc., pardunex 2406; fut.I pardurai H 4514, 3
pardurra 1767; pp.acc.sg.m. pardoné 1779, 3468, n.pl.m. pardoné
793; v.a. forgive, pardon

pardonance, sf. forgiveness H 2246

pardurable, f.sg. 5792, 6926; acc.pl.m. pardurables 1942; adj. everlasting
parecus, adj.n.sg.m. cowardly H 1426
parei, sm. wall 2962

pareir; ind.pr.3 pert 5901; v.n. appear

paremplir; fut.3 paremplira 2954; v.a. fill completely

parent, n. and acc.sg. 2309, 6890; n. and acc.pl. parenz 4589, 4591 etc.; sm. kinsman 2309; pl. parents 4589, 4591, 4626, 6736; kin 6890

parente, sf. kinswoman 1640, 1651

parfaire; subj.pr.2 parfaic H 6072; pp. parfait (H 4375), 5349, acc.sg.m. parpet 1871, f.sg. parfeite (H parfaite) 6624; v.a. carry out, fulfil H 6072; finish completely 6624; complete 1871 etc.

parfin, sf.: a la p. at last, finally H 2175

parfinir; pp. parfini 3083; v.a. conclude

parfit; parfist H 2173; n.sg.m. parfit 1522, 6168 etc.; n.pl.m. parfiz 4368; f.sg. parfite H 219 etc.; adj. perfect H 219 etc.; accomplished 1522n, 6698

parfitement, adv. perfectly, thoroughly H 2606

parfon 1588, 1592, parfunt H 338, 2059; acc.pl.m. parfunz 2942; adj. deep (of well) H 338; dense (of woods) 2942; far (of desert) 1588, 1592; adv. deeply: encliner p. make a deep bow 2059

parler H 52 etc.; ind.pr.I parole 6769, 2 parlez 2357, 3 parlent H 925; ind.impf.I parloue 3728n, 3731; subj.pr.6 parolent 4764; v.n. speak, talk 983 etc.; p. a H 84, 555, (H od) 3718 etc.; p. od 761, 6767 etc. speak to; acventre p. protest H 4512; see also envers;
v.a. say, utter 3688; see also folie, mal, mot, oîr

parmaindre, v.n. remain eternally H 472

parole H 210, 783 etc., sf. word 783, 6498 etc.; p. dire say a word, say something 1370 etc.; saying H 593, H 3272 etc.; talk, gossip H 3748, 4552n; de grant p. famous, renowned 5350n; speech 1180; see also sermon

parossienes, sf.pl. female parishioners 5838

parseivre see parceivre

parseveraument, adv. perseveringly 4328n

parsivre; subj.pr.3 parsieue 2951; v.a. follow

part 1207, H 2626 etc.; pl. parz 1217 etc., pars H 3941; sf. (1) side 4574; de ambosous parz from either side H 2552; de l'autre p. on the other side, opposite 6664; d'autre p. on the other hand 6397; cele p. in that direction 1644, 1663, 5115; nule p. (+ neg.) nowhere H 2727; quelle p. que wherever H 2626, H 4526; de toutes parz 1217, H 2135, H 2556, de totes pars H 3941 on all sides, in every direction; (2) part, share 4152, 4161, 6802; cf. partie; de bone p. noble, magnanimous 1207; de p. on behalf of, from 2309; de p. Deu in God's name H 3547, 6645; cf. par

parteisun (H departisun), sf. distribution 4029

partenanz, sm.n.pl. kinsfolk H 6130

partenir; pret.3 partint 6002; v.n. pertain

partie 4153, (H part) 4154 etc., sf. share, part 4153 etc.; en sa destre p. to his right H 2649
partir 4900, 6738; ind.pr.2 partes 4152n, 3 parte 5157n; pp.n.sg.m. parti 5158, n.pl.m. partiz 1749n; v.a. separate 1749 etc.;
distribute 4152; divide 6738

partir H 206 etc.; ind.pr.2 partes H 6071, 3 part H 3412; pret.I 1763, 3 parti 2002; fut.I partirai 2984, parterai H 2249; pp.n.sg.m. *parti H 2709m; v.n. leave, depart H 206, 1763 etc.; v.refl. s'en p. go away 2984; see also departir

parvenir; pret.3 parvint 1649, 3088; subj.impf.3 parvenist 4669; v.n. reach

pas, sm.pl. footsteps 2871, 2875; chaut pas see chaupas

pas, neg. expletive H 140, H 171, 385, 536 etc.

passage, sm. crossing-place 4430

passer 981, 1101 etc.; ind.pr.2 passez H 4652; imper.2 passez (H passe) 4434n; cond.I passerie 5495, 6 passerieient 972; pr.pt. passant H 1397 etc.; pp.n.sg.m. passé 2322 etc., n.pl.m. passé H 2678, H 2750, H 6132, f.sg. passé 5257; v.a. surpass, outdo H 4652;
spend (time) H 4542; v.n. cross 1101, 1102; pass, go by H 1397 etc.; p._ultre cross over 4434; pass by, continue H 1394, 5495 etc.; pass through 3959; (of time) pass, go by 981, H 2678 etc.; see also tens

passion, sf. rage, emotion 2888, 2905 etc.

pastur, sm.n. and acc.sg. swineherd 4673, 4677

patience see pacience

paumeisun (H paumesun), sf.: chair en p. swoon 3637
paumes, sf.pl. palm-leaves 1123n, H 2837 etc.; arbres de p. palm-trees H 2652

peché, pecchier, peccheur etc. see peché, pecher, peccheur

pechanz (H peccheurs), sm.acc.pl. sinners 1151

peché H 1315, 3818 etc., pechité 769 etc., pecché H 2300 etc., pecché H 272 etc.; n.sg. peché 3693, 5798; n.pl. pechez (H pecchiez) 420, 5203, pechiez 793, (H pecchez) 3602 etc.; sm. sin; faire p. do wrong, sin 3466 etc.

pecher 1607 etc., pechier 1621 etc., peccher H 1279 etc., pecchier H 269 etc., v.n. sin

pecheur 1250 etc., peccheur H 272 etc.; n.sg. pecheur H 3310, pechur 5712, peccheur H 2519; n.pl. pecheurs 5731, pecheurz H 450, pecchurs 590; acc.pl. pecheurs 1744, pecheurs *H 2287n, 2819n, 6044, pecchurs 5800, pecheurs H 274 etc., pecheurz H 1850; sm. sinner; cf. pechanz

pechier; pp.n.sg.m. peché (H depescé) 1246; v.a. break

pechur, pechurs see pecheur

peil, sm. hair H 2515

peine H 444, 684 etc., paine H 512; pl. peines H 439, (H peinez) 6013 etc., paines H 455, H 6108; sf. punishment 1880, 5476 etc.; pain, suffering 684, 2818 etc.; torment H 444, 1265 etc.; a grant p. with great difficulty H 512, H 2646; metre sa p. strive 5920

peisson H 2568, peisun 4094, sm. fish
peistre see pestre

peisur 5540; n.sg.m. peisur (H pire) 5652; (acc.pl.m. peurs H 5540);
   neut.sg. pis 5649, 5687; adj.comp. worse

peiz 5993, piez (H peiz) 5989n, sf. pitch

pel, sf. skin (of animal) 2981, H 3247 etc.

pelerin 6861; n.sg. pelerin 2494, (H 6865), (H pelerim) 6889; sm.
   stranger, wayfarer

pendre 5066; ind.pr.3 pente 3605; ind.impf.3 pendent (H pendeit) 1085
e.t.c.; pret.3 pendit 1027, 1029, 5 pendent (H penderent) 4595;
   pp. pendu H 404; v.a. hang, suspend H 404, 1085, 3594, 4595; v.n.
   hang 1027 etc.; v.refl. hang oneself 5066

pener H 609, 3741, 5065; ind.pr.3 peine H 509, 5060, 5 pene-ue (H penez)
   2814, 5 painent H 886; (imper.5 penez H 3741); ind.impf.3 penot
   H 2922; subj.pr.3 peine H 1287, H 6059; pret.3 pena 574, 5031; pp.
   penez H 4843; v.a. afflict, torment 574, 2814, 5060; v.n. suffer
   H 4843; v.refl. strive, struggle H 509, 3741 etc.

penitance 794, H 2168 etc., penitence 569 etc., sf. repentance,
   penitence; faire (sa) p. 1724, 1860 etc., prendre (sa) p. 569,
   4636 do penance; en p. dutifully H 3337; avoir p. be chastised
   6344n

pensé H 1315; n.sg. pensé 690n, (H penser) 5093; acc.pl. pensez 760;
   sm. thought, mind; see also penser
pensé 681n, H 2424, (H pensee) 3827 etc., pensee 1788, sf. spirit, mind, thought; see also encliner, estriver

penser 423, H 477 etc.; ind.pr. I pens H 3236; imper. 5 pensez H 409n etc., penzez H 460; ind.impr. I pensoe (H pensee) 5931, 2 pensoies 2403; pp.f.sg. pensee (H pensé) 5958; v.a. and n. think; subst. inf.: penser H 132 (H purpensé) 1154, (H pensé) 5619 etc.; n.sg. pensers 6153; acc.pl. pensers H 478, (H pensez) 1143 etc.; thought, mind; see also dire, estriver, pensé

pensif, adj.n. and acc.sg.m. worried H 305, 1175, 4377; estre p. de (+ infin.) be careful to H 2115

per see par

percer H 2136, percier 3928; pp.n.sg.m. percé (H percé) 1218; v.a. pierce, wound 1218, H 2136; penetrate, enter 3928

perdre; ind.pr. 3 pert 2944, 6 perdent 6920; pret. 3 perdi 2994; fut. 3 perderat H 4142; condit. 2 perdreies 1811; pp. perdu H 6102; v.a. lose 1811 etc.; give up 2944, 2994; see also depender

perdurablement, adv. for ever H 321

pere H 307 etc.; n.sg. pere H 100, 408 etc., perez H 2602; n.pl. peres 1891 etc.; sm. father: (natural) 1532, *1975n etc.; (spiritual) H 100, 408 etc.

pereuce H 142, presce H 1412; pl. presces H 3545; sf. sloth, idleness

perfection, sf. perfection 4663

perilluse, adj.f.sg. dangerous H 300
perir; ind.pr.3 perist 5245, 5265; subj.pr.3 perise H 2771, 4 perissum 4016; fut.4 *perirum (H perirum) 4720; pp.f.sg. perie H 505, 3062; v.a. destroy H 505, 3062; v.n. perish H 2771 etc.

persone, sf.: la p. de home rank H 4854n; pl. persones individuals H 146

perturbaciun 3053, perturbatiun H 2918 etc., sf. agitation, perturbation

pertus (H pertuz), sm.acc.pl. holes, openings 5563, 5564

pes see peis

pesance, sf.: avoir p. be distressed 1671

*pesentum, sf. weight 1377n; faire pesantumes grieve 1604

peser; v.impers. weigh upon 995, 4150

pestilensez, sf.pl. disasters H 433

pestre 2347 etc.; ind.pr.3 peist 4026; imper.5 peizez 4618n; pret.3 pout H 2658, put 4096, 6524; fut.3 peistera (H pestirat) 4611, (5 peterez H 4618n); pr.pt. peissant 4622n; v.a. feed 2347 etc.; eat 6524; v.refl. eat H 2658

pestrin, sm. bakery 4391n

peticiun, sf. plea, petition 4074

petit, n. and acc.sg.m. 1027, 1525 etc.; acc.pl.m. petitz 3160, 6657; f.sg. petite H 2653, 5406 etc.; adj. small 1027, H 2464 etc.; young 1525, 2053 etc.; see also petitete; subst. little 4045, 4136; un.p. H 163, 3595, (H 4045) a little, a small amount; un.sul.p. just a little (H 4040), H 4140; de.p. little H 3311; de un p.
insignificant H 2919; un p. a short distance 818, (H 2449); a short time 585, 547; see also demorer, grant, petitet; adv. little 829, 4014

petitet 1028, (H petit) 4040, H 4124, sm. small amount

petitete (H petite), adj.f.sg. very young 5858

pié 2386, (H pé) 2389 etc.; n.sg. pié 2382; n. and acc.pl. piez 768, H 3219, (H pez) 3785 etc.; sm. foot; a p. on foot 6422; chair as piez de fall at the feet of 1483, 2316 etc.

piece, sf. piece, morsel 1556; devant grant pece for a long time 3018

piere 656, H 1439 etc., pere 394, H 4497, sf. stone 394 etc.; rock H 1439, 6522 etc.

piété, sf. compassion 3891

pietus, adj.n.sg. and pl.m. compassionate 5819, 6914

piez see peiz, pié

pire see peiur

pirer; ind.pr.2 pirez H 802; v.n. retrogress, become worse

pis see peiur

pité H 271 etc., pitié 1349 etc., sf. pity, compassion; avoir p. feel sad H 2801; commoveir a p. inspire compassion H 3389

piz, sm. chest H 2539

plaiier, v.a. wound 714

plainz, sm.acc.pl. plains 2941
plaisir H 508, pleasir H 25, H 102, pleiser H 509; ind.pr.3 plaist H 2258, plest (H pleist) 1259 etc.; subj.pr.3 plaie (H pleise) 5576; pret.3 plot 2496, 5036, (H pleut) 5914 etc., plout H 2216 etc., plut H 206, 3200 etc.; subj.impf.3 plust 4382, 5935; fut.I jlarrai H 108n., jlarra 1266, plerrat H 4526; v.n. please H 25, H 102 etc.; (+ infin.) be pleased, willing to 3200; v.impers. please, be pleasing to H 206, 1259 etc.

plaisir 1271, (H pleiser) 3816, (H pleisir) 4423 etc.; n.sg. pleasir H 2271; sm. pleasure, will; faire le seon pleasir do his will 6105; faire sun p._de do as one pleases with H 3402, 3816

plait (H pleit), sm. trial 419; tenir lur plaiz hold their discussions 1667; see also conte

planter, v.a. implant 1375

pleer, v.a. bend, H 3223

plege; (plegge H 4610); acc.pl. pleges 4610; sm. security

pleger, v.a. stand security for 4613

plein 928, H 2737 etc., plain H 271, 950 etc., n. and acc.sg.m.;
n.pl.m. plein 5825; f.sg. pleine 1054, 5210 etc., plein 786, 1085,
(H plaine) 2859; f.pl. pleines H 6136; adj. full

pleindre; imper.5 pleinez 6590; pret.3 pleinst 3909; subj.impf.I pleinsisse 4982; v.a. lament 4982, 6590; v.refl. groan 3909

pleinement (H plenerement), adv. fully 17

pleintes, sf.pl. lamentations 6839
pleiser, pleisir see plaisir

pleniere (H plenere), adj.f.sg. boundless 5484

plenierement 5475, 5972, plenerement H 646, adv. fully, completely; cf. pleniment

plente, sf. abundance, plenty H 4146, H 4473

plenivus, adj.n.sg.m. fertile, productive 6581

plerer 416, H 467, H 3522, plurer H 503, 571 etc., plurir H 500n;
subj.pr.I plurge 3604; v.n. weep H 227 etc.; subst.inf. plurer
weeping H 508, 1813 etc.; see also doel

plue 3911, 3914, 3916, plue 3922, sf. rain

plunger; pret.I plunjai 2077; pp.f.sg. plunge 5992; v.a. sink (ships)
2077; immerse 5992

plur, sm. weeping H 523, H 632 etc.; sorrow H 268, 413; see also doel;
acc.pl. plurx tears H 2185

pluremezn, sm.acc.pl. tears, lamentations 6029

plurir see plorer

plus, adv. (1) comp. more 1035, 4620 etc.; le p. all the more 1091;
tant con p. ... e p. the more ... the more 4059; ne ... p. no
more 1038, no longer 5655 etc.; see also asse, longement, lujniz,
mes, nient, tost, volenters; (2) superl. most H 233, 6758; la p.
the most H 79

plursors H 3543, 4147, 5318, plursurs (H plusurz) 420, H 865, 1021 etc.;
n.pl.m. plusur 954, plusurs H 348, 1147 etc.; indef.pr. many H
348, 420 etc.; adj. many 1021, 1147 etc.; several H 2302

pluveir; ind.impf.3 pluvest (H plovest) 5896; pret.3 plut 5892;
v.impers.: p. a rage 5896, p. a verse 5892n pour with rain

po see poi

poable, adj.f.sg. possible H 2226

pochun (H pochun), sm. pot 2380

poeir 1600 etc., poer H 861, 5844; ind.pr.1 puis H 25, 422 etc., pus H 3223, H 4628, 2 poez H 1413, 1565 etc., poez 2498, 4627, 5331, pois 5091, puis H 2918, puiz 4962, 2 poet *400n, H 515 etc., pot 398, 1253 etc., 4 poum 839 etc., (poums H 3159), 5 poez 815 etc., 6 poent H 639, 6908, point H 640, H 2762, H 3220, H 4814, puent H 334; ind.impf.1 poie 2102, 2 poeies 6804, 3 poeit H 497, 2384 etc.; subj.pr.1 peusse (H puise) 580, 772 etc., puise H 101, 1818 etc., 3 peusse (H puise) 1252, 4424, 6243, puise H 262, 811 etc., 4 puissem H 524, 5 puissez H 471, H 651, 6 puisse H 1406, pussent 5128; pret.1 poi 5915, 6482, 2 peus 1236n, 3 pout 374, 380 etc., pot 378, 1060 etc., peut H 2136, poet H 1102, 4579, put *H 4782n, 5310, 4 poumes 5904, pumens 5895, (poumes H 5895, H 5904), 6 porent (H purrunt) 6684; subj.impf.1 peusse 772, puise H 2101, (H puse) 5978, 5982, 3 peust H 599, 3144 etc., poust 5011, pust H 2797, 5870 etc., 6 peusse H 661, pussent (H peusent) 6628; fut.1 purrai 1579 etc., 2 poras 686, puras 701, purras 1000, H 1838 etc., 3 porra 6812, porrat H 346, purra 1463 etc., purrat H 141 etc., 4 porrom 3928, porrum 2346, purrum 318 etc., purrum 3980, 5 purrez 424, H 478 etc., purriez (H porrez) 1156n, 6 purunt (H purrunt) 6616; condit.1 pureie 4369, purreie 5121, 2 purreies
1376, 6216, 2 porreit 816, H 6064, 6544, purreit 1071 etc.; 4
purrum H 1308n, (H purrum) 4445n, 5 puriez 2352n, purriez 2318n,
3014n, 6 poreient 714, purreiuent 1615; v.n. can, be able H 101,
374 etc.; absolute 1038, 2493, 3014 etc.; see also mes, mielz;
bien pot estre that may well be 5617; pot cel estre que (H poet
goe estre ke) perhaps 3182; subst.inf.: a sun p. 1600n, 3714,
5061, a tut nostre p. H 861, a tut vostre p. 5844 with (all) his,
our, your might
poesté, sf. power, possession 6179, 6198; avoir p. de (+ infin.)
be able to 4262
poi H 213 etc., po 823, adj. little 6009; adv. little H 2578, 4012;
subst.: un p. a little 823n, H 3439n etc.; a few H 1119 etc.; a
little way 2449 etc.; a short time H 2841 etc.; (de) p. en p.
little by little H 2843, 3045; pur p. almost (H 1180n), H 2153;
see also grant, ore, tens
poindre H 1843, puindre 529; pret.3 poinst 6603; v.a. prick 529n; v.n.
sting H 1843; sprout, start to grow (of beard) 6603n
(point, sm.: n' ... p. de no H 5552)
pois see puis
poisuns, sf.pl. potions H 875
porcs, n.pl. 5297; acc.pl. porcs 4672, 4679 etc.; sm.pl. swine
 porter 927 etc.; ind.pr.I porc (H porte) 5573n; ind.impf.3 portot 3598;
p.p.n.sg.m. porté H 3406, 6442; v.a. bear, carry 3596, 6442 etc.;
bear, produce H 919n; keep, hold 656; bring 838, 927 etc.; carry
off H 3406; see also fei, ire, maltalent, patience
portiers, sm.acc.pl. door-keepers 4237

pose, sf.: une p. for a while H 2433; a chief de p. after some time 5581

poser; v.a. place, set 6657

possession, sf. goods, property H 81, H 147

pot 990 etc.; acc.pl. poz 4595; sm. pot 990, 1025 etc.; jug 6386, 6388

poudre see puldre

pour, sf. fear H 67, (H 415n) etc.; de p. H 598, par p. H 602,
pur p. 748, 1180n, 1950 etc. out of fear; see also droit, enclore
pour 787, pur 1559, 5995, sf. stench

poverté H 139, 4050, poverté H 4474, poverté H 220, 5440, sf. poverty

povre, n. and acc.sg.m. H 3226, 3988 etc.; n.pl.m. povre H 4472, povres 4030; adj. poor 3988 etc.; wretched 4032 etc.; subst. pauper H 3226 etc.; pl. the poor 2397 etc.; see also gent

poverté see poverté

praiere see preeere

pramerement, pramerment see pramerement

prametre; ind.pr.6 prametent 5788; pret.I pramis 771, 2 pranist 1994 etc.; 6 pranistrent 5775; pp. pranis 3075; v.a. promise

precius 5407; f.sg. preciuse 394; f.pl. preciuses 5743; adj. precious 394, 5743; splendid 3124, 5407; costly 5404
preer H 470, (H preier) 1321 etc.; prier 415, H 1404 etc.; ind.pr.I
pri 706 etc., 3 prie 1023; imper.2 pri H 2471, 4073, 4 preum
6923, 5 preez H 267, 1484, priez H 226, 1519 etc.; subj.pr.I
prie (H deprie) 1515; pret.I preai 5978, preai 769, prai *4613a,
6696, 3 prea 5760, 6820, preat H 491 etc., preia 5723, pria 1486
etc., priat H 4500; subj.impf.3 preaat 1483; fut.3 *pria 3903,
4 preerom (H prierum) 4560; po. preé 4084; v.n. pray, entreat
H 267, 706 etc.; v.n. pray 415n, 1486 etc.; see also pardon
preere 1011, 4451 etc., praiere H 2183, prieere 1439, 2013, prieire
1205, sf. prayer; sens.p. uninvited H 4698
preier; ind.pr.I pris H 78, H 865, 3 prise H 327; ind.impf.3 preiseit
829; v.n. esteem, value
prelaz, sm.n.pl. superiors 6549
premerein (H pramerain) 3048; (f.sg. premereine H 3819); adj. first;
cf. premier
premerement 2329, H 2716, 5765, premerement 6743, pramerement H 3843,
premerement H 4892, adv. first 2329 etc.; for the first time
H 2715
premesse, sf. promise, undertaking 1904
premier 1693, (H pramer) 5887; n.sg.m. premers H 1293, premer (H pramer)
363, premier 4323, primer H 87, 371; f.sg. premere H 482, premiere
2023, (H premereine) 3819; adj. first
prendre 701, H 1838, (H amprendre) 3346 etc.; ind.pr.I prenc 4105, 2 prenz
6273, 3 prent H 803, 1084 etc., 6 pernent 4354 etc.; imper.2 pren
682, 692, H 4478 etc., prern 1046, 2028, 4401 etc., 4 pernum 1095, 5 pernez 2071, H 2227, (H pernet) 6871 etc., pernés H 881; subj. pr. 3 prence H 73, 5697; pret. I pris 1912 etc., 2 prist H 23 etc., 4 preimes 6509, 6 pristrent 1854 etc.; subj. impf. I preisse 6228; fut. 5 prendrez 6622 n; pp. pris H 3280 etc., f.sg. prise H 4505 etc.; v.a. take 682, 701 etc.; seize 2071, H 2533 etc.; catch, capture H 2514, H 2550, 2945; gain, win H 803, 4924, 5654; understand H 4815; p. foris take out, remove 1556; v.n. p. a (+ infin.) begin to 1912, *3094 n etc.; v. refl. se p. a (+ subst.) turn to, devote oneself to H 23, 4312 etc.; see also chevols, consié, cors, cure, essample, femme, garde, ire, licence, muillier, pacience, penitance, vengeance

pres., adv. near, close: (local) H 2679, (temporal) 1007, 6653; p. de near H 2229, 2868 n etc.; see also ci, illuec; well-nigh 4601

presence, sf. presence 3948, 3978; avoir en p. have before one 700

present, sm. gift 4089

present, subst. adj.: en p. here, at hand 4, H 336 etc.; now 1629, 6815

presentement, adv. right here 1089

presse, sf. throng, crowd H 82, 4330 etc.

prest, n.sg.m. 1461; (f.pl. prestes H 1473); adj. ready, prepared; adv. ready, in readiness 1464, 1473

prester, v.a. lend H 2564, H 4133, 4939; bestow 5691, 5698

prestre, prestres see proveire
prier see preer

primer see premier

primes, adv. first, at first, first of all H 31, H 56 etc.; a.p. for the first time 562, 6799, 6805; (i)dunc a.p. only then 991, 6885; tut a.p. first of all 1479; de p. at first H 2607; first 3032, H 6057 etc.

primices, sf.pl.: vin de p. new wine 928

pris, sm. price 4946; reward H 93; renown 16, H 182, 4405

prise, sf. capture 2940

priser see preiser

prisun, sf. prison 1872, H 3378

privee, adj.f.sg. secluded 1719

priveement H 2194, H 3444 etc., prívemént H 3283, H 3423, adv. secretly H 2194; in private H 3283 etc.; tut p. all alone H 3745

*privetez, sf.pl. private affairs, secrets H 4480

procein, adj.: f.sg. proceine closely-related 1640; subst.acc.pl.m. proceins neighbours, fellows H 65, H 257

procession 5468, processiun 5458, sf. cortège

prod, adj.; n.sg.m. pruz good 5689; f.sg. prode honourable 5853

prodefemme 4049; pl. prodefemmes 5722; sf. honourable woman

prodome H 288, 1546; n.sg. prodoom 5899, prodom H 68, 1034 etc.,
prodome H 23, 4658 etc., produm 533, prudon 5480, prudum *357, 721; n.pl. prodeshomes H 1419; sm. worthy man H 23, H 181 etc.; Father H 231, 357 etc.; pl. brave men 1419n; adj. honourable, virtuous 721, H 2122 etc.

prosesme 3501, prosme H 2223, sm. neighbour, fellow

profit, sm. advancement, profit 980, H 2190 etc.; estre p. be profitable 5154

profitable; n.sg.m. prophitable H 2134; f.sg. profitable H 79, (H prophitable) 1518, 4227; f.pl. profitables H 144, profitables H 129; adj. helpful, profitable

profiter 530 etc.; ind.pr.3 profite H 2473, prophite H 3323; v.n. be profitable, be of use 530, 811 etc.; advance, make progress H 2683, H 3413

proiere see preere

promissum, sf.: la tere de p. the Promised Land H 647, H 650

prophete, n.sg. H 115, H 151 etc.; n.pl. prophetes 589; sm. prophet

prophitable, prophiter see profitable, profiter

propre H 96, 1106, (H propere) 3154 etc., adj.f.sg. own

proprement, adv. truly, properly 747

proprietez, sf.pl. possessions 4334, 6585

prosesme see proesme

prosperite (H prospreté), sf. good fortune, prosperity 5941
proveire 1973, 2050, *3658n, prestre 960, (H prove) 3620, H 4132; n.sg. prestre 693, H 2690 etc.; acc.pl. prestres 1613; sm. priest: (Christian) 693, 951 etc.; (pagan) 1973, 2050 etc.

providence, sf. foresight, prudence 4307

pru 752, (prou H 6), sm. profit, benefit

prudon, prudum see prodome

prueise, sf. bravery H 1425

pruver; imper. 2 proeve 1941; pp.n.sg.m. pruvé (H prové) 3472; v.a. convict 3472; v.refl. test oneself 1941

pruz see prod

psalms, psalmodie see salmes, salmodie

pudre see puldre

puindre see poindre

puir; ind.impf. 3 pueit 1598, *pueit 5088; v.n. stink

puis, sm. see puiz

puis H 190, 386 etc., pus H 612, H 2537, pois 6475, 6883, adv. then, afterwards 386, H 612, 971 etc.; ne ... p. nevermore 571, 1015; p._que after 762, 934 etc.; p._(icel jor) que since H 190, 709, 729 etc.; p._que (concessive) since 821; see also ore, si, unc

(puisné, adj. younger H 6678)

puissant (H pusant) 1173 etc., adj.n.sg.m. powerful: trestut p. 1628, (trestus p. H 1173), tut p. 1173, H 2242, H 2440 omnipotent
puiz H 345, 3639, (H puit) 3641 etc., puis H 3384, H 343, puz 6380, 6385, sm. well

pulder 6159, pudre H 134, H 2228, poudre H 2231, sf. dust

pullent 1032; n.pl.m. pulenz 5297; f.sg. pullente 1566; adj. stinking

pulment, sm. pottage 1032, H 3439n etc.

pur 8, H 42 etc., por 817, 856 etc., prep. for; (+ infin.) in order to H 98, H 167, 678 etc.; p._ceo for this reason, on this account H 644, 812 etc.; p._ceo que because H 168, 817 etc.; p._que why H 501, 808 etc.

purchacer H 6110; pp.acc.sg.m. purchacie 2376; v.a. procure

purchaz, sm.: de mal p. lacking in zeal 2094

pureture (H purreture) 5088, (H pureiture) 5092, sf. pus

purfichier; imper.5 purfichiez H 446; v.a. implant

purir (H purrir) 2382; fut.3 purra (H purrirat) 2387n; v.n. rot; see also veie

purjesir; pret.3 purjut (H parjeut) 4588; v.a. seduce

puroec 1880, H 4126, poroec 4960, adv. on that account

purparler; pp. purparlé 370; v.n. discuss

purpens 1641, 5946, purpens H 2180, poppens 1334, sm. resolution 1334, H 2180; avoir p. intend 1641; estre en mult grant p. be deep in thought 5946; pl. thoughts 1162, 1194; cf. penser

pur pensement, sm. intention H 6076
purpensément (H purpenseement), adv. deliberately, on purpose 5620

purpenser 2995, H 3566; ind.pr.I purpens H 482; imper.2 purpense H 2773; ind.imperf.3 purpensot 3655, purpensot 1005; pp.n.sg.m. purpensé 2899; v.refl. consider, reflect H 445 etc.

purpenz see purpens

purpos H 438, 2998, porpos 538, sm. intention, resolution; faire un p. carry out his intention 538

purprendre; pp.n.sg.m. purpris 1020, f.sg. surprise 1062; v.a. afflict, encompass

purté, sf. purity 6461

purveer; imper.5 purveez H 430; pp. purveu H 4490, n.sg.m. purveu H 176; v.a. procure H 176, H 4490; v.refl. be watchful H 430

purvers (H pervers), adj. evil, perverse 1325

pus see puis

(puser H 3653; pret.3 pusat H 3645; pp.f.sg. pusee H 3651; v.a. and n. draw; cf. espuchier)

puteins H 2777, putenz 5822, sf.pl. whores

puz see puis

qualité, sf. condition, quality H 1290

quanque H 258, *570n etc., *quank' H 2512n, quanqu 1474 etc., kanke 6002, indef.pr. whatever, all that; pur q. however much 3916; conj. since H 2122
quant 1178 etc.; acc.pl.m. quanz 2091; interrog.adj. how many 2091;
    indef.pr.: see tant

quant 18 etc., quanz 6747, conj. when 18, H 87 etc.; seeing that,
since H 177, 560 etc.; interrog.adv. when 412, 3021 etc.; see
also tens

quarante H 646, 722 etc., quarrante 1586, 1636 etc., num.adj. forty

quaranteine H 2645; pl. quaranteines H 2510n; sf. distance of forty
perches

quarriere (H quarere), sf. quarry 6621

quart, num.adj.n. and acc.sg.m. fourth 2095, H 2675, 4331

quasseé, adj.n.sg.m. bruised, crushed 1246

que see ke, quel, qui

qui see qui

queir see quer

quel H 28, 1643 etc., que 728n, 4102n; n.sg.m. quel (H quele) 1215,
    H 2644 etc.; n. and acc.pl.m. quels H 2718, 3089n, 5731 etc.;
    f.sg. quel H 126, H 4525 etc., que (H quele) 2447n, quelle H 108,
    552 etc.; f.pl. queles H 158, (H quels) 1210 etc.; interrog.adj.
    what, which H 158, H 504 etc.; _q._ ... que whichever H 126 etc.;
    see also chose, liu, ore, part; interrog.pr. who, which 3855,
    5542, 5731; a _q._ ... _k_! by whichever H 4525; rel.pr. pur quelle
    for whom 5753; (with def. article): interrog.adj. which H 108;
    rel.adj. which H 651; interrog.pr. which, who 4010, 5062, 5731;
    rel.pr. who, whom, which H 526, 552 etc.; le _q._ que whichever H
queor see quer

(queque, rel.pr. whatever H 3064)

quer H 74, 1010 etc., queir H 216, queor H 3567, quor H 128, 710 etc.,
cuer 1375, 2963 etc.; n.sg. cuer 1881, quer H 1284; acc.pl. quors
H 2552, H 4872; sm. heart H 74 etc.; de q. 1010, 3858 etc.,
de bon q. 1323, 5638 sincerely; de q. e de curage 1987, en q. e
en charité H 3240 with heart and soul

quere 1474, H 2708 etc.; ind.pr.I quer (H quier) 15, 3 quiert 2948;
imper. 2 quer H 1416, 5 querez H 890, 4174; subj.pr.3 querge 2951;
pret. (I quis H 5961), 3 quist H 2599 etc., 6 quistrent 6716;
(pr.pt. querant H 5566n); pp. quis H 2710; v.a. seek, search for
1474, H 2708 etc.; ask for, desire 15, H 890 etc.; v.n. seek
H 1416, 4174, 6716; see also consié, pardon, require

questiun, sf. question 1696, 3854

qui, pron. (1) Relative: who, whom, which, that: n.sg. and pl. qui 12,
H 23 etc., ki H 49, H 186 etc., que 6, 10, H 86 etc., ke H 188,
H 208 etc., qu 1698, k’ H 434, H 904, 954 etc.; acc.sg. and pl.
que 4, H 27 etc., ke H 43, 1142 etc., qu’ H 427, 2044 etc., k’
H 510, 3908 etc., qui H 481, 4572 etc.; (neut.) qui H 102; (2)
Interrogative: (a) Persons who: nom. qui 2873 etc., ki H 2792,
ke H 2794; (possessive) whose qui 3127n; (b) Neut. what: nom.
que 557, 707 etc., ke H 4471, H 4475 etc., qui 3893, H 6068,
quoi 6639; (3) Absolute: he who, those who H 131, H 152, 397 etc.
quider 5875; ind.pr.I qui H 664, 2092 etc., quid H 244 etc., quit 657,
guille, sf. tranquillity H 116; en peis e en q. in peace and quiet
H 4541

guiller see cuiller

quint, num.adj. fifth H 3303

quintise see cuintise

quire, v.n. cook 5369

quirillus, adj.n.sg.m. quarrelsome 5180

quisant, adj. painful 757

quite, adj.f.sg. cooked H 3425, H 3429, H 4537

guer, quors see guer

rage, sf. anger, fury 1934; see also pluvoir

raisun H 41 etc., reisun 396 etc., (raisun H 1267), sf. (speech, discourse H 1267n); (de)mustrer (une) r. 396, 3896, (de)mustrer par r. H 145, H 3937 explain, give an explanation; dire r. speak the truth H 311; estre r. be right H 41; faire r. vindicate, avenge H 4839; rendre r. de account for 421, H 2772

daler; ind.pr.3 revet 3960; fut.I reirrai 2902; v.n. go back, return 2902; r._arie_r. go back again 3960
remener see remener

repairer see repairer

rapeler; ind.impf.3 rapelot 6153; v.a. recall 1800; call back 4996;
hold back, restrain 6153, 6155

ré, sm. furnace 2973

receivre 824 etc.; ind.pr.I receif 4255, 2 receis H 804, 3 receit 5789
etc., 4 recevum H 2686; imper.2 receif 6164, 5 recevez 2020, *H
4881n; subj.pr.I receive 4285; pret.I requi H 668 etc., 3 requit
2313, H 2604 etc., receto H 2847 etc., 6 recurent 1863, (H
recurrent) 5548 etc.; subj.impf.3 receust *H 2826, 3828, *reçust
4959n; fut.I recevrai 4963, 3 recrera 3833, recraverat H 6075; pp.
reçu 6012, receu 2046 etc.; v.a. receive H 49, 709 etc.; accept
824, 2020 etc.; collect 5095; see also drap

rechater, v.a. redeem 1244

reclus, sm. recluse 6832, 6837 etc.

reclutez, adj.acc.pl.m. patched 3957, 4054

reconcilier; pp.n.pl.m. reconcilié 5841; v.a. reconcile

reconforter; pp.acc.sg.m. reconforté (H confortee) 2878; v.a. comfort

recorder; ind.pr.I recjord H 2531; v.a. declare

receire 384, 537, 3019; ind.pr.3 receire 2944; pret.3 recrut (H
recreut) 3001; fut.6 *recrerrunt 5126; v.n. falter, defect 5126n;
ren son curajge lose heart 3001, 3019n; v.refl. give up, draw
back 537, 2944; se_r_ de renounce 384n
recuillir see requillir

recunter H 3395; ind.impf.3 recunet 3158, (H contout) 3701; v.a. relate 655 etc.; see also oîr

recunuistre H 133; imper.2 recunuis (H reconuis) 1230, 1231; subj.pr.5 reconuisesz H 2528; pret.6 recunurent (H reconurent) 5547; v.a. recognize, admit H 133 etc.; acknowledge H 2528, 5547

recu[v]rer (H recoverer), v.a. recover, win back 2996

redire; ind.pr.3 redit H 2734, 4750; ind.impf.3 rediseit 999, 5543, redisoit 6761; pret.3 redist H 155 etc., 6 redistrent 1327; v.a. say also H 155, 1327; say again 999 etc.

(reedifier, v.a. rebuild H 1463)

reentrer; v.n. go back in 6355

r(e)estre; ind.pr.3 reest 4357, rest 2969; pret.3 refu 2977n; v.n. be also

refeit, adj.n.pl.m. replete 4177

refreider; pp.n.sg.m. refreide 4404; v.a. cool

refui, sm.n. and acc.sg. refuge, shelter 710, H 2214, 3062; avoir r. take refuge 1706n

refuser; v.a. spurn 1823, 3658; v.n. refuse 824

regarder (H esgarder) 5954, 6497; pret.3 regarda 5951, rewarde 2869; v.a. look at 5951 etc.; v.refl. look back 2869

regart, sm. appearance 5950
regeier see regeïr

regeiers see regieres

regeïr (H regehir) 3138, regeier H 2264, H 3233; pret.6 *regehirent 1864n; v.a. confess

regieres 1036 etc., regiers H 2255, regiers H 921 etc., regere 392, H 4830 etc.; adv. again; venir r. return 5645

regiu<un, sf. region, land H 648

regne, sm. kingdom H 154, 1077 etc.

regner; v.n. reign H 436, 760 etc.

rei 1, (H rai) 3889, roi 2444; n.sg. rais H 4859, rois 1547, rei 1173, H 1421 etc.; sm. king

reide, adj.f.sg. motionless, still 1950

reis, sf.pl. nets H 2510, H 2514, H 2549

relascher, v.a. give up 3947; cf. releisser

releisser; pret.3 releissa (H relachat) 1333; v.a.; r. son curare
falter, waver 1333

relever 1459; pp.n.sg.m. relevé 1452, f.sg. relevee 1476; v.a. raise up (again) 1452, 1459, 1476; v.n. come to life again, revive 4450, 4466n; see also lever

religion 1072 etc., religiu<un H 23, 360 etc., sf. piety 1732, 2863 etc.; home de r. pious man H 156, H 162 etc.; see also gent; monastic
life 1072, 6202 etc.; (s'en) aler en r. 360, 369 etc., se rendre
en r. 536 etc., venir en r. H 513, 5441 take monastic vows; see
also metre

religius 1157 etc.; f.sg. religiuse H 480, 1052, 5741; adj. devout, pious

religiosement (H religiosement), adv. devoutly 12

relement, adv. infrequently, rarely 6204n

resumer; v.a. relight 4908

remaingdre 1253, 1813, H 2247, remeindre H 132, 1786 etc., remen dre 553;
imper.2 remain 1588, H 3448, remein 1687 etc., 4 remanum H 313,
H 321; subj.pr.2 remain[t]2 H 3321n, 3 remainge H 4849, re me ne
(H remaigne) 1248n; pret.3 remist 1573 etc.; fut.I remeindre[i3]
2048n, 3 remaindrat H 2544; condit.3 remeindrait H 602; pp. remis
727 etc.; v.n. remain, stay H 132, 553 etc.; tarry 2067, 3811n;
r. _contre (H encontre) resist 1253; remist de nos we were prevented
H 3545

remanger; subj.impf.4 remangissum 4266; v.n. eat again

remembrance (H memorandum) 1112, (H remembrance) 2395, 5715, sf.: avoir
en r. remember, bear in mind 2395, 5715; venir en r. come to mind
1112

remembrer; ind.pr.3 remembre (H remembre) 6599; subj.pr.3 remen bre
(H remembre) 6027; ind.impf.I remembrere 1889; v.a. remind 6599;
v.a. remember 1889; v.impers. (+ de) remember 6027

remende see remaindre

remener H 2832; ind.pr.3 remaine (H meine) 1266; fut.3 remerra 3048n;
remetra; pret.I remis 4272; (fut.3 remettret H 3048n); v.a. put back;
see also table

remission, sf. forgiveness, remission H 6139

remonester; pp.acc.pl.m. remonesté 4266; v.a. urge again

remuer, v.a. move 2879; v.n. move, stir 2960, 6435; v.refl. bestir oneself 681

remvertir see revertir

rendre H 72, 421 etc.; ind.pr.1 renc (H rend) 5041, rend 731, H 2284,
H 3216, 3 rend H 89, rent 5177, 5792; imper.5 rendez 2019 etc.;
pret.I rendi 1885, 3 rendi 543 etc.; 6 rendirent 4325; fut.3
rendra 4718; pp. (rendu H 2418), n.pl.f. renduz H 859; v.a. render H
72, 1966 etc.; give 3075, 4718, 5792; give back 1968, 2019 etc.;
r._son_esprit die 3198, 6784; see also grace, merci, raisin;
 v.refl.: see confés, religion

renêé, sm.n.sg.m. apostate 6465

renee 1934, 1987; pret.6 reneerent (H renerent) 5549; v.a. deny

renomé H 2141, renumé *1895n, 6898, adj.n.sg.m. renowned, celebrated

renomé, sf. fame, reputation 6810

rente, sf. return, reward H 906

renveer; ind.pr.3 renveit 2323; v.a.; r._ariere send back 2323
reparer 1541, H 2724 etc.; reparer 412, H 3529 etc.; ind.pr.1
repir 1188; imper.2 repir H 2591, (H 3071), repir H 2129, 3071, 4294; ind.impf.3 repir (H repireut) 1172; fut.1
repirerai 1756, repirerai 1816; pp.n.sg.m. repiré H 2798 etc., repiré 5640 etc.; v.n. return 953, 1172 etc.; come 412, H 595, 3946; go 5319; r. ar(ier)er go back again 847, 1859 etc.; r. en seire return to one's senses 2391; v.refl. go back H 2591 etc.; (+ en) H 3533; subst.inf. return 5324, 5579; al r. on the way back 6484, 6502
repindre; ind.pr.3 repint 4362n; v.a. thrust

repentance, sf. repentance H 2167 etc.; avoir r. be repentant 1768, 5043

repentant, adj.n.sg.m. repentant H 3515, 4965, 5708; subst.acc.pl.m. repentanz the penitent H 2164

repentir H 39, 6054; ind.pr.2 repenz 1506, 3 repent H 619 etc.; subj. pr.3 repente H 41, (H 1466); pret.I repenti 765, 3 repenti 569 etc., 6 repentirent H 4871 etc.; subj.impf.I repentesse H 194, 3 *repentist 5709, 6 repentissent 5839; fut.2 repentiras 3812; v.n. 3812, 5709 etc.; r. de H 39 regret; v.refl. repent 569, H 619 etc.; be regretful H 41, 1926 etc.; subst.inf. repentance 6013

repiroir see repaire

repondre see respundre

reporter; v.a. bring back 4940

reposer, v.n. rest H 2581, 3140 etc.; set (of sun) 6430; r. de (+ infin.) cease from 4228; v.refl. rest H 302, 1683
reprendre H 4789, 5030, 5491; pret. (3 reprist H 5030), 6 repristrent H 4870; condit.1 reprendereie 5496; pp.n.sg.m. repris 747; v.a. reprimand

reproce, sm. shame 4770; acc.pl. reproces (H reproces) taunts 4690

reprove, sm. reproach 2950

reprover H 3579, repriuvier (H reprover) 582; v.a. reproach 584, 586; subst.inf. reproach 582, H 3579

repundre see respundre

requere 1712, 5022 etc., requerrre 1269; ind.pr.1 requier 1199, requer H 2224, H 2269, 2 requiers 5638, 6805, requeres H 3240, 6 requerent H 2220; imper.2 requier 5637; subj.pr.3 requergie H 3300; pret.1 requis (H quis) 5961, 3 requist H 4893 etc., 6 requistrent 1862; subj.impf.4 requissun 6289; pp.acc.sg.m. requis 3703; v.a. ask, request 1199 etc.; seek 1712; see also merci, pardon

requeste, sf. entreaty H 2282

requillir H 3336; pret.3 requilii 4089, 4243, (H requilli) 5477; pp.acc.sg.m. requilli H 179; v.a. receive H 179, 5477; welcome 4243; accept H 3336, 4039

rescore, v.refl. save oneself H 2197

reseer; imper.2 resid H 3255; v.n. remain

resembleur; v.n. seem, appear 1603

resorder; ind.pr.3 resort H 1424; v.n. stand up again

respit, sm. wise saying H 3560; sans r. without delay H 2553
resplendir; pret.3 resplendi 6757, 6763; v.n. shine

resplendissant (f.sg.) 1422, (n.pl.m.) 5740, adj. radiant

respons H 3384, respuns H 611, H 618, sm. answer

reproces see reproce

respundre (H 561), 3882; ind.pr.3 respond 833 etc., respunt H 37, 731 etc., respond H 2797 etc., repont H 26; pret.3 respondi 379, H 4829 etc., respondi H 103, 385 etc., respondit H 3289, repundi 4011, respondet 2092, 6 respondirent H 2529 etc.; fut.2 respondras 4771; v.a. and n. answer, reply

rester H 1427; pret.3 restut 3104 etc.; v.n. stand still H 1427, 6540; remain 6471; r. a resist 3104n

restraindre; pret.3 restrainast 2903; v.a. curb

(restui, sm. refuge (?) H 1706n)

resurreccion (H resurrection), sf. resurrection 2854

resusciter; pp. resuscitó (H resuscité) 4454, n.sg.m. resuscité (H resuscité) 4458, f.sg. resuscitee 1969; v.a. restore to life 1969, 4451 etc.; v.n. rise from the dead H 2232

retenir (H tenir) 1252, H 2421 etc.; ind.pr.1 retienc (H retenge) 3902, 4 retennum 6741; subj.pr.1 retiengue H 2420; pret.3 retint H 2726 etc.; fut.3 retendrât H 914; pp. *retenu 6181n, acc.sg.m. retenu 559; v.a. retain, keep 559, H 2420 etc.; detain H 2726, 6530, 6721; (repress H 3104); v.refl. resist, restrain oneself H 914, 1252
revenir; ind.pr.3 revient 1466; imper.2 reven H 4712; pret.3 revint 1353 etc., 6 revindrent 5300; subj.imperf.3 revenist 5380; fut.2 revendaras H 6121, 6186, 3 revendrat H 4712; pp.p. sg.m. revenu 565, (n.pl.m. revenu H 4459); v.n. come back, return 565 etc.; (r._aire come back H 3476a, H 4459); r._en sei recover, come to one's senses 2899, 3655

reverser; v.n. overturn 2893, 2896

revertir; ind.pr.5 remvertez 5848; (subj.pr.3 reverte H 1466); fut.3 revertira/d H 134; v.a. win back 5848; v.n. return H 134, (H 1466)

revisiter, v.a. visit 367, H 2824 etc.; cf. visiter

revuleir; ind.imperf.3 revuleit 3011; v.a. wish once more

rewainer (H guaigner), v.a. recultivate 3011

rewarder see regarder

riche 6790; n.sg.m. riches 6150, riche 5451 etc.; n.pl.m. riches H 4471; adj. rich H 4471 etc.; important 4544n; subst.pl. rich men H 3217

richeise H 2779; pl. richeises H 299, 5437, 6155, richeisses H 42; sf. wealth, riches
rien H 212, 732 etc., ren H 78 etc., rens H 3850, (H 5580), sf. thing
H 78, H 233; creature H 669; autre r. anything else 3170; nul r. anything
1006, (H 4290); (with negation) nothing, not anything
2998, 3028 etc.; de nul r. in any way 5377; pur nul r. for any
reason, in any way H 293, 746 etc.; pl. tutes r(i)ens everything
H 2528, H 2755; sur tute rions above all, more than anything else
1974; indef.pr. anything 2024, 3688 etc.; (with negation) nothing,
not anything H 196, 1030 etc.; de r. for any (other)reason 758;
pur (nul) r. ke (+ subj.) whatever H 290, 732, 2101, H 3580; adv.:
rien 811 etc., ren H 282 etc., rens H 3419, de r. H 168, 2100 etc.,
in any way, at all; see also chacun, estre

rire H 487, H 3838; ind.pr.I ri H 3843, 5 riez H 3841; pret.I ris H
3845, H 3847; v.n. laugh H 487 etc.; v.refl.: s'en r. laugh H 3843
riule, sf. rule 2994, 4282 etc.

riuue see rue

rober, v.a. pillage, rob 4987

roi, rois see rei

rosel, sm.n.sg. reed 1246

rostit, v.a. roast H 1392

rovent, adj.: faire le vis r. a embarrass, shame H 4137

rover H 2761; ind.pr.I ruis H 2615, H 4650, 6 rovent 6731; pret.3 rovat
H 3253 etc., ruva 2093 etc., 6 roverent H 3524 etc., ruverent 823,
6327; pp. rover H 3298; v.a. beg, entreat. 823, 2316 etc.; order
2093; desire 4427, H 4650, H 6131; r.a entrust to H 2433
rue 972, H 1389, (H riuue) 6862, (riuue H 4597), sf. street

ruges, adj.n. and acc.pl.m. red 5813, 5825

ruissel (H ruisel), sm. stream 1104

runanz (H rumance), sm. vernacular 9n

runces, sf.pl. brambles 2942, 3009, 3044

(runz, sm.acc.pl. brambles H 3009)

rute, sf. company, crowd 936

sa see ga

sac 3590, 4993 etc.; n.sg. sac (H sak) 3601; acc.pl. sacs 6748; sm.
sack 3590 etc.; sackcloth 6520, 6537, 6748

sacher; pret.3 sachá (H saka) 5983, 6858, 6902; v.a. pull

sacréfier, sacréfier see sacrificer

sacrifices, sm.acc.pl. sacrifices, offerings 2052, 2054

sacrifier 2052, sacrifier H 2534; imper.2 sacrefie H 2524; v.a.
sacrifice 2052; v.n. offer sacrifices H 2524, H 2534

sage, n.sg.m. 2373 etc.; n.pl.m. sage H 310, 1148, H 4808, sages 3473;
adj. prudent, wise 1068 etc.; faire ke s. act wisely H 310, 542,
1148 etc.

dagément, adv. wisely H 643

saillir; ind.pr.3 saut 687 etc.; pret.3 saiilli 2106; v.n. leap 2935;
sus jump up 687, 2106; cover (a mare) H 905
sainier 5380; (ind. impf. 3 saneit H 5108); v.a. heal 2409, 5108; cleanse, purify H 3261, 5380n

saint H 401, 1732, 6345 etc., seint H 86, 1241 etc.; n.sg.m. sainz 829, seinz H 53, 2043 etc., saint H 174, 2443 etc., seint H 47, 1227 etc.; n. and acc.pl.m. seinz 3, 992, 4367 etc.; f.sg. sainte H 463, 1257 etc., seinte H 511, 1068 etc., (before vowel) saint H 251; f.pl. seintes 3; adj. and subst. (I) adj.: holy H 86, H 251, 1241 etc.; blessed, godly, saintly H 11, H 401, 829 etc.; (before proper name) saint H 47, H 174 etc.; (2) subst. saint 3, 4365 etc.
saintement, adv. in a saintlike manner 809

saisir; pret.3 saisit (H sessi) 4206, seisi (H sesi) 5040, 5335, (H saisi) 5967, 6526, seisa (H saisii) 5975n; v.a. grasp, seize

salf see sauf

salmes 5424, saumes 3888, 6689, psalmes (H 3888), 5373, (H 6689), sm.pl. psalms

salmodie (H psalmodie), sf. psalmody 1468

salu 1260, H 2682 etc., saluz 4355, 4364, sf. salvation

saluer, v.a. greet H 2561, 4393 etc.
saluz see salu

salvacion 568, 6912, salvation 2448, 3058, 3618, salvation H 3557, 4357 etc., sf. salvation

salvages, n.pl.m. 5648; acc.pl.m. salvages H 3272, sauvages H 898,
salvage H 666; adj. wild H 666 etc.; hostile 5648n

salvation, salvation see salvation

salver H 864, 4676 etc., salveir H 244, sauver *4214n, 539 etc.;
   imper. 5* salvez 6331n; subj.pr.3 saut H 2641; subj.impf.3 sauvest
   (H salvast) 6844; fut.3 sauvera 4354; 5 sauverez H 127; pp. (n.sg.m.
   salvé H 2458), n.pl.m. salvez H 3931, (H 5648n), sauvez 5847; v.a.
   save 424, 539 etc.; v.refl. be saved, find salvation H 127, H 244
   etc.; see also sauf

(salveté, sf. deliverance H 565n)

sanadi, sm. Saturday H 3205, H 4503

sanc, sm. blood H 2542, 5733 etc.

saner see sainier

santé 565n, (H santhé) 2418 etc., sf. health; s. averse be cured 6313

sanz H 144, 793, (H sant) 6350 etc., senz H 40, 424 etc., cenz 4216,
   sens 6635, sen H 2831, 4680, pr. without; s. tut ice que without
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satage, subst. (?) H 80n

satisfaction, sf. reparation 5714

sauf (H salvé) 2458, (H salf) 4668, n.sg.m.; n.pl.m. salf 6916; adj.
   saved; safe, sure 4610

saul, adj.n.sg. and pl.m. sated H 1313, 4277

sauler H 893; imper.2 saul 1561; v.refl. eat one's fill H 893; be
   satisfied 1561
saumes see salmes

sauvages see salvage

sauvememt, sm. protection H 3301

sauver see salver

sauveir H 215, 1797, (H savair) 3713 etc., sayer H 59, 815 etc., savoir 6480, 6504; ind.pr.I sai H 487, (H sei) 1522 etc., 2 sez H 4139, 4961, 3 set H 4521, 4717 etc., seet H 104, H 472 etc., 4 savums H 2583, 5 savez H 117 etc., 6 sevemt 10, 1150, *H 6130n etc.; imper.2 sacez 1585 etc., sachez H 4655, 5 sacez 16, (H sachez) 6891 etc., saciez 6427 etc., saches H 95 etc., sachiez H 85, 6729 etc., sachez 729, sacés 531; ind.impf.2 saveies 3672, 3 saveit 1748 etc., savoit 6442, 6 saveiend H 2199, (H 3882); subj.pr.I sache H 79, 3 sace 947, H 3580 etc., sache H 2628, 4 sachum 3715, 5 sachez H 125, (H 3715); pret.I sai 1913, 5916, 6698, 2 sous 1682, 3 sot 1223, 1233 etc., sout 561, H 2197 etc., solt 4932, 6 sozent 3882, 5084, 6777; subj.impf.3 seussent 4900, 6315, soust 1228, sust 6441, 6 seussent 2487, seussent H 2268; fut.3 savra 6173; condit.I savroie 6640; pp.f.sg. seue 949, H 3407; v.a. know H 79, H 104 etc.; (+ infin.) know how to, be able to 10, 1150 etc.; s. de know about, be versed in H 2731, H 2769, 5916; goe est a s. ke (+ subj.) this means that H 59; ne sair que fa some fire or other 4102n; see also devoir, mot, mun; subst.inf. knowledge, learning 3082, 3713; n'estre pas s. be unwise H 2586, 4982; ne faire s. act foolishly 6182; pp.subst. su: sens le su unknown to 743

savuree, adj.f.sg. tasty, savoury 828
scandalise 5361, 5366, scandalise 5427, n.sg.m.; n.pl.m. scandalise
1698, scandalise 1716, scandalize H 2198 etc., escandalize
1741, eschandeliz H 2267; adj. scandalized, shocked

scandalize see escandle

science, sf. knowledge H 45; wise saying H 3930n

scitez see cité

scorpions, sm.acc.pl. scorpions 6458

scripture see escripture

sec see sc, sei, si

sechir; (subj.pr.3 seche H 1248); subj. impf.3 sechist 1243; pp.n.sg.m.
sechi H 907; v.a. dry 1248n; dry up H 907

secrez, sm.n.pl. secrets H 4479

secularité, sf. worldliness 3990, 5401

seculer 533 etc.; n.sg.m. seculer H 1288 etc., seculier 6711; n.pl.m.
seculer H 863, seculers 358, H 867; f.sg. seculere 4371; f.pl.
seculers 1332; adj. lay 533, H 881 etc.; secular 4371; worldly
1332, H 3420; subst. layman H 863, 5695 etc.

secool, n.sg.m. H 91, 367, H 1295; f.sg. seconde 2029; adj. second

seer 2109, H 2589 etc.; ind.pr.I seez H 3573n, 3 seet 1004, 1457, H
2639, siet 3121, 5059, 5 seez H 429; imper.2 seez H 2917, 5 seez
3955, 6590; ind.impf.3 seet H 403, 1086; pret.I sis 6555, 6649,
3 sist 2053 etc., 4 seines 6660, 6 sistrent H 3440 etc.; pr.pt.
seant 3096, H 3295; v.n. sit H 403 etc.; be placed, stand 1457;
v.refl. sit down 3955; see also aval, jus, pais, parage; subst. inf. immobility H 3324

seit see set

sei 850, 5096 etc., soi 5410, sf. thirst

sei, refl.pr. himself, herself, itself, oneself, themselves: acc.and dat.str. sei H 50, 849, (H se) 4661 etc., sai H 247, H 327 etc., soi 3655; unstr. se H 23, H 41, 393 etc., ce H 81, H 153, H 4773, s' H 42, 358 etc., sei (H se) 4721

seier; v.a. reap 695

seignier; imper.5 seigniez 6328; pret.3 seina 6333, 6 seignent 6324; v.a. bless by making the sign of the Cross

seignier 1466, 1801 etc., seignur H 25, H 912 etc., seignur 586, seignurs H 2465, sire 4716, 4730; n.sg.m. sire H 606, 832 etc., sires 699, seignor 1324, 2007, 5166, 6780, seignur H 2176; n.pl. seignurs (H 1095), H 1285; sm. lord H 2007; mun S. H 25 etc., nostre S. H 912 etc., my, our Lord; owner 699; term of address applied to (1) God or Jesus Christ H 1401, H 2209 etc.; (2) religious superior 832; (3) pagan priest 1976; (4) by Father to his listeners H 1285n; (5) by poet to his audience (H 1095n)

seignorie 779, 6332, seignurie (H seignurie) 3823, sf.: avoir s. dominate

sein (H sain) 1262 etc., n.sg.m.; n.pl.m. seins (H seinz) 3871; f.sg.

seine 3640; adj. in good health, well 3871, 5867; cured 1262, 6302 etc.; pure, fit to drink (of water) 3640

seinent, adv. in good health 5939
seiner see seigneur

seinté, sf. piety H 3929n

seinteté, sf. piety H 171

seintifier, v.refl. sanctify oneself H 1438

seinur, seinurie see seigneur, seignorie

seir, sm. evening 730, 3081 etc.; le s. 1664, al s. H 2208, 3093 etc.
in the evening; cf. erseir

seisante, num.adj. sixty 2357

seiser see saisir

seisun 3911 etc., sesun H 3211, sf. season

sel H 1119, H 3425, cial H 3430n, (H cial) 6625n, sm. salt

sel, sele, selui see cil

semaine H 114, 2023 etc., semaine 6643, simagne H 2609, simaine H 4496, H 4501 etc., simeine H 1120, sf. week

semblable, adj.n.sg.m. like, similar H 903, H 923, H 3278, (H 4407n)

semblance, sf.: en (la) s. de disguised as 1596, H 2664 etc.; estre s. a
resemble H 342, 4407n, H 4520

semblant, sm. facial expression H 3326; faire s. cum (+ subj.)

6687, faire un s. de (+ infin.) 1911 pretend; ne faire s. give no
sign 4979; faire bel s. look happy H 205; welcome 5381, 6723;
faire triste s. look downcast 1177
sembler; v.n. and impers. seem H 69, 828, H 3434 etc.

semble, sf. seed H 2828, H 3416, 4015

semere, v.a. and n. sow 4003, 4005 etc.

sen H 430, (H senz) 1146 etc., sm. wisdom, understanding 1146; word of wisdom 1141, 3346; direction 5651; meaning 2971; entel.s. in this sense H 4809, H 4815; see also cuillir

sen, prep. see sanz

senatur, sm.n. and acc.sg. senator 2308, 2309

senestre, sf.: a s. on the left 6867; a sa s. to his left, at his left hand 3954, (H 6867)

sens H 3415, senz H 2582, sm. wisdom H 2582; a nul s. in any way H 3415; cf. sen

sens, prep. see sanz

sentir H 1391; ind.pr.I sent H 3574, 4232, 3 sent 562 etc., 4 sentum 6596, 6 sentent 1212, 6822; subj.pr.3 sente 1209; pret.I senti 6427, 2 senti 1015 etc., 2 sentistes 6425; pp. sentu 6786, f.sg. sentu 1016; v.a. smell H 1391, H 1397, 6786; taste H 1843; feel 1015, 1209 etc.; v.refl. realize 562; consider oneself H 2161

senz see sanz, sen, sens

sepulture, sf. grave 5902

serement H 2193, serreiment (H serement) 5653, sm. oath

serf, sm.n. and acc.sg. stag H 2549, H 2551
serjant H 2747, 5348 etc.; sergeant H 2130; n.sg. serjant 2069, 4584 etc.; acc.pl. serjanz 5415; sm. servant, retainer

sermon 3083, 5132, sermon 4, H 187 etc.; n.sg. sermon 22, H 3768; sm. tale, narrative 4, 22 etc.; discourse H 187, 527 etc.; paroles de s. words of edification 6550

sermoner 6597, sermuner H 2202; ind.impf.3 sermunout H 231; v.a. counsel, exhort H 84, H 2202, 3092; v.n. address H 231, 3717 etc.

serpent H 315, 4431; n.sg. serpenz H 921, serpent 5340; n. and acc.pl. serpenz 4435, 6458; sm. serpent, snake

serreement see sermonet

sers, sm.n.pl. subjects, servants 1078

sert see cert

servir 14 etc.; ind.pr.I serv 5426, 3 sert H 873 etc., 6 servent 5216, servunt H 6109n; pret.3 servi H 114 etc., 6 servirent H 464, 4328; subj.impf.3 servist H 2125, 3168; fut.I serverai H 2250; condit.3 serverait H 2177; pp. servi 4726, n.sg.m. servi H 2123; v.a. and n. serve; see also mester

servise, sm. service H 43, 841; le Deu s. Divine Office, Mass H 2723, 3740 etc.; dire_son_s. say Mass 3622

ses see cist, sunt

sest see cist

sesun see seisun

sesze see seze
set 3109, 3125 etc.; see H 4518, num. adj. seven

sete see cist

seueve, adj. f. sg. soft 2484

seurement, adv. assuredly H 169

sevaus see sivaus

sevelir, v. a. bury 2482

severalment H 4496, severyument 5249, 5600, 6663, adv. separately

severer see desevrer, sevrer

severinemment, adv. apart, separately 6746

severir, v. a. wean H 1839n

sevrer 5175; pp. n. sg. m. sevré 4261; v. a. separate

sez see sun

seze 3900, sesze 4937, num. adj. sixteen

si 21, H 192 etc.; se 772, 815 etc., ci H 4523, ce H 3266, (before il)

si H 76, 714 etc., se H 50, H 345, H 599, 759, si H 292, H 1426,
3833, (H 4414), conj. if 21, H 50 etc.; si nun, si ... nun see nun;
cum si see cum; whether 714, 6140 etc.

si H 24, 359, (H ci) 370 etc., ci H 2640n, H 3304, H 3397, adv. and
conj. (1) adv.: so, thus H 84, H 173, 818 etc.; si feis see faire;
with adj. or adv. so, such H 502, 541, 6009 etc.; si ... cum
as ... as H 3252, H 3387, 3864 etc.; si ... que so ... that H 92, 397
etc.; see also tost; (2) conj.: si que so that 390, 1495, H 2539
etc.; e si que (+ neg.) and yet 1658; see also issi; (co-ordinating) and H 24, H 34, 359 etc.; e si and moreover H 287, 723 etc.; after subord. clause: then 679, 771, 823 etc.; (untranslatable): after adv.: dunc si H 1393, lores si 1986, puis si 1085, H 4127; after adverbial locutions: 853, H 2613 etc.; after subject or complement: H 165, 3819, 4192

si, adv. see ci, issi

sicle see siecle

sicism 1636, (H cum) 2871 etc., sicome 786, sicum H 91, 364 etc., adv. like 786; conj. (just) as H 91, H 117 etc.; see also cum, sifaitement

sicle H 206, 1172, (H secles) 1537 etc., secle H 177 etc., sicle H 1419, H 2808, sm. world H 177 etc.; cest(e) a. earthly life, this world H 184, 610n etc.; l'autre s. the after-life, the next world 2819, 6052; secular life 1172, H 1276 etc.

sige (H sege) 3125 etc.; n.sg. siege (H sege) 3124; acc.pl. sieges 3953, 3954, (seges H 3127n); sm. throne 3124 etc.; seat 3953, 3954

sifaitement 21, H 37 etc., sifeitement H 3331, 4221 etc., adv. thus, in this way; s. cum as, in the way that 21; s. cum s' H 75, s. sicum H 3332 (+ subj.) just as though; cf. issifaitement, sifaitement

sifaitement 744, (H sifaitement) 2457 etc., sifaitement 4247, 4402 etc., sifaitierment (H sifaitement) 1267, sifaitement 6431, adv. thus, in this way

signe 792, H 3263 etc.; acc.pl. signes 6279; sm. and f. sign, wonder
signifier see signifier

significance, sf. meaning 1249; demonstrer par s. explain by means of comparison H 143

signification 3599, 5667, 5761, signification H 649, sf. meaning, signification

signifier; ind.pr.3 signefie H 151, signifie H 148; ind.impf.3 signifiout H 3754; v.a. signify

sil see cil

silence, sm.: ester od s. stand in silence 6675, 6685; tenir s. keep silent 658, 6545

simagne, simaine, simeine see semaine

simples (H simple), adj.n.pl.m. simple 5340

sire, sires see seignor

sis 4274, 5060, 5064, siz H 2660, H 2673, num.adj. six

sivaus 998, sevau H 3389, sevau (H suveaus) 5100, suveaus H 2692, adv. (+ neg.) at least

sivre (H siwre) 5937, 5966, 6538; ind.pr.2 siuiz 5980, 3 siut 2056, 2936, 2940, 6 sivent 2937; (subj.pr.2 siwes H 5980); pret.3 sivi 1827, H 2148 etc., syvi H 2651, suî (H siwi) 1202; fut.I siverai (H siwerai) 4664, sivrai (H siwerai) 6040; condit.I siverie (H siwereie) 5928; pr.pt. sivant 2870, 4606, 6532, siwant H 1398, H 2642, 3486; v.a. follow 1202 etc.; v.n. follow, give chase 2937; see also talun, trace
siz see sis

sobre, n.sgm. 2034; n.pl.m. sobre H 3934, sobres 5818; adj. sober

sobremont, adv. soberly 5929

sobreté, sf. temperance H 1300

sodeiment, adv. suddenly 2893

soer see surrur

soevres, sm.acc.pl. sauces H 885n

soi see sei

sojorner see surjurner

soldre see soudre

soleil, sm.n. and acc.sg. sun 689, 1083, 6430 etc.

soleir; ind.pr.I soli 812, H 2722 etc., 3 solt 831, 5050, 5051, sout
1726, H 2140 etc., seut H 796, H 874 etc., 6 soelent 4432, 4554,
6712, solent 411, 530, 6713; ind.impf.I soleie 738 etc., 2 soleies
557 etc., 3 soleit H 593, 1142 etc., 6 soleient *H 401, H 406,
805 etc.; v.n. be wont, be accustomed to

sols 4926, solz 4937, soz H 2420, H 2437, sm.acc.pl. shillings

soluciuun, sf. explanation 5170

solz see sols

somiller see sumeiller

son (H suen) 6881, suen 935, sm. noise 935; sound, music 6881
soner, v.a. and n.: s. sur un es beat upon a board 6654; see also mot
sospirer 1510, suspirer 5857; pr.pt. suspirant 6329; v.n. sigh
sotive, sotivement see sultif, sultifment
soudaine (H suideine), adj.f.sg. sudden, unexpected 3066
soudre; fut.3 soudra 17, soldrat H 44; v.a. recompense
soule see sul
soveineirement see suveneurement
sovent H 229, 996 etc., suvent H 280, 741 etc., adv. often, many times;

gers ne ... s. hardly ever 5862; see also suveneurement
sovente, adj.f.sg. see feiz
sovernerement, adv. often H 88n, H 227, H 2143, H 3574; cf. suvernerement
soz see suls
spines see espine
spiriteus see esperitel
stanc, sm. pool 6566
studier 4928; imper.2 estudier 5630; v.n. study
su see saveir
subjection 4310, subjectiun H 98, H 350, sf. submission
subjet, adj.n.pl.m. submissive H 275; subst.acc.pl. subjez charges,
dependents H 428
succurable, adj.n.sg.m. willing to help H 2165

sucure; imper.5 sucurez 6026; v.a. assist, succour

sudeemement, adv. suddenly 6526

sudeainment, adv. suddenly 6778

suef, adv.: s._nurri gently-raised 6609

suen see son, sun

suer see surrur

suffire 4370; ind.pr.3 suffist 4164, 5686, 5691; ind.impf.3 suffiseit 830; condit.3 suffreit 2368; v.n. suffice, be enough

sufflement, sm. breath, gust (of wind) 1458

suffrable, adj.f.sg.: nient s. intolerable H 458

suffrance, sf. endurance 1519, H 2477 etc.; indulgence H 2474; aveir s. en 4907, estre de s. vers 1211 bear with, show tolerance to

suffrant, adj.n.sg.m. indulgent H 2287

suffre, sm.n.sg. sulphur 789

suffrante, sf. privation, penury 2360

suffrir 380, H 671 etc., sufrir 378, 686, sufrir 1789, soffrir 1219, (H 1520), sofrir 6587; ind.pr.1 suffre (H soffre) 6000, (2 soffres H 3069n), 3 soffre H 615, H 2600, soffre H 99, H 514, 6 soeffrent H 450; imper.2 (sofre H 4424), 5 suffrez 4424; pret.I suffri 6027, 2 sufrir 3069n, 3 soffriH 6062, suffri 3097, H 3244 etc., 6 suffrirent 4326; subj.impf.3 suffrist H 669; fut.I sufferaï 690,
suffra( H suffrai) 3140, 6 sufferrun H 440, (sorfrunt H 1212); condit.5
sufferiez (H suffriefz) 2861; pp. suffert H 2707; v.a. bear, endure
H 90, 378 etc.; allow, permit H 2600, 4424, 4764, 4980; (+ infin.)
let H 671, 3140; v.n. have patience 1789; wait H 2707, 3097;
subst.inf. suffering 6015, H 6106

suiler; v.a. sully 5298

sul, n. and acc.sg.m. 730, 1896, H 2738 etc.; f.sg. sule 5151, 6498,
sole 6852, soule H 4652; adj. alone 1896 etc.; tut s. all alone
1786, H 2738 etc.; single 730, H 3394 etc.; un s. a single one
4921; cel s. the only one 4387; see also petit; adv. alone 2906,
6906; (s. itant ke only as much as H 2368); see also fors

sulment H 355, 1145,(H soulement) 5926 etc., solement H 2714 etc.,
adv. only; reinforced by tant 6520; see also fors

sulif (H cotif) 368 etc., sutif H 3542; n.sg.m. sultif 5448, 6817 etc.,
sutif H 2116 etc.; n.pl.m. sutif H 2684; f.sg. sultive (H sutive)
399, sotive H 138; adj. solitary

sulifment (H sutivement) 3619, 4279 etc., sustifment (H sutivement)
382, sutivement 727, sutivement H 190 etc., sotivement H 313, H
3230, adv. alone, in seclusion

sultivite, sf. solitude 5402

sulunc H 126, 3874 etc., solunc H 45, H 2282, sulum H 3400, H 3452, H
4888, prep. according to H 45, 5908 etc.; in conformity with H 153,
H 3452 etc.; s. see qu' according to what H 4888

sumeiller (H sumuller) 5948; pret.3 sumeilla (H somillat) 3096, 6
somillerunt H 2634; v.n. sleep, slumber
sumundre; ind.impf.3 sumunot 3147; (pret.3 semust H 3147); pp.n.sg.m. sumuns 3109; v.a. urge

sun, poss.adj. and pr. his, her, hers, its: (1) unstr.adj.: n.sg.m. sis 851, 1513, 4726, son 999, 2054 etc., sun H 217, 690 etc.; acc.sg.m. son 841, 1135 etc., sun H 24, 538 etc., sum (before m) H 4894, (before p H 5337); n.pl.m. ses 575, 587 etc., ses H 2601; acc.pl.m. ses H 198, 416 etc., ses H 61, H 257 etc., ses H 428, H 6096; f.sg. sa 2, H 51 etc., (before vowel) s H 63, 974, (H sa) 1213 etc., sa H 328, H 2208 etc.; f.pl. ses H 403, 1010 etc., ces H 92, H 140 etc.; (2) str.adj. and pr.: n.sg.m. soen H 99, (suen H 5089), sun 835, 6340; acc.sg.m. soen (H 1526), H 2187, H 4532, H 6105, suen 2929, 3086, sen 574, sun H 625, 1985, 3079, 5248; acc.pl.m. suens 3201, 4357, 4360 etc.; f.sg. sue H 60, 1011 etc.; f.pl. sues 3710

sun, sm. top 6387

sur H 338, 934, (H desur) 3641 etc., sor (H sur) 4445, 6188, 6392, prep. on 2892 etc.; onto 1130, 1335; over 4445, 6442; (fig.) upon 1044, 1924; above, more than H 78, 1974; see also desur, flum, livre, munter, rien, soner, venir, voler

surdre; ind.pr.3 surt H 280, (sord H 1703), 6 surdent 1070; pret.3 surst 1703; fut.6 surdrunt 3358n; v.n. arise 1703

surfeit *2356, 5050, surfet (H surfait) 5006, sm. outrage, wrong

surhabunder; v.n. be superabundant 4106

surjurner; pret.3 surjurnat H 6090, 6 sojornerent H 4489; pr.pt. surjurnent (H surjornant) 4583; pp. surjurné 2097; v.n. sojourn, stay
surmonter 1135, surmunter H 515, H 1428 etc., v.a. overcome, vanquish

surquetut, adv. above all, especially 2089, 5827

surrire; pret.3 surrist (H susrist) 4195; v.n. smile

surrur 1053 etc., surur 1065, sorur H 6081, soer H 3376, H 6087 etc.,

suer H 6092; n.sg. soer H 6101 etc., suer H 2745, H 2749, surur 1064; acc.pl. sorors H 857; sf. sister 1053 etc.; pl. nuns H 857

survenir; pret.3 survint H 3451, 4602, 5111, 6 survindrent H 3438;

v.n. arrive unexpectedly

sus 687, H 2275 etc., susz H 3569, adv. above 4361; la s. above, on high 1890, H 3569 etc.; up there, over there 1912; up 5293 etc.; see also esdrecier, lever, saillir

susfrir see suffrir

suspir, sm.: jeter un s. heave a sigh H 211

sustance, sf. property, wealth H 2766

susteinement, sm. sustenance H 6145

sustener, v.a. support, sustain 4058; cf. sustenir

sustenir (H sustiner), v.a. sustain 3902

sustenter, v.a. uphold 5128

sustifment see sultifment

sustraire; ind.pr.4 sustraum H 2688; fut.3 sustaira (H sustrerrat) 4720; v.a. take away 4720; v.refl. forsake H 2688
sutif, sutivement see sultif, sultifment

suvaeus see sivaus

suvenir (H sovenir) 6016; ind.pr.3 sovient 8799, (sovent H 1245, sovent H 1241), sovint H 483n; subj.pr.3 suvienge (H susvenge) 6017, sevenge H 620; pret.3 suvint 720, 982 etc., sovint 1245, H 2163, H 2168; v.impers. remember

suverain, sm. top H 2732

suverein (H suverain) 3889; n.sg.m. soverain H 2209, suverein (H soverain) 3470; adj. supreme

suz (H desuz) 1196, H 2435, 5541, 5704, prep. under, beneath; see also ciel

suz, adv. see sus

table, sf. table 740 etc.; faire sa t. set one's table 6725n; mettre une t. set out a table 6656; remettre sa t. put back one's table 4272

tai, sm. excrement 5664n, 5674, 5687

taillier, v.a. cut 1123n

taisant (H teisant), adj.n.sg.m. silent, taciturn 5869
talant 995, 1160, talent 14, H 487 etc., sm. desire, wish 995; a vostre t. as you will H 4495; avoir t. want to 3647; avoir (bon) t. de +
infin. 14, H 487 etc., (avoir en t. pur + infin. H 1160) wish to; cf. maltalent
talun 1202; acc.pl. taluns 6427; sm. heel; sivre al t. follow close behind 1202
tant 393, H 2167, (H itant) 2408 etc., itant 829, (H tant) 1092 etc.;
acc.pl.m. tanz 1587 etc.; f.pl. tantes 3152 etc.; (1) adj. as many 1587; so many 2082, H 3433 etc.; see also feiz; (2) adv. so 393, 561 etc.; so greatly, so much 707, 1092 etc.; so long 2070, 4208; t._e_t. so very much H 3316; e durement itant so very greatly 964; see also par, plus; (3) indef.pr. so much 2004; this much, this 704, 2319, H 4130 etc.; cf. autretant; (ne) t._ne quant 1178, H 2910, 4008, 5334 (in neg. context) anything at all; see also fors; (4) in adverbial locutions: a t. H 2207, H 2423 etc., a itant *2502n, (H 6669) thereupon; par t. thereby 1128; (5) in conjunctional locutions: (i)tant ... que so ... that 829, 1853 etc.; so much that 1181, 1751 etc.; so long that 1709, H 2803 etc.; t._que until 1649, 1806 etc.; pur t._ke while (H 1111), *H 3420n, (H 3728); see also fors; t._ ... cum so much as 1363, H 3323 etc.; t._cum as much as 4400, 6412; as fast as 6538; while 358, H 610, H 3204 etc.; pur t._cum while 1111, 3779 etc.; see also mes
tard 1954, tart 1664, 4209 etc., adv. late; too late 6013
targer 535; imper.5 targez 2491; pret.3 targat H 6094, 6 targerent H 2650; v.a. hold back 535; v.n. and refl. delay 2491 etc.
tart see tard
taster; v.a. touch 5512; taste 6411n
teisance, sf. silence 777


tel H 187, 527 etc., itel 5698; n.sg.m. tel 1875, 5801, itel H 1296; n.pl.m. tels H 4866, 5825, itels 5820, teus 5683; acc.pl.m. tels 1149 etc., teus 1194 etc.; f.sg. tel H 517, 842 etc., itel H 317, teu H 1417, tele H 146, 1055 etc., itele H 242, (H tel) 359, (H tele) 396 etc.; f.pl. tels 1940, (H teles) 5999 etc., tes H 3774n; adj. and pr. such H 242, 1149 etc.; this, the following H 187, 517 etc.; t._cum such as 2450, 5403 etc.; t._ke such that H 4866; see also ben, chiere, devise, sen; indef.pr.pl. those 5683, 5825

tempeste, sf. storm 2076

temple, sm. (pagan) temple 1664, 2053 etc.; see also Index of Proper Names

*temprer, v.n. soak H 2837n

temptation 1071 etc., temptatium H 142, 1361 etc., temptacium 1268; pl. temptations 1018 etc., temptatiums H 876 etc., temptaciums 713, H 2555 etc.; sf. temptation; cf. temptaisun

temptaisun (H temptatium) 1192, 1353, 2989, sf. temptation

temper 1952; pp.n.sg.m. tempté H 88, 1183, (H temppez) 1238 etc., tenté 1348, n.pl.m. tempité 1852, temptés H 1275, temppez H 1387; v.a. tempt

tencer 5084, tencier 939; imper.2 tence H 3580, 4 tencum 5071, 5 tenciez
H 290, *H 293n; subj.pr. tence H 248; pret. tence 1569, (H tensat) 5877, 6 tencerent 5070; v.n. rebuke 939n, 1569; v.n. quarrel 5070 etc.; t.ad H 290 etc.; t. vers H 248 quarrel with

tengons 5078, tenguns (H tensuns) 371, 2086, sf.pl. disputes

tendre; ind.pr. tendum 5125; imper. tendez 6019; pret. I tendi 2041, 3 tendi 1215 etc.; v.a. stretch out 1943, 6019; stretch 5125; draw (a bow) 1215, 5116; v.n.: t.amont reach up 2041

tendrement, adv. bitterly H 496, H 502, 6308

tenebres, sf.pl. darkness 1935

tenebrur, sf. darkness H 457, 5534

tenir H 101 etc.; ind.pr. I tienc (H tienge) 3864, 5153, 6251, 2 tiens 4765, 3 tient H 2924, 5710 etc., tent H 913, 6252, 5 tenez H 233, 3894, 6 tienent H 152, 4343, 5818, tenent H 352, H 4848; imper. tien 6545, 5 tenez H 438, 3733; ind.impf. 3 teneit 4661; subj.pr. 5 tiengez 1050; pret. I tinc H 2430, 4639, 6001, 3 tint 932 etc.,

4 *tenimes H 4865, 6 tindrent 1667 etc.; fut. 2 tendras H 2437, 4772, 6226; pp. tenu H 6056, n.sg.m. tenu 5696, tenuz 6841; v.a. hold 566, 1560 etc.; keep, retain H 101, H 2430 etc.; keep, obey 6011n; maintain H 352, 4916; catch hold of 4201; hold back, restrain H 2625; (+ adj. or subst.) consider 3864, 4661, 5696, 6841; t.a (+ adj.) 6251, t.a (+ subst.) H 233, 2356 etc., t.pur (+ subst.) 3894 regard as, consider to be; see also chemin, conte, covenant, dedeignance, dedeing, despit, enclin, ennui, fable, forment, hospitalité, lenge, mal, memoire, mervail, plait, silence; v.n.: t.a rely on 6252; v.refl. persist H 438, 1334; remain H 2844, H 2924 etc.; resist, restrain oneself (H 1252), 4575; behave,
comport oneself 1970, H 4801 etc.; se t. (+ adj.) 1163, 5710 etc.; se t. a (+ adj.) H 4865 consider oneself; se t. de abstain from H 3435; see also but, contenir, dolent, pais, retenir
tens H 72, 573 etc., tens H 219, H 303, sm. time H 4542, 4623 etc.; en un mame t. at the same time H 3416, H 3417; life 3061, 5885, 5913; weather 5893, 5924, 5926; a (i)cel t. at that time, then 1653, 2482, H 2567; en cel t. quant when 3904; cest t. now 779; par grant t. for a long time H 3509; lunct. 1193, 1564 etc.; lunct. devant 3010, passé lunct. 1642 for a long time; lunct. devant 2320, 5516, lunct. est passé 2322 long before; lunct. mes for a long time to come 5654; tant ad t. ke H 2740, grant t. a que 3181 it has been so long since; après (un) poi de t. shortly afterwards H 2613, H 2804, 6701; en poi de t. soon 3043; tut par t. soon enough 3812; tuz t. always H 249, 573 etc.; see also cumbien, demorer

terce 998, tierce 999, 1000, sf. tierce, third canonical hour

terne, sm.n. and acc.sg. appointed day H 2301; metre un t. set a date H 2700

terre H 255, 678 etc., terre H 432, 3035 etc., sf. earth, dust H 432; earth (planet) 5529, 5530; en t. on earth H 255, H 343, 1251 etc.; land, territory H 620, H 647, 678 etc.; desert, wilderness 1894, 5347n, 6456; dry land H 3280, H 3282; earth, ground 2417, 3037 etc.; a t. on the ground H 2637, 3035 etc.; chaire a t. fall to the ground 3924, H 4527; metre en t. bury H 6137; see also promission

terren H 299, terrien 5866; f.sg. terrene H 622; adj. earthly; t. aveir worldly possessions H 299
tessun, sf. fleece H 3247

teste, sf. head 2318, 5359 etc.; see also muveir

testimoine (H testemoine), sf. (H sm.) testimony 4608

testimoni er 5497, 5499; ind.pr.3 testimoine H 246, 1523, 1653; imper.5
testimonez 5511; v.a. and n. testify

tiers H 95, H 1305, 6702, tierz 368, 2083 etc.; n. and acc.sg.m.;
f.sg. terce 1037 etc., terse H 3847, tierce *H 485, 3821 etc.;
adj. third

tolir 2348 etc.; ind.pr.3 tol H 240, 4983; imper.2 tol H 4701, 5
tolé.us (H tolés vus) 3186n; v.a. take away H 240 etc.; v.refl.
take oneself off 3186, H 4701

torconus, adj. unjust, iniquitous *H 253n, 4230, 5929; subst.pl. the
unjust H 4473

tort, sm. wrong H 70 etc.; a t. unjustly, wrongfully H 237, H 1240
etc.; see also dreit; aver t. be mistaken 3802, 5113; do wrong
H 3849, 4602; faire t. injure H 70, 5049, 5053

tost, adv. quickly 379, H 2765 etc.; soon 2341; as ez t. perhaps 6562n;
plus t. all the sooner (H 1463), 1800; ausi t. con 4389, 4995 etc.,
si t. come 1059, 1531 etc., si t. ke H 4861 as soon as

trace, sf. path 2951; pl. traces tracks H 6135; sivre mes traces
follow in my footsteps 5980

trahir; pp.n.sg.m. tra hi H 277, trai 562, 1680, H 2150; v.a. betray

traire H 30, 3781, treire 6873, traiere 5121; ind.pr.3 trait H 345 etc.,
trait (H traist) 3826, 5116, 4 trauni (H traun) 3077; imper. 5
traez (H traieez) 3779, 5115, treex (H traexez) 6019; subj.pr.3
traie 1133; pret.3 traist 2483, H 2539, (H trahist) 5912 etc.;
treist (H trast) 3648 etc., 6 treistrent H 2538, treistrent H 3557,
(H trahistrent) 4593; subj.impf.3 trasist 5117; fut.1 trarai 1902;
pp.f.sg. treite 6822; v.a. drag, draw H 510, 1902, 4593 etc.; pull
6019; lead H 2573; drag out 2483; draw (water) 3648, 3779, 3781;
draw (a bow) 5121; shoot (an arrow) H 2539, 5116; see also garant;
v.n. shoot (of arrow) H 2538n; draw (of bow) 5115, 5117 etc.;
t. de (?) discuss H 3557n; t. vers approach H 345; see also doel,
ensus; v.refl.: se t. ariere recoil H 1845

traisun, sf. trickery H 2595, H 2718 etc.

trametre; pret.3 tramist H 3541, H 4879; pp.n. and acc.sg.m. tramis
4725, 4730; v.a. send H 3541 etc.; v.n.: t. arere send back a message

transe, sf.: j-esir en t. lie dying H 205

translator; v.a. translate 6

transporter; pp.n.sg.m. transportez H 118; v.a. carry off

travail H 523, 690 etc., travaill 3072; n.sg. travail H 522 etc.; sm.
torment 690n, 1577 etc.; effort, labour H 522, H 2585 etc.

traavillerr 2017, 2867, travailler 4620, traviler H 3547; ind.pr.6
traavillent H 519; imper.2 travaillle H 1415, travail H 2592n;
pret.3 travailla (H travilat) 6851; fut.3 travailler (H traveilerat)
1452; pr.pt. travaillant 1593; pp.n.pl.m. travaillez H 3269; v.a.
harass 6851; v.n. exert oneself 2867, H 3547; labour H 1415, 1452
etc.; v.refl. struggle H 519; work H 2592; pp. weary, worn out
H 3269
trebocher H 344, trebucher H 339, trebuchier 1377, 6244, trespicher H 6058, v.a. push H 339, H 344; v.n. stumble 1377 etc.; t. aval collapse, fall down 1452; fall over 1657

trebuchiee, adj.f.sg. collapsed 937

trece, trecer see tresce, trescer

trecherie 3808, tricherie H 2737, sf. trickery

tref, sm.n.sg. beam 5202, 5204

trefort, adv. very, greatly 5822

treis H 34, 357, 1320n etc., tres H 2273, num.adj. three

trencher 2318, trenchier 2386, 5323 etc.; imper.5 trenchiez 6623n; v.a. cut off 2318 etc.; chop (wood) 5323, 6623; v.n. cut 6270

trente 2068, (H trent) 3173, 3191, num.adj. thirty
	tres, adv. very H 2213; see also ben, trefort, tresturné, trestut, tut

tres, num.adj. see treis

trebucher see trebocher

tresce H 2838, 6652, trece 3887; pl. treces 1594, 2332; sf. plait, woven band (of palm-leaves)

trescer 6630, 6632; pret.3 treca 2452, 6496; fut.I trescerai H 2840; v.a. and n. weave (palm-leaves)

tresk', treske see tresque

tresor, n.sg. H 3405; acc.pl. tresorz H 2441; sm. treasure
trespassanz, sm.acc.pl. passers-by H 6129

trespassé, adj.f.sg. bygone, past H 39

trespasser H 891; pp.n.sg.m. trespassé (H trespassé) 6360; v.a.
surpass H 891; v.n. go by, pass (of time) 5275; transgress 1355;
t. de ceste vie die 6360

tresque 984, 1002, treske (H desque) 3130, 4559, (before vowel)
tresqu' 5280, tresk' (H desque) 4388, (H tresque) 5627 etc.,
tresque 4385, 5530 etc., treske (H deske) 4563, (H tresk') 4639,
(H desqu') 5992 etc., prep. (1) Local: up to 6829; see also ci;
intensifying a_ 4385, 4569 etc., en (H 4385), 4639, 5968, enz el
4563; (2) Temporal: until: see ci, ore; intensifying a_ 5280,
5626 etc.; conj. until 984, 1002, 4910, 6388
(tresturné, pp.n.sg.m. completely altered H 5651)

trestut H 124, 688, (H tut) 2387 etc., trestot 981, (H tut) 2383 etc.;
n.sg.m. trestut 1628, H 3768; n.pl.m. trestuit 783, trestut (H
tut) 3719, 6197, trestuz (H tut) 588, H 1298 etc.; acc.pl.m.
trestuz H 60, 2875 etc.; f.sg. trestute H 1120, 1970 etc.; f.pl.
trestutes 4363, 5436; neut.sg. trestut 1474, trestut 4984; (1)
adj. all, every H 60, 588 etc.; (2) indef.pr. all, everything
1474, 4984; pl. all, everyone 788, H 1298 etc.; (3) adverbial:
entirely, completely H 124, 688 etc.; see also puissant, tut

tribuil, sm. torment H 303

tribulacion (H tribulation) 2447, tribulation 2992 etc.; pl.
tribulatiuns H 2556; sf. adversity, affliction

trichant, adj.n.pl.m. deceitful 5827
tricherie see trecherie

tricheurs, sm.acc.pl. deceivers, rogues H 2778

triers 3603, tries 3481, prep. behind

trinité, sf.: maindre en t. dwell in trinity H 226, H 4859

triste (H trist) 1177, 1673, 1873, 4377, adj.n. and acc.sg.m. sad, dejected; see also semblant

(tristur, sm. sorrow H 6026)

trop, adv. overmuch, too much H 261, H 1295 etc.; (modifying adj.)

too H 32, H 74, 2094 etc.; see also marchié

trover H 318, 4988 etc.; ind.pr.I truis (H trois) 4, 3 trove 1460,

truve 1467, 4 trovon 3974 etc., trovum H 2463, trovums H 1286, 6 truevent (H trovent) 2812; subj.pr.I truisse 581, 5 troissez H 2758; pret.I trouai 2345, 3 trova H 2275, 4190 etc., trovat H 495 etc., truva 583 etc., 4 trovames 6496, 6506, truvames 6511, 6 troverent 1957, H 2512 etc., tru'verent 848, 937; subj.impf.2
trovasses 6215, 3 trovant H 2252; fut.I truverai (H troverai)
3000 etc., 2 troveras H 1416, 4192 etc., truveras 702 etc., 3 trovera 2976, troverat H 292, truvera 781, 4612, 5 troverez H 4524, truverez 4990; pp.n.sg.m. trué (H trové) 3471, n.pl.m.
trové H 2514, f.sg. truvee 6565; v.a. find 4, H 318 etc.; provide for, supply 4586, 4605, 4612; t._cup£ble find guilty 3471; see also mal; v.n. find H 1286, H 1416 etc.

truble (H troble), adj.f.sg. turbid 388

trublé 1175; n.sg.m. troblé 5182, trublé 397n, H 2822 etc.; f.sg.
trublee 1788, trublé H 4514; adj. troubled

trubler 3118, H 3773, 4920; pret.3 trubla 777, (H troblat) 2993 etc.,
trublat H 2806n; pp.n.sg.m. trublez H 2914, troble H 2429, truble
H 2578; v.a. trouble 777, 1751 etc.; disturb 3118

*trulleries (H troilleries), sf.pl. trifles 3723

_tu, pr.pers. thou, thee: n.sg. tu H 28, 559 etc.; acc. and dat. str.
tei H 28, (H tai) 576 etc.; toi 6398, 6451, tai H 3756, H 6129;
unstr. te H 27, 681 etc., t' H 620, 681 etc., tei H 3238
tucher 6326; pret.3 tucha 1658, (H atuchat) 5518 etc.; v.a. touch
1109 etc.

tun, poss.adj. and pr. thy, thine: unstr.adj.n.sg.m. tun 2001, H 2674
etc., ton 2402; acc.sg.m. tun 777, H 1415 etc.; n. and acc.pl.m.
tes 793, 1108 etc.; f.sg. ta 777, 942 etc., (before vowel) t' 778, 3039 etc., ta 1339, 1687 etc.; f.pl. tes H 38, 1108 etc.;
str.adj. and pr.n.sg.m. tun 5284; acc.sg.m. tuen H 3262; f.sg.
tue 773, H 916 etc.
*tuneals, sm.acc.pl. casks 928n
tuner; (ind.impf.3 tuneit H 5896); v.impers. thunder 5892, 5896

turbe, sf. peat H 518
turment 553, H 2534 etc., torment H 1849; n.pl. turmenz (H tormens)
6008, 6043; acc.pl. turmenz H 2262, 5541 etc., tormenz (H 5540n),
H 6103, H 6111, tormens H 2535; sm. torment 553 etc.; torture H
2534
turmente, sf. torment 684
turmenté (H tormenté) 1450, 3005, n.s.g.m.; n.pl.m. tormenté 3910;
adj. distressed

turmenter H 1415, H 2187; pret.3 tormenta 4910, (H tormentat) 6856,
tormentat H 2184; 6 tormenterent H 2536; pp.n.sg.m. tormenté
2955, f.sg. tormenté (H tormenté) 6030; v.a. torment 2955;
mortify H 1415, H 2184, H 2187; torture H 2536, 4910 etc.

turner; ind.pr.3 torne 5590; imper.2 turne 1176, turnez H 6129, 5

   turnez 1208, (H turnez) 3014; subj.impf.3 tournast 5940, tournast
3688; 6 turnassent 3708; pp.n.sg.m. tourné (H trestourné) 5651;
v.a. turn 689, 4574; deflect 1208; transform 5107, 5651; till
3014; t. ariere turn back to front 6306; v.n. turn H 2166, H
2649; t. a lead to, produce 3688, 3708, 5940; t. de turn aside
from, leave 1014, 4938, H 6131; v.refl. turn 1176 etc.; se t.
ariere turn back 2938; se t. H 6129, s'en t. H 3521 turn aside;
se t. 5577, s'en t. 1718, 1820, H 3375, H 4841 go away

tussir; pret.3 tussi 1127; v.n. cough

tut 7, H 69, (H tuit) 409, (H trestut) 3025, (H tot) 4580 etc., tuit
H 180, H 258 etc., tot (H trestut) 4301; n.s.g.m. tut H 601,
2816 etc.; n.pl.m. tuit (H tuz) 5897, tut 10, (H tuit) 14, tuz
H 164, 587 etc., toz 6291; acc.pl.m. tuz 3, H 65 etc., tuz (H
trestuz) 4149; f.sg. tute H 96, 3892 etc., tote H 51, 2804 etc.;
f.pl. tutes H 29, 755 etc., totes 717, H 3941, tuz H 453, 4334,
4359, tuz 568; neut.sg. tut H 107, 775 etc.; (1) adj. all,
every 3, 10 etc.; see also chose, gent, jor, mond, od, ore,
part, noir, rien, tens; (2) indef.pr. all, everything H 258,
376 etc.; pl. all, everyone H 164, H 187 etc.; (3) subst.:
del t. H 180, 377, 4736 etc., del t en t. 770 wholly, completely;
(4) adverbial: quite, completely: (a) with verb: H 272, H 1440 etc.; (b) with adv. or adverbial locution: 7, H 90 etc.; see also autresi, but, chief, dreit, entur, escient, fin, issi, mielz, primes, priveement, tens, ultre, vue; (c) with adj. or pp.: n.sg.m. tut H 76, H 118, (H trestuz) 1173 etc.; n.pl.m. tuz (H tut) 1737; f.sg. tute 390, 937 etc.; tote H 6097, tut 786, H 6136 etc.; see also puissant, sul; (5) _tj_ subj. although H 70, H 867, 1075, 1821 etc.; cf. trestut

tutdis H 33, 5688 etc., tuzdis 2048, 4916, 5680, adv. always; cf. tuzjorz

tuteveie 1002, H 2148 etc., tuteveis 3678, 4593, 5266n etc., tuteveis 983, 2984, (H totesveis) 4425 etc., tutesveis H 2430, (H tutvei) 3868 etc., adv. still, nevertheless, yet 1002, 1356, 2984 etc.; continually, all the time 983, H 2148, H 2430, 2988 etc.

tuzdis see tutdis

tuzjorz (H tutdis) 415, 423 etc., tuzjurz H 273, 2940, (H tutejurz) 5634 etc., tutjorz (H tutdis) 5630, adv. always H 273 etc.; evermore H 440; a t. mes for ever 5772

_u_ 420, H 632 etc., _ou_ 956, 1225 etc., adv. (1) rel. where, in which H 632, 956 etc.; la _u_ (in the place) where 1086, 2416 etc.; wherever H 403, H 3224 etc.; when 420, 592; (2) interrog. where 412, 1225, H 2712 etc.; see also devenir, enz

_u_ H 476, 538 etc., _ou_ 972 1218 etc., conj. or; _u_ ... _u_ either ... or 2882; (u ... _u_ nun whether ... or not H 538); see also nun ubli, sm.: metre en _u_. forget H 1274
ubliance, sf. forgetfulness 3819, 3823, 3828

ublier 1613; pret. ublia *1232n, 2036, 3093, obliat H 2292; pp.f.sg. ublise 6381; v.a. forget

uei, n. and acc. sg.m. 1870, 5067; f.sg. uele 1892; adj. equal; adv. equally, in equal measure 1869, 1876

uelement, adv. equally 1867, 6233

ui 685, H 3432 etc., hui H 2679, H 2700 etc., adv. today 685, 852 etc.; desui matin this morning 2414; see also encui, jor, mesui, uimeš

uimeš, adv. henceforth 1140; this day 2986

uis 1917, us H 1418, 1925 etc., hui H 2181, H 2191, sm. door; see also buter

uisdives, sf.pl. idle things, trifles 5295

uisdivité see uisdivité

ultrage, sm.: faire u. commit an offence 2012

ultre 1104, H 1395 etc., utre H 1394, 5414 etc., prep. across, over 1104, 6422; in exchange for, instead of 5414; throughout: tut u. le jur all day long 3897; see also mesure, ore, passer

un see home

umblement (H humblement), adv. humbly 4688

umbles see humble

umbre, sf. shade 679
une, umes see home

umilier, umilité see humilier, humilité

un 4, H 99 etc.; n. sg. m. uns H 106, 721 etc., un H 35, 807 etc.;
n. and acc. pl. m. uns 1121, 2325, 3083 etc.; f. sg. une H 110, 1345 etc., (before vowel) un 1701, H 2283, 6421 etc., une H 347, 844 etc.; f. pl. unes 5748, 5749; (1) num. adj. and pr. one H 106, H 110, H 665 etc.; 1(i) un(a) ... e l(i) autre the one ...
and the other 1873, 4411; pl. some (people) H 3272, 5664, 5748; les un(e)s ... les autres some ... others 5663, 5749; (2) indef. art. a, an, some 4, H 23, 721, 1121 etc.

unc “571n, 716, (H unkes) 3110, H 3415 etc., unches 6744, unke H 58, H 4538, H 6084, unkes H 38, 2100, (H unkees) 3168 etc., unkes 1796, unques H 213, 715, (H unc) 5030 etc., adv. ever H 58, 1796, 1926 etc.; see also mes; (+ neg.) never H 38, H 276 etc., (in future) H 3415, (in past) H 196, 715 etc.; u. ainz (+ ne) 2101, u. puis (+ ne) H 191, 1210, 6744 never yet; cf. avisunkes

unchore see encore

uncle, sm. uncle 1610

uncore see encore

ungles, sf. pl. claws 6191

uniement, adv. with one accord, without exception 9n, H 4811

unke, unkeis, unkes see unc

unkore see encore
unques see unc

unt, adv.: par u. by which 1222; through which 5503; by means of which 6544

unze, num.adj. eleven 1367

ureison 1074, ureisun 528, H 2256 etc., oreisun H 2283, (H uresun) 6649 etc.; pl. ureisuns H 877, 1729 etc., oreisons 1010, 1017, oreisuns H 2465; sf. prayer 528, H 877 etc.; faire u. say a prayer, pray 1074, 3084 etc.; chair en ureisuns prostrate oneself in prayer H 2667; see also metre; discourse 1267n

urer 572, (H Orrer) 2451 etc., orer H 3309, 6473 etc.; ind.pr.1 ur 3898, 4 urom 3874, ourom 3915; imper.2 uro 2033, 4 urom 5015, urom H 2668, 4447; ind.impf.3 urot 2055; subj.pr.4 ourom 3916; pret.3 ura 1323 etc., urra 1739, orat H 4470 etc.; subj.impf.6 urassent 4084; pr.pt. urant (H 2450n), *3886n etc., (orant H 3897n); v.a. request 1323; worship 3859, 3924n; v.n. and refl. pray 531, H 2668 etc.

_us, sm.: estre a us be accustomed 806n

_us see uis, vus

usdif (H oisdif), n.sg.m. 5629; f.pl. usdives 3724; adj. idle

usdiver; pp. usdivé (H oisdivé) 3029; v.n. be idle, do nothing

usdivesce, sf. idleness H 1412

usdivité 3688, 3712, misdivité (H odifité) 5631; pl. usdivitez 3731; sf. idleness 3688, 5631; frivolity 3712, 3731

user 658 etc.; ind.pr.1 us 5412; ind.impf.1 usoue 5409, 3 usot 4336,
6 useent 5364; v.a. use 825; wear 1538, 4336 etc.; partake of
1098, 3355 etc.; perform, undertake 3865; u._sa_vie spend one's
life 5364, 5854, 5866; v._refl. accustom oneself 658

ustilz (H ustils), sm.acc.pl. instruments 2390

utre see ultre

vadlet (H valet), sm.n.sg. boy, lad 1527

vain (H vein) 3357; acc.pl.m. veins 6268; f.sg. veine H 161, 942 etc.,
waine 6207; adj. vain, worthless 6268; v._nun false reputation
3357; veine glorie see glorie

valer H 862, H 1283; ind.pr.2 vaus 1233, 3 vaut H 315, 1076 etc.,
valt H 2234, 4926, 4939; subj.pr.3 vaille 1196; pret.3 valut
1030, 6 valerent 5410n; subj.impf.3 vausist 4012, 4944; (fut.3
vaudra H 3780); v.a. be worth 1030, 4926 etc.; v.n. be strong
1196, 1251; be profitable H 862, H 1283; v.impers.: v._mielz be
better, be more profitable 1076, (H 3780n); see also dener,
mielz

vals, sm.acc.pl. valleys 2941

valur, sf. courage, strength H 1424, 1519, H 2159

vanité H 172 etc.; pl. vanitez H 435, (H vanités) 1332; sf. vanity,
vainglory H 172; futility, folly 1886, 3710; pl. foolish thoughts
H 435, 1332

vassals, sm.n.pl. noblemen H 2537; acc.pl. vassauz warriors H 1423

veage, sm. and f. journey 1099n, H 3267, 4429; (acc.pl. veages
travels H 4429)

vede H 4123, vede 2333, H 4130, sf. widow

veer, v.a. forbid, prevent 4298; refuse 4154

veer 398, 952 etc.; ind.pr.I vei H 659, 1089 etc., 2 veiz (H veez) 3650, 3664 etc., veex H 3577, 3 veit 2936 etc., 4 veua 5490, 5 veex H 2241 etc., 6 veient H 336, (H 6676); imper.2 veex 791, H 2639 etc., 5 vez 1961, H 3294 etc.; ind.impf.3 veiteit 4338; subj.pr.I veigel 3603n, 6 veient H 254; pret.I vi 958, 1634 etc., 2 veis 5784, 3 vit 374 etc., 4 veimes 578, H 2714, 5 *veistes 2854n, H 4511n, 6 virent 388 etc.; subj.impf.1 veisse 3795, 5494; fut.2 verras 5963, 2 verra 2953, 3047, 4 verrums H 1433, 5 verrez H 269, H 281, 4635, verez H 2248, 6 verrent H 608; condit.2 verreias 4239; pp. veu 563, 1637 etc.,_vu 5304, f.sg. veue (H 5466n), 5500; v.a. see H 254, 398 etc.; perceive 1865, H 2199 etc.; veez ci behold, here is 4607; veez la behold, there is 5326; pp. adv. veu since, seeing that H 2700

veie H 494, *1221 etc., voie 6224, 6340; pl. veies H 144, 1935; sf. path, way H 144, 1221n etc.; journey H 3264; en la v. 3908, 4442 etc., par v. 848 by the wayside; en la v. 2866, 6340, par v. H 6126 on the way; jeter en v. cast away 6274; purir en v. rot away 2387; see also metre

veillard see viellard

veiller 3706, (H veiler) 3736, 3741; ind.pr.2 veillez H 4651; imper.2 veille H 1418; v.n. watch, stay awake; subst.inf. vigil H 2179

veilles, sf.pl. vigils H 2185
veillessee see viellessee

veils see viel

veintre H 515, 1325, 2905, ventre H 285; ind.pr. 3 veint 2901, 5832, 6 venguent H 1420; ind.impf. 3 vengueit 4746; pret. 3 venqui H 2848, 3154; pp. venu 1340, 6266 etc., n.sg.m. venu 691, 718, H 1402, acc.pl.m. venus 2502; v.a. conquer, overcome

veir, sm. squirrel fur 6914

veir, n.sg.m. H 2530; f.sg. veire 794, H 3850 etc.; n.sg.neut. 5187, 5724; adj. true

veir H 300, 729 etc., voir 6495, 6571, 6627, sm. truth; de v. H 2278, 5891, pur v. H 300, H 596 etc. assuredly, indeed; dire v. tell the truth 1953

veire, sf.: pur v. assuredly H 3445

veirement H 149, 1755 (H verraement) 2458 etc., verement 4319, voirement 6021, 6477, adv. truly, certainly

veirs, adv.: dire v. tell the truth, speak truly H 2425, 5082 etc.

veisin, n. and acc.sg.m. 1610, H 2674 etc.; n.pl.m. veisins H 2138, veissins 5897; f.sg. veisine 1610; f.pl. veisines 5877n; subst. neighbour

veissel 3646, 5094 etc., veisel 928, vessel 1676, H 4125 etc.; n.sg. vessel H 4129; sm. receptacle, vessel

veleins see vilein

velement see vilment
velz see viel

vendre 1746, 4554 etc.; imper.2 vend H 2127, 5 vendez 4617n; pret.3 vendi 4585, 6488; (fut.5 venderes H 4617n); condit.3 vendreit 4567; pp.acc.sg.m. vendu H 4133, neut. vendu 4570; v.a. sell

vendredi, sm. Friday 3668, 3672, 3692

veneur, sm.n. and acc.sg. hunter 5109, 5112 etc.

vengeance, sf. vengeance 5012; prendre v._de take revenge on 6484

venger H 627, vengier 5019; condit.3 vengereit 5011; pp.n.sg.m. vengié 5014; v.refl. avenge oneself 5014, 5019; se_v._de take one's revenge on H 627, H 634 etc.

venin, sm. venom H 874

venir H 154 etc.; ind.pr.I vien 2061, H 2264 etc., 2 viens 1679, H 3445 etc., vens H 2794, 2 vient H 258, (H vent) 5327 etc., 4 venum 6606, 5 venez 956, 6 viennent H 2555, (H venent) 3818 etc.; imper.2 vien 1815, (H 3478) etc., ven H 2765, *5039n, vienc (H ven) 5984, 2 venez 1362 etc.; ind.impf.I vennie 3032n, (3 venit H 4584), 6 *venient 1535n; subj.pr.I venge (H viense) 3347, vienge 6433, 2 vinges H 6116, vinges H 2774, 3 vigne 1002, vienge 1069, H 2759, 2940, vinge H 3282, 2 viengez H 468, H 3548, 6 viengent 6232; pret.I vinc 729, 965 etc., 3 vint H 24 etc., 4 venimes 4242 etc., 5 venistes 3195 etc., 6 vindrent H 207 etc.; subj.impf.I venisse 5493, 3 venist 568 etc., 6 venissent H 3273, 5840; fut.I vendrai H 484, 2868, 2 vendras H 34, 5980, 3 vendra 3812 etc., vendrat H 54 etc., 4 vendrun 18, 5 vendrez 1757, 6 vendrent H 887, vendrunt 6912; condit.I vendreira 5654;
ventre see veintre

veraiement 16, 3501 etc., veraiment 7, 3468, (verraiment H 2458),

veraiement H 189, H 2545 etc., adv. indeed, truly, assuredly;
see also veirement

verement see veirement

verge 5517, 5518; (pl. verges H 5323n); sf. rod, stick

vergiers, sm.acc.pl. sticks(?) 5323n

verguine (H vergoin) 1228, 1565, 1717, sf. shame

verité, sf. truth 5611 etc.; de v. H 95, en v. H 4882, par v. H 3239,
4024, pur v. 723, H 2195 etc. truly, for sure; dire v. H 2428,
(H 4396), dire la v. H 2799, H 4832 tell the truth; estre v. be
true 5767

vermeill, adj. red 5733, 5749

vermine, sf. vermin H 457
verms, n.pl. 5994; acc.pl. vers (H verms) 2859; sm.pl. worms

verrai H 2531; n.sg.m. verrai H 2214; n.pl.m. verais (H verreiez) 5488; f.sg. (before vowel) verai H 332, 719; adj. true

verrur, sf. truth 4115, H 4481; (par verur truly H 5923)

vers, sm. verse, strophe (of psalm) 6691

vers, sm.pl. see verms

vers H 209, 951, (H dever) 2408, (H devers) 2460, (H ver) 5341 etc.,
vers H 65, prep. (1) Local: towards, in the direction of 951, 1176 etc.; see also traire; (2) Temporal: towards, near 3081;
(3) Figurative: with respect to 2408, 5341; to H 2166, 3627; in the sight of 1892; see also amur, defendre, devers, diction, fiance, ire, luter, suffrance, tencer

verse, sf. see pluveir

verser; v.a. pour 3646; v.n. overturn 1677

vertu H 282 etc., vertue H 3404; pl. vertuz H 57 etc.; sf. grace, power H 1401, H 2845, 4909n etc.; goodness, merit H 282, H 3404 etc.; pl. qualities, virtues H 57, 4363 etc.; properties 3817, 4353

verz see vers

vespre, sm. evening 2983; al v. in the evening 5373, 6722

vespree 1905, (H vespré) 4199, sf. evening

vessel see veissel

vesselet, sm.n.sg. small receptacle, jar 1027
vestement, sm. garment 4444, 5736 etc.

vesteure 1557, 5412, vesture 3967, 5770, sf. clothing

vestir 2347; ind.pr.4 vesture 6748; pret.3 vести 3957 etc.; пп.n.sg.m.
vestu 5356, *5561n, n.pl.m. vestu 5736, f.sg. vesture 4032, (before
vowel) vestu (H vesture) 4041, f.pl. vesture 5756; v.a. clothe
2347; put on 3961, 6748; v.refl. dress 3957, 4052, 4053; пп.
clad 4032, 4041 etc.; subst.inf. clothing 2361; see also vivre

vesture see vesteure

vue 784, H 2516 etc., vue (H vueue) 1336, 3796 etc., sf. sight 3796,
3797; appearance H 2516; tut a v. openly, visibly 784, 1336,
4742; see also hors

viande H 58, 838 etc., viand H 261; pl. viandes 1021, H 1396; sf.
food, victuals H 58 etc.; v. corporele bodily sustenance H 2292;
faire v. prepare food 1024; se tenir de v. abstain from food
H 3435

vice, sf. vice H 164n, H 167 etc.

vie, sf. life 11, H 51 etc.; see also commun, destreindre, ja,
trespasser, user

viel 1346, H 2730n etc., vielz 1367, (H veilz) 2812, (H vil) 5001
etc., vielz 4985; n.sg.m. vielz 1193, H 2115, (H viulz) 3167
etc., vieuz H 2712 etc., velz 3702, veils H 1409, viel 1349;
n.pl.m. vielz (H veuz) 1145, 2365, (H viuz) 4713; acc.pl.m.
vielz 1149 etc., viuz H 6142, veulz 1144; f.sg. vielle (H veile)
1102; adj. old 1144, 1193 etc.; subst. old man 1268, 1367 etc.;
old woman 1102; see also jofne
vieles, sf.pl. viole 5422

viellard 4148, 4151, viellart 1208, 2351 etc., (veillard H 1208 etc., veillard H 4148 etc.); n.sg. viellard 1384, 2863 etc., viellart 1203, 3799 etc., (veilar H 4602), veillard H 1429 etc., (veillard H 1268 etc.), vilard H 4132; acc.pl. viellartz 4083; sm. old man

viellesse 1209, 6266, veillesse H 4476, sf. old age

vieux see viel

vif 1624, 1721, 4387; n.sg.m. vis (H vifs) 2461, 5519, vif H 118, 1658 etc.; adj. alive, living; v.de mere living H 2662

vile; (acc.pl.m. vile H 1331); f.sg. vile 5412; adj. base, shameful; see also vilein

vilainie, sf. misconduct H 2188, 5694; dire v. insult H 289

vilard see viellard

vile, sf. town 958, 1753 etc.

vilein, n.sg.m. 1217; acc.pl.m. vileins 3686, veleins (H viles) 1331; sm. wretch 1217n; adj. shameful 1331, 3686

vileinement, adv. shamefully 5910

vilment (H vilement) 4032, 5470, velement H 892, adv. wretchedly

vinie, sf. vine H 918, H 919

vint, adj.num. twenty 1593, 2080; v.e.cinc 5349; v.e.dis 4926n

virgine H 3251, virgnes 6745; pl. virgnes (H virges) 589; adj. and subst.f. virgin
vis, adj. see vif

vis, sm.: estre v. seem H 2236, (H 5652), H 6056; cf. avis

vis, sm. face H 405, 689 etc.; see also rovent

visiter (H revisiter) 3172, H 3764, 5568, v.a. visit

vitail, sf. food 1586

viuz see viel

vivant, sm. lifetime 1520, H 2293, 4966

vivement, adv. clearly (H 9n), H 124

(vivifier; ind.pr.3 vivifie H 1264n; v.a. endue with life)

vivre (H vivere) 1197, H 2236 etc.; ind.pr.3 vit 6222, 6 vivent H 150 etc.; subj.pr.3 vive 4116; pret.3 vesqui 5319, (H vesquist) 5888n etc., 6 vesquirent 12; pr.past. vivant 4738; (pp. veseu H 5917n);

v.n. live; subst.inf. sustenance 2346, 2368; v._e_vestir food and clothing 2361; see also destreindre

voie see veie

voir, voirement see veir, veirement

voiz 3066, (H voz) 6877 etc., sf. voice; a v._doloruse sorrowfully 6023; see also haute

voleir H 1284; ind.pr.1 voil H 125, 539 etc., vuilt 1808, 5707, veu H 3380, 2 vels H 3335 etc., velz H 1837 etc., veus H 3447, (H 5099), veus H 2419 etc., voiz H 797, vols *1987n, (H voeuz) 3651, vous 4064 etc., voz H 3761, vuls 1515, 1815, vulz 6399, 3 volt H 239,
1624 etc., vout 1472 etc., vult 1984 etc., velt H 153, 4113 etc.,
vuet H 133, 1459 etc., 4 volum H 1307, 4920 etc., volumes 3076,
vulum H 2585, 5 volez 21 etc., volereus 4603n, 6661n, 6 voleint
2487, 6614, 6679, volent H 2212, (H voilent) 6053 etc., vulent
1920 etc.; ind.impf.1 volere 6011, 6313, vuleie 5981, 2 voleies
943, 6803, 3 voleit H 215, 363 etc., volait H 2600 etc., voloit
6527 etc., 5 voliez 1045, (H 3117), 6 voleient (H voleint) 384,
H 3518 etc.; subj.pr.3 voille H 242, 1258 etc., voile H 3379, 6
voillent H 640; pret.1 voil 3115 etc., 2 vuls 3117, 3 veilt 6725,
volt 824 etc., vout 1761, H 2626 etc., volt 4426, 6283; subj.impf.
(1 vousise H 6661n), 3 volsist 1373, H 2125 etc., volsist 780,
voulsist H 3249n, vousist 538, H 3550, vosist 1047, vulsist 1375,
4 vuleissum 5893, 6 volsisent H 498; fut.1 voudrai H 3763,
vodraill H 2268n etc., 2 voldras 1817, H 3319, (H vodras) 5966
etc., 3 voldra 1798 etc., voldret H 131 etc., voderat H 4525, vodrat
H 3582, vuldra 1366 etc., 4 voldrum H 3931, (vuldrum H 6606n),
5 voldrez (H vodrez) 3866, 3867, 6 voldront (H vudrunt) 3360,
voldrun 6605; condit.1 voldreie (H voldraie) 2445, 5213, voldroie
(H voldrai) 1093, 4382n etc., vuldroie (H vudrai) 3879n, 3 voldreit
6288, 6 voldreient H 607; v.a wish, desire H 125 etc.; (+ infin.)
wish to 21, H 133 etc.; (absolute) 1815, 3866, 6288 etc.; see
also mal, mielz; subst.inf. desire H 1284
volente H 96 etc.; pl. volentez 1590, 4333 etc.; sf. will, desire H
96, H 1292 etc.; a v. at will 374; a lur v. as they please 4346;
dema v. as I wished H 212; par vostre v. of your own accord
5439; od bone v. willingly H 354; avoir v. do (+ infin.) be
desirous of H 3544; faire ses volentez do as one pleases 1590,
5909
volenters H 90, 1093 etc., volentiers 2033 etc., adv. gladly, willingly H 90 etc.; plus v. rather H 2124

to+, v.n. fly away, 1992, H 2647; v. sur land upon 1130

vostre, poss.adj. and pr. your, yours: str. and unstr.m. and f.sg.
vostre H 128, H 220, 5223 etc.; unstr.n.pl.m. voz 5488; acc.pl.m.
voz H 227, 3790 etc., vos 4245; f.pl. voz H 2810, 3872 etc.;
str.n. and acc.pl.m. voz H 273, 5203

vous, voz see vus

vue see veue

vuelz see viel

vuer; v.n. swear, vow H 2193

vuil (H voil), sm.: a sun v. of his own accord, voluntarily 5452

vult H 86, vut H 2665, sm. countenance; changer sun v. alter one's expression H 3328

vus 4, (H us) 19 etc., vos H 474, H 889, vous H 1399, voz H 437, us
2813n etc., pr.pers. you; de_vus your H 282; see also este_vus

vut see vult

waine see vain

wainer, wainier, waner see gainier

wardains, n.sg. 5386; acc.pl. wardains 2327, wardeins (H gardeinz)
6634; sm. guardian, keeper 5386; pl. stewards, wardens (of church)
2327n, 6634
warder see garder

garentisement, sm.: aveir w. take warning 6903

garir see garir

garnir (H garnir), v.a. warn 5328

gaster see gaster

glise see iglise

image H 4497; H 4499 etc., sf. statue, graven image; pl. images
visions 1540n

ypocrisie, sf. hypocrisy H 3434
INDEX OF PROPER NAMES

This Index lists all names of persons and places, as well as adjectives of nationality, comprised in the text. Inflected names are entered under their oblique form, unless otherwise stated, and line references are exhaustive except when followed by etc. As in the Glossary, the siglum H accompanies all references to lines preserved only in that MS., an asterisk indicates editorial emendation and references to persons identified or forms discussed in the Critical Notes are followed by n.

Abraham H 111, Abram (H Abraham) 4407, Abraham, Biblical patriarch

Abraham, nom. H 307n, H 317, Abraham, disciple of Sisoes

Abram, non. 6209n, Abraham, a Father

Adam, indecl. H 922, 6463, Adam

Agatun, indecl. *655n, 3853, 5139 etc., Agatho

Alexandre H 4879, Alisandre H 492, 952, Alisandrile H 1309n, Alexandria

Antioche H 4831, Antioch

Antoine H 36 etc., Antoni H 2920, Antonie H 24n etc., Antony (H Antoni) 6338n; nom. Antoine (H Antonie) 2459, H 3263 etc.,
Antonie H 26, (H Antoni) 2458 etc., Antony 6760; St. Antony

Anub, indecl. H 4482n, H 4528 etc., Anub

Apollo 1174n, 1202, 1213, (H Apollo) 1223, nom., Apollo
Arsenie 2304, 2311, Aseine H 2821; nom. Arsenie 2319, Arsenius H 402n; Arsenius

Atene H 2116n, Antinoe

*Athanasie, nom. H 483n, Athanasius

Babiloigne (H Babiloine) 4544, Babiloine 2966, Babylon

Besariun 6407, Bessariun 6404; nom. Besariun 6288n, Bersariun 6493; Besarion

Bruere, Temple de la, 7n, Temple Bruer

Cananin, nom. H 197n, Chame

Cassian H 203n; nom. Cassianus (H Cassians) 3701, Cassian 719 etc.; Casian 733; Cassian

Celles 693n, 819, Cellia

Cesarie 3975, Caesar

Chans see Johan

Crisoroun 6422n, the river Chrysoroean

Crist see Jesu

Cypre H 4850, Cyprus

Damnedeu (H Damnede) 1, 731, (H Deu) 5005, Dampnedé 6518, Dampnedeu H 1434, (H Deu) 3862, (H Dampnedé) 4662 etc.; nom. Dampnedex (H Dampnedeu) 4725, Dampnedeu 1731, H 2163 etc.; the Lord God, God; cf. Deu
Daniel, nom. H 151, the prophet Daniel

Daniel, nom. 2303n, 4543, Daniel, a Father

David, indecl. H 119, H 1442, 6879, 6883, David

Deu 14, H 28, (H De) 3200, (H Dex) 3703, (H Damnedeu) 5486, (H
Damnedeu) 6048 etc., De 6799, Deus H 2299, Dex 1631; nom. Deus
H 45, (H Deu) 1245, (H Dex) 3160 etc., Dex H 2269, 2970 etc.,
Deu (H Dex) 17, H 57, (H Deus) 1255 etc.; God 14 etc.; cf.
Damnedeu; pagan god 1978

Dulas, nom. 6403n, 6491, Dulas

Egipte (H Egypte) 1533, 1545 etc., Egypte H 6079, 6443 etc., Egypt

Egiptien, n. sg. 5375, 5429, 5443; acc. pl. Egyptiens H 627; Egyptian

Epiphane H 4850; nom. Epiphanie H 659n, H 670, H 4858; Epiphanius

Esaï 722n, Esay 725, Esius

Estracini 2325n, Ostracine

*Eucharite 6712n; nom. Eukariste 6722, 6729; Eucharistius

Evagrius, nom. H 297n, H 425, Evagrius

Eve H 922, Eve

Gabriel, nom. 4724, 6866, 6871, the archangel Gabriel

Gelasie, indecl. 4925n, 4932 etc., Gelasius

Gregorie, nom. H 47n, H 53, Pope Gregory I

Griffuns, n. pl. n. 2325, Greeks
Hamun (H Hamun) 407n; nom. Hamun 6267; Ammon
Helie, nom. H 479n, Elias
Helyas, nom. H 115, the prophet Elijah
Hylarin H 660n; nom. Hylarin H 667; Hilarion
Ipertius H 895, Paricius 527n, nom., Hyperichius
Isaac, nom. 693n, Isaac, a priest
*Isaac, nom. 3453n, Isaac, a Father
Isidre 705n, Isidore
Israel H 628, H 645, Israel
Jerusalem H 1445, H 4824, 6880, Jerusalem
Jesu 3175, 4578 etc., Jesu Christ H 25, 941 etc., indecl., Jesus Christ
Job, nom. H 149, Job
Johan H 204n, 721, 725, 731, H 4481, 6501, indecl., St. John of Egypt
Johan H 2464; nom. Johan 5211, 5223 etc., Chans H 55n; John the Dwarf
Johan, nom. 4183, John, disciple of Paul
Jordan 6392, the river Jordan
Joseph, nom. H 83n, Joseph of Thebes
Joseph, nom. H 3491n, Joseph, disciple of Pastor
Joseph 3944n, Joseph of Panephysis
Julien, nom. 6465n, 6476, 6483, 6486, Julian the Apostate
Letice see Sincletice

Libie 6579, Lybia

Loth, indecl. H 3743n, H 3752, H 3753, Lot

Lucien 3869n, Lucius

Macaire 6704, Macarie (H Macharie) 5562, Machaire 6437, Macharie 2492 etc.; nom. Macarie 6547, Macarius (H Macharius) 6600, Macharie *4581, H 4641 etc., Machaire 2479n, (H Macharie) 4619; Macarius

Magistrien, nom. 2307n, 2315, Magistrianus

Marie 2, H 2155, 3175, 5841, the Virgin Mary

Marie 5246, 5271, 5272, Mary, sister of Martha

Marie 6713, wife of Eucharistius

Marone H 347n, Matrona

*Marche 5271n, 5272n, Martha, sister of Mary

Matheu, nom. H 174, St. Matthew

Mathoën (H Acoen) 3345; nom. Mathoüs H 2503n; Matthew, a Father

Michiel (H Michel) 6878, Michiel (H Michael) 6885; nom. Michiel 6866 etc., Michil (H Michel) 6871; the archangel Michael

Mildie, indecl. H 2505n, H 2554, Milidus

Moisen 2972, Moysi 2970, Moses

Moysen 3474; nom. Moyses 1143, Moysen 733n, 1142; Moses, a Father
Nil, indecl. 1726, 1727, 1733, 1740, the river Nile

Noé, nom. H 147, Noah

Oxirincœ H 3204n, Oxyrychnus

Palestine 678, Palestine

Panbo, indecl. H 183n, H 490, H 499, 6548, Panbo

Panefun 3944n, Panephyasis

Paricius see Ipertius

Pascche H 1114, H 1115, H 2205, Easter

Passiun 4218n, Paisius

Pastur H 3374, 3985 etc.; nom. Pastor H 130n, H 323 etc., Pastur H

2463, 4217 etc.; Pastor

Perse H 2506, *6466n, Persia

Pieres, nom. 819n, Peter, a Father

Pieres, indecl. H 3744n, H 3751, Peter, disciple of Lot

Pol, nom. H 1297, St. Paul

Pol, indecl. 4183n, 4189, 6455, 6457, Paul of Thebes

Pupliun 6479n, Pupliun 6489, Publius

Priur 805n; nom. Priur (H Prior) 3588n, 3589, 3617; Pior

Prieun, nom. 5705n, (unidentifiable)

Puctiun H 6061n, Pimenius
Rome 5345, 5398, 5401, Rome H 47, H 4837, H 4842, Rome

Romein, n.sg.m. 5379, 5393, Roman

Sarazins, n.pl.m. 4985n, Saracens

Serra 1339, Serra 1319n, Sara

Sathan 2057, Sathan 3817n; nom. Sathanas H 1304, 2069 etc., Satan

2066, 2084 etc.; Satan

Seit (H Sit) 6601, Scithi 927, 951, Sciti 705n, H 3835 etc., Scete

Seraphin H 3306; nom. Seraphion H 3329, Serapion 734n; Serapion

Serra see Sara

Serunde, nom. H 1273n, Gerontius

Silvain 843n, Scithi 3775, Silvein 5242, nom., Silvanus

Sinclite H 857, H 3929, Sinclite H 3403, Letice H 511n, Syncletica

Sire, nom. H 1309n, Syrus

Sisoi H 307n, *831, Scisoi (H Sysoi) 4287, Scisoi (H Sysoi) 6337; nom. Sisoi
6754, Scisoi H 311, H 320; Sisoes

Sodome 5193, Sodom

Sy南山 3907, Syes (H Syes) 3776, mount Sinai

Syon H 1444, mount Sion

Tebes H 83n, 3078, 6456, Thebes 2049, (H Tebes) 3453, 4027, Thebes

Terebutti H 4488n, Terrenuchin 2480n, Terrenutin 6362, Terenuthis
Thebes see Tebes

Theodorus, nom. H 77n, Theodore

TheoÎste (H Theociste) 5601, 5602; nom. TheoÎstes (H Theocistes)
5592n, (H Theociste) 5603, 5617, 5622; Theoctistus

Theoûa 738n, Theon

Vindemius, nom. 6599, Vindemius

Yseron, nom. H 3363n, Nisteron

Zacharie, indecl. 843n, 849, 852, 5248, Zacharius

Zenon, nom. 677n, Zeno